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Abstract

This thesis provides a (mostly) proof-theoretic investigation into truth and paradox. Most
investigations on the notion of truth are triggered by the well-known Liar paradox, which
leads to conceptual and technical challenges. Since Tarski’s seminal work [Tar36], Kripke’s
Outline of a theory of truth [Kri75] has been the most influential article on truth and the
Liar paradox. Kripke suggested a very intuitive semantic theory of truth, and he provided
a simple solution to the paradox.

In the first part of this thesis (Chapters 2-4), we investigate the proof theory related to
the semantic conception of truth developed in the Outline. While most of the mathematical
aspects of Kripke’s theory are now well understood, what kind of proof system is best
suited to provide an axiomatic characterization of models of [Kri75] remains less clear. We
thus compare classical axiomatizations (i.e., proof systems based on classical logic) with
nonclassical ones (i.e., proof systems based on some nonclassical logic). The goal is to
assess whether or not they can be taken to be truth-theoretically equivalent.

In the second part (Chapters 5-8), we address a problem of expressive weakness that
the Kripkean semantics is confronted with: it cannot distinguish between paradoxical and
merely pathological sentences. We suggest a novel solution to this problem, in the form of a
theory of truth and paradox, arguing that it is preferable to some alternatives. In particular,
unlike the solutions that have been suggested so far, the theory below (i) preserves every
insight about truth that is captured by models of [Kri75] and (ii) will be presented both
semantically and proof-theoretically.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

This thesis provides a (mostly) proof-theoretic investigation into truth and paradox.

When one thinks informally about the notion of truth, it is rather natural to have the

intuitions that

• every sentence ϕ is equivalent to the sentence asserting that ϕ is true,

• every sentence ϕ is, exclusively, either true or false.

However, so called Liar paradox 1 shows that it is impossible for both intuitions to be right.

The reason is that there are sentences, so called liar sentences, asserting their own falsehood,

such as

(Liar) (Liar) is false.

It is not difficult to see that, if (Liar) is true, then (Liar) is false. And conversely, if (Liar)

is false, then (Liar) is true.2

The underlying idea of the present study is that we do not only need a theory of

truth that avoids the paradox. Rather, we need a unified theory of truth and paradox ; in

particular, such a theory should be presented both semantically and proof-theoretically.

1It is sometimes called Epimenides paradox, e.g. [Fit80, p. 532], for the statement “the Cretans are always
liars” is credited to Epimenides of Cretan. One version of the paradox seems to go back to Eubulides of
Miletus (Laertius, De vitis, 18.02).
2The paradox has been presented informally, but hopefully in a clear enough way to convey the issue. Should
this not be the case, here is a more precise description (which will be made fully formal in Chapter 5). If
every sentence is equivalent to the sentence asserting its truth, than the sentence named (Liar) is equivalent
to the sentence asserting that (Liar) is true. Now, if (Liar) is true, due to the just stated equivalence we
can infer (Liar), that is, we can infer (Liar) is false. Conversely, if (Liar) is false, that is, if (Liar), then due
to the equivalence we can infer that (Liar) is true.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

The Liar paradox has been known since the antiquity, and it regained an important

position in logical and philosophical discussion in the twentieth century,3 when the discovery

of various paradoxes (such as Russell’s, Berry’s, Grelling-Nelson’s) determined what is

known as the foundational crisis of mathematics. Paradoxes played then an important

role in the development of mathematical logic (cf. [Can09]): they lead for instance to

new fundamental theories (e.g. type theory, axiomatic set theory), to new fundamental

results (e.g. incompleteness, undecidability, undefinability),4 to the investigation of new

logical systems (e.g. many-valued logics, substructural logics),5 to the introduction of new

semantical methods (e.g. revision theory, semi-inductive definitions).6 In particular, the

Liar paradox was transformed by Tarski into a fundamental theorem on the undefinability

of truth.7

After decades of investigation, truth-theoretic paradoxes still play a central role in

logical and philosophical discussion. Their analysis still provoke new theoretical questions,

and they still open up the path for new areas of research. For example, after the discovery of

Yablo’s paradox [Yab93], there has been an active discussion on whether self-reference is a

necessary ingredient for paradoxes, and on whether Yablo’s paradox really does not involve

self-reference (see [Coo14] for a comprehensive study and [HZ17] for a formalization of the

paradox that does not rely on diagonalization). This inspired a systematic investigation

of the notion of self-reference in formal languages (see e.g. [Lei02], [Hec07], [HV14a,

HV14b], [Pic18a]).

3The influence of the Liar paradox in modern mathematical logic, according to [Can09], is to be associated
with Russell’s Les paradoxes de la Logique [Rus06], written in reply to Poincaré’s Les mathématiques et
la logique [Poi06]. It is after Russell’s paper that the Liar paradox “regains a conspicuous position in the
logical analysis of the twentieth century” [Can09, p. 891].
4For a systematic reconstruction and generalization of a method for transforming paradoxes into formal
incompleteness results, see [Dea20].
5‘Many-valued’ is meant to include fuzzy logic as well. For example, Hájek, Paris, and Shepherdson have
shown that Peano arithmetic over Łukasiewicz logic with truth-values in [0, 1] can be consistently augmented
by the schema ϕ ↔ ¬Trpϕq for all sentence ϕ—where the expression pϕq is a name for ϕ. The resulting
theory, called PAŁTr, is consistent, although it has no standard model, that is to say, the standard model
N has no fuzzy expansion which is a model of PAŁTr. Yet, PAŁTr has nonstandard models [HPS00].
6For a detailed analysis of the role of paradoxes in the 20th century, see [Can09].
7More details follow (see §1.1).
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The list of topics for which the study of truth and truth-theoretic paradoxes is relevant

is not short. It could go from similar paradoxes involving doxastic notions—such as knowl-

edge or belief—or modalities (e.g. Montague’s paradox [Mon75], Kaplan & Montague’s

paradox [KM60], Thomason’s paradox [Tho80]),8 via modal logic (are modal notions

best conceived as predicates that can be characterized over an axiomatic theory of truth?

[Ste14a, Ste14b]),9 to questions concerning the justification of new mathematical knowl-

edge (can the concept of type-free truth play an essential role in justifying new mathematical

knowledge? [FHN21]).10

But even if one restricts the attention to the literature on truth and the Liar paradox

(without considering the many other connections), one will soon realize that the amount of

literature is overwhelming. Already in 1974, Charles Parsons asked

[why] is it that today, more that sixty years after Principia Mathematica

and nearly forty years after the first publication of Tarski’s Wahrheits-

begriff, the liar paradox is still discussed as if it were an open problem?

[Par74, p. 381]

Today, forty-seven years after Parsons’ question, the discussion on the Liar paradox and

the notion of truth is still ongoing. Yet, the discussion does not run as if the paradox were

an open problem, or as if one had to construct a theory of truth all in one block.

A large number of philosophical intuitions about truth are elegantly captured by one

theory or another. There are many—too many to list here—theories of truth which are

highly sophisticated (from a technical point of view) and very satisfactory (from a concep-

tual one). Just to give an idea, by headline labels, of the variety of approaches to truth

and paradoxes one can choose from, these can be divided into several opposite categories,

8For an overview of the various paradoxes, see [Ste15, §3]. Relatedly, there has been interest in paradoxes
of interaction, that is, paradoxes arising from interaction of multiple modalities (see e.g. [HL01], [Hal08],
[SF15]), and in pathologies arising from the interaction between truth and belief [Ste21]. This is leading
to a unified treatment of truth, modalities and doxastic notions (see [NS21] for an overview).
9See also [HLW03].
10[Can09, §7.2] offers a nice overview of how theories of truth and abstraction have been tentatively
applied to problems arising from theoretical linguistics, computer science, and artificial intelligence. See
also [Can96, §XIV].
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

among which: typed and type-free, classical and nonclassical, consistent and paraconsistent,

structural and substructural, two-valued and many-valued, and similar ones. And within

each of these categories, further subcategories can be differentiated. Additionally, we have

a fairly strong understanding of what desiderata a theory of truth can or cannot satisfy.

Harvey Friedman and Michael Sheard, for example, have listed “a menu of reasonable state-

ments about [the truth predicate] T ” [FS87, p. 2], showing which subsets of the list are

mutually (in)compatible. Similarly, Hannes Leitgeb has listed “eight norms that express

what a theory of truth ought or ought not to be like” [Lei07, p. 283], clarifying which

subsets of the list can(not) be satisfied by a single theory.11 In other words, more often

than not, proposing a new theory of truth amounts to fine-tuning some existent theory in

order to improve on some of its aspects. And more often than not, one already knows in

which direction such an improvement can or cannot go.

The starting point of the present study is the semantic theory of truth developed by

Saul Kripke in his seminal Outline of a theory of truth.12 It is Kripke’s theory that we

would like to improve. The Outline provides an extremely intuitive and extremely natural

truth theory, and it provides a simple solution to the Liar paradox. In a nutshell, Kripke

suggested that we should embrace truth-value gaps, thereby rejecting the second of the

intuitions mentioned above: not every sentence is either true or false; in particular, liar

sentences lack a truth value, they are undefined.

Kripke’s article generated an exponential growth in literature on truth and paradoxes.

Despite the fact that we are now approaching its fiftieth anniversary, the interest in this

paper does not seem to be diminishing. It is still one of the most (perhaps the most)

popular semantic account of truth, and a large number of theories are related, in some way

or another, to the construction of [Kri75]. The present work is no exception. We have a

strong preference for Kripke’s semantic theory, and what follows can be seen as an offspring

11See also [She13] and [HH15].
12Actually, it would be more appropriate to talk about “Kripke’s method for obtaining semantic theories of
truth”, rather than “Kripke’s theory of truth”. As we shall see shortly, Kripke considers different monotone
three-valued schema for obtaining so called fixed-point models without committing for a specific one. For
simplicity, though, in this introductory remarks I often talk about Kripke’s theory of truth, as this degree
of vagueness is harmless. I shall be more specific whenever the context demands so.

4



1.1. TARSKI’S CONCEPT OF TRUTH

of the Outline. Specifically, one of the goals of this thesis consists in extending Kripke’s

theory of truth in order to obtain a theory of truth and paradox.

In order to present the key points of the present work, we begin by briefly reviewing

Tarski’s seminal work on truth in formal languages (§1.1), as well as by sketching the main

ideas of [Kri75] (§1.2) (the reader familiar with these topics can freely skip these sections).

After that, we move on to outlining in some details aims, motivations, and structure of the

work (§1.3-§1.4).

1.1. Tarski’s Concept of Truth

Formal theories of truth originated with Alfred Tarski’s landmark The concept of truth

in formalized languages [Tar36], and Kripke’s Outline can be seen as a natural extension

of Tarski’s work. Tarski’s goal was to provide a definition of “true L-sentence”, for L some

formal language, which was materially adequate. The material adequacy condition is known

as Convention T : a definition of truth is materially adequate if, and only if, it implies every

instance of the schema

x is a true sentence if and only if p, (T-Schema)

where x is a name for the sentence p. However, Tarski observed that it is impossible to

characterize the set of true sentences by relying upon the T-Schema: whenever our language

L is expressive enough, there will be liar sentences saying of themselves that they are not

true, such as

(L) (L) is not a true sentence.

Taking (L) as an instance of the T-schema yields

(L) is a true sentence if and only if (L) is not a true sentence.

In other words, if L is a language expressive enough to allow the construction of liar

sentences, and if L is governed by classical logic, then it is impossible to provide a materially

5



CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

adequate definition of “true L-sentence” within L. This fundamental negative result is

known as Tarski’s theorem on the undefinability of truth.13

Yet, to Tarski we owe also a positive result: we can provide a materially adequate defi-

nition of “true L-sentence” if we use a richer language L′. More precisely, Tarski introduced

a distinction between object-language and metalanguage. The former is a language L0 for

which we want to define “ϕ is a true L0-sentence”; the latter is a richer language L1 in which

we formulate the definition. This distinction between object and metalanguage allowed a

refinement of Convention T: an L1-definition of “true L0-sentence” is said to be materially

adequate precisely if it implies every sentence we obtain from

x is a true L0-sentence if and only if p,

by replacing x with a L1-name of the L0-sentence ϕ, and p by a translation ϕL1 of ϕ in the

L1. And indeed, Tarski proved that such a materially adequate definition exists.14 This

process can be iterated, and we can obtain a sequence of languages {L0,L1,L2, . . . }, such

that, for every n, Ln+1 contains the truth predicate of Ln, that is, in Ln+1 we can provide

a formally correct definition of “true Ln-sentence” which is materially adequate.

An aspect of Tarski’s work which is important to emphasize is that he was concerned

with formal languages. His goal was not to provide a semantic account of the way we

use truth in ordinary discourse.15 In particular, whereas his framework prevents the self-

applicability of truth, in natural language we have only one truth predicate, and we often

13More formally, Tarski’s theorem shows that the set of Gödel numbers of sentences that are true in
the standard model is not arithmetically definable. Note that, since every recursive set is arithmetically
definable, it follows that the set of (codes of) sentences that are true in the standard model is not recursive
(cf. for instance [BBJ07, §§16-17]). From a proof-theoretic perspective, if we work in a classical (i.e.,
formulated over classical logic) arithmetical theory S which strong enough to prove diagonalization, then
there will be no truth predicate T(x) such that the schema T(pϕq) ↔ ϕ is derivable for all sentences
ϕ—where the expression pϕq is a name for ϕ. The reason is that, diagonalizing on ¬T(x), we can find a
sentence L such that S ` ¬T(pLq)↔ L.
14More generally, Tarski showed how to produce a definition of truth for a language using a higher-order
language.
15Since natural language does contain a concept of truth, but this cannot satisfy Convention T, Tarski
concluded that the concept of truth in natural language is incoherent (cf. [Tar36, p. 264]). In this respect,
it is also worth mentioning that, as emphasized by Volker Halbach, Tarski worked on truth when “most
members of Vienna Circle and the Warsaw School suspected truth to be a concept that should be avoided
in good philosophy” [Hal14, p. 15].

6



1.2. KRIPKE’S OUTLINE

(implicitly or explicitly) attribute the property of being true to sentences which themselves

contain the truth predicate.16

1.2. Kripke’s Outline

As we have seen, Tarski’s theory of truth was a typed theory. Roughly, this amounts

to imposing a restriction on the type of sentences to which Tr can apply. Specifically,

Tarski restricted the applicability of Tr to sentences not containing Tr, thereby excluding

liar sentences from being well-formed.

A first important contribution made by Kripke in his landmark [Kri75] was to take the

self-applicability of the truth predicate seriously, and to suggest a type-free theory of truth,

that is, a theory of truth with no type restriction.17 He suggested an elegant and intuitive

theory of truth which shifted the focus from formal languages to natural language. Yet,

this shift of focus did not imply an impoverishment in mathematical rigour. Kripke wanted

to provide a definition of truth for a language containing its own truth predicate, and he

wanted to do it just as rigorously as Tarski did. In other words, Kripke wanted to provide

a “mathematical definition of truth” [Kri75, p. 698] (emphasis in the original).18 Aware of

Tarski’s theorem on the undefinability of truth, Kripke (as already mentioned) embraced

the idea that we should allow truth-value gaps: not every sentence is either true or false;

some sentences are undefined.

How are we supposed to modify Convention T when using a partial semantics? The

answer implemented by Kripke19 is that, for every sentence ϕ, ϕ and Trpϕq should have

16For example, the sentence “some sentences written on the board are true” attributes truth to a sentence
containing the truth predicate whenever some of the sentences written on the board contain the truth
predicate.
17The distinction between typed and type-free theories is not as unproblematic as we have sketched here.
For more details, see [Hal14, §10].
18Kripke was not the only one, nor the first one, attempting to provide a natural language semantics.
He himself mentions authors like van Fraassen, Martin, Woodruff, as seeking alternatives to the Tarskian
approach. However, he complaints that, with the exception of [MW75], the previous proposals were “almost
invariably mere suggestions, not genuine theories” [Kri75, p. 698], and he points out that the literature
alternative to Tarski “abandons the attempt at a mathematical definition of truth, and is content to take
it as an intuitive primitive” (ibid., pp. 698-699).
19[Can09] attributes this idea to van Fraassen [vF78, vF71].

7



CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

the same truth-value,20 where the expression pϕq is a name for the sentence ϕ. That is to

say, letting S be a semantic schema allowing truth-value gaps, an adequate definition of

truth based on S must imply

S(ϕ) = S(Trpϕq), (Adequacy)

for every sentence ϕ. Kripke showed that adequate definitions of truth exist. More precisely,

given a language for an acceptable structure M in the sense of [Mos74]21 and a three-

valued monotone semantic scheme S in the sense of [Kle71],22 Kripke describes a general

inductive procedure for obtaining a class of so-called fixed-point models. Fixed-point models

are partial structures 〈M, (E,A)〉 interpreting a language LTr containing a monadic truth

predicate Tr, where M interprets the truth-free fragment of LTr, and the pair (E,A) is

an interpretation of Tr.23 E (A) is the (anti-)extension of Tr and it is meant to contain

everything which is (un)true. These models are adequate in the sense that S〈M,(E,A)〉, i.e.,

the monotone semantic scheme S relative to 〈M, (E,A)〉, yields a solution to (Adequacy):

for all ϕ ∈ LTr,

S〈M,(E,A)〉(ϕ) = S〈M,(E,A)〉(Trpϕq).

The last point we would like to mention concerns the possibility of obtaining classical

models from partial fixed-point models. As mentioned by [Kri75, p. 715], one can have the

intuition that every sentence ϕ which is either false or undefined is not true. On this view,

Tr(x) would be a totally defined predicate, with no truth-value gaps. Kripke’s construction

20Note that, whereas in a classical two-valued semantics this is equivalent to Tarski’s Convention T, this is
not necessarily so in a partial three-valued semantics. In fact, if two sentences ϕ,ψ have value u (undefined)
in S, then S can be such that S(ϕ) = S(ψ), but S(ϕ↔ ψ) = u.
21This essentially means that L is expressive enough to encode a formalization of syntax.
22This is a set of truth functions {1, 0, u}n −→ {1, 0, u} which are monotone wrt the partial order u ≤O 1,
u ≤O 0, so that whenever xi ≤O yi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then F (x1, . . . , xn) ≤O F (y1, . . . , yn). Among the seman-
tic schemata which are suitable for obtaining fixed-points, Kripke mentions van Frassen’s supervaluation
[vF66]. This noncompositional semantics will not be discussed in this work. For more on supervaluation
and Kripkean truth, we refer the reader to [Can90], [KU08], [FHKS15], [Ste18].
23The structure is partial in the sense that E ∪A ( |M| (= the support ofM).
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can be used to accommodate this intuition. To this end, it suffices to “close off” a fixed-

point, which means turning every gap into a false sentence. In this way, one obtains an

interpretation of Tr such that what is in the extension of Tr depends on the partial schema

used to obtain the fixed-point, and everything else is in its anti-extension.

Since Tarski’s seminal work, Kripke’s paper has been the most influential article on the

concept of truth and the Liar paradox, and it was followed by variations and generaliza-

tions.24 As remarked by Leon Horsten, “in Kripke’s hands, the field of theories of truth

reached a new level of mathematical sophistication” [Hor15, p. 688].25

1.3. Aims and motivations

The present thesis can be divided into two parts. The first part (Chapters 2-4) in-

vestigates and compares axiomatizations of the Kripkean fixed-point semantics. In fact,

although most of the mathematical aspects of this semantics have been thoroughly ex-

plored and are now well understood,26 what kind of proof system is best suited to provide

an axiomatic characterization of the Kripkean conception of truth remains less clear.27 The

second part (Chapters 5-8) contains a suggestion to improve Kripke’s theory of truth. As

already mentioned, our suggestion consists in extending Kripke’s theory in order to ob-

tain a theory of truth and paradox. Why this is important will be explained shortly (see

§1.3.2-§1.3.3).

1.3.1. Comparing classical and nonclassical proof systems (§§2-4). Since the

1980s, a number of proof systems have been suggested as axiomatizations of models of

[Kri75]. These systems can be divided into two main categories: classical systems (i.e.,

24More on these generalizations will be said below in this Introduction, §1.3.2.
25For instance, Kripke was the first to carry out a calculation of the complexity of the truth-sets in fixed
point models. For an overview on the relationship between Kripke’s theory and recursion theory, see
[Can09, §5.3].
26The existent literature is vast. Just to mention a few among the first studies which have been particularly
influential: [Bur86, Bur88], [Vis84], [Woo84], [Fef84], [Fit86], [Can89, Can96], [McG90].
27Let us re-emphasize that talking about “Kripkean conception of truth” is a simplification. There’s no
single Kripkean conception of truth, but rather a method for obtaining different classes of models, depending
on the preferred semantic schema.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

systems based on classical logic) and nonclassical systems (i.e., systems based on some non-

classical logic).28 The standard classical system is the theory known as Kripke-Feferman

(KF), due to Solomon Feferman [Fef91].29 The standard nonclassical system is the the-

ory known as Partial-Kripke-Feferman (PKF), due to Volker Halbach and Leon Horsten

[HH06].30 Both KF and PKF come in different variants, so it is appropriate to talk about

KF-like (or classical) and PKF-like (or nonclassical) theories, respectively.

However, it is unclear (i) whether classical and nonclassical systems are equally adequate

axiomatizations of the fixed-point semantics, and (ii) whether classical and nonclassical

systems can be taken to be truth-theoretically equivalent. This lack of clarity is essentially

due to three problems of a more general nature, which are still partly open.

28Within each category, one can find different proof systems still. The difference between them, though, is
only cosmetic. E.g. one can opt for an Hilbert-style or for a Gentzen-style calculus, but they can be shown
to be equivalent via a suitable translation function between the two frameworks.
29KF was developed by Solomon Feferman in the late seventies and in the beginning of the eighties,
although it appeared in print for the first time in [Rei86] and [Can89]. Both William Reinhardt and
Andrea Cantini credit the system to Feferman, who published his version of the theory only in 1991, under
the label Ref(PA) [Fef91]. As we shall see in the first chapter, the version of the theory presented by Cantini
and Reinhardt contains an extra axiom, namely the axiom of consistency, which was not part of Feferman’s
theory. Also, it should be mentioned that KF is the standard classical axiomatization of the fixed-point
models based on Strong-Kleene logic (or variations thereof). If one considers the fixed-point models based
on supervalutation, then one can state that Cantini’s theory VF [Can90] (inspired by van Frassen’s notion
of supervaluation) “stands to the Supervaluation construction as [KF] stands to the Strong Kleene model”
[Lei07]. It is important to observe, though, that while KF is an N-categorical (in the sense of [FHKS15])
axiomatization of Strong Kleene fixed-points, this is not so for VF relative to supervaluational fixed-points
(see [FHKS15] for details). N-categorical axiomatizations of a variant of supervaluational fixed-points are
the theories IT (inductive truth) and ITc (consistent inductive truth), introduced by Johannes Stern in
[Ste18]. At any rate, as already mentioned, supervaluational fixed-points will not be considered in this
work.
30A system in partial logic was suggested much earlier by Michael Kremer [Kre88] (see also [Aoy94]).
Kremer’s theory has received less attention than PKF in the context of studies related to [Kri75]. We
suspect that the following are some of the reasons why Halbach and Horsten’s PKF received more attention.
First, Kremer (as well as Aoyama) defines a system with schematic rules for truth (roughly, infer Trpϕq
from ϕ and vice versa), whereas Halbach and Horsten define a fully compositional system, with e.g. axioms
roughly of the form “for all sentences ϕ,ψ, infer Trpϕ ∧ ψq from Trpϕq and Trpψq, and vice versa”. Second,
unlike Kremer, Halbach and Horsten have compared their theory with variants of the classical system
KF, and specifically they have answered some questions raised by Reinhardt about his version of KF
[Rei85, Rei86] (these questions will be discussed at length in the first chapter to come). Lastly, Halbach
and Horsten have analyzed PKF from a purely proof-theoretic perspective, determining its proof-theoretic
strength over PA (as we shall see below, they have shown that PKF proves transfinite induction up to
< ωω).
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1.3. AIMS AND MOTIVATIONS

(1) The first of these problems concerns the very legitimacy of using classical logic for

axiomatizing a partial conception of truth. This legitimacy is threatened by two issues.

The first issue is that classical logic is unsound relative to a partial semantics S, in the

sense that not all instances of classical tautologies are satisfied in S—for example, in S the

tautology ϕ ∨ ¬ϕ is not satisfied for all sentences ϕ. The second issue is that the interplay

between classical logic and a theory of syntax (which can be obtained e.g. via arithmetic

and a suitable Gödel numbering) guarantees the existence of liar sentences, i.e., sentences

λ for which e.g. the disjunction

(λ ∧ ¬Trpλq) ∨ (¬λ ∧ Trpλq)

will be provable.31 Typically, though, the reason for working within a partial semantics

is precisely to avoid that such disjunctions be satisfied. But then how can we endorse a

theory proving them? And more generally: how can we consider a classical theory S to be

an axiomatization of a partial semantics S, if many theorems of S are not satisfied by S?

(2) The second problem concerns the meaning of the claim that a certain axiomatic truth

theory S axiomatizes a certain semantic truth theory S. As rightly emphasized by Fischer

et al. in 2015, this claim “is in need of clarification, because most semantic theories of truth

characterize a set of sentences that is not recursively enumerable, i.e., they characterize

a nonaxiomatizable set of sentences” [FHKS15, p. 257]. Fischer et al. then suggest a

criterion, so called N-categoricity criterion, for establishing when an axiomatic theory can be

taken to axiomatize a semantic theory.32 However, as noted by the authors themselves, and

by others who have employed the N-categoricity criterion (e.g. [Ste18], [HN18], [Nic18],

[Pic18b]), a number of issues are connected with it, and being N-categorical can at best

be seen as a necessary condition to impose on axiomatic theories.

31Incidentally, as aptly remarked by Horsten, considering that aside from logic so little is needed to obtain
this formal version of the Liar paradox, “one wonders whether the laws of classical logic are unrestrictedly
valid after all” [Hor09, p. 5].
32A definition and a discussion of this criterion can be found in Chapter 4. Roughly, the idea is that a
theory S is an N-categorical axiomatization of a semantics S iff the standard models of S (i.e., models
expanding the standard interpretation N with an interpretation for Tr) are exactly the standard models in
S.
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(3) The third problem is that we lack a satisfactory method for comparing the conceptual

aspects, or what could be called the ‘truth-theoretic content’, of truth theories formulated

over different logics. Comparing the conceptual aspects of truth theories is a non-trivial

task, and sophisticated methodologies have been defined for comparing classical theories of

truth (see e.g. [Hal14, §6] for an overview). Unfortunately, though, these methods are not

suitable for theories with different logics. One method often used for comparing classical

with nonclassical systems consists in comparing the set of sentences that are provably true

in each system. That is to say, given two theories T and S, one verifies whether T and S

prove the same sentences of the form Trpϕq. But this is hardly satisfactory. For example,

even if T and S fully agree on what is true, they can disagree on what is not-true, i.e., it

is possible that T proves ¬Trpϕq but S does not. Similarly, it is possible that T proves

Trp¬ϕq→ ¬Trpϕq for all ϕ but S does not. And so forth. Clearly, then, the truth-theoretic

content of a theory S is not exhausted by the set of sentences that S proves to be true.

The first part of this thesis (Chapters 2-4) will discuss these three problems, and it will

go some way towards finding a solution. As a case study, it will focus on proof systems

related to Kripke’s theory of truth, which are among the most popular axiomatic theo-

ries. Nonetheless, it should be mentioned that the relevance of the analysis undertaken

in Chapters 2-4 goes beyond the context of Kripkean theories of truth, and also beyond

the context of truth theories more generally. It has been many years now that the use

of nonclassical logic for the study of various paradoxes has been extensive. Studying the

relationship between classical and noncalssical truth systems can give birth to technical

tools that can then be used for comparing classical and nonclassical approaches in proxi-

mal areas of study. In particular, there are several notions which are paradox-prone and

which share some similarities with truth (such as validity, satisfaction, membership relation,

modalities).33

33Just to mention one example, the notion of ‘significant rule’ introduced in Chapter 3 could be used in the
context of validity-Curry paradox and the non-transitive logic ST (see e.g. [CÉRVR13]). More precisely,
after the discovery of the validity-Curry paradox [BM13], it has been argued that a non-transitive approach
does not provide a satisfactory solution because such non-transitive systems cannot internalize derivable
rules [BRT16] (for a defence see [Hlo19]). The objection is based on a notion of internalization of derivable
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Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 deal with the first problem of whether classical logic can be

legitimately used for characterizing proof-theoretically a partial conception of truth. The

question we are going to address is the following:

Question 1. Can we justify the use of classical logic for axiomatizing a nonclassical

conception of truth?

The findings of Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 suggest that it is indeed possible to provide

a positive answer. It will be shown that the use of classical logic can be justified instru-

mentally. More precisely, we shall see that classical tautologies, and in general all unsound

(relative to the partial semantics) theorems implied by the interaction between classical

logic and theory of syntax, are nothing but a useful instrument to obtain a set of sentences

which is sound relative to the intended partial models. In other words, we shall see that

the instrumentalist program outlined by Reinhardt [Rei85, Rei86], so called Reinhardt’s

program, can be deemed successful.

Chapter 4 deals with the remaining problems. One goal is to improve the N-categoricity

criterion; another goal is to improve the method for comparing the conceptual aspects of

classical and nonclassical systems. In both cases, the improvement will consist in defining

finer-grained criteria. Testing the finer-grained criteria on to KF-like and PKF-like systems,

we shall be able to provide a fairly convincing answer to the following questions:

Question 2. Do classical KF-like theories and nonclassical PKF-like theories axiom-

atize the Kripkean semantics equally well?

Question 3. Are KF-like theories and PKF-like theories truth-theoretically equiva-

lent?

Overall, the findings of Chapter 4 support the following general observation. If we con-

centrate on the positive truth-theoretic fragments of the theories,34 then we have very strong

rule which is different from the one presented below. It would be interesting to discuss which of two notions
is more appropriate and whether [BRT16]’s objection goes through with both notions.
34What is meant by positive truth-theoretic fragment will become clear in due course. But roughly, the
idea is to consider the properties of the set of sentences ϕ for which Trpϕq is provable. Similarly, one can
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reasons for deeming classical and nonclassical systems essentially equivalent; if, however,

we take into account the negative truth-theoretic fragments along with the positive, then

some important diversities materialize, and the answer will depend on the specific systems

under consideration.

1.3.2. Towards a semantic theory of truth and paradox (§5). Among the wor-

ries raised against [Kri75], one concerns a form of expressive weakness his theory is con-

fronted with. In a nutshell, the objection can be expressed by saying that Kripke’s theory

is a theory of truth without being a theory of paradox.35 The goal of the second part of

this work (Chapters 5-8) is to address this problem and to suggest a solution. In particular,

it will be argued that the solution presented below is preferable to some other that have

already been suggested.

The problem we are referring to is best explained by considering the following list of

sentences:

(1) The number 1 is bigger than the number 0.

(2) The number 1 is smaller than the number 0.

(3) Sentence (3) is false.

(4) Sentence (4) is true.

Intuitively, these are different kinds of sentences. The first sentence is a simple truth; the

second sentence is a simple falsity; the third sentence is a paradoxical liar sentence (as

declaring it true or false yields a contradiction); the fourth sentence is a pathological-but-

unparadoxical truth-teller sentences (as it can arbitrarily be declared true or false without

contradiction). It is well known that, as it was pointed out by Albert Visser, we cannot

make these intuitive distinctions in Kripke models [Vis84, pp. 181-182]. In particular,

none of the models of [Kri75], on its own, is sharp enough to distinguish between Liars,

consider the negative truth-theoretic fragment, i.e., one can analyse the properties of set of sentences ϕ for
which ¬Trpϕq is provable.
35This is not how the objection is usually formulated. It is more common to state that Kripke’s semantics
cannot adequately distinguish between paradoxical sentences and merely pathological ones. But if not the
same, this is very close to saying that the problem with Kripke’s theory is that it is not also a theory of
paradox (able to recognize which sentences are (not) paradoxical).
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Truth-tellers, and simple truths and falsities. In other words, no model of [Kri75] knows

that Liars are paradoxical.36

A solution to this problem can be found in Visser’s paper:37 it can be shown that the

inductive construction of fixed-point models can be carried out while allowing both truth-

value gaps and truth-value gluts, i.e., sentences that are both true and false. In particular,

one can retain the inductive structure while using the well-known four-valued Belnap-Dunn

Logic, also known as First Degree Entailment (FDE).38 FDE-four-valued models are sharp

enough to differentiate different kinds of sentences, since they can declare Liars both-true-

and-false, Truth-tellers neither-true-nor-false, and simple truths and falsities just true or

false, respectively. In other words, they overcome the inadequacy of Kripke models: they

know that Liars are paradoxical.

FDE-fixed-point models (and variants thereof) have been explored in depth, from both a

mathematical and a conceptual point of view.39 Much less attention, though, has received

the question whether the use of FDE, whilst delivering more expressive models, lets us

preserve every insight about truth that was captured by Kripkean models. Perhaps, one

of the reasons why this question has not been addressed adequately so far is that it might

appear to have an obvious answer. For example, in the introductory remarks of “Bilattices

and the theory of truth”, Melving Fitting remarks en passant that FDE

36As it will be explained in Chapter 5, in order to differentiate between paradoxical and pathological-
but-unparadoxical sentences, Kripke exploits the whole class of fixed-points: a sentence is defined to be
paradoxical if it lacks a truth-value in every fixed-point, and pathological-but-unparadoxical if it has a value
in some but not the least fixed-point. However, no single model can see the difference between them.
37To be clear: the import of Visser’s paper goes far beyond solving this expressiveness issue. I am concen-
trating on this aspect, as it is most relevant for the present purposes. Also, the same result can be found
in Peter Woodruff’s [Woo84].
38This logic is due to Nuel Belnap and Micheal Dunn. It appeared in the seminal papers [Bel77], [Dun76a].
39The work of Visser and Woodruff has been extended further by Leitgeb [Lei99]. Both Visser and Leitgeb
work in an abstract algebraic setting, and the latter has shown that one can obtain fixed-point like models
for any logic whose algebra reduct is a De Morgan lattice (note that both First Degree Entailment and
Strong Kleene logic are De Morgan lattices). Work in this area has also been done, e.g., by Melving Fitting,
who has shown that Kripke-style models can be obtained for the algebraic structures known as bilattices
[Fit89] (again, note that Belnap-Dunn logic is a bilattice). Mention should be made of related work by
Cantini [Can89], where classical models are studied for a language containing two unary predicates Tr and
Fa (truth and falsity) whose extensions are allowed to overlap. See also [Can96].
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loses none of the original insights, since Kleene’s strong three-valued logic

is a natural sublogic of Belnap’s [...], and it makes possible a treatment

that has its own intuitive satisfaction [...]; after all, a sentence asserting

its own falsehood could be taken to be overdetermined as well as underde-

termined. [Fit89, p. 225]

However, in Chapter 5 it will become clear that the question whether FDE-models

capture every insight captured by Strong Kleene (SK) models does not have an obvious

answer. Indeed, it will be shown that there is a strong sense in which Fitting’s remark

doesn’t stand a closer scrutiny: besides giving up on the consistency of truth (which could

already be considered to be a major departure from SK-models), any FDE-model which

is sharp enough for distinguishing between Liars and Truth-tellers loses a crucial insight

captured by the minimal SK-fixed-point, namely that truth is grounded in nonsemantic

facts. That truth is grounded in nonsemantic facts essentially means that what is true

ultimately rests on whether certain sentences not containing the truth predicate are true.40

This creates an important gap within approaches to truth and paradoxes based on

fixed-point models, and it gives rise to the following question:

Question 4. Can we construct fixed-point models which (i) have enough resources

for distinguishing between different kinds of sentences and (ii) can retain the insights about

truth captured by SK-models, particularly the idea that truth is consistent and grounded in

nonsemantic facts?

Chapter 5 provides a positive answer to this question. The solution suggested below

has several virtues. Let us here mention three of them. First, it unifies an account of truth

and paradox. Second, it is explanatory as to why certain paradoxes arise: in particular, it

singles out the common structure of paradoxes such as the Liar paradox, Russell’s paradox,

Grelling-Nelson’s paradox. Third, it lends itself to being characterized axiomatically: in

40For more on groundedness, see [Yab82], [Lei05], [Hal14, §17].
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particular, it can be axiomatized in the sense of [FHKS15], i.e., there are N-categorical

axiomatizations of the semantics to be developed.41

1.3.3. Towards a unified proof system for truth and paradox (§§6-8). Devel-

oping a proof system axiomatizing the semantic theory of truth and paradox mentioned

above is the final aim the present thesis. This will be achieved in Chapters 6-8.

One problem often associated with semantic theories of truth is that the definition

of the truth predicate is carried out in a metalanguage that is more powerful than the

object language for which truth is defined. This has been acknowledged by Kripke, too,

in the concluding remarks of the Outline, where he says that the “necessity to ascend to

a metalanguage may be one of the weaknesses of the present theory”. He then famously

added that “the ghost of the Tarski hierarchy is still with us” [Kri75, p. 714]. Avoiding the

necessity to ascend to a metalanguage is one of the reasons why a preference for a proof-

theoretic approach to truth and paradox has been often emphasized, e.g. by [McG90, §4],

[Hor11, §2], [Hal14, §1].

Moreover, the notion of truth conceived as a primitive, undefined notion, has played

an important role in the foundation of mathematics. As it is well known, by Gödel second

incompleteness theorem, Peano arithmetic (PA) cannot prove very weak consequences of its

soundness. In particular, PA cannot prove its own consistency. But one might think that,

by explicitly endorsing the axioms of PA, one is implicitly committed to the soundness of

PA (cf. e.g. [Fef62]). A neat way for obtaining a theory within which this implicit commit-

ment is made explicit consists in using an axiomatized truth predicate. More precisely, by

expanding the language of arithmetic with a truth predicate, and by adding compositional

axioms for Tr (e.g., an axiom saying that a conjunction formulated in the arithmetical lan-

guage is true iff both conjuncts are true), one obtains a theory (often called CT[PA], for

compositional truth) that can prove the soundness of PA, in the sense that it proves the

41Being axiomatizable in this sense is not obvious. As we shall in the next section, there are some other
semantic theories of truth and paradox that are too complex for having N-categorical axiomatizations.
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so-called global reflection principle

∀x
(
StPA(x)→ (BewPA(x)→ Tr(x))

)
,

where BewPA(x) canonically expresses provability in PA, and StPA(x) is a predicate express-

ing that x is an arithmetical sentence.42 This process can be iterated further, by adding a

new predicate for the theory CT[PA], and in turn a new predicate for the resulting theory,

and so on, thus obtaining so called reflective closure of PA, that is, a “theory that makes

explicit what is implicit in the acceptance of PA” [CFH17, p. 292].43

Of course, an axiomatic approach does not exclude a semantic one, nor does it dismiss

the heuristic value of the latter. As a matter of fact, many proof systems have been obtained

in the attempt to characterize axiomatically certain semantic conceptions of truth. From

the opposite direction, investigating models of certain axiomatic theories can sometimes

provide philosophical motivation for them, by shedding light on some of its conceptual

aspects. In other words, the two approaches are intertwined, and it is always desirable that

axiomatic systems have intuitive models and that, vice versa, semantic approaches can be

naturally characterized proof-theoretically.44

There is, in addition, a second motivation making the search for a unified proof system

of truth and paradox particularly important: no such theory—to my knowledge—has been

developed to date. Even though some theories have been suggested to account for both truth

and paradox (e.g. [Ros19], [TC20], [Ros21]), the only attempts I am aware of are semantic

theories. Moreover, for reasons of computational complexity, some of these theories do not

lend themselves easily to a straightforward axiomatization. For example, in A unified theory

of truth and paradox, Lorenzo Rossi has recently developed a powerful semantic framework

for obtaining a theory of truth and paradox. However, as observed by Rossi, the truth-

set determined by his canonical evaluation function exceeds the ∆1
1-complete subsets of

42An important remark is that CT[PA]’s induction schema is formulated for the expanded language. If one
restricts induction to the arithmetical language, then the resulting theory will not prove global reflection
for PA.
43For more details, see e.g. [CFH17], [Hal14, §22], [Dea15].
44See e.g. [FHKS15, §2] for some systematic and historical observations on the interplay between axiomatic
and semantic truth theories.
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the relevant domain, hence there will be no N-categorical axiomatization of his semantic

construction (cf. [Ros19, p. 239]).

The theory of truth and paradox suggested below will be presented in the form of a one-

sided labelled calculus, i.e., a calculus based on a language augmented with labels expressing

semantic information. The purely logical calculus will be presented in Chapter 6 and in

Chapter 7. The theory will then be presented in Chapter 8.

1.4. Outline of main results

Let us now outline the main results of each chapter. To this end, for a set of sentences

Γ, put TrpΓq := {Trpγq | γ ∈ Γ}. Moreover, let the expressions KF◦ and PKF◦ be

variables denoting, respectively, variants of KF and variants of PKF (as mentioned, KF-

and PKF-systems come in different variants, which will all be defined in Chapter 2).

The first part comprises Chapters 2-4.

• Chapter 2: KF, PKF, and Reinhardt’s Program presents KF- and PKF-variants

and deals with Reinhardt’s instrumentalist interpretation of KF. It will be shown

that, if properly formulated, Reinhardt’s instrumentalist program can be deemed

successful. Building on [HH06], [HN18], [Nic18], it is shown that not only

theorems, but also inferences of PKF-variants can be internalized in corresponding

KF-variants. That is, this chapter’s main result is:

– For each variant KF◦ of KF, there exists a variant PKF◦ of PKF such that

KF◦ ` TrpΓq⇒ Trp∆q iff PKF◦ ` Γ⇒ ∆.

• Chapter 3: Significant reasoning within KF− and KFint is a sequel of Chapter 2.

Whereas [HH06], [HN18], [Nic18] analyse internal theorems, and whereas Chap-

ter 2 analyses internal inferences, this chapter goes one step higher and deals with

internal rules. It is shown that, in a classical system, we can always prove an inter-

nal inference by using a reasoning that is acceptable to the nonclassical logician.

That is, this chapter’s main result is:
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– For some variants KF◦ and PKF◦ of KF and PKF the following obtains: if

KF◦ ` TrpΓq⇒ Trp∆q, then there exists a derivation D of TrpΓq⇒ Trp∆q,

such that D is both a KF◦- and a PKF◦-derivation.

• Chapter 4: On the costs of nonclassical logic (and those of classical logic) deals

with two questions: (i) do classical and nonclassical systems embody the Kripkean

conception of truth equally well? (ii) Are KF- and PKF-variants, qua formal

systems, truth-theoretically equivalent? To answer these questions, the analysis

of the previous chapters is extended so to take into account what sentences the

various systems prove to be not-true. It turns out that the answer is not uniform,

but it depends on the variants under consideration. That is, this chapter’s main

results are:

– For some, but not for all, variants KF◦,PKF◦ of KF and PKF it holds that

KF◦ ` ¬Trpϕq iff PKF◦ ` ¬Trpϕq.

– For KF◦ and PKF◦ as above, if (P)KF◦ ` ¬Trpϕq, then ϕ in false in every

FDE-fixed-point model 〈N, (E,A)〉; additionally, if 〈N, (E,A)〉 is an FDE-fixed-

point model, then 〈N, (E,A)〉
fde

PKF◦ and both (i) (N, E) |= KF◦ and (ii)

(N, ω −A) |= KF◦.

The second part comprises Chapters 5-8.

• Chapter 5: fixed-point models for paradoxical predicates suggests a unified seman-

tic of theory of truth and paradox, based on a nonstandard definition of Strong

Kleene logic. The new fixed-point models overcome the expressive inadequacies

of SK-models of [Kri75], while preserving consistency and groundedness of truth.

This chapter’s main results are:

– A semilattice of fixed-point models is defined with a least fixed-pointM such

that (i) (¬)Tr(t) is satisfied in M iff (¬)Tr(t) is satisfied in the minimal

fixed-point of [Kri75], hence Trpϕq is satisfied inM only if ϕ is grounded in

nonsemantic facts; (ii) for no sentence ϕ, both ϕ and ¬ϕ are satisfied inM;

(iii)M distinguishes between paradoxical and only-pathological sentences.
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– An inductive characterization of paradoxical sentences is suggested, which

avoids some objection Anil Gupta raised against Kripke in [Gup82].

• Chapter 6: Labelled calculus for propositional SP and Chapter 7: Labelled calculus

for first-order SP axiomatize the semantics SP introduced in Chapter 5 in the form

of a labelled calculus (a formalism equivalent to an n-sided sequent calculus). The

calculi are shown to be sound and cut-free complete.

• Chapter 8: a labelled theory of truth and paradox introduces an axiomatic theory

LTTP of truth and paradox. An interesting aspect of LTTP is that, despite being

essentially disquotational, can nonetheless derive the compositionality of truth and

it can be shown to contain the variant of PKF axiomatizing the class of consistent

fixed-points. This chapter’s main results are:

– The truth-fragment LTT of LTTP (i.e., the fragment of the theory concerning

only truth) axiomatizes the SK-fixed-points of [Kri75], in the sense that (i)

every SK-fixed-point is a model of LTT and (ii) every model of LTT is a

SK-fixed-point.

– LTTP proves every self-referential (in a sense to be specified) Liar to be

paradoxical, and every self-referential Truth-teller to be undefined.

1.5. Publications

Some of the chapters to follow are based on material I have published or submitted as

article, with or without co-authors. In particular,

(i) Chapter 2 is based on the jointly-authored publication [CS20]: Luca Castaldo

and Johannes Stern, KF, PKF, and Reinhardt’s program, arXiv e-prints (2020),

arXiv:2005.01054. The paper (currently under revise and resubmit) originated

from an idea of the second author, who suggested to analyse the internal inferences

of KF-systems in order to revive Reinhardt’s program. The first author developed

the proof strategy for providing a positive answer to a conjecture raised by the
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second author, according to which the set of derivable true inferences of KF-

systems was identical to the set of derivable inferences of a corresponding PKF-

system.

(ii) Chapter 4 (with the exception of Appendix 4.B) is based on [Cas21b]: Luca

Castaldo, On the cost of classical logic, Erkenntnis (2021), Online first.

doi:10.1007/s10670-021-00397-7.

(iii) Chapter 5 is based on [Cas21a]: Luca Castaldo, Fixed-point models for paradoxical

predicates, Australasian Journal of Logic, forthcoming. The germ of the idea of

using a triple (E,A,X) for interpreting a paradoxical predicate and that of using

a four-valued semantics with the value paradoxical originated in the MA thesis of

the author, partly published as Luca Castaldo, A new model for the Liar, RIFAJ, 7

(2), (2016). doi:10.13130/2037-4445/7958. Except the basic idea, the development

suggested in this work is entirely original.
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Axiomatizations of Kripke’s theory of truth





CHAPTER 2

KF, PKF, and Reinhardt’s Program

Abstract. In “Some Remarks on Extending and Interpreting Theories with a Par-
tial Truth Predicate”, Reinhardt famously proposed an instrumentalist interpreta-
tion of the truth theory Kripke-Feferman (KF) in analogy to Hilbert’s program.
Reinhardt suggested to view KF as a tool for generating “the significant part of
KF”, that is, as a tool for deriving sentences of the form Trpϕq. The constitutive
question of Reinhardt’s program was whether it was possible “to justify the use
of nonsignificant sentences entirely within the framework of significant sentences”?
This question was answered negatively by [HH06] but we argue that under a more
careful interpretation the question may receive a positive answer. To this end, we
propose to shift the attention from KF-provably true sentences to KF-provably
true inferences, that is, we shall identify the significant part of KF with the set of
pairs 〈Γ,∆〉, such that KF proves that if all members of Γ are true, at least one
member of ∆ is true. In way of addressing Reinhardt’s question, we show that the
provably true inferences of KF coincide with the provable sequents of the theory
Partial Kripke-Feferman (PKF).

2.1. Introduction

Kripke’s theory of truth [Kri75] is a cornerstone of contemporary research on truth

and semantic paradoxes. The theory provides us with a strategy for constructing, that

is defining, desirable interpretations of a self-applicable truth predicate, so-called fixed

points. These fixed points can serve as interpretations of the truth predicate within non-

classical models of the language, as in Kripke’s original article, but can also be used in

combination with classical models, so called closed-off models.45 [Fef91] devised an elegant

axiomatic theory of the Kripkean truth predicate of these closed-off fixed-point models. The

theory is known as Kripke-Feferman (KF) and it is still one of the most popular classical

axiomatic truth theories. Nonetheless, KF displays a number of unintended and slightly

45This was also suggested by [Kri75, p.715].
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bizarre features, which it inherits from the behavior of the truth predicate in the closed-off

fixed-point models. While in the non-classical fixed-point models the truth predicate is

transparent, i.e., ϕ and Trpϕq will always receive the same semantic value, this no longer

holds in the closed-off models. Rather for each closed-off model there will be sentences ϕ,

e.g. liar sentences, such that either ϕ and ¬Trpϕq will be true in the model, or ¬ϕ and

Trpϕq will be true in the model. As a consequence, one can prove this counterintuitive

disjunction in KF for each liar sentence λ:

(∗) KF ` (λ ∧ ¬Trpλq) ∨ (¬λ ∧ Trpλq).

Since the transparency of truth seems to be one of the basic characteristics of the truth

predicate, the aforementioned asymmetry puts the idea of understanding the closed-off

models as suitable models of an intuitively acceptable truth predicate under some stress

and alongside casts doubt on KF as an acceptable theory of truth. However, reasoning

within the non-classical logic of the Kripkean fixed-points seems a non-trivial affair or, as

Feferman would have it, “nothing like sustained ordinary reasoning can be carried on” in

these non-classical logics [Fef84, p. 95]. Giving up on KF thus hardly seems a desirable

conclusion.

In reaction to the counterintuitive consequences of KF, Reinhardt proposed an instru-

mentalist interpretation of the theory in analogy to Hilbert’s program [Rei85, Rei86].

Without entering into Hilbert-exegesis, Hilbert famously proposed to justify transfinite

mathematics as an instrument for obtaining “real” mathematical truths [Hil26], thereby

providing consistency proofs for number theory, analysis and even richer mathematical the-

ories by finitary means. Reinhardt suggested embarking on a similar program, so called

Reinhardt’s program: just as Hilbert viewed transfinite mathematics as a tool for deriving

real mathematical truths, Reinhardt proposed to view KF as a tool for deriving Kripkean

truths. A Kripkean truth is a sentence that is true from the perspective of the Kripkean

fixed-points: if KF ` Trpϕq (Trp¬ϕq), then ϕ is true (false) in all non-classical fixed-point

models, that is, we are guaranteed that ϕ receives a semantic value from the perspective of
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Kripke’s theory of truth. This is not a general feature of the theorems of KF but peculiar

to those sentences that KF proves true (false). The latter sentences Reinhardt called “the

significant part of KF” [Rei86, p. 219] and he labelled the set of KF-significant sentences

KFS := {ϕ | KF ` Trpϕq}.46 In light of this terminology, the constitutive question of Rein-

hardt’s program was whether it was possible “to justify the use of nonsignificant sentences

entirely within the framework of significant sentences” [Rei86, p. 225]?

But what would such a successful instrumentalist interpretation of KF and the use

of non-significant sentences amount to? Reinhardt himself is scarce on the exact details,

however, he asks the following question:

If KF ` Trpϕq is there a KF-proof

ϕ1, . . . , ϕn,Trpϕq

such that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, KF ` Trpϕiq. [Rei85, p. 239]47

If we can answer this question positively, it seems that we can justify each Kripkean truth

provable in KF by appealing solely to the significant fragment of KF: even though we have

reasoned in KF, each step of our reasoning is part of KFS and hence “remains within the

framework of significant sentences”. This interpretation of Reinhardt’s program is adopted

by [HH06], who called the question Reinhardt’s Problem. Unfortunately, as [HH06]

convincingly argue, if understood in this way the instrumentalist interpretation of KF will

fail. We refer to [HH06] for details but, in a nutshell, the reason for this failure is that

the truth-theoretic axioms of KF will not be true in the non-classical fixed-point models

and hence not be part of KFS, e.g., if ϕi := ∀x(StTr(x) → (Tr(x) ↔ Tr(¬.¬. x))),48 then

46KFS is sometimes also called the inner logic of KF [HH06, p.638]. We decided to stick with Reinhardt’s
original terminology.
47To be precise, [Rei85] asked whether there was a KF-proof ϕ1, . . . , ϕn, ϕ rather than a KF-proof
ϕ1, . . . , ϕn,Trpϕq. But this presupposes that all KF-provably true sentences are also theorems of KF.
While this is true in the variants of KF Reinhardt considers, this is not the case in all versions of KF
discussed in the literature. However, all remarks concerning our version of the question generalize to
Reinhardt’s original question.
48See §2.2 for details on notation.
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ϕi 6∈ KFS. Indeed, Halbach and Horsten take this to show “that Reinhardt’s analogue of

Hilbert’s program suffers the same fate as that of Hilbert’s program” [HH06, p. 684].49

However, we think that this conclusion is premature and argue that, to the contrary,

if suitably understood Reinhardt’s program can be deemed successful. In other words, we

show that Reinhardt’s optimism about his program having greater chances of success was

justified.50 Our key point of contention is that [HH06], arguably following Reinhardt, em-

ploy the perspective of classical logic when theorizing about the significant part of KF. But

the logic of the significant part of KF is not classical logic but the logic of the non-classical

fixed-point models, that is, a non-classical logic. This observation has two interrelated

consequences for Reinhardt’s program.

First, the significant part of KF characterizes a conception of truth governed by the

nonclassical logic known as FDE (also known as Belnap-Dunn logic). This is a logic that has

no logical truth, but only valid inferences. It thus seems unnatural to identify the significant

part of KF exclusively with the set of significant sentences. Rather, contra Reinhardt, and

contra Halbach and Horsten, it also seems crucial to ask which inferences are admissible

within the significant part of KF. We shall thus not identify the significant part of KF

with the set {ϕ | KF ` Trpϕq}. Rather, we shall define the significant part of KF as the

set significant inferences, where an inference Γ ⇒ ∆ is significant if, and only if, if every

sentence in Γ is significant, then some sentence in ∆ is significant. More precisely, letting

KF be formulated over a two-sided sequent calculus, and letting TrpΣq := {Trpσq | σ ∈ Σ}

for Σ a finite set of sentences, we set

KFSI := {〈Γ,∆〉 | KF ` TrpΓq⇒ Trp∆q}

49The fate of Hilbert’s program, at least on its standard interpretation, is well known: Gödel’s incomplete-
ness theorems are commonly thought to be the program’s coffin nail.
50On p. 225, [Rei86] writes:

I would like to suggest that the chances of success in this context, where the inter-
preted or significant part of the language includes such powerful notations as truth,
are somewhat better than in Hilbert’s context, where the contentual part was very
restricted.
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Since significant sentences can be retrieved from the significant inferences,51 we should focus

on the latter rather than the former in addressing Reinhardt’s Problem.

Second, Reinhardt’s Problem, according to the formulation of [HH06], which ad-

mittedly was inspired by Reinhardt’s original question [Rei85], conceives of KF-proofs as

sequences of theorems of KF. But by focusing on sequences of theorems, we cannot fully

exploit the significant part of KF, i.e. KFSI, for precisely the reasons [HH06] used to rebut

Reinhardt’s program: while double negation introduction and double negation elimination

are clearly members of KFSI, proving this fact by a sequence of theorems would take us out-

side of KFS since it would use the truth-theoretic axiom ∀x(StTr(x)→ (Tr(x)↔ Tr(¬.¬. x))),

which is not a member of the significant part of KF. This suggests a reformulation of Rein-

hardt’s Problem in terms of a notion of proof that focuses on inferences rather than

theorems. To this end, it proves useful again to formulate KF in a two-sided sequent cal-

culus and to conceive of proofs as derivation trees, where each node of the tree is labelled

by a sequent. As a matter of fact, in this case we can distinguish between two versions

Reinhardt’s Problem:

(1) For every KF-theorem of the form Trpϕq, is there a KF-derivation D of ∅ ⇒

Trpϕq, such that for every node d of D, d ∈ KFSI?

(2) For every KF-derivable sequent of the form TrpΓq ⇒ Trp∆q, is there a KF-

derivation D of TrpΓq⇒ Trp∆q, such that for every node d of D, d ∈ KFSI?

The first question is a reformulation of Halbach and Horsten’s [HH06] Reinhardt’s

Problem. The second question, which we label Generalized Reinhardt Problem,

asks whether all provably true inferences can be justified by appealing to the significant

inferences only. Arguably, to deem Reinhardt’s program successful we need to give an

affirmative answer to the Generalized Reinhardt Problem. Otherwise, a proof of

Trpϕq could still rely on inferences that, whilst part of KFSI, cannot themselves be justified

by appealing only to the significant inferences of KF. Perhaps surprisingly, we shall show

that an affirmative answer to the Generalized Reinhardt Problem can be given.

51The provable true sentences can be viewed as inferences where the truth of the sentence follows from an
empty Γ.
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It follows that, on this more careful formulation, Reinhardt’s program can be deemed

successful.

Arguably, one may still take issue with this conclusion and argue that our answer to the

Generalized Reinhardt Problem is at best a partial completion of Reinhardt’s pro-

gram: what is still required is an independent axiomatization of the significant part of KF,

for this would prove KF dispensable. We postpone a discussion of this view to the conclu-

sion. Rather we will now take a fresh look at the question of an independent axiomatization,

which Halbach and Horsten called Reinhardt’s Challenge [HH06, p. 689]. This will

prove instrumental in answering the Generalized Reinhardt Problem. [Rei85] asked

for an independent axiomatization of the significant part of KF. More precisely, [Rei85,

p. 239] asked:

a) “Is there an axiomatization of {σ | KF ` Trpσq} which is natural and formulated

entirely within the domain of significant sentences,. . . .”

b) “Similarly for the relation Γ `S σ defined by KF + {Trpγq | γ ∈ Γ} ` Trpσq.”

[HH06] proposed their theory Partial Kripke-Feferman (PKF) in way of answering to

Reinhardt’s Challenge. PKF is formulated in a non-classical, two-sided sequent cal-

culus and thus fits neatly with our observation that one should focus on the provably true

inferences of KF rather than the provably true sentences. Moreover, PKF is arguably a

natural axiomatization of Kripke’s theory of truth. However, [HH06] observed that there

are sentences ϕ such that KF ` Trpϕq but PKF 6` ϕ, which led them to conclude that

Reinhardt’s Challenge cannot be met. The reason for this asymmetry is due to the

difference in proof-theoretic strength of KF and PKF: while KF proves transfinite induc-

tion for ordinals below ε0, PKF only proves transfinite induction for ordinals smaller than

ωω. As a consequence, there will be arithmetical sentences that KF proves true that PKF

cannot prove. Yet, the story does not end there.

First, as [HN18] observe, the discrepancy between KF and PKF arises only if the

rule of induction is extended beyond the arithmetical language. In other words, if we

restrict the induction schema to the language of arithmetic—call the resulting theories
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KF− and PKF−—then KF− ` Trpϕq, if and only if, PKF− ` ϕ. This highlights that

the asymmetry between KF and PKF is not due to the truth-specific principles but to the

amount of induction that is assumed in the respective theories. Second, corroborating the

latter observation, [Nic18] showed that the asymmetry between KF and PKF is indeed

solely due to the amount of induction available within the respective theories: Nicolai

shows that if transfinite induction up to < ε0 is added axiomatically to PKF—call this

theory PKF+—then KF ` Trpϕq, if and only if, PKF+ ` ϕ. Moreover, [Nic18] shows

that independently of which version of induction is assumed in KF, there will be a suitable

PKF-style theory, which will have exactly the provably true sentences of the relevant KF-

style theory as theorems. Nicolai took these results to “partially [accomplish] a variant of

a program sketched by Reinhardt” [Nic18, p. 103].

However, the work by Halbach and Nicolai provides at best a positive answer to Question

a); it does not—at least not immediately—yield an answer to Question b). Indeed, it seems

as if, despite working in a non-classical, two-sided sequent calculus, [HH06] have largely

neglected Question b) of Reinhardt’s Challenge and so have subsequent publications

on this issue. Indeed the version of PKF originally proposed by [HH06] failed to yield a

positive answer to Question b) for rather banal reasons, even for theories with restricted

induction: the version of KF considered by [HH06] assumes the truth predicate to be

consistent, which, as we shall explain in due course, means that the logic of KFSI is Strong

Kleene logic SK. But Halbach and Horsten formulate PKF in Symmetric Strong Kleene

logic KS and as a consequence KF ` Trpϕq,Trp¬ϕq⇒ Trpψq while PKF 6` ϕ,¬ϕ⇒ ψ. The

main technical contribution of this chapter consists in clarifying the situation and in showing

how, building on [Nic18], a positive answer to Question b) of Reinhardt’s Challenge

can be provided. To this end, we show how to pair the different variants of KF with a

suitable PKF-style theory such that the provable sequents of the latter theory constitute

exactly the significant inferences of the former theory. Moreover, it turns out that once we

have an independent axiomatization of KFSI, the Generalized Reinhardt Problem

can be answered rather immediately: it is easy to show that if a sequent Γ ⇒ ∆ ∈ KFSI,

then there will be a KF-derivation D of TrpΓq ⇒ Trp∆q such that each node d ∈ D can
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be derived in PKF+. But the provable sequents of PKF+ constitute exactly the significant

inferences of KF, that is, KFSI, hence every node of D is a member of KFSI. The derivation

remains within the significant part of KF.

Plan of the chapter. The chapter starts by fixing some basic terminology and

notation. More specifically, Section 2.2 introduces the language and the logical systems

underlying PKF and its variants, that is, we introduce the logics FDE, KS, SK and LP. In

Section 2.3, we introduce the relevant families of KF- and PKF-like theories. In Section 2.4,

we prove the central technical results of this chapter: we show that for each KF-like theory

we can find a PKF-counterpart such that the latter is an independent axiomatization of

the significant inferences of the former. In other words, we show that the set of pairs 〈Γ,∆〉

such that TrpΓq ⇒ Trp∆q is derivable in a KF-like theory coincides with the set of pairs

〈Γ,∆〉 such that Γ⇒ ∆ is derivable in a corresponding PKF-like theory. It turns out that

a positive answer to Generalized Reinhardt Problem is but an immediate corollary

of the existence of such an independent axiomatization.

2.2. Preliminaries

2.2.1. Language and notation. The language LPA denotes the language of first-

order Peano arithmetic (PA) in the signature {0,′ ,+,×} expanded by finitely many function

symbols for suitable primitive recursive (p.r.) functions. The language L−Tr expands LPA by

a unary truth-predicate Tr. Terms and formulae are generated by closing off under ¬,∧, ∀

(∨, ∃,→,↔ are defined according to classical logic). By an L−Tr-expression we mean a term

or a formula of L−Tr. We let n be the numeral corresponding to the number n ∈ ω. We

fix a canonical Gödel numbering of L−Tr-expressions. If e is an L−Tr-expression, the Gödel

number (= gn) of e is denoted by #e and peq is the term representing #e in LPA. The

sets of terms, closed terms, variables, formulae, and sentences of L−Tr are p.r. Our language

contains function symbols for the following predicates:

Term(x) (Ct(x)) := x is the gn of a (closed) term;

Var(x) := x is the gn of variable;
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FmlnLTr
(x) (StTr(x)) := x is the gn of a formula with at most n (0) free distinct variables;

Eq(x) := x is the gn of an equality between closed terms;

Ver(x) := x is the gn of true closed equality.

We take these L−Tr-predicates to abbreviate the equations for the (p.r.) characteristic func-

tion for such sets. For example, Ct(x) abbreviates fCt(x) = 1, where fCt is the characteristic

function of the set of codes of closed terms. Additionally, L−Tr contains function symbols

for the following p.r. operations on Gödel numbers:

Operation Function symbol

#t,#s 7→ #(t = s) =.

#ϕ 7→ #(¬ϕ) ¬.

#ϕ,#ψ 7→ #(ϕ ∧ ψ) ∧.

#vk,#ϕ 7→ #(∀vkϕ) ∀.

n 7→ #n num

#e,#t,#vk 7→ #e[t/vk] sb

The expression e[t/vk] is the result of replacing, in the expression e, each free occurrence of

vk by the term t. Since L−Tr contains only finitely many function symbols, there exists a p.r.

evaluation function VAL on codes of closed terms of L−Tr, such that VAL(#t) 7→ tN, where

tN is the value of the closed term t in the standard model. We let LTr be the language L−Tr
augmented by a unary function symbol val(x), which represents VAL.52

52Note that the function VAL is p.r. for L−Tr contains only finitely many function symbols (if L−Tr had
function symbols for all p.r. functions, then VAL would be recursive and PA-definable, but it would not
be p.r.). For more details on the representation of syntax within PA, we refer the reader to [Can89] and
[Hal14, §5]. Let us also mention that, in order to have a syntax theory, one can treat the additional function
symbols as abbreviations for suitable LPA-formulae representing the respective PA-definable predicates and
operations (see [Fuj11] for more details and for a discussion of some subtle issues related to this). For our
purposes, though, it is convenient to have function symbols, for this facilitates both statement and proof of
our Main Lemma, 2.4.6.
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The expression ϕ(v) denotes a formula ϕ with at most the variable v free. We adopt the

abbreviation ϕ(~v) := ϕ(v1, . . . , vk), where the expression ϕ(v1, . . . , vk) denotes a formula ϕ

whose free variables are among v1, . . . , vk. When it is clear from the context which variable

is being replaced, we write ϕ(t) for ϕ[t/v]. Moreover, we will make use of the following

abbreviations:

x(y/v) := sb(x, y, v) x(y) := x(y/v) sb(x, y) := sb(x, y, v)53

x=. y := =. (x, y) x∧. y := ∧. (x, y) ∀.x.y := ∀. (x, y)

x(ẏ) := sb(x,num(y)) pϕ(ẋ)q := sb(pϕ(v)q, num(x)) x◦ := val(x)

The abbreviation pϕ(ẋ)q extends to the case of multivariables in the obvious way, and we

write pϕ(~̇x)q for pϕ(ẋ1, . . . , ẋn)q. The Gödel numbering is canonical, so in particular we

require that the following are provable in (a fragment of) PA expanded by defining axioms

for additional function symbols:

PA ` val(num(x)) = x ∧ Ct(num(x))

PA ` Fml1LTr
(x)→ ∀zStTr(x(ż))

PA ` Ct(x) ∧ Ct(y)→ (Ver(x=. y)↔ x◦ = y◦)

Terminology and notation for Gentzen-systems. A sequent is an expression of the

form Γ⇒ ∆, where Γ and ∆ are finite sets of LTr-formulae. Γ is called the antecedent ; ∆ is

called the succedent. They are both referred to as cedents. Given a cedent Γ := {γ1, . . . , γn},

we set ¬Γ := {¬γi | γi ∈ Γ} and TrpΓq := {Trpγq | γ ∈ Γ}. For t free for v in Γ (i.e. t is

free for v for all members ϕ1, . . . , ϕn of Γ), we write Γ[t/v] for {ϕ1[t/v], . . . , ϕn[t/v]}.

A derivation of a sequent Γ⇒ ∆ is a tree with nodes labelled by sequents. The height

of a derivation D is the maximum length of the branches in the tree, where the length of a

branch is the number of its nodes minus 1.

In a rule of inference

53We use this abbreviation when it’s clear which variable is being substituted.
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• formulae in Γ,∆ are called side formulae, or context,

• the formulae not in the context in the conclusion are called principal formulae,

• the formulae in the premises from which the conclusion is derived (i.e. the formulae

in the premises not in the context) are called active formulae.

A literal is an atomic formula or the negation of an atomic formula.54 The cut rank of

a formula which is eliminated in a cut-rule is the positive complexity of the formula. The

supremum of the cut ranks of a derivation D is called the cut rank of D. The expression

S m
n

Γ⇒ ∆ denotes that Γ⇒ ∆ is derivable in S with a derivation of height ≤ n and cut

rank ≤ m.

2.2.2. Sequent calculi for FDE and some of its extensions. In this section we

introduce the various logics underlying the systems of truth employed in the paper. We

start with the two-sided sequent calculus of First Degree Entailment (FDE).55 For a general

overview of the different non-classical logics employed in this section see [Pri08].

Definition 2.2.1 (FDE). The logic of FDE consists of the following axioms and rules.

Ax ϕ,Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ
Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ ϕ,Γ′ ⇒ ∆′

Cut
Γ′,Γ⇒ ∆,∆′

ϕ,ψ,Γ⇒ ∆
∧L

ϕ ∧ ψ,Γ⇒ ∆

Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ Γ⇒ ∆, ψ
∧R

Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ ∧ ψ

ϕ[t/v],Γ⇒ ∆
∀L∀xϕ,Γ⇒ ∆

Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ[u/v]
∀R

Γ⇒ ∆, ∀xϕ

ϕ,Γ⇒ ∆
¬¬L¬¬ϕ,Γ⇒ ∆

Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ
¬¬R

Γ⇒ ∆,¬¬ϕ

54It is important to emphasize that the reason why, say, a formula such as Tr(¬. t) is a literal depends on
the fact the we have function symbols for syntactic operations. If, however, one treats function symbols as
abbreviation for their defining formulae, then Tr(¬. t) is actually an abbreviations for ∀x(ϕ(t, x) → Tr(x)),
where ϕ is a formula defining ¬. .
55Similar calculi can be found e.g. in [Avr03]. An Hilbert-style axiomatization of FDE was obtained
independently by [Pyn95] and [Fon97]. Priest defines both a tableaux system [Pri08] and a system of
natural deduction [Pri02] (on natural deduction see also [Pet18]). For a survey of various semantics and
proof systems for FDE and some expansion thereof, see [OW17].
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¬ϕ,Γ⇒ ∆ ¬ψ, Γ⇒ ∆
¬∧L¬(ϕ ∧ ψ),Γ⇒ ∆

Γ⇒ ∆,¬ϕ,¬ψ
¬∧R

Γ⇒ ∆,¬(ϕ ∧ ψ)

¬ϕ[u/v],Γ⇒ ∆
¬∀L¬∀xϕ,Γ⇒ ∆

Γ⇒ ∆,¬ϕ[t/v]
¬∀R

Γ⇒ ∆,¬∀xϕ

Conditions of application: ϕ literal in Ax; u eigenparameter.

FDE is the base logic of a variant of PKF. Semantically, models of this logic admit both

truth-value gluts (sentences which are both true and false) and truth-value gaps (sentences

which are neither true nor false). Other PKF-variants are based on extensions of FDE,

obtained by adding one additional rule which restricts the class of models. These additional

rules are introduces below, and the extensions of FDE are the defined in Df. 2.2.3.

Definition 2.2.2 (Additional rules). Let ϕ be an atomic LTr-sentence. Then

Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ
¬L¬ϕ,Γ⇒ ∆

ϕ,Γ⇒ ∆
¬R

Γ⇒ ∆,¬ϕ
ψ,Γ⇒ ∆ ¬ψ,Γ⇒ ∆

GG
ϕ,¬ϕ,Γ⇒ ∆

The rule ¬L (¬R) restricts the class of models to those in which there is no glut (gap).

The label GG stands for “gaps or gluts”, as via this rule we can derive ϕ,¬ϕ,Γ⇒ ∆, ψ,¬ψ,

thereby excluding the simultaneous occurrence of gaps and gluts.56

Definition 2.2.3 (Extensions of FDE).

• Classical Logic, CL, is the system given by FDE without ¬◦M, for ◦ ∈ {¬,∧,∀},M ∈

{L,R}, and with the addition of unrestricted ¬L and ¬R.57

• Strong Kleene, SK, is the system FDE + ¬L.

• Logic of Paradox, LP, is the system FDE + ¬R.

• Kleene’s Symmetric Logic, KS, is the system FDE + GG.58

56By induction on ϕ, one first shows that GG is admissible for all ϕ. For example, assuming by i.h. that from
ψ,Γ⇒ ∆ and ¬ψ,Γ⇒ ∆ we can infer ϕ(u),¬ϕ(u),Γ⇒ ∆ for some u /∈ Γ∪∆, we obtain ∀xϕ,¬∀xϕ,Γ⇒ ∆
by applying ∀L and ¬∀L (in this order). One then obtains ϕ,¬ϕ,Γ⇒ ∆, ψ,¬ψ by applying (the unrestricted
version of) GG to the sequents ψ,Γ⇒ ∆, ψ,¬ψ and ¬ψ,Γ⇒ ∆, ψ,¬ψ.
57By ‘unrestricted’ ¬L and ¬R, we mean rules formulated without the provisio that ϕ be an atomic sentence.
58For similar calculi defining the same logic see, for instance, [Sco75] and [Bla02]. The same logic is also
known as Kleene’s logic of order [Riv12], and it was shown to be the first-degree fragment of the relevance
logic R-Mingle by [Dun76b].
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We now extend the base logics with rules for identity.

Definition 2.2.4 (Identity rules). Let ϕ be a literal. Then

t = t,Γ⇒ ∆
Ref

Γ⇒ ∆

ϕ(t),Γ⇒ ∆
RepL

s = t, ϕ(s),Γ⇒ ∆

Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ(t) Γ⇒ ∆, s = t
RepR

Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ(s)

Each of the logic introduced in Df. 2.2.3 will now be extended with rules axiomatizing

the identity predicate.

Definition 2.2.5 (Logics with identity). We set

• CL= is CL + Ref + RepL

• FDE= is FDE + Ref + RepL.

• SK= is SK + Ref + RepL.

• LP= is LP + Ref + RepR.

• KS= is KS + Ref + RepL.

Remark 2.2.6.

• (RepL) and (RepR) are equivalent over FDE, and they both yield the replacement

schema

s = t, ϕ(s),Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ(t)

for all ϕ ∈ LTr.

• The reason for formulating SK= and KS= with RepL, and LP with RepR, is to

obtain a syntactic proof of full Cut elimination. Restrictions on ¬L, ¬R, and GG

are justified in the same way.59 Unrestricted versions of these rules can be shown

59We remark that Cut elimination holds for the sequent calculi introduced above. The key observation is
that the calculi defined in this chapter are designed so that if the cut formula is principal in both premises
of Cut, then the complexity of ϕ is > 0, i.e. ϕ cannot be a literal. In fact, In FDE=, SK=, and KS=, there is
no rule introducing a literal on the right—that is the reason why we formulated SK= and KS= with RepL,
as they both have one rule introducing literals on the left, i.e. ¬L and GG, respectively—; in LP= there
is no rule introducing a literal on the left—that is the reason why we formulated LP= via (RepR), as this
calculus has one rule introducing literals on the right, i.e. ¬R. Two points are worth emphasizing. The
first is that, as far as we know, the rule GG excluding the simultaneous occurrence of gaps and gluts is
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to be admissible in the respective system by induction on the positive complexity

on ϕ.60

• It can easily be shown that FDE (KS) and BDM (SDM), that is, the system(s)

defined by [Nic18], are equivalent.61 The system KS, however, has the advantage

of enjoying a cut elimination theorem. Note, though, that the same does not hold

for systems extended with identity, that is, FDE= (KS=) and BDM= (SDM=) are

not equivalent. This is so because, via contraposition, identity behaves classically

in BDM= (SDM=).

2.3. KF-like and PKF-like theories

This section introduces the KF-like and PKF-like truth theories we are going to in-

vestigate. The theory Kripke-Feferman (KF), developed by Feferman in the 1980s and

published in [Fef91], has been studied extensively, e.g. by [McG90, Can89, Can96,

Soa99, Mau04]. The theory Partial Kripke-Feferman (PKF) may be seen as the non-

classical counterpart to KF. It was developed by [HH06] and further studied by, e.g.,

[HN18, Nic18, FG18].62

We begin by introducing different rules of induction employed in the formulation of the

theories. To this end we fix a standard notation system of ordinals up to Γ0.63 We use

a, b, c . . . to denote the code of our notation system whose value is α, β, γ · · · ∈ On (with the

exception of ω and ε-numbers, for which we use the ordinals themselves), and we use ≺ to

new and KS is the first sequent calculus for symmetric Strong Kleene logic admitting a syntactic proof of
Cut elimination. The second is that we are also not aware of Gentzen style calculi for first-order FDE, SK,
LP, or KS using so called geometric rules for identity, hence the calculi above might be the first (at least in
literature on truth and paradoxes) axiomatizing identity with rules instead of axioms. A notable exception
is [Pic18b, Pic20a], where a cut-free calculus for a logic of formal inconsistency extending LP is defined.
60The argument for the admissibility of GG has already been sketched (see footnote 56). As for ¬L and
¬R, one can use inversion and Cut for the quantifier-free fragment. For quantified sentences, one operates
a proof-search to obtain a quasi-inversion. For example, to show that ¬R is admissible for ∀xϕ in LP, one
first shows (by induction on height of derivations) that if n ∀xϕ,Γ ⇒ ∆, then n

ϕ(t1), . . . , ϕ(tn),Γ ⇒ ∆
for some terms t1, . . . , tn (which of course need not be unique). One then derives Γ⇒ ∆,¬ϕ(t1), . . . ,¬ϕ(tn)
by i.h., and finally Γ⇒ ∆,¬∀xϕ by n-applications of ¬∀R.
61The equivalence between KS and SDM follows from the fact that via GG one can derive the sequents
ϕ,¬ϕ⇒ ψ,¬ψ, as remarked in footnote 56.
62A Gentzen-style system similar to PKF was given by [Kre88].
63See for instance [Fef68], [Poh09].
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denote a standard primitive recursive ordering defined on codes of ordinals. The expression

∀z ≺ y(ϕ[z/v]) is short for ∀z(¬(Ord(z)∧Ord(y)∧ z ≺ y)∨ ϕ[z/v]), where Ord represents

the set of codes of ordinals. For α < Γ0 and a formula ϕ(v) ∈ LTr we let TI<α(ϕ) denote

the schema of transfinite induction up to any ordinal below α, i.e.:

∀z ≺ y ϕ(z),Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ(y)

Γ⇒ ∆,∀x ≺ a ϕ(x)
(TI<α)

We are going to use three additional schemata of induction. First, we have full induction:

ϕ(u),Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ(u′)

ϕ(0),Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ(s)
(IND)

for ϕ ∈ LTr and u eigenvariable. Second, we have internal induction:

Tr sb(t,num(u)),Γ⇒ ∆,Tr sb(t,num(u)′))

Tr sb(t,num(0)),Γ⇒ ∆,Tr sb(t,num(z)))
(INDint)

for u eigenvariable. Third, we have restricted internal induction:

Trpϕ(u̇)q,Γ⇒ ∆,Trpϕ(u̇′)q

Trpϕ(0)q,Γ⇒ ∆,Trpϕ(s)q
(INDint

LPA
)

for ϕ ∈ LPA and u eigenvariable.

We now introduce the basic truth principles employed in the systems of truth we discuss

in the chapter.

Definition 2.3.1 (Truth-axioms and truth-rules). The following are truth-theoretic

initial sequents (or truth axioms). Reg is often called regularity axiom.64

Tr= Ct(t),Ct(s), t◦ = s◦,Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(t=. s)

Ct(t),Ct(s),Tr(t=. s),Γ⇒ ∆, t◦ = s◦

Tr¬= Ct(t),Ct(s),¬
(
t◦ = s◦

)
,Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(¬. (t=. s))

Ct(t),Ct(s),Tr(¬. (x=. y)),Γ⇒ ∆,¬
(
t◦ = s◦

)
¬Tr¬(i) StTr(t),Tr(¬. t),Γ⇒ ∆,¬Tr(t)

64Reg was dropped in Feferman’s formulation of KF since it is derivable by IND. It was introduced by
[Can89] since it is not derivable in systems without full induction.
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(ii) StTr(t),¬Tr(t),Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(¬. t)

TrStLTr
Tr(t),Γ⇒ ∆, StTr(t)

¬StTr(t),Γ⇒ ∆,¬Tr(t)

Reg Fml1LTr
(r),Ct(t),Ct(s), t◦ = s◦,Tr r(t)⇒ Tr r(s)

The following rules are called truth-rules:

Tr(t),Tr(s), Γ⇒ ∆
Tr∧L

StTr(t∧. s),Tr(t∧. s), Γ⇒ ∆

Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(t) Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(s)
Tr∧R

StTr(t∧. s), Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(t∧. s)

Tr(t(ż)), Γ⇒ ∆
Tr∀L

StTr(∀.v.t),Tr(∀.v.t), Γ⇒ ∆

Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(t(u̇))
Tr∀R

StTr(∀.v.t), Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(∀.v.t)

Tr(t), Γ⇒ ∆
TrTrL

Tr(sb(pTr(v0)q, num(t))), Γ⇒ ∆

Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(t)
TrTrR

Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(sb(pTr(v0)q, num(t)))

Tr(t), Γ⇒ ∆
Tr¬¬L

StTr(t),Tr(¬.¬. t), Γ⇒ ∆

Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(t)
Tr¬¬R

StTr(t), Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(¬.¬. t)

Tr(¬. t), Γ⇒ ∆ Tr(¬. s), Γ⇒ ∆
Tr¬∧L

StTr(t∧. s),Tr(¬. (t∧. s)), Γ⇒ ∆

Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(¬. t),Tr(¬. s)
Tr¬∧R

StTr(t∧. s), Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(¬. (t∧. s))

Tr(¬. t(u̇)), Γ⇒ ∆
Tr¬∀L

StTr(∀.v.t),Tr(¬. ∀.v.t), Γ⇒ ∆

Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(¬. t(ż))
Tr¬∀R

StTr(∀.v.t), Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(¬. ∀.v.t)

Tr(¬. t), Γ⇒ ∆ ¬StTr(t), Γ⇒ ∆
Tr¬TrL

Tr(sb(¬. pTr(v0)q,num(t))), Γ⇒ ∆

Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(¬. t),¬StTr(t)
Tr¬TrR

Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(sb(¬. pTr(v0)q,num(t)))

Conditions of application: u eigenvariable.

We begin by introducing variants of KF, and we then define their non-classical coun-

terparts, i.e., the PKF-like systems.
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Definition 2.3.2 (KF). KF is obtained from CL= by adding initial sequents of PA (see

[Tak87]), IND, truth axioms and truth-rules of Df. 2.3.1, except the initial sequents ¬Tr¬.

Definition 2.3.3 (KF-variants).

(i) KFcs is obtained from KF by adding the initial sequent

StTr(t),Tr(¬. t),Γ⇒ ∆,¬Tr(t) (Cons)

(ii) KFcp is obtained from KF by adding

StTr(t),¬Tr(t),Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(¬. t)65 (Comp)

(iii) KFS is obtained from KF by adding

StTr(t), StTr(s),Tr(t),Tr(¬. t),Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(s),Tr(¬. s) (GoG)

For KF? ∈ {KF,KFcs,KFcp,KFS},

(iv) KF−? is obtained from KF? by replacing IND with INDint
LPA

.

(v) KFint
? is obtained from KF? by replacing IND with INDint.

Let us remark that our formulation of KF−? deviates from the standard formulation.

Typically, the systems KF−? are defined as KF? with the induction schema IND restricted

to the arithmetical vocabulary [Can89, Hal14]. The reason why we have introduced this

different—yet equivalent, as shown in Observation 2.3.5—formulation is that our arguments

below rely on partial Cut elimination, which fails in presence of induction, but which can be

restored for KF-systems with internal induction, as well as for KF-systems with restricted

65Note that Cons is (¬Tr¬)(i) and Comp is (¬Tr¬)(ii). Of course, over the non-classical logics studied in
this chapter, (¬Tr¬) does not imply that the truth predicate is consistent and complete. (¬Tr¬) is just
axiomatizing the well-known property of fixed-point models that the anti-extension A can be defined via
the extension E as A := {ϕ | ¬ϕ ∈ E}.
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internal induction.66 In order to state this precisely, call a derivation D quasi-normal if D

has cut rank 0; then, by application of standard techniques for Cut-elimination we obtain

Proposition 2.3.4 (Partial Cut elimination). Let KF◦ ∈ {KFint
? ,KF−? }, where KFint

?

and KF−? are as in Df. 2.3.3. Then every KF◦-derivation D can be effectively transformed

into a quasi-normal derivation D′ of the same end sequent.

Before presenting PKF-like theories, let us briefly show that our version of KF−? is

equivalent with the standard formulation.

Observation 2.3.5. Let KF? be as in Df. 2.3.3, and let KF?(IND� LPA) be the the-

ory obtained from KF? by restricting the schema of induction to LPA-sentences. Then

KF?(IND� LPA) and KF−? are equivalent.

Proof Idea. Following [Can89], one first shows that both KF?(IND� LPA) and KF−?

prove the T-Schema for LPA. That is to say, by induction on the build up of ϕ(x) ∈ LPA,

one shows that both theories prove the sequents

ϕ(x),Γ⇒ ∆,Trpϕ(ẋ)q,

Trpϕ(ẋ)q,Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ(x).

The proof then continues by induction on the height of derivations. Since KF?(IND� LPA)

and KF−? only differs for the employed induction schema, the just mentioned interderivabil-

ity between Trpϕ(ẋ)q and ϕ(x) immediately yields, via Cut, the desired conclusion. Q.E.D.

We can now move on to PKF-like theories.

Definition 2.3.6 (PKF). PKF is obtained from FDE= by adding: sequents Γ ⇒ ∆

and ¬∆⇒ ¬Γ for Γ⇒ ∆ an initial sequent of PA;67 IND; truth axioms and truth-rules of

66The same strategy has been used by [FG18], where PKF’s full induction is replaced by the schema

Trpϕ(u̇)q,Γ⇒ ∆,Trpϕ(u̇′)q

Trpϕ(0)q,Γ⇒ ∆,Trpϕ(t)q

for ϕ ∈ LTr, in order to obtain a system equivalent to PKF which however enjoys partial cut elimination.
67Adding ¬∆⇒ ¬Γ for Γ⇒ ∆ initial sequent of PA to PKF-like theories makes contraposition admissible
in PKF and PKFS (see Lemma 2.3.9).
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Df. 2.3.1; and the following two rules requiring identity statements to behave classically:

Γ⇒ ∆, s = t
=¬L¬(s = t),Γ⇒ ∆

s = t,Γ⇒ ∆
=¬R

Γ⇒ ∆,¬(s = t)

Definition 2.3.7 (PKF-variants). We introduce variants of PKF

(i) PKFcs is obtained by adding ¬L to PKF.

(ii) PKFcp is obtained by adding ¬R to PKF.

(iii) PKFS is obtained by adding GG to PKF.

For PKF? ∈ {PKF,PKFcs,PKFcp,PKFS},

(iv) PKF−? is obtained by replacing IND with INDint
LPA

.

(v) PKF+
? is obtained by extending PKF? with TI<ε0 .68

Since our formulation of PKF deviates from the formulation in [HH06], we now show

that PKF behaves classically on the Tr-free fragment of LTr and that ψ(~x) and Trpψ(~̇x)q

are interderivable.

Lemma 2.3.8 (Partial classicality and transparency of Tr). Let PKF◦ be one of the

PKF-like theories introduced in Df. 2.3.7, ϕ ∈ LPA, and ψ(~x) ∈ LTr. Then

(i) PKF◦ ` Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ,¬ϕ and PKF◦ ` ϕ,¬ϕ,Γ⇒ ∆;

(ii) PKF◦ ` Γ⇒ ∆, ψ(~x) iff PKF◦ ` Γ⇒ ∆,Trpψ(~̇x)q;

(iii) Unrestricted ¬L and ¬R are admissible in PKF◦ for ϕ ∈ LPA.

Proof. (i) and (ii) are shown by a straightforward induction on ϕ. For (iii), observe

more generally that, if ϕ,¬ϕ,Γ ⇒ ∆ and Γ ⇒ ∆, ϕ,¬ϕ are both derivable, then ¬L and

¬R are derived rules

Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ ϕ,¬ϕ,Γ⇒ ∆
Cut¬ϕ,Γ⇒ ∆

Γ⇒ ∆,¬ϕ,ϕ ϕ,Γ⇒ ∆
Cut

Γ⇒ ∆,¬ϕ

Q.E.D.

68The idea of extending PKF with transfinite induction up to < ε0 is due to [Nic18].
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Finally, to complete the picture we note that contraposition is admissible in PKF and

PKFS.

Lemma 2.3.9 (Admissibility of contraposition). Contraposition, i.e. the rule

Γ ⇒ ∆
¬∆ ⇒ ¬Γ

is admissible in PKF (PKF−,PKF+) and PKFS (PKF−S ,PKF+
S ).

Proof. The proof is by induction on the height of derivations. We show two crucial

cases involving the rules GG and RepL. Suppose the derivation ends with

D0

ψ, Γ⇒ ∆

D1

¬ψ, Γ⇒ ∆
GG

ϕ,¬ϕ,Γ⇒ ∆

To begin with, using induction on D1 we first form

D′1


i.h.

¬∆⇒ ¬Γ,¬¬ψ
ψ,¬∆⇒ ¬Γ, ψ

¬¬L¬¬ψ,¬∆⇒ ¬Γ, ψ
Cut¬∆⇒ ¬Γ, ψ

We then continue as follows

i.h. on D0

¬∆⇒ ¬Γ,¬ψ

D′1

¬∆⇒ ¬Γ, ψ

ϕ,¬∆⇒ ¬Γ, ϕ,¬ϕ ¬ϕ,¬∆⇒ ¬Γ, ϕ,¬ϕ
GG

ψ,¬ψ,¬∆⇒ ¬Γ, ϕ,¬ϕ
Cut¬ψ,¬∆⇒ ¬Γ, ϕ,¬ϕ

Cut¬∆⇒ ¬Γ, ϕ,¬ϕ
¬¬R¬∆⇒ ¬Γ,¬ϕ,¬¬ϕ

If the derivations ends with

ϕ(t),Γ⇒ ∆
RepL

s = t, ϕ(s),Γ⇒ ∆

we reason as follows. We first derive
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i.h.

¬∆⇒ ¬Γ,¬ϕ(t)

¬ϕ(s),¬∆⇒ ¬Γ,¬ϕ(s)
RepL

s = t,¬ϕ(t),¬∆⇒ ¬Γ,¬ϕ(s)
Cut

s = t,¬∆⇒ ¬Γ,¬ϕ(s)
=¬R¬∆⇒ ¬Γ,¬ϕ(s),¬(s = t)

Q.E.D.

2.4. Reinhardt’s Challenge

In this section we address Reinhardt’s Challenge and show that, given a KF-like

theory, there is a corresponding PKF-like theory such that the set of inferences TrpΓq ⇒

Trp∆q provable in the PKF-like theory coincides with the set of significant inferences of

the KF-like theory. This observation may be considered as a positive answer to Question

b) discussed in the Introduction, that is, as providing an independent axiomatization of

the significant inferences of the KF-like theories. Moreover, by axiomatizing the set of

significant inferences of KF-like theories, we obtain a positive answer to the Generalized

Reinhardt Problem as an immediate corollary. More precisely, we show in Proposition

2.4.19 that every significant inference of a KF-like theory has a significant derivation, i.e.,

whenever the theory proves TrpΓq⇒ Trp∆q, we can find a derivation D of TrpΓq⇒ Trp∆q

such that every node of D is itself a significant inference.

To begin with, we introduce the notion of significant inference.

Definition 2.4.1 (Significant Inferences). Let T be an axiomatic truth theory formu-

lated in LTr, and Γ,∆ be finite sets of LTr-sentences. The set of significant inferences of T

is defined as

TSI := {〈Γ,∆〉 | Th ` TrpΓq⇒ Trp∆q}.

Since the truth predicate of PKF-like theories is transparent (cf. Lemma 2.3.8(ii)) the

significant inferences of any PKF-like theory will simply amount to the set of provable

inferences of the theory. We also note in passing that the significant part of a truth theory

(TS) in the sense of [Rei85, Rei86], that is the provably true sentences of the theory, can

be retrieved from TSI by setting
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Definition 2.4.2 (Significant Sentences). Let T be an axiomatic truth theory formu-

lated in LTr, and let TSI be as in Df. 2.4.1. The set of significant sentences of T is defined

as

TS := {ϕ ∈ StLTr
| 〈∅, ϕ〉 ∈ TSI}.

Let us now show that for each KF-like theory there is a PKF-like theory such that the

provable sequents of the latter constitute exactly the significant inferences of the former.

Definition 2.4.3 (PKF◦,KF◦). The pair (PKF◦,KF◦) is a variable ranging over the

following theory-pairs

(PKF−,KF−), (PKF−cs,KF−cs), (PKF−cp,KF−cp), (PKF−S ,KF−S )

(PKF,KFint), (PKFcs,KFint
cs ), (PKFcp,KFint

cp ), (PKFS,KFint
S )

(PKF+,KF), (PKF+
cs,KFcs), (PKF+

cp,KFcp), (PKF+
S ,KFS).

Moreover, let Th ∈ {KF,KFint,KF−,PKF+,PKF−}. Then Th? ∈ {Th,ThS,Thcs,Thcp}.

We can now start proving the principal result of this section, i.e., we can prove that

PKF◦ = KF◦SI. We first show that PKF◦ ⊆ KF◦SI.

Proposition 2.4.4. Let (PKF◦,KF◦) be as in Definition 2.4.3. Then

If PKF◦ ` Γ(~x)⇒ ∆(~y), then KF◦ ` TrpΓ(~̇x)q⇒ Trp∆(~̇y)q.

Proposition 2.4.4 is essentially due to [HH06], [HN18], and [Nic18], who proved the

claim for theories without index cs or cp, that is, for pairs of theories that do not assume

the truth predicate to be consistent or complete. It thus suffices to extend their result to

these theories.
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Proof of Proposition 2.4.4. The proof is straightforward.69 For pairs extended

with a consistency principle, it suffices to show that the KF-theory “internalizes” the sound-

ness of ¬L. That is, it suffices to show that, e.g., if KFcs ` TrpΓq ⇒ Trp∆q,Trpϕq, then

KFcs ` Trp¬ϕq,TrpΓq⇒ Trp∆q. Symmetrically for theories extended with a completeness

principle one needs to show that the KF-theory “internalizes” the soundness of ¬R. Q.E.D.

In light of the definition of KF◦SI, Proposition 2.4.4 immediately yields that the provable

inferences of PKF◦ are a subset of KF◦SI:

Corollary 2.4.5. PKF◦ ⊆ KF◦SI.

2.4.1. From KF◦-significant inferences to PKF◦-provable sequents. The proof

of the converse directions of Proposition 2.4.4 and Corollary 2.4.5 constitutes the main

technical contribution of this chapter. The basic idea underlying the proof is to show that

if KF◦ ` TrpΓq⇒ Trp∆q then PKF◦ ` TrpΓq⇒ Trp∆q. This will be shown by proving a

stronger claim, i.e., it will be shown that, whenever Γ,∆ contain only literals, then

KF◦ ` Γ⇒ ∆ implies PKF◦ ` Γ+,∆− ⇒ Γ−,∆+,

where for a set of sentences Θ, and At the set of atomic sentences,

Θ+ := {ϕ ∈ At | ϕ ∈ Θ} Θ− := {ϕ ∈ At | ¬ϕ ∈ Θ}.70

This transformation is motivated by (i) the fact that identity behaves classically in PKF◦

and (ii) the following semantic consideration: if a formula of the form ¬Tr(t) is classically

false (true), then Tr(t) is either true (false) or both (neither) from the perspective of the

non-classical theory of truth. As a consequence, moving Tr(t) in the succedent (antecedent)

of the sequent will not interfere with the validity of the sequent from the perspective of

the non-classical logics at stake. Moreover, if Γ⇒ ∆ is of the form TrpΓ′q⇒ Trp∆′q, the

69Notice that the use of rules for identity instead of identity axioms does not impact the arguments due to
[HH06], [HN18] and [Nic18].
70In other words, for ψ atomic, ψ ∈ Θ− iff ¬ψ ∈ Θ.
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transformation leaves the sequent unaltered, hence, if we prove that for each KF◦-provable

sequent its transformation is PKF◦-provable, we obtain our desired result as a corollary.

We first consider KF-systems with internal induction, respectively with restricted in-

ternal induction, and we then extend the result to KF-systems with full induction.

Lemma 2.4.6 (Main Lemma). For Γ,∆ sets of literals, for all ?

KFint
? ` Γ⇒ ∆ implies PKF? ` Γ+,∆− ⇒ Γ−,∆+.

Remark 2.4.7. In the following proof we implicitly use the fact that the replacement

schema s = t, ϕ(t),Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ(s) is derivable in each PKF-like system of Df. 2.3.7.

Proof of Lemma 2.4.6. The proof is by induction on the height n of KFint
? -derivations.

Suppose first that n = 0, and that Γ⇒ ∆ is a KFint
? -initial sequent. For the pair KFint-PKF,

we first notice that every axiom of KFint is an axiom of PKF. Hence for initial sequents not

involving negated atomic formulae, the proof is immediate. The only truth-theoretic axiom

of KFint involving a negated atomic formula is Tr¬=. We obtain the desired conclusion by

Lemma 2.3.8(iii). For example, from

Ct(t),Ct(s),¬(t◦ = s◦),Γ+,∆− ⇒ Γ−,∆+,Tr(¬. (t=. s))

which is an initial sequent of PKF, via =¬R, ¬¬L, and Cut, we can derive

Ct(t),Ct(s),Γ+,∆− ⇒ Γ−,∆+,Tr(¬. (t=. s)), t◦ = s◦

As for theories with specific Tr-axioms, we want to show that PKFcp, PKFcs, and PKFS

derive, respectively, the transformation of Cons, Comp, and GoG. That is to say, we have

to show (we omit context for readability)

PKFcp ` StTr(t)⇒ Tr(t),Tr(¬. t) (2.1)

PKFcs ` StTr(t),Tr(t),Tr(¬. t)⇒ ∅ (2.2)

PKFS ` StTr(t),StTr(s),Tr(t),Tr(¬. t)⇒ Tr(s),Tr(¬. s) (2.3)
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For (2.1)

StTr(t),¬Tr(t) ⇒ Tr(¬. t) ¬R
StTr(t) ⇒ Tr(¬. t),¬¬Tr(t)

StTr(t),Tr(t) ⇒ Tr(t)
¬¬L

StTr(t),¬¬Tr(t) ⇒ Tr(t)
Cut

StTr(t) ⇒ Tr(t),Tr(¬. t)

For (2.2) we have

StTr(t),Tr(¬. t) ⇒ ¬Tr(t)

StTr(t),Tr(t) ⇒ Tr(t)
¬L

StTr(t),Tr(t),¬Tr(t) ⇒ ∅
Cut

StTr(t),Tr(t),Tr(¬. t) ⇒ ∅

Finally, for (2.3)

StTr(t),StTr(s),Tr(s) ⇒ ,Tr(s),¬Tr(y) StTr(t),StTr(s),¬Tr(s) ⇒ Tr(s),¬Tr(y)
GG

StTr(t),StTr(s),Tr(t),¬Tr(t) ⇒ Tr(s),¬Tr(s)
¬Tr¬

StTr(t),StTr(s),Tr(t),Tr(¬. t) ⇒ Tr(s),Tr(¬. s)

In the last inference we have been sloppy. The double line indicates that from the upper

sequent we can derive the lower sequent via some obvious additional steps involving the

truth-theoretic initial sequents Tr¬Tr and Cut.

Now suppose that n = m + 1 and that Γ ⇒ ∆ has been derived. We distinguish two

cases:

Case 1: Γ ⇒ ∆ contains no principal formula. In this case, the last inference of the

derivation of Γ ⇒ ∆ must be either Ref or Cut. If the former, we obtain our desired

conclusion by i.h. and Ref in PKF?. Otherwise, the derivation ends with

D0

Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ

D1

ϕ,Γ⇒ ∆
Cut

Γ⇒ ∆

For this to work, it is crucial that we are dealing with quasi-normal derivations. In this

case, we can assume the cut formula to be a literal and thus apply i.h. and Cut on PKF?.

For example, if ϕ ≡ ¬ψ for ψ ∈ At, then we reason as follows
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i.h. on D1

Γ+,∆− ⇒ Γ−,∆+, ψ

i.h. on D0

ψ, Γ+,∆− ⇒ Γ−,∆+

Cut
Γ+,∆− ⇒ Γ−,∆+

If ϕ ∈ At, then we use i.h. and cut on ϕ.

Case 2: Γ⇒ ∆ contains a principal formula. We reason by subcases, according to the last

inference of the derivation. Logical rules for ∧ and ∀ need not be taken into account as

they cannot be the last rule of a quasi-normal derivation D that has only literals in the

end-sequent. The rules having literals as principal formulae are the following: ¬L, ¬R,

RepL, INDint, and truth-rules.

Case 2.1: the last inference is ¬L or ¬R. Here the conclusion is immediate, e.g. suppose

the KFint
? -derivation ends with

Γ′ ⇒ ∆, ϕ
¬L¬ϕ, Γ′ ⇒ ∆

If ϕ ∈ At, then by induction we have PKF? ` Γ′+,∆− ⇒ Γ′−,∆+, ϕ, which is our desired

conclusion. The case where ϕ ≡ ¬ψ for ψ atomic need not be taken into account, as we are

dealing with derivations containing only literals in the end-sequent.

Case 2.2: the last inference is RepL. Suppose the KFint
? -derivation ends with

ϕ(t), Γ′ ⇒ ∆
RepL

s = t, ϕ(s), Γ′ ⇒ ∆

Assume first ϕ ∈ At. For the pairs KFint-PKF, KFint
cs -PKFcs, and KFint

S -PKFS, we just

apply i.h. and RepL in each PKF-variant. For the pair KFint
cp -PKFcp, since PKFcp does

not have RepL, but RepR instead, we reason in PKFcp as follows, omitting context for

readability71

71Of course, since each PKF variant proves the replacement schema, then each PKF variant proves that
identity is symmetric.
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s = t, ϕ(s) ⇒ ϕ(s)

Symmetry of =

s = t, ϕ(s) ⇒ t = s
RepR

s = t, ϕ(s) ⇒ ϕ(t)

i.h.

ϕ(t) ⇒ ∅
Cut

s = t, ϕ(s), ⇒ ∅

For ϕ ≡ ¬ψ with ψ atomic, we reason in an arbitrary PKF?:

i.h.

Γ′+,∆− ⇒ Γ′−,∆+, ψ(t)

Replacement Schema
s = t, ψ(t),Γ′+,∆− ⇒ Γ′−,∆+, ψ(s)

Cut
s = t,Γ′+,∆− ⇒ Γ′−,∆+, ψ(s)

Case 2.3: the last inference is INDint. Suppose the KFint
? -derivation ends with

Tr(t(u̇)),Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(t(u̇′))
INDint

Tr(t(num(0)/v)),Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(t(ż))

with u eigenvariable. We use IND in PKF? as follows

Tr(t(u̇)), Γ+,∆− ⇒ Γ−,∆+,Tr(t(u̇′))
IND

Tr(t(num(0)/v)), Γ+,∆− ⇒ Γ−,∆+,Tr(t(ż))

Case 2.4: the last inference is a truth-rule. Finally, suppose the derivation ends with an

application of a truth-rule. In this case, it essentially suffices to notice that each active

formula of each truth-rule is an atomic formula. Hence, the desired conclusion follows by

i.h. and the rule itself in PKF?. As an example, we consider the truth-rule Tr∀R. So

suppose the derivation ends with

Γ⇒ ∆′,Tr(t(u̇))
Tr∀R

StTr(∀.v.t), Γ⇒ ∆′,Tr(∀.v.t)

The conclusion follows immediately by i.h., i.e., we reason in PKF? as follows

Γ+,∆′− ⇒ Γ−,∆′+,Tr(x(u̇))
Tr∀R

StTr(∀.v.t), Γ+,∆′− ⇒ Γ−,∆′+,Tr(∀.v.t)
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Q.E.D.

By inspecting the proof of the Main Lemma, there are two important observations that

can be made. The first is that we can immediately lift the lemma to the pair (KF−? -PKF−? ),

thus obtaining the following

Corollary 2.4.8. For Γ,∆ sets of literals, for all ?

KF−? ` Γ⇒ ∆ implies PKF−? ` Γ+,∆− ⇒ Γ−,∆+.

The second observation, which will prove important when we consider KF-systems with

full induction, is that Lemma 2.4.6 can be formalized within PKF?. To tee this, it essentially

suffices to notice that the relation KFint
? r

n
Γ ⇒ ∆ expressing that Γ ⇒ ∆ is derivable in

KFint
? with a derivation of height ≤ n and cut rank ≤ r can be canonically represented in

arithmetic via a recursively enumerable predicate BewKFint
?

(n, r, pΓ⇒ ∆q). We then obtain

Corollary 2.4.9. For Γ,∆ sets of literals, for all ?

PKF? ` BewKFint
?

(n, 0, pΓ⇒ ∆q) implies PKF? ` Γ+,∆− ⇒ Γ−,∆+.

We have shown how to transform provable sequents of literals in KF-systems with

internal or with restricted internal induction into provable sequents of literals of appropriate

PKF-systems. It remains to show the claim for KF-like theories with full induction. For

these theories, partial cut elimination fails. However, it is well known that axioms and rules

of KF-like theories can be derived in a sequent calculus with infinitary rules replacing the

schema of induction. Hence we can take a detour via the infinitary system KF∞, which

contains KF and enjoys partial cut elimination. As it will become clear below, we can

apply the same strategy of our Main lemma (Lemma 2.4.6) to the pairs KF∞? − PKF+
? .

This proves sufficient for lifting Lemma 2.4.6 to the KF-theories with full induction.

The technique for embedding of KF in KF∞ is well known, however, we give a succinct

presentation of KF∞ for the sake of completeness.72

72See, for instance, [Tak87] or [RS20].
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Definition 2.4.10 (PAω). The language of the infinitary sequent-style version of PA,

PAω, is obtained by omitting free variables. The axioms of PAω are

∅⇒ ϕ if ϕ is a true atomic sentence;

ϕ⇒ ∅ if ϕ is a false atomic sentence;

ϕ(t)⇒ ϕ(s) if ϕ is an atomic sentence and t and s evaluate to the same numeral.

PAω has all the inference rules of PA except for ∀R and IND. Instead, it has the ω-rule

Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ(t1) Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ(t2) . . . Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ(tn) . . .
ω

Γ⇒ ∆,∀vϕ

Definition 2.4.11 (KF∞? ). KF∞? extends PAω with truth-theoretic axioms and truth-

theoretic rules of KF? (formulated in the new language) except for the rules Tr∀R and

Tr¬∀L, which are replaced by

Γ⇒ ∆,Tr s(num(t1)) Γ⇒ ∆,Tr s(num(t2)) . . . Γ⇒ ∆,Tr s(num(tn)) . . .
Tr∀ωR

StTr(∀.v.s),Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(∀.v.s)

Tr(¬. s(num(t1))),Γ⇒ ∆ Tr(¬. s(num(t2))),Γ⇒ ∆ . . . Tr(¬. s(num(tn))),Γ⇒ ∆ . . .
Tr¬∀ωL

StTr(∀.v.s),Tr(¬. ∀.v.s),Γ⇒ ∆

KF∞? -derivations, due to the three infinitary rules ω, Tr∀ωR, and Tr¬∀ωL, are possibly

infinite. Notions about derivations introduced above, including height and cut rank, carry

over without modifications. In particular, KF∞? -derivations are infinite well-founded trees,

where at each node there is either the root, or instances of axioms, or there is a 1-fold

branching (corresponding to unary rules), or a two fold branching (corresponding to binary

rules), or an ω-fold branching (corresponding to infinitary rules).

Every KF?-derivation can be transformed into a KF∞? -derivation with height < ω2 and

finite cut rank r < ω. It is also well known that the cost of lowering the cut-rank from k+1

to k is exponential with base ω, that is if PAω k+1
α

Γ⇒ ∆, then PAω k
ωα

Γ⇒ ∆. It follows

that every KF∞? -derivation of height α < ε0 and cut rank r can be transformed into a quasi-

normal derivation of height ϕr0α, where ϕr0α stands for r iterations of the Veblen function ϕ0
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on α.73 We can thus restrict our attention to KF∞? -derivations of finite cut rank and length

< ε0. These derivations can be primitive recursively encoded by natural numbers, and the

codes will contain information about the derivation.74 In particular, if c codes a derivation

D we can primitive recursively read off from c a bound for the height of D and a bound for

its cut rank; additionally, we can read off the name of: the last inference, its principal/side

formulae, and its conclusion. This enables us to find a predicate, say Bew∞(a, r, pΓ⇒ ∆q),

expressing the relation KF∞? r
α

Γ⇒ ∆, i.e., Γ⇒ ∆ is derivable in KF∞? with a derivation

of height ≤ α and cut rank ≤ r.75 Due to the amount of transfinite induction available in

PKF+
? , both the embedding of KF? in KF∞? and the partial cut-elimination for KF∞? can

be formalized within PKF+
? , as stated in the following

Lemma 2.4.12 (Formalization of embedding and partial cut-elimination). Let Γ,∆ ⊆

LTr. Then for all ?

(i) For all n, r ∈ ω, there is some m ∈ ω,

PKF+
? ` BewKF?(n, r, pΓ⇒ ∆q)→ Bew∞(ω +m, r, pΓ⇒ ∆q).

(ii) For α < ε0,PKF+
? ` Bew∞(a, r, pΓ⇒ ∆q)→ Bew∞(ϕr0a, 0, pΓ⇒ ∆q).

We can now prove the final lemma in order to obtain the desired conclusion, which is

that for each variant of KF there is a corresponding variant of PKF which can be seen as

a direct axiomatization of KF’s significant part.

Lemma 2.4.13. For Γ,∆ sets of literals, for all ?, and for all α < ε0,

PKF+
? ` Bew∞(a, 0, pΓ⇒ ∆q) implies PKF+

? ` Γ+,∆− ⇒ Γ+,∆−.

Proof. The proof is by transfinite induction on α < ε0 and to a large extent a for-

malization of the proof of Lemma 2.4.6. For α = 0 and α = β + 1, it suffices indeed to

73Let us here recall the well-known identities ϕ0α = ωα and ϕ10 = ε0.
74See [Sch77, §4.2.2] for details.
75Of course, we have a different predicate Bew∞ for each variant of KF∞. For sake of readability, though,
we omit the ?-index.
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formalize the proof of Lemma 2.4.6. The crucial case is when α is a limit ordinal, as this

case involves an application of an infinitary rule. We begin by discussing Tr∀ωR. Suppose

the KF∞-derivation ends with

Γ⇒ ∆,Trx(num(t1)) Γ⇒ ∆,Trx(num(t2)) . . . Γ⇒ ∆,Trx(num(tn)) . . .
Tr∀ωR

StTr(∀.v.x),Γ′ ⇒ ∆′,Tr(∀.v.x)

where for each premise π there is a β < α, such that π is derivable with a derivation of

height β. This can be formalized within PKF, that is,

PKF+
? ` ∀y(¬Ct(y) ∨ ∃b ≺ aBew∞(b, 0, pΓ′ ⇒ ∆′,Tr(s(ẏ))q)).

Hence we get

PKF+
? ` ¬Ct(z) ∨ ∃b ≺ aBew∞(b, 0, pΓ′ ⇒ ∆′,Tr(s(ż))q)

for an arbitrary term z. Since PKF+ ` ϕ ∨ ψ,Γ′ ⇒ ∆′, ϕ, ψ for arbitrary ϕ,ψ, we obtain

PKF+
? ` ¬Ct(z), ∃b ≺ aBew∞(b, 0, pΓ′ ⇒ ∆′,Tr(s(ż))q)

for any term z. Now, letting u be an eigenparameter, and recalling that PA ` Ct(num(x)),

we reason in PKF+
? as follows

PA

∅⇒ Ct(num(u))

∅⇒ ¬Ct(num(u)),∃b ≺ aBew∞(b, 0, pΓ⇒ ∆′,Tr(s(u̇))q)
2.3.8(iii)

Ct(num(u))⇒ ∃b ≺ aBew∞(b, 0, pΓ′ ⇒ ∆′,Tr(s(u̇))q)
Cut

∅⇒ ∃b ≺ aBew∞(b, 0, pΓ′ ⇒ ∆′,Tr(s(u̇))q)

From PKF+ ` ∅⇒ ∃b ≺ aBew∞(b, 0, pΓ′ ⇒ ∆′,Tr(s(u̇))q) we infer, for some β < α,

KF∞? 0

β
Γ′ ⇒ ∆′,Tr(s(u̇)),

which in turn implies

PKF+
? ` Bew∞(b, 0, pΓ′ ⇒ ∆′,Tr(s(u̇))q).
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We can then apply the induction hypothesis and we can continue reasoning in PKF+
? as

follows

Γ+,∆′− ⇒ Γ−,∆′+,Tr(s(u̇))
Tr∀R

StTr(∀.v.s), Γ+,∆′− ⇒ Γ−,∆′+,Tr(∀.v.s)

which is what we wanted to show. The rule Tr¬∀ωL can be treated along the same lines,

and the ω-rule need not be taken into account, as it introduces a complex formula. Q.E.D.

Since, as mentioned, KF? can be embedded in KF∞? without exceeding quasi-normal

derivation of length < ε0, we obtain:

Corollary 2.4.14. For Γ,∆ sets of literals, for all ?

KF? ` Γ⇒ ∆ implies PKF+
? ` Γ+,∆− ⇒ Γ−,∆+.

This immediately yields that the set of significant inferences of KF-like theories is

contained in the set of provable sequents of appropriate PKF-like theories.

Lemma 2.4.15. KF◦SI ⊆ PKF◦

Proof. If KF◦ ` TrpΓq ⇒ Trp∆q, then PKF◦ ` TrpΓq ⇒ Trp∆q by Lemma 2.4.6

and Corollaries 2.4.8, 2.4.14. But the truth predicate of PKF◦ is transparent and thus

PKF◦ ` Γ⇒ ∆. Q.E.D.

Lemma 2.4.15 along with Corollary 2.4.5 show that PKF◦ yields precisely the signif-

icant sentence of KF◦. In other words we have answered Question b) of Reinhardt’s

Challenge.

Theorem 2.4.16 (Reinhardt’s Challenge). PKF◦ = KF◦SI.

Before we turn our attention to the Generalized Reinhardt Problem, we remark

that an answer to Reinhardt’s Question b) yields an answer to Question a) as a corollary,

that is, our result subsumes the results provided by [HH06, HN18, Nic18].
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Corollary 2.4.17. {ϕ ∈ StTr | PKF◦ ` ϕ} = KF◦S.

Of course, this result also implies that, by means of a very simple observation connecting

provably true KF-sequents to provable PKF-sequents, we have reduced questions regarding

the proof-theoretic strength of PKF-like theories to questions regarding the proof-theoretic

strength of KF-like theories.

Corollary 2.4.18 (Proof-theoretic equivalence). KF◦ and PKF◦ are proof-theoretically

equivalent, i.e.,

KF◦ ≡ PKF◦.

We promised to give a positive answer to the Generalized Reinhardt Problem,

that is, the question whether for any pair 〈Γ,∆〉 ∈ KF◦SI there is a KF◦-derivation such that

each node of the derivation is a member of KF◦SI. We also mentioned that, once we have

an independent axiomatization of KF◦SI, a positive answer to Generalized Reinhardt

Problem follows rather immediately. It is now time to make good on our promise:

Proposition 2.4.19 (Generalized Reinhardt Problem). If 〈Γ,∆〉 ∈ KF◦SI, then

there is a KF◦-derivation D of Γ⇒ ∆ such that for each node d of D, d ∈ KF◦SI.

Proof. If 〈Γ,∆〉 ∈ KF◦SI, then by Proposition 2.4.16 PKF◦ ` Γ ⇒ ∆ and hence

PKF◦ ` TrpΓq⇒ Trp∆q. Now let D′ be an arbitrary KFint
? -derivation of TrpΓq⇒ Trp∆q.

In order to obtain our desired derivation D, it suffices to replace each node (including the

leaves)

Θ⇒ Λ

of D′ by

TrpΓq,Θ⇒ Λ,Trp∆q.

Let D be the derivation resulting from this transformation. Since KF◦ is closed under

weakening, D is a KF◦-derivation of TrpΓq ⇒ Trp∆q. But each node of D is derivable in

PKF◦, too, since PKF◦ is closed under weakening. Hence every node of D is in PKF◦ =

KF◦SI. Q.E.D.
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It may good to put our answer to the Generalized Reinhardt Problem in per-

spective: we have shown that for every significant inference there is a way to classically

derive the sequent such that every node of the derivation is itself a significant inference

and hence that every node of the proof is acceptable to the significant reasoner, i.e., the

non-classical logician. This does not imply that the non-classical logician can follow the

classical reasoning, i.e., that the KF◦-proof is also a PKF◦-proof. Our result only shows

that KF-style theories can be used instrumentally. It does not show that one can always

reason non-classically within KF◦. But if the latter were the case, it seems that KF◦ would

deliver an independent axiomatization of its significant part in its own right. Surely—while

it is certainly an interesting question whether for every KF◦-significant inference there is

a KF◦-derivation, which is also a PKF◦-derivation—, such a result is not required for an

instrumental interpretation of KF◦ and left for future research.

2.5. Conclusion

In this chapter, we had a fresh look at Reinhardt’s program, and we proposed to focus on

the provably true inferences of KF-like theories rather than on the provably true sentences

only. We showed that if we conceive of the significant part of KF-like theories as the set

of provably true inferences, then we can remain within the significant part of the theory in

proving its significant inferences. This answers the Generalized Reinhardt Problem

and also shows that we need not step outside the significant part of KF in proving theorems

of the form Trpϕq, which was the content of the original formulation of Reinhardt’s

Problem. From the perspective of KF-derivations, the use of the nonsignificant part of KF

is hence dispensable and in this sense an instrumentalist interpretation of KF is certainly

available. However, should we conclude that we have justified the use of nonsignificant

sentences entirely within the framework of significant sentences?

One may think that in order to answer the latter question affirmatively, an independent

characterization of the significant part of KF needs to be provided and this is precisely the

content of Reinhardt’s challenge. Building on results by [HH06, HN18, Nic18], we

have shown how to provide axiomatizations of the significant part of KF-like theories in
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non-classical logic. The only remaining question is whether these axiomatizations are fully

independent. We take it that there is no doubt in this respect concerning the axiomatiza-

tions of the significant part of KF-like theories with internal induction, as well as those with

restricted internal induction. Turning to KF-like theories with full induction, the crucial

question is whether the rule TI<ε0 is available from within the significant framework. Ulti-

mately, an answer to this question will depend on the role the theory of truth is supposed

to play within one’s theoretical framework. If, for instance, one takes the theory to play an

important role in the foundations of mathematics and, for instance, to play a role in singling

out the limits of predicativity [Fef91], then one should arguably refrain from thinking that

TI<ε0 can be assumed without further justification from within the significant framework.

But, to the contrary, if the theory of truth is to play no role in the foundations of mathe-

matics and classical mathematical theorizing is freely available from within the significant

framework, then it is hard to see why TI<ε0 should not be considered as fully justified from

within the significant perspective. In this case it would seem that Reinhardt’s program

needs to be deemed successful. However, a proper philosophical assessment of the rule of

transfinite induction up to < ε0 from the perspective of Reinhardt’s program is beyond the

scope of the chapter. Nonetheless, as we hope to have established in this chapter—contra

[HH06, HN18]—there is no major technical obstacle preventing the success of Reinhardt’s

program and, in this sense, Reinhardt was certainly right in claiming that “the chances of

success in this context (. . . ) are somewhat better than in Hilbert’s context” [Rei86, p.225].
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CHAPTER 3

Significant reasoning within KF− and KFint

Abstract. In the previous chapter it was asked whether we can always reason non-
classically within KF-systems. This chapter, a sequel of the previous, will provide
a partly positive answer: it will be shown that for some KF-systems it is indeed
possible to show that an inference is significant using nonclassical reasoning. The
investigation of the current chapter naturally extends that of [HH06], [HN18],
[Nic18], and the one of the previous chapter: whereas Halbach, Horsten and Nico-
lai have studied what sentences are provably true in KF-systems, and while in the
previous chapter we have asked what inferences are provably true, in this chapter
we deal with rules which are provably true. It turns out that in KF-systems with re-
stricted or internal induction we can construct derivations of significant inferences,
such that the same derivation is also a derivation of corresponding PKF-systems.

In the first chapter, we have seen that for each KF-variant KF◦, we can find a PKF-

variant PKF◦, such that KF◦ and PKF◦ prove the same significant inferences, where an

inference Γ ⇒ ∆ has been defined to be significant in a system S, if TrpΓq ⇒ Trp∆q

is derivable in S. Due to the transparency of truth truth predicate within PKF-systems,

this implies that the set of provable inferences of PKF◦ coincides exactly with the set of

significant inferences of KF◦. That is, we have seen that

PKF◦ := {〈Γ,∆〉 | PKF◦ ` Γ⇒ ∆} = {〈Γ,∆〉 | KF◦ ` TrpΓq⇒ Trp∆q} =: KF◦SI

This observation amounts to an instrumentalist justification of KF, which makes a case

for the success of Reinhardt’s program: in order to generate the significant part of KF◦

(i.e., KF◦SI) we can use nonsignificant inferences, though we don’t need to—we can remain

within the significant framework (i.e., PKF◦).

In this chapter, we show that there is a refinement of Reinhardt’s program that, if

proven successful, would provide a stronger and more coherent instrumentalist justification
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of KF-like theories. The refinement suggested below connects to the question left open at

the end of the Chapter 2, where it was asked whether we can prove, within KF◦, that an

inference is significant only using significant inferences and only using what could be called

‘significant reasoning’, i.e., a form of reasoning that is acceptable from the view point of

the nonclassical logician advocating PKF◦.

To make this question precise, let us consider a significant inference 〈Γ,∆〉 ∈ KF◦SI of

KF◦. We know that we can find a KF◦-derivation D of TrpΓq ⇒ Trp∆q such that every

inference used in D is significant. That is to say, we can find a KF◦-derivation D e.g. of the

form

Γ3 ⇒ ∆3 Γ2 ⇒ ∆2 R
Γ1 ⇒ ∆1

TrpΓq ⇒ Trp∆q

(3.1)

such that KF◦ ` TrpΓiq ⇒ Trp∆iq, for each Γi ⇒ ∆i ∈ D. We also observed, however,

that this does not guarantee that the reasoning employed to connect significant inferences

can itself be considered significant. For instance, one could ask whether the reasoning used

in (3.1) to derive, say, Γ1 ⇒ ∆1 from Γ3 ⇒ ∆3 and Γ2 ⇒ ∆2 is itself significant. In other

words, one could ask whether the inference rules used in D are significant.

Certainly, some of the inference rules of classical logic can be considered significant. A

precise definition of ‘significant rule’ will be provided below. But for the moment consider,

for instance, the rule

Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ Γ⇒ ∆, ψ
∧R

Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ ∧ ψ

There is a straightforward sense in which this rule can be considered significant: if both ϕ

and ψ are significant, then ϕ∧ψ is significant as well. That is, if both Trpϕq and Trpψq are

derivable, then Trpϕ ∧ ψq is derivable as well. However, not every inference rule of classical
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logic is significant in this sense. For example, the rules

Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ
¬L¬ϕ,Γ⇒ ∆

ϕ,Γ⇒ ∆
¬R

Γ⇒ ∆,¬ϕ

are not significant: it is not the case that, for any ϕ, either ϕ or ¬ϕ is significant.76

The above examples suggest a rather natural way for defining the notion of significant

rule: just as we define a rule of inference to be sound if it is validity preserving, in the sense

that it yields a valid conclusion when applied to valid premises, we can define a rule to be

significant if it is significance preserving, in the sense that it yields a significant conclusion

when applied to significant premises. With this characterization of significant rule, we

can now ask more precisely whether KF◦ can prove that an inference is significant in a

significant way. That is, if we define a KF◦-derivation to be significant iff it contains only

significant inferences and only significant rules, the question to be investigated becomes

whether every significant inference of KF◦ has a significant KF◦-derivation.

This question extends naturally the investigations of [HH06], [HN18], [Nic18], and

the one we have seen in the previous chapter: Halbach, Horsten, and Nicolai have studied

the set of significant theorems; in Chapter 2 we have studied the set of significant inferences;

here we study the set of significant rules. Besides being a natural further step, this question

will lead to a substantial advancement in the study of KF and of Reinhardt’s instrumentalist

program, as both a positive or a negative answer would have important consequences. More

precisely, a negative answer would show that the version of Reinhardt’s program suggested

in the previous chapter is the best we can obtain: we can use KF-systems instrumentally,

but we cannot reason significantly within them. We would always need to step outside KF◦

to obtain significant inferences in a significant way. In other words, the aid of PKF◦ would

be necessary. If, however, one can answer the above question positively, then we would

obtain a solid and convincing instrumentalist interpretation of KF. The nonsignificant part

of KF, that is, certain principles of classical logic, would only be a useful instrument. We

can use them, but we don’t need to. Sustained ordinary reasoning would be shown to be

76There are some variants of KF for which one of these rules is significant (in a sense to be specified below),
but for the purposes of this introduction, this can be ignored.
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useful but dispensable. Importantly, in order to reason significantly we would not need to

step outside KF◦. In a sense, it is as if KF◦ would know that its nonsignificant part is only

a useful but dispensable instrument.77

Plan of chapter. After some preliminaries in §3.1, we make Question precise in

§3.2. To this end, a precise notion of ‘significant rule’ is required. This will be the analogue

of the notions of ‘significant sentences’ and ‘significant inferences’ as defined, respectively,

in Df. 2.4.2 and Df. 2.4.1. That is to say, a rule

Θ1 ⇒ Λ1 . . . Θn ⇒ Λn
Γ⇒ ∆

will be defined to be significant in a theory S iff (intuitively) S can show that, if TrpΘiq⇒

TrpΛiq is the case for i ≤ n, then TrpΓq⇒ Trp∆q is the case, too.

In §3.3, we will then provide a partly positive answer to the above question: it will be

shown that KF− and KFint can ‘significantly derive’ significant inferences. The question

whether the same holds for KF-variants with additional truth-theoretic initial sequents

and/or with full induction will remain open.

We conclude in §3.4 by emphasising a surprising corollary connecting derivations of

KF− and PKF−, and those of KFint and PKF: it will be shown that for every significant

inference of KF− (KFint), we can construct a derivation D of TrpΓq⇒ Trp∆q such that D

is both a KF−- (KFint-) and a PKF−-(PKF-)derivation.

3.1. Preliminaries

For the purposes of this chapter, it is convenient to modify slightly the presentation of

KF-systems with internal induction, as well as those with restricted internal induction. In

particular, we would like to formulate these KF-systems so that cuts on formulae containing

Tr can be reduced to atomic formulae.78 To this end, we redefine classical logic by restricting

initial sequents and the replacement schema to atomic formulae:

77A positive positive answer would also open up the path for some important technical questions, but we
leave these for the concluding remarks.
78Recall that in the previous chapter we had reduced cuts on literals. See Proposition 2.3.4.
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Definition 3.1.1. Classical logic with identity consists of the following axioms and

rules.

Ax ϕ,Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ
Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ ϕ,Γ′ ⇒ ∆′

Cut
Γ′,Γ⇒ ∆,∆′

Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ
¬L¬ϕ,Γ⇒ ∆

ϕ,Γ⇒ ∆
¬R

Γ⇒ ∆,¬ϕ

ϕ,ψ,Γ⇒ ∆
∧L

ϕ ∧ ψ,Γ⇒ ∆

Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ Γ⇒ ∆, ψ
∧R

Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ ∧ ψ

ϕ[t/v],Γ⇒ ∆
∀L∀xϕ,Γ⇒ ∆

Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ[u/v]
∀R

Γ⇒ ∆,∀xϕ

t = t,Γ⇒ ∆
Ref

Γ⇒ ∆

ϕ(t),Γ⇒ ∆
Repl

s = t, ϕ(s),Γ⇒ ∆

Conditions of application: ϕ atomic in Ax and Repl; u eigenparameter.

Except the different (yet equivalent) formulation of the base logic, all KF-variants are

then defined as in Df.s 2.3.2 and 2.3.3. Since the equivalence between the two different

formulations is evident, we keep using the same labels for the various KF-like systems.

Proposition 3.1.2 (Partial cut elimination). Let KF◦ ∈ {KF−,KFint}. If there is a

KF◦-derivation D of Γ⇒ ∆, then there is a derivation D′ of the same endsequent in which

all cuts, if any, are either on atomic formulae of the form Tr(s) or on literals ϕ ∈ LPA.

This form of partial cut elimination will prove important below. Another crucial result

that will be used extensively in what follows is the well-known fact that KF-variants prove

the T-Schema for positive formulae (see Lemma 3.3.7 below), i.e., formulae in negation

normal form in which every occurrence of Tr falls within an even number of ¬, if any (see

Df. 3.3.2 below). For a direct proof, the reader is referred to [Hal14], where KF is presented

as an Hilbert-style axiomatization over classical predicate calculus. Here, instead, we prove

more generally that our Gentzen-style formulation of KF-systems is equivalent to the more
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typical Hilbert-style axiomatization. We first present an Hilbert-style version of KF,79 and

we then show the equivalence with the Gentzen-style version.

Definition 3.1.3 (Hilbert style KF). HKF is the system given by PA plus the following

truth-theoretic axioms:80

∀x∀y
(
Ct(x) ∧ Ct(y)→ (Tr(x=. y)↔ x◦ = y◦

)
(KF1)

∀x∀y
(
StTr(x∧. y)→ (Tr(x∧. y)↔ Tr(x) ∧ Tr(y))

)
(KF2)

∀x∀v
(
StTr(∀.v.x)→ (Tr(∀.v.x)↔ ∀y(Trx(ẏ)))

)
(KF3)

∀x(Tr(x)↔ Tr(pTr(ẋ)q)) (KF4)

∀x∀y
(
Ct(x) ∧ Ct(y)→ (Tr(¬. x=. y)↔ ¬(x◦ = y◦)

)
(KF5)

∀x
(
StTr(x)→ (Tr(¬.¬. x)↔ Tr(x))

)
(KF6)

∀x∀y
(
StTr(x∧. y)→ (Tr(¬. x∧. y)↔ Tr(¬. x) ∨ Tr(¬. y))

)
(KF7)

∀x∀v
(

StTr(∀.v.x)→
(
Tr(¬. ∀.v.x)↔ ∃y(Tr¬. x(ẏ))

))
(KF8)

∀x
(
(¬StTr(x) ∨ Tr(¬. x))↔ Tr(¬. pTr(ẋ)q)

)
(KF9)

∀x(Tr(x)→ StTr(x)) (KF10)

∀x∀y∀z
(

Fml1LTr
(z) ∧ Ct(x) ∧ Ct(y)→

(
x◦ = y◦ → (Tr z(x)↔ Tr z(y))

))
(KF11)

The equivalence of Hilbert-style axiomatizations and sequent calculi for KF is given in

the following

Lemma 3.1.4 (Gentzen-Hilbert equivalence). Γ⇒ ∆ is derivable in KF if and only if∧
Γ→

∨
∆ is derivable in HKF.

79We adapt Cantini’s formulation [Can89] to our setting.
80As already remarked in the previous chapter, the axiom of regularity, here KF11, is derivable in systems
with full induction, but it is not derivable in systems with restricted induction.
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Proof. As an example, we show the interderivability between the axiom (KF3) and

the rules Tr∀L and Tr∀R. In order to derive

∀x∀v
(

StTr(∀.v.x)→
(
Tr(∀.v.x)→ ∀y(Trx(ẏ))

))
in the Gentzen system for KF, we reason as follows

Trx(u̇) ⇒ Trx(u̇)
Tr∀L

StTr(∀.v.x),Tr(∀.v.x) ⇒ Trx(u̇)
∀R

StTr(∀.v.x),Tr(∀.v.x) ⇒ ∀y(Trx(ẏ))

The conclusion follows by logic. The other direction of the axiom, i.e.

∀x∀v
(
StTr(∀.v.x)→

(
∀y(Trx(ẏ)→ Tr(∀.v.x)

))
,

is shown in a similar way.

Let us now show that if the premises of the rules Tr∀L and Tr∀R are derivable in

HKF (under the above mentioned translation), then the conclusions are derivable, too. We

consider Tr∀R. Suppose, by induction hypothesis, that the following sentence is derivable

in HKF, where u /∈ FV (Γ ∪∆):

∧
Γ→

∨
∆ ∨ Tr(x(u̇))

Then StTr(∀.v.x) ∧
∧

Γ →
∨

∆ ∨ ∀y(Tr(x(ẏ))) is derivable as well. Hence by the axiom

KF3, we derive

StTr(∀.v.x) ∧
∧

Γ→
∨

∆ ∨ Tr(∀.v.x)

The argument for Tr∀L is similar, and uses contraposition on the axiom (KF3). Q.E.D.

3.2. Significant rules and significant derivations

In order to provide a definition of ‘significant derivation’, let us first define when a rule

is derivable-in/admissible-for a proof system T .
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Definition 3.2.1 (Derivable/admissible rule). A rule

Θ1 ⇒ Λ1 . . . Θn ⇒ Λn
Γ⇒ ∆

is said to be derivable in T , if there is an T -derivation D of Γ⇒ ∆ such that every leaf of

D is either an axiom of T or a sequent Θi ⇒ Λi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. A rule

Θ1 ⇒ Λ1 . . . Θn ⇒ Λn
Γ⇒ ∆

is said to be admissible for T , if it is the case that, if for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n S ` Θi ⇒ Λi, then

T ` Γ⇒ ∆.

Notice that every derivable rule is admissible, but not vice versa. In order for a rule

to be derivable in a system, the system needs to be able to reason from the premises of

the rule to the conclusion of the rule. Since what we are interested in is a definition of

significant reasoning, it seems more appropriate to define a rule to be significant in terms

of derivability, rather than in terms of admissibility.

Definition 3.2.2 (Significant rules). The set of significant rules of a LTr-theory T ,

TSR, is the set of tuples

〈Θ1( ~x1)⇒ Λ1(~y1), . . . ,Θk( ~xk)⇒ Λk( ~yk),Γ(~x)⇒ ∆(~y)〉

such that the rule

TrpΘ1( ~̇x1)q⇒ TrpΛ1( ~̇y1)q . . . TrpΘk( ~̇xk)q⇒ TrpΛk( ~̇yk)q

TrpΓ(~̇x)q⇒ Trp∆(~̇y)q

is derivable in T .

For reasons that will become clear in due course, it is here convenient to generalize the

definition of significant inference of the previous chapter (Df. 2.4.1) and make it uniform,

i.e., in what follows we define

TSI := {〈Γ(~x),∆(~y)〉 | T ` TrpΓ(~̇x)q⇒ Trp∆(~̇y)q}
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Remark 3.2.3.

(i) An important observation about significant rules is that they are, by definition,

significance preserving. That is to say: let T be an LTr-theory, and suppose that

the following rule R

Θ1 ⇒ Λ1 . . . Θn ⇒ Λn R
Γ⇒ ∆

is a significant rule; then if {〈Θ1,Λ1〉, . . . ; 〈Θn,Λn〉} ⊆ TSI, then 〈Γ,∆〉 ∈ TSI. In

fact, since R is significant, the rule

TrpΘ1q⇒ TrpΛ1q . . . TrpΘnq⇒ TrpΛnq
TrpΓq⇒ Trp∆q

is derivable in T . Hence, if each TrpΘiq ⇒ TrpΛiq is derivable, it follows that

TrpΓq⇒ Trp∆q is derivable as well.

(ii) We also note that between significant inferences and significant rules there is an

analogue connection to the one between significant inferences and significant sen-

tences mentioned in the previous chapter (Df. 2.4.2). That is, TSI can be retrieved

from TSR by setting

TSI := {〈Γ(~x),∆(~y)〉 | 〈Γ(~x)⇒ ∆(~y)〉 ∈ TSR}.

We can finally introduce the notion of significant derivation:

Definition 3.2.4 (Significant derivations). For T an LTr-theory, a T -derivation D is

significant if, and only if, the following conditions jointly hold: (i) every node of D is a

significant inference and (ii) every rule of D is a significant rule.

We have now set all necessary definitions to ask the following

Question 3.2.5. Given a significant inference 〈Γ,∆〉 ∈ KF◦SI, it there a significant

KF◦-derivation D of TrpΓq⇒ Trp∆q?
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3.3. Reasoning significantly within KF− and KFint

In what follows, we want to verify whether every significant inference of KF◦ can be

derived by means of a significant KF◦-derivation. As mentioned, we shall provide a partly

positive answer to Question 3.2.5, in the sense that it will be shown that in KF− and

in KFint every significant inference has a significant derivation. The argument below will

rely on partial cut-elimination (Proposition 3.1.2), which fails in the presence of KF’s full

induction.

The reason why we can provide a positive answer for KF− and in KFint can be intro-

duced informally as follows. To begin with, it is not difficult to see that initial sequents

of KF− and KFint are significant inferences. Additionally, as it will be shown in Propo-

sition 3.3.8, every rule of KF− and KFint, with the only exception of ¬L and ¬R, is a

significant rule (in the sense of Df. 3.2.2). Yet, while unrestricted ¬L and ¬R are not sig-

nificant, it can be shown that a restricted version of these rules is significant, namely ¬L

and ¬R restricted to the arithmetical vocabulary. That is, for ϕ ∈ LPA, the following rules

are derivable in KF− and KFint:

Γ⇒ ∆,Trpϕq
Trp¬ϕq,Γ⇒ ∆

Trpϕq,Γ⇒ ∆

Γ⇒ ∆,Trp¬ϕq

Now, in order to show that every significant inference can be derived by means of significant

derivation, it would suffice to show that, whenever TrpΓq⇒ Trp∆q is derivable in KF− or

in KFint, then we can find a derivation D such that the only application of ¬L and ¬R are

on arithmetical formulae. In fact, since every initial sequent is significant, and since the

only rules used in D are significant, it follows that D is a significant derivation. Indeed, it

turns out that for deriving a significant inference, no application of ¬L and ¬R on formulae

containing Tr is required (as shown in Lemma 3.3.6). Intuitively, the reason is essentially

that, whenever TrpΓq ⇒ Trp∆q is derivable, we can always construct a derivation D of

TrpΓq⇒ Trp∆q, such that every occurrence of Tr in D is positive.

This informal sketch will be made precise below. We begin by defining the notions of

‘positive formula’, ‘positive sequent’, and ‘positive translation of a formula’.
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Notation 3.3.1. Unless otherwise specified, throughout the rest of this chapter KF◦

is a variable for KF− and KFint.

Definition 3.3.2 (Positive formulae, positive sequents). (i) A formula ϕ in negation

normal form is positive if it contains only positive occurrences of Tr, where an occurrence

of Tr is positive if it falls within an even number of ¬, if any. (ii) A sequent is positive if it

contains only positive formulae.

The ‘positive translation of a formula’, introduced in the following definition, is a func-

tion that, applied to a formula ϕ, (i) yields the negation normal form of ϕ and (ii) replaces

each negative occurrence of Tr(s) with Tr(¬. s).

Definition 3.3.3 (Positive translation). We recursively define a unary function π :

LTr −→ LTr, called positive translation, such that, for any formula ϕ ∈ LTr,

π(ϕ) :=



ϕ if ϕ is a literal of LPA or if ϕ ≡ Tr(t),

Tr(¬. t) if ϕ has the form ¬Tr(t),

π(ψ) if ϕ ≡ ¬¬ψ,

π(ψ) ∧ π(χ) if ϕ ≡ ψ ∧ χ

π(¬ψ) ∨ π(¬χ) if ϕ ≡ ¬(ψ ∧ χ),

∀vπ(ψ) if ϕ ≡ ∀vψ,

∃vπ(¬ψ) if ϕ ≡ ¬∀vψ.

For any formula ϕ, we call π(ϕ) the ‘positive translation of ϕ’. For example, for

ϕ ≡ ¬(ψ ∧ ¬Tr(t)) ∨ ¬(χ ∧ Tr(s)),

where ψ, χ are LPA-formulae in negation normal form, π(ϕ) is equivalent to(
π(¬ψ) ∨ π(¬¬Tr(t)

)
∨
(
π(¬χ) ∨ π(¬Tr(s))

)
,
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which is in turn equivalent to

(
¬ψ ∨ Tr(t)

)
∨
(
¬χ ∨ Tr(¬. s)

)
.

We let π(Θ) := {π(θ) | θ ∈ Θ}.

Remark 3.3.4. Observe that sequents of the form TrpΓq ⇒ Trp∆q are a particular

kind of positive sequents, since they only contain formulae of the form Tr(s). Moreover,

since formulae of the form Tr(s) are fixed-points of the positive translation function, note

that π(TrpΘq) = TrpΘq.

The next observation is somewhat trivial, yet crucial for the present purposes. It states

that, for any ϕ, whenever π(ϕ) is the principal formula of a ¬L or a ¬R inference, then ϕ

is a negated, arithmetical atom. The reason why ϕ must be a negated atom is that, since

π(ϕ) is in negation normal form, if it is principal in a ¬L or a ¬R inference, then π(ϕ)

must be the negation of an atomic formula. Moreover, the fact that ϕ must be arithmetical

follows from the fact that π(ϕ) cannot have the form ¬Tr(t).

Observation 3.3.5. For any formula ϕ, if π(ϕ) is the principal formula of a ¬L or a

¬R inference, then π(ϕ) has the form ¬ψ, for ψ ∈ AtLPA
.

The reason why Observation 3.3.5 is important is contained in the following Lemma:

given a derivable positive sequent π(Γ)⇒ π(∆), we can find a derivation D of π(Γ)⇒ π(∆),

such that the only applications of ¬L and ¬R in D, if any, are on arithmetical, atomic

formulae. This turns out to be crucial for our purposes: since significant inferences are

a particular kind of positive sequents, the following Lemma implies that every significant

inference is derivable by a derivation in which there is no application of ¬L and ¬R on

formulae containing Tr.

Lemma 3.3.6 (Main Lemma). For Γ,∆ ⊆ LTr, if KF◦ ` π(Γ) ⇒ π(∆), then there is

a KF◦-derivation D of π(Γ) ⇒ π(∆), such that the only applications of ¬L and ¬R in D,

if any, are on atomic formulae ϕ ∈ LPA.
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Proof. The proof is by induction on the height of KF◦-derivations. The base case is

trivial. For KF
n+1

π(Γ) ⇒ π(∆), partial cut elimination plays a crucial role. In fact,

suppose the derivation ends with

π(Γ)⇒ π(∆), ϕ ϕ, π(Γ)⇒ π(∆)
Cut

π(Γ)⇒ π(∆)

By Proposition 3.1.2, ϕ is either an atomic formula of the form Tr(s), or it is an arithmetical

literal. In both cases, π(ϕ) = ϕ. But then we can apply the inductive hypothesis and obtain

derivations

π(Γ)⇒ π(∆), π(ϕ) π(ϕ), π(Γ)⇒ π(∆)

such that the only applications of ¬L and ¬R, if any, are on atomic formulae ϕ ∈ LPA. The

desired conclusion then follows by Cut.

As for the other inferences, it suffices to consider the cases where the last inference is

either ¬L or ¬R. In this case, the conclusion follows by Observation 3.3.5. For example, if

the last inference of D is ¬L, then Observation 3.3.5 implies that D ends with

π(Γ′)⇒ π(∆), ψ
¬L

π(¬ψ), π(Γ′)⇒ π(∆)

where ψ ∈ AtLPA
. Similarly if the last inference is ¬R. Q.E.D.

Having shown that positive sequents, and thus particularly inferences of the form

TrpΓq ⇒ Trp∆q, can be derived without applications of ¬L and ¬R on formulae con-

taining Tr, we now want to show that every other rule of KF◦ is significant. To this end, as

already mentioned, we are going to crucially exploit the well-known fact that the T-Schema

restricted to LPA is derivable (in particular) in the KF-variants under consideration and

that, moreover, KF-systems derive the T-Schema for positive formulae:

Lemma 3.3.7 (Quotation-Disquotation, [Can89]). Let ϕ(~x) ∈ LPA and let ψ(~y) be

positive. Then,

KF◦ ` Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ(~x)↔ Trpϕ(~̇x)q,
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KF◦ ` Γ⇒ ∆, ψ(~y)↔ Trpψ(~̇y)q.

Proof. See e.g. [Hal14]. Q.E.D.

Proposition 3.3.8 (Significant truth-rules). (i) Every rule of KF◦, except ¬L and ¬R,

is a significant rule; (ii) ¬L and ¬R restricted to LPA are significant rules.

The proof idea is rather straightforward. Looking at the truth rules of KF◦, one can

note the following:

(i) Except for ¬L and ¬R, every other logical rule is internalized within truth-rules.

That is, truth-rules are essentially logical rules within the scope of Tr. For in-

stance, for the rule ∧L, which is ϕ,ψ,Γ⇒ ∆

ϕ ∧ ψ,Γ⇒ ∆
, we have the rule Tr∧L, which

is Tr(t),Tr(s),Γ⇒ ∆

StTr(t∧. s),Tr(t∧. s),Γ⇒ ∆
.

(ii) Active formulae and principal formulae of Tr-rules are all positive formulae.

The first observation implies rather immediately that logical rules are significant. For

instance, in order to show that ∧L is significant, one has to show that the rule (we omit

free variables for readability)

Trpϕq,Trpψq, TrpΓq⇒ Trp∆q
Trpϕ ∧ ψq, TrpΓq⇒ Trp∆q

is derivable in KF◦. But this can be done by exploiting Tr∧L.

The second observation can be combined with the Quotation-Disquotation Lemma,

3.3.7 in order to derive the significance of truth-rules. For example, in order to show that

Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(s)
Tr¬¬R

StTr(s),Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(¬.¬. s)

is significant, we need to show (assuming for simplicity that s does not contain free variables,

and writing Γ⇒ ∆ instead of TrpΓq⇒ Trp∆q) that the following rule is derivable:

Γ⇒ ∆,TrpTr(s)q

Tr(pStTr(s)q),Γ⇒ ∆,TrpTr(¬.¬. s)q
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Since Tr(s) is positive, from Γ ⇒ ∆,TrpTr(s)q we obtain Γ ⇒ ∆,Tr(s) by disquotation.

Applying Tr¬¬R, we then get StTr(s),Γ ⇒ ∆,Tr(¬.¬. s), on which we can quote again and

obtain the desired conclusion.

Proof of Proposition 3.3.8. We begin with (i). For readability, throughout the

proof we write Γ ⇒ ∆ instead of TrpΓq ⇒ Trp∆q for contexts. That logical rules are

significant follows by a straightforward application of Tr-rules. As an example, we consider

the rule ∀R. In order to show that the former is significant, we have to show the derivability

of the rule

Γ⇒ ∆,Trpϕ(u̇)q
Γ⇒ ∆,Trp∀vϕq

for ϕ a formula with at most v free and u /∈ FV (Γ,∆, ϕ). We first form

PA
∅⇒ p∀vϕq = ∀.v.pϕq

Replacement schema
∀.v.pϕq = p∀vϕq,Tr(∀.v.pϕq)⇒ Trp∀vϕq

Cut
Tr(∀.v.pϕq)⇒ Trp∀vϕq

}
D0

We then continue as follows

Γ⇒ ∆,Trpϕ(u̇)q
Tr∀R

StTr(∀.v.pϕq),Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(∀.v.pϕq)

D0

Tr(∀.v.pϕq)⇒ Trp∀vϕq
Cut

StTr(∀.v.pϕq), Γ⇒ ∆,Trp∀vϕq

PA
Γ⇒ ∆,StTr(∀.v.pϕq) StTr(∀.v.pϕq), Γ⇒ ∆,Trp∀vϕq

Cut
Γ⇒ ∆,Trp∀vϕq

To show that Tr-rules are significant, one exploits the Tr-rule itself, Cut, and Quotation-

Disquotation Lemma. As an example, we consider Tr∧R. For the sake of readability, let us

consider the case where terms do not contain free variables (the presence of free variables
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does not impact the argument). We have to show that the following rule is derivable:81

Γ⇒ ∆,TrpTr(s)q Γ⇒ ∆,TrpTr(t)q

TrpStTr(s∧. t)q,Γ⇒ ∆,TrpTr(s∧. t)q

This can be done as follows:

Γ⇒ ∆,TrpTr(s)q

Lemma 3.3.7

TrpTr(s)q, Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(s)

Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(s)

Γ⇒ ∆,TrpTr(t)q

Lemma 3.3.7

TrpTr(t)q, Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(t)

Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(t)
Tr∧R

StTr(s∧. t), Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(s∧. t)

The conclusion follows by Lemma 3.3.7 and Cut.

We now consider induction, beginning with the rule of internal induction INDint. We

want to show that the rule

TrpTr
(
sb(t,num(u̇))

)
q,Γ⇒ ∆,TrpTr

(
sb(t,num(u̇′))

)
q

TrpTr
(
sb(t,num(0))

)
q,Γ⇒ ∆,TrpTr

(
sb(t,num(s))

)
q

is derivable, for u eigenvariable and s arbitrary. The conclusion, again, follows from

Quotation-Disquotation Lemma, the rule INDint itself, and Cut. More precisely, from the

premise we obtain, via disquotation

Tr t(u̇),Γ⇒ ∆,Tr t(u̇′)
INDint

Tr t(num(0)),Γ⇒ ∆,Tr t(num(s))

The conclusion then follows by quotation. The schema INDint
LPA

of restricted internal induc-

tion is shown to be significant in a similar way.

81If s and t contain free variables, then one has to show that the following rule is derivable

Γ⇒ ∆,TrpTr s(~̇x)q Γ⇒ ∆,TrpTr t(~̇y)q

TrpStLTr [s∧. t/v0](~̇x; ~̇y)q,Γ⇒ ∆,TrpTr[s∧. t/v0](~̇x; ~̇y)q

Such expressions are difficult both to read and to write, which is why we have opted for a simplifying
assumption.
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As for (ii), one uses disquotation and Cut. For example, to show that ¬L restricted to

LPA is significant, one can reason as follows, where ϕ ∈ LPA:

Lemma 3.3.7

Trp¬ϕq,Γ⇒ ∆,¬ϕ

Γ⇒ ∆,Trpϕq

Lemma 3.3.7

Trpϕq,Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ
Cut

Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ
¬L¬ϕ,Γ⇒ ∆

Cut
Trp¬ϕq,Γ⇒ ∆

Similarly for ¬R. Q.E.D.

Let us summarize what we have seen so far. Lemma 3.3.6 shows that, if a positive

sequent π(Γ) ⇒ π(∆) is derivable, then there is a derivation D of π(Γ) ⇒ π(∆) with no

application of the rules ¬L and ¬R on formulae containing Tr. Proposition 3.3.8 shows that

every rule of KF− and KFint, except ¬L and ¬R on formulae containing Tr, is significant.

This means that, whenever a positive sequent π(Γ) ⇒ π(∆) is derivable, we can always

find a derivation D of π(Γ) ⇒ π(∆), such that D contains only significant rules. Since

significant rules are significance preserving (Remark 3.2.3), in order to conclude that every

derivable positive sequent has a significant derivation, it remains to be shown that initial

sequents are significant inferences. This is done in the next

Proposition 3.3.9 (Significant initial sequents). Any initial sequent of KF◦ is a sig-

nificant inference.

Proof. Logical initial sequents ϕ,Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ are obviously significant inference. As for

truth-theoretic initial sequents of Df. 2.3.1, the conclusion again follows immediately by the

Quotation-Disquotation Lemma. Q.E.D.

Corollary 3.3.10. For any Γ,∆ ⊆ LTr, if KF◦ ` π(Γ) ⇒ π(∆), then there is a

significant KF◦-derivation of π(Γ)⇒ π(∆).

Proof. Suppose KF◦ ` π(Γ)⇒ π(∆), and let D be a derivation of π(Γ)⇒ π(∆) which

does not contain any application of ¬L and ¬R on formulae containing Tr (as mentioned,

by Lemma 3.3.6 and Proposition 3.3.8 we know that such a D exists). Since each initial
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sequent of D is significant by Proposition 3.3.9, by the Significance preserving Remark,

3.2.3, it follows that in D one only applies significant rules to significant sequents. In other

words, D is a significant derivation. Q.E.D.

Since significant inferences are a particular kind of positive sequents, the last corollary

immediately implies

Theorem 3.3.11 (Significant derivations for significant inferences). If 〈Γ,∆〉 ∈ KF◦SI,

then there is a significant KF◦-derivation of TrpΓq⇒ Trp∆q.

3.4. A corollary on derivations of KF−-PKF− and KFint-PKF

The theorem closing the previous section, 3.3.11, has an important corollary concerning

the relationship between derivations of KF◦ and those of PKF◦.82 With Lemma 2.3.8, we

have seen that the following rules are admissible in PKF-systems, where ϕ ∈ LPA

Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ

¬ϕ,Γ⇒ ∆

ϕ,Γ⇒ ∆

Γ⇒ ∆,¬ϕ

So let us conceive PKF-systems as formulated with these additional rules.83 Then looking

at the definitions of KF◦ and PKF◦, it can be seen that

(1) every initial sequent of KF◦ is an initial sequent of PKF◦,

(2) every rule of KF◦, with the exception ¬L and ¬R on formulae containing Tr, is

also a rule PKF◦.

Now suppose that 〈Γ,∆〉 ∈ KF◦SI is a significant inference of KF◦, and let D be a

significant derivation of TrpΓq ⇒ Trp∆q (Theorem 3.3.11 guarantees the existence of D).

By (1) and (2) it follows immediately that D is also a derivation of PKF◦. In other words: if

〈Γ,∆〉 is a significant inference of KF◦, then there exists a derivation D of TrpΓq⇒ Trp∆q,

such that D is both a KF◦- and a PKF◦-derivation. This shows that there is an extremely

close connection between KF◦ and PKF◦ relative to significant inferences: not only do they

82It is understood that PKF◦ denotes PKF− (PKF) if KF◦ denotes KF− (KFint).
83Clearly, formulating PKF-systems with or without these additional rules make no difference.
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prove the same significant inferences, but they can prove them in the same way. They can

always find a way to follow each other’s reasoning. This is the content of the next

Corollary 3.4.1 (Derivations of KF◦ and PKF◦). Let (KF◦-PKF◦) be one of the pairs

(KF−-PKF−) or (KFint-PKF). If 〈Γ,∆〉 ∈ KF◦SI, there there is a derivation D of TrpΓq⇒

Trp∆q, such that D is both a KF◦- and PKF◦-derivation.

Before moving to the concluding remarks, there is another corollary connecting KF◦

and PKF◦ important to mention. Since KF◦ proves the T-Schema on positive formulae, it

can be observed that PKF◦ can be significantly embedded into KF◦:

Corollary 3.4.2 (Significant embedding). Let KF◦-PKF◦ be one of the pairs (KF−-

PKF−) or (KFint-PKF). If PKF◦ ` Γ ⇒ ∆, then there is a significant KF◦-derivation of

π(Γ)⇒ π(∆).

Proof. If PKF ` Γ ⇒ ∆, then PKF ` π(Γ) ⇒ π(∆), which in turn implies, by

Proposition 2.4.4, that KF ` Trpπ(Γ)q ⇒ Trpπ(∆)q. Since KF proves the T-schema on

positive formulae, we get KF◦ ` π(Γ) ⇒ π(∆). By Corollary 3.3.10, there is a significant

KF◦-derivation of π(Γ)⇒ π(∆). Q.E.D.

3.5. Concluding remarks

In the first chapter, we have seen that Reinhardt’s program can be deemed successful, for

the significant part of KF-systems can be axiomatized directly, without using classical logic

(Theorem 2.4.16). This provides a precise sense in which KF can be shown to be a useful but

dispensable instrument: we can use KF to obtain its significant part, though we don’t need

to. Moreover, we have also seen that, once we have an independent axiomatization of KF’s

significant part, Generalized Reinhardt Problem, i.e., the question whether we can

derive that an inference is significant only using significant inferences, becomes somewhat

trivial. The reason is that we obtain a positive answer simply because both KF-systems

and the direct axiomatizations of their significant part, i.e., the PKF-systems, are closed

under weakening (see Proposition 2.4.19). It then seemed natural to ask whether KF can
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prove that an inference is significant not just using only significant inferences but, more

importantly, only using significant reasoning.

The findings of this chapter show that a positive answer is possible for KF-systems with

a restricted form of induction. In these systems, to show that an inference is significant,

we do not need to step outside its significant part. We can reproduce, within them, the

reasoning proper of the independent axiomatizations of their significant part. In other

words, not only can we prove in KF◦ the same significant inferences as those that we can

prove in PKF◦. More than that, we can reason in KF◦ in the same way as we would in

PKF◦.

This result, arguably, provides a stronger version of a Reinhardtian instrumentalism.

We can use KF− and KFint as a useful instrument to employ ordinary reasoning in order

to obtain Kripkean truths. But the use of this reasoning is only a matter of convenience.

It is not needed. Of course, a proper assessment on the significance of this chapter’s results

for Reinhardt’s program hinges on some important questions that are still open. The first,

and most important, question is whether what has been shown to hold for KF− and KFint

also holds for KF with full induction. That is,

Open Question 3.5.1. Can we extend Theorem 3.3.11 to KF? That is, can KF prove

that an inference is significant via a significant derivation? And can we extend Corol-

lary 3.4.1 to the pair KF-PKF+? That is, can KF prove that an inference is significant by

means of a derivation D, such that D is also a PKF+-derivation?

The schema of induction is clearly a significant rule. However, the problem is that

the presence of IND prevents a straightforward extension of the argument used for Main

Lemma, 3.3.6. It is thus unlikely that the strategy above can be used to provide a positive

answer to this question.

A second question concerns the usefulness of classical logic. That is to say, established

that KF is a useful yet dispensable instrument, it seems only natural to enquiry how much

useful it is:
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Open Question 3.5.2. Given a significant KF◦-derivation D of TrpΓq ⇒ Trp∆q, is

there an algorithmic procedure for transforming D into a height-minimal KF◦-derivation

D′ of the same endsequent?
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CHAPTER 4

On the costs of classical logic

(and those of nonclassical logic)

Abstract. The present chapter continues the comparison between KF-like and
PKF-like axiomatizations of the fixed-point semantics. Following the line of in-
vestigation of [HN18], we do not compare KF and PKF qua theories of truth
simpliciter, but rather qua axiomatizations of the Kripkean conception of truth.
We strengthen the central results of [HN18] and [Nic18], showing that, on the
one hand, there is a stronger sense in which some variants of KF and some variants
of PKF can be taken to be, truth-theoretically, equivalent. On the other hand, we
show that this truth-theoretical equivalence is not preserved by some other variants
of KF and PKF, arguing that the PKF variants are more adequate axiomatizations
of the fixed-point semantics than the corresponding KF variants.

4.1. Introduction

As we have seen in previous chapters, the semantic conception of truth developed by

[Kri75] lends itself to being axiomatized in classical logic, as well as in noncalssical logic.

So far, we have compared KF and PKF (and variants thereof) from a technical point of

view. These systems, though, have often been compared from a philosophical point of view,

too, and they have both been defended and criticised on different grounds.

Defenders of KF (e.g. [Hal14, HN18]) point out that KF is mathematically much

stronger than PKF and proof-theoretic strength is often taken to be a virtue of a theory of

truth. Thanks to recent work by Halbach and Nicolai, we have now a better grasp on the

source of this asymmetry in the proof-theoretic strengths of KF and PKF. As mentioned in

Chapter 2, [HN18] have crucially shown that, once the schema of induction is restricted to

the arithmetical vocabulary, KF and PKF have the same truth-free consequences and they

prove the same sentences to be true. This indicates clearly that the deductive weakness
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of PKF does not arise from a lack of truth-theoretic resources that are on the contrary

available to KF. It is the use of nonclassical logic that, paralysing inductive reasoning on

sentences containing the truth predicate Tr, has profound consequences on the arithmetical

statements derivable in the system.84

Defenders of PKF (e.g. [Fie08, Hor09]), on the other hand, argue that PKF is more

adequate from a conceptual point of view, notwithstanding its mathematical weakness.85

Hartry Field, for example, argues that PKF-like theories are far superior than KF-like

theories. One of the main advantages of PKF is that it exploits what [Fie08, p.69] calls

the “raison d’être of fixed points”, i.e., the complete equivalence between ϕ and Tr(ϕ),

for any sentence, in any context. Since the truth predicate of PKF is fully transparent,

it is always possible to infer Tr(ϕ) from ϕ, and vice versa. By contrast, a problem often

associated with KF is its asymmetry, that is the fact that there are sentences ϕ such that

ϕ is derivable, but Tr(ϕ) is not.86

In this chapter, we will also compare KF and PKF from a philosophical perspective.

However, the line of investigation will be different. We will not rely on the strength on

KF to dismiss the use of nonclassical logic, nor shall we rely on the asymmetry of KF to

argue that PKF is conceptually more adequate. We will not rely on the transparency of Tr

in PKF to discard the use of classical logic, nor shall we emphasize that in PKF “nothing

like sustained ordinary reasoning can be carried on” ([Fef84, p. 95]). The reason is that

we are not going to compare KF and PKF qua theories of truth simpliciter. And we are

not going to ask whether one theory is more adequate than the other, in absolute terms.

What we would like to do, instead, is to compare KF and PKF qua axiomatizations of the

84We have already seen that the depth of these consequences can be characterized precisely: KF proves the
schema of transfinite induction up to any ordinal smaller than ε0, PKF proves the same schema only up to
any ordinal smaller than ωω. The ordinal ε0 is defined as sup{ω, ωω, ωω

ω

, . . . } = least α such that ωα = α.
85A project recently carried out by [Fie20] is worth mentioning: field has shown that one can recover,
in PKF, the full proof-theoretic strength of KF by adding a predicate of “strong classicality”. A similar
strategy had already been investigated by [Pic18b]. Picollo defines a variant of PKF, called CKF, in a
logic of formal inconsistency extending LP (the Logic of Paradox, introduced by [Pri79]) with a consistency
operator. She shows, however, that this is not enough to obtain a system as strong as KF.
86Below we will see that some KF-variants are such that, for some ϕ, they prove ϕ and ¬Tr(ϕ). As [HH06,
p.682] put it, these variants “disprove [their] own soundness”.
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fixed-point semantics. We would like to ask whether one theory is more adequate than the

other as axiomatization of the Kripkean conception of truth.

The interest in this analysis has been triggered by the already mentioned paper by

Halbach and Nicolai—titled “On the costs of nonclassical logic”—where they also compare

KF and PKF qua axiomatizations of the fixed-point semantics. [HN18] warn that the

costs of abandoning classical logic might go beyond the initial expectations of the defender

of PKF. The crucial claims defended by Halbach and Nicolai are that

the use of nonclassical logic of PKF does not affect the truth-theoretic

content [and] the [Kripkean] conception of truth [...] is captured equally

well by the nonclassical theory PKF and by the classical theory KF.

[HN18, p. 228; p. 241]

Clearly, the proof-theoretic weakness of PKF, in itself, is not enough to justify the rejection

of nonclassical logic in axiomatizations of the fixed-point semantics. It could for example

be the case that the Kripkean conception of truth can be adequately axiomatized only

within a nonclassical system, in which case we would need to use nonclassical logic, despite

its costs. But if—as claimed by [HN18]—KF captures the Kripkean conception of truth

as adequately as PKF, then this would nourish philosophical doubts vis-à-vis the use of

nonclassical logic: why would we cripple our ordinary reasoning if we can axiomatize the

target conception of truth using classical logic? If, however, one can show that PKF is more

adequate than KF (let us reiterate: not as a truth theory simpliciter, but as axiomatization

of the fixed-point semantics), then one would have to reconsider whether employing non-

classical logics is or is not worth. That is why we would like to ask whether KF and PKF

can be taken to capture the Kripkean conception of truth equally well and/or whether they

can be said to have the same truth-theoretic content.

The answer emerging from some results presented in this chapter will be “it depends”.

On the one hand, by strengthening the central results by [HN18] and [Nic18], it will

be shown that there are compelling reasons for believing that some variants of KF and

PKF are, truth-theoretically, on a par. On the other hand, it will also be shown that
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there are other variants of KF and PKF that cannot be said to capture the Kripkean

conception of truth equally well, nor can they be taken to have the same truth-theoretic

content. By inspecting these theories, it turns out that there is one specific aspect of the

Kripkean conception of truth that can be captured only by the PKF-variants, but not by

the corresponding KF-variants. The aspect we are referring to is that in fixed-point models,

‘being untrue’ and ‘being false’ (i.e., having a true negation) are coextensive properties. As

it will become clear below, this is not an accidental property of the Kripkean conception of

truth, but rather one of its constitutive features. It can be shown that while every variant

of PKF does embody the coextensiveness of untruth and falsity, the same cannot be said

for KF: within some of its variants, being untrue and being false are different properties.

This discrepancy between proof theory and semantics, it will be argued, indicates that not

only nonclassical logic, but also classical logic has its own costs, and that the lack of a

transparent truth-predicate may well not be its highest.

Plan of the Chapter. The rest of the chapter can be divided into two parts and

two additional technical appendices. The first part comprises §4.2 and §4.3. In §4.2 we

explain what is meant by “Kripkean conception of truth”, why [HN18] maintain that this

conception is embodied equally well by KF and PKF, and why they claim that KF and PKF

have the same truth-theoretic content. This amounts to introducing two criteria: the first

establishes when an axiomatic system can be said to capture a semantic construction; the

second is a method for comparing the truth-theoretic content of two axiomatic systems. In

§4.3, relying on two counterexamples (Example 4.3.1 and Example 4.3.3), we first point out

that the criteria employed by [HN18] are too coarse-grained, and we then suggest a way

to refine them. We conclude the first part of the Chapter by implementing the new, finer-

grained criteria: we show that the central theorems of [HN18] and [Nic18] can be made

stronger, thereby providing additional support to the claim that some variants of KF and

PKF can be seen as being, truth-theoretically, equivalent. The second part, §4.4 and §4.5,

is the reason behind the chapter’s title: it will be shown that two variants of KF cannot

be said to capture the Kripkean conception of truth as well as their PKF-counterparts,
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which amounts to the price we have to pay for axiomatizing the Kripkean semantics using

classical logic. Finally, in the first Appendix, 4.A, we provide detailed proofs of some results

mentioned in the body of the Chapter; in the second Appendix, 4.B, we show that a Lemma

connecting nonstandard models of KF− and PKF− (proved by [HN18]), can be extended

to KFint and PKF.

Preliminaries and notation. Formalism is kept to a minimum in the main body of

the chapter, and all technical details are contained in an appendix. However, the philosoph-

ical points suggested here rely on some new formal results, without which our claims about

KF and PKF would lose both support and interest. Hence, some formalism will be used

below, for which we now fix a modicum of notation and preliminaries. We abuse notation

and write Tr(ϕ) instead of Trpϕq, and we do not distinguish between a sentence ϕ and its

code #ϕ when there is no danger of confusion. A four-valued model for LTr is a structure

〈N , (E,A)〉 such that N is a model for LPA and (E,A) is a pair of subsets of |N | (the

support of N ) interpreting Tr. We also refer to structures 〈N , (E,A)〉 as FDE-structures.

The standard model of PA is denoted by N. The relation 〈N, (E,A)〉
fde

ϕ expresses that

ϕ is FDE-satisfied in the structure 〈N, (E,A)〉. Moreover, we say that an FDE-structure

〈N, (E,A)〉 is

- a SK-structure, if E ∩A = ∅,

- a LP-structure, if E ∪A = ω,

- a KS-structure, if it is either SK or LP,

- a CL-structure, if A = ω − E.

We let NStTr := ω − StTr. The Kripke Jump is a function Φ : ℘(ω)2 −→ ℘(ω)2 on pairs of

subsets of natural numbers defined as

Φ(E,A) = 〈{ϕ ∈ StTr | 〈N, (E,A)〉
fde

ϕ},

{ϕ ∈ StTr | 〈N, (E,A)〉
fde
¬ϕ} ∪NStTr〉.

A fixed-point of Φ is a pair (E,A) such that Φ(E,A) = (E,A). A fixed-point model for LTr
is an FDE-structure 〈N, (E,A)〉 where (E,A) = Φ(E,A). A fixed-point model is
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- consistent, if it is a SK-structure,

- complete, if it is a LP-structure,

- symmetric, if it is a KS-structure.

KF- and PKF-variants are defined as in Chapter 2.

4.2. Halbach & Nicolai’s criteria

As mentioned in the introduction, we want to verify whether KF and PKF can be said

to capture the Kripkean conception of truth equally well. Following [HN18], by ‘Kripkean

conception of truth’ we mean the nonclassical understanding of it, that is, we understand

KF as a classical system that describes a compositional, self-applicable, transparent, non-

classical notion of truth (compare [HN18, §2]). Technically, this means that we will be

looking at classes of fixed-point models in their nonclassical version, with truth-value gaps

and/or gluts.87,88

4.2.1. N-categoricity. The claim that an axiomatic system captures a certain seman-

tic construction is in need of clarification, especially if the logic of the formal system does

not coincide with the logic of the semantic construction. A criterion commonly employed

in literature (and in particular by [HN18]), establishing when an axiomatic theory of truth

can be said to capture a semantic theory, is the criterion known as ‘N-categoricity’. The idea

behind this criterion, introduced by [FHKS15], is that an axiomatic system S captures a

semantic theory S if the standard models of S are exactly the standard models in S, where

a ‘standard model’ is a model expanding the standard model N with an interpretation for

Tr.

87This is not the only possible reading of Kripke’s construction. As suggested by [Kri75, p. 715] himself, his
construction can capture two different intuitions. The first is the one we are investigating here, according
to which a sentence ϕ has the same semantic value as the sentence Tr(ϕ), and consequently Tr(ϕ) suffers
a truth-value gap whenever ϕ does. A second intuition is that a sentence which is either false or undefined
is not true. On this view, the truth predicate would be classical and not allow any truth-value gaps.
To accommodate this intuition, one can obtain classical models by “closing off” the fixed-points, i.e., one
declares false every sentence that did not receive a truth-value in the construction of the fixed-point.
88It should be also be noted that we are not considering fixed-points obtained by means of a (non-
compositional) supervaluation scheme, where a disjuction can be true without it following that some disjunct
is true. For more details on supervaluations and Kripkean truth, see e.g. [KU08], [FHKS15], [Ste18].
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In order to make this idea rigorous and provide a formal definition, we restrict our

attention to a specific kind of semantic theories of truth. Since we will be dealing only with

classical and fixed-point models, we define a semantic theory of truth to be a class S of

models 〈N , (E,A)〉 for LTr, whereN interprets LPA, and the pair (E,A) is an interpretation

for Tr, where E (A) is called the (anti-)extension of Tr. An important observation about

classical and fixed-point models is that A is definable via E. More precisely:

Remark 4.2.1.

• In classical models, the anti-extension A is definable as the complement of the

extension E.

• Given a fixed-point (E,A) = Φ(E,A) of the Kripke Jump Φ, the anti-extension A

is definable via E as

A := {ϕ ∈ StTr | ¬ϕ ∈ E} ∪NStTr.

For notational convenience, then, we often drop A and we let a semantic truth theory be

a class S of structures (N , E) where N is an interpretation of LPA and E an interpretation

of Tr, implicitly assuming that A can be defined via E. Also, we often write that E = Φ(E)

is a fixed-point of Φ.

Having clarified the type of semantic theory we will be dealing with, we can now intro-

duce the N-categoricity criterion.89

Criterion 4.2.2 (N-categoricity). Let S be an axiomatic LTr-theory formulated in the

logic L; let MN := {(N, E) | (N, E)
L
S} be the class of standard models of S; let S be a

semantic theory, and let SN := {(N, E) | (N, E) ∈ S} be the class of standard models in

S. S is an adequate axiomatization of S if and only if,

(N, E) ∈MN if, and only if, (N, E) ∈ SN.

89The following formulation is due to [HN18]—although we have opted for a slightly different
presentation—and it differs from the original definition of [FHKS15]. The latter was thought for clas-
sical theories. [FHKS15] then adapt the criterion to a nonclassical setting, but only for the Kripkean
fixed-point semantics, and only for systems formulated in the same logic as that of the semantics (see
[FHKS15, §4.3]).
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Criterion 4.2.2 imposes that the class of the extensions of Tr in standard models of S

be ‘sound’ and ‘complete’ relative to the class of the extensions of Tr in standard models

in S. Sound in the sense that, whenever E is the extension of Tr in a N-model of S, then

E is the extension of Tr in a N-model in S; complete in the sense that, whenever E is the

extension of Tr in a N-model in S, then E is the extension of Tr in a N-model of S. More

intuitively, this criterion requires that ϕ is true in a N-model of S precisely when ϕ is true

in a N-model in S.

It is worth observing that the Criterion 4.2.2 does not imply that MN = SN. In fact,

the logic L in which the theory S is formulated need not coincide with the logic of the

semantic theory S. As a consequence, the way in which A is definable in the structures

of MN need not be equivalent to the way in which A is definable in the structures of SN.

For example, if we let SN be the class of fixed-point models for LTr, and if we let L be

classical logic, then SN would contain FDE-structures 〈N, (E,A)〉 such that E = Φ(E)

and A := {ϕ ∈ StTr | ¬ϕ ∈ E} ∪ NStTr, whereas MN would contain classical structures

〈N, (E,A)〉 where E = Φ(E) and A = ω − E.

It is well known that both KF and PKF are—in the sense just described—adequate

axiomatizations of the fixed-point semantics. That is,

Theorem 4.2.3 ([Fef91, HH06]). Let K := {(N, E) | E = Φ(E)} be the class of

fixed-point models for LTr; let MKF := {(N, E) | (N, E) |= KF} be the class of standard

models of KF; let MPKF := {(N, E) | (N, E)
fde

PKF} be the class of standard models of

PKF. Then

(N, E) ∈MKF iff (N, E) ∈ K and

(N, E) ∈MPKF iff (N, E) ∈ K.

Relative to the N-categoricity criterion, then, KF and PKF can be said to capture

the Kripkean conception of truth equally well.90 The qualification before the comma is

90[HN18] remark that the same holds for KFS and PKFS, i.e., they are N-categorical axiomatizations of
the class of symmetric fixed-points.
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necessary. As emphasized by [HN18], in fact, the N-categoricity criterion can at best

be seen as a necessary condition an axiomatic theory has to satisfy in order to capture

a semantic construction. A number of issues are connected with Criterion 4.2.2,91 and

it is not difficult to see that even if two axiomatic theories S and S′ are N-categorical

axiomatizations of a semantic theory M, this does not imply that M is captured equally

well by S and S′, nor can we infer that S and S′ embody the same conception of truth.

An example showing this point vividly will be provided below (see Example 4.3.3). Before

that, however, let us explain how Halbach and Nicolai compare KF and PKF qua formal

systems, and why they claim that these theories have the same truth-theoretic content.

4.2.2. Inner theory. After having established that there is a precise sense in which

KF and PKF can be taken to embody the same conception of truth, [HN18] move on to

compare the two theories qua formal systems. A comparison of the conceptual aspects of

axiomatic theories of truth—what could be called their ‘truth-theoretic content’—is a non-

trivial task, and sophisticated methods of analysis have been developed. Unfortunately,

several of these tools, like relative interpretability or the finer-grained relative truth defin-

ability introduced by [Fuj10], cannot be used for comparing KF and PKF: these methods

are not suitable for comparing theories formulated in different logics.

In the spirit of [Rei85, Rei86], and following up on the line of investigation initiated

by [HH06], Halbach and Nicolai compare KF and PKF via what is usually called their

‘inner theory’, i.e., they compare the sets of sentences that are provably true in each theory.

The inner theory of S is what in Chapter 2 we have called, following Reinhardt, the set of

significant sentences of S:

Definition 4.2.4 (Inner Theory). Let S be a truth theory formulated in LTr. The

inner theory of S, IS, is defined thus:

IS := {ϕ ∈ StLTr
| S ` Tr(ϕ)}.

91One of these is mentioned by [HN18], in footnote 6: replacing the truth-theoretic initial sequents of
PKF with the initial sequents ϕ ⇒ Tr(ϕ) and Tr(ϕ) ⇒ ϕ yields an N-categorical axiomatization of the
FDE-fixed points. For a more general discussion of the N-categority criterion and some possible alternatives,
see [FHKS15].
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Concentrating on the set of provably true sentences allows a neat comparison between

KF-like and PKF-like theories. The reason is that, as we have seen in the first chapter,

PKF ` ϕ if, and only if, PKF ` Tr(ϕ),

which means that PKF-like theories are identical to their internal theories. An important

consequence of this observation is that, whereas it is not useful to ask whether KF is

contained in PKF,92 a key question is whether the inner theory of KF is contained in PKF

and/or vice versa.93

[HN18, Nic18], building on previous results by [HH06], have analysed the relationship

between the inner theories of several variants of KF and corresponding variants of PKF.

They have shown a thorough equivalence between them: given a KF-like theory, there is a

corresponding PKF-like theory such that the set of provably true sentences of the former

coincide with the set of theorems of the latter. In other words, they proved the following

remarkable94

Theorem 4.2.5 ([HH06, HN18, Nic18]). Let (PKF?,KF?) range over the following

theory-pairs

(PKF−,KF−), (PKF−S ,KF−S ); (PKF,KFint), (PKFS,KFint
S ); (PKF+,KF), (PKF+

S ,KFS).

Then

PKF? = IKF?.

Let us emphasize that the claim that KF and PKF embody the same conception of truth

is a consequence of their being N-categorical axiomatizations of the fixed-point semantics,

92Not every classical tautology is provable in PKF, hence it cannot contain any classical theory.
93Incidentally, an answer to this question not only determines how KF and PKF are related in terms of
what they prove to be true, but it also yields a comparison between their truth-free consequences, as both
kinds of theory prove Tarski-biconditionals for all ϕ ∈ LPA.
94As mentioned, the systems PKF+ and PKF+

S were first introduced by [Nic18], where he showed that
they contain the internal theories of KF and KFS, respectively. Due to [Nic18] is also the proof of the
inclusions KFint ⊆ PKF and KFint

S ⊆ PKFS. Let us also recall that these results follow as corollaries from
our theorem of the first chapter, according to which for each KF-variant we can find a PKF-variants such
that they prove the same significant inferences.
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not a consequence of their having the same inner theory.95 The analysis of the inner theories

of KF and PKF is a second step: after having established that a classical and a nonclassical

system are both N-categorical axiomatizations of a certain semantics, one can compare

these theories qua formal systems, asking whether they prove the same sentences to be

true, or whether one theory is truth-theoretically stronger than the other.

4.3. Finer-grained criteria

This section begins by refining the criteria just introduced. Examples 4.3.1 and 4.3.3

below show that they are too coarse-grained. As it will become evident, both examples

indicate that the set of provably not-true sentences plays a crucial role:96 Some of the

aspects relating a formal system and a semantic theory on the one hand, and some of

the aspects relating and/or differentiating two formal systems on the other, materialise

only if we take into account what the theories prove to be not-true. In what follows,

then, we include the concept of the anti-extension of Tr in a refinement of the above

criteria and we discuss the implications of this inclusion. As mentioned in the introduction,

this finer-grained analysis (i) will strengthen the central results presented in the previous

section, i.e., Theorems 4.2.3 and 4.2.5, and (ii) will show that there is a key aspect of

the Kripkean semantics that some variants of KF cannot capture as adequately as their

PKF-counterparts.

Before we begin, a caveat is in order. A tacit assumption underlying the present study

is that it is possible (in principle, at least) for a classical system to embody a transparent,

nonclassical conception of truth. The results presented in this section contain insofar a

defence of classical logic, as it will be shown that a truth-theoretical equivalence between

classical and nonclassical systems can be established under criteria which are stricter than

those commonly employed. Of course, the nonclassical logician can always reject this as-

sumption and argue that the very same idea of axiomatizing the Kripkean conception of

truth using classical logic is a non-starter, as KF is asymmetric. In fact, more is true:

95Note that KF and KFS (and hence KF and PKFS) prove the same sentences to be true, but they can
hardly be said to embody the same conception of truth.
96We use ‘not-true’ as synonymous with untrue.
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[HH06, p. 688] have observed that “KF is essentially asymmetric”, in the sense that KF

cannot be consistently closed under the rules of Necessitation and Co-Necessitation

∅⇒ ϕ
Nec∅⇒ Tr(ϕ)

∅⇒ Tr(ϕ)
Conec∅⇒ ϕ

In other words, we cannot even consistently postulate that outer theory (what is provable)

and inner theory (what is provably true) of KF are identical. But being symmetric, it may

be argued, is a sine qua non for being considered an adequate axiomatization of the fixed-

point semantics, hence no KF variant could be said to embody the Kripkean conception of

truth.97 As already mentioned in the Introduction, however, in this chapter we would like

to shift the focus of contention, examining the relationship between KF and PKF from a

different perspective: we will neither rely on the asymmetry of KF to argue against classical

logic, nor on the weakness of PKF to argue against nonclassical logic.

4.3.1. Refining the notion of inner theory. One may wonder whether analysing

the relationship between the inner theory of a classical system with the inner theory of a

nonclassical alternative is sufficient to understand how they are related to each other from a

conceptual point of view. For, if one is interested in comparing the truth-theoretic aspects

of two theories, concentrating only on what is provably true in each system might not be

enough. There could in fact be other aspects relating and/or differentiating the theories

which may emerge only if we implement a finer-grained method of comparison.

The set of provably true sentences, no doubt, is an important component in the analysis

of the truth-theoretic content of a truth theory. Observe, however, that for any theory S

we can consider the following sets:

SE := {ϕ ∈ StLTr
| S ` Tr(ϕ)};

SA := {ϕ ∈ StLTr
| S ` ¬Tr(ϕ)};

SF := {ϕ ∈ StLTr
| S ` Tr(¬ϕ)}.98

97We thank an anonymous referee for the journal Erkenntnis for suggesting this possible objection.
98SF can be defined via SE , i.e., SF := {ϕ | ¬ϕ ∈ SE}.
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Let SE , SA, and SF be the extension, anti-extension, and falsity-set, respectively, induced

by S. Analysing the relationship between these sets, we can read off from S considerably

more than IS (here SE). For instance, one could ask whether S thinks that being untrue

and being false are coextensive properties, i.e., one could ask whether SA = SF ? Or

one could ask whether S thinks that every sentence is either true or untrue, i.e., whether

{ϕ | ϕ ∈ StLTr
} ⊆ SE ∪SA? Or whether there are sentences that are both true and untrue,

i.e., whether SE ∩ SA 6= ∅? And so forth.

Arguably, statements about being not-true and statements about being false are ipso

facto statements about truth. It thus seems that the inner theory of S is only one component

of its overall view on truth. SA, and its relationship with SE , is not less relevant. To see

this point vividly, consider the following

Example 4.3.1. Let S and S′ be two LTr-theories, and suppose that SE = S′E , i.e.,

suppose

S ` Tr(ϕ) iff S′ ` Tr(ϕ).

Suppose further that SA 6= S′A. Then we could for instance have SA = SF , i.e.

S ` ¬Tr(ϕ) iff S ` Tr(¬ϕ), for all ϕ ∈ LTr,

but possibly S′A 6⊂ S′F , i.e.

S′ ` ¬Tr(ϕ) but S’6` Tr(¬ϕ), for some ϕ ∈ LTr.

This means that ‘being not-true’ and ‘being false’ are coextensive properties according to

S, but not according to S′. Therefore, if we were to compare S and S′ only with respect

to the sentences they prove to be true, we’d wrongly be lead to the conclusion that S and

S′ had the same truth-theoretic content, even though there is a straightforward sense in

which S’s and S′’s views on truth are different and, to some extent, incompatible. �
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Our idea behind the refinement of the criterion for comparing KF and PKF qua formal

systems is now rather simple: we will ask not only how the sets

{ϕ ∈ StLTr
| KF ` Tr(ϕ)} and {ϕ ∈ StLTr

| PKF ` ϕ}

are related to each other. We will in addition ask how the sets

{ϕ ∈ StLTr
| KF ` ¬Tr(ϕ)} and {ϕ ∈ StLTr

| PKF ` ¬ϕ}

are related to each other.

Since the use of ‘inner theory’ is already quite extensive in the literature, we use ‘truth-

theoretic content’ instead, as this notion has been used by [HN18] interchangeably with

inner theory.99

Definition 4.3.2 (Truth-theoretic content). Let S be a LTr-theory. The truth-theoretic

content of S, Sttc, is defined as follows

Sttc := 〈{ϕ ∈ StLTr
| S ` Tr(ϕ)}, {ϕ ∈ StLTr

| S ` ¬Tr(ϕ)}〉.

Using the notation introduced above, we have

Sttc := 〈SE , SA〉.

According to Definition 4.3.2, a sentence ϕ is part of the truth-theoretic content of S

whenever S has something to say about the truth status of ϕ, i.e., whenever ϕ is provably

true, or provably untrue.

4.3.2. Refining N-categoricity. A counterexample very similar to Example 4.3.1 can

be constructed to show that N-categoricity criterion, too, needs to be refined.

99Of course we are not suggesting (nor this was the suggestion by [HN18] relative to the notion of inner
theory) that the one below is the definition of truth-theoretic content of a theory S, assuming that such a
definition be possible at all. Actually, we believe that the definition below is far from being comprehensive
for a thorough comparison of conceptual aspects of two formal systems. We shall say more on this below.
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Example 4.3.3. Let S be a semantic theory such that the anti-extension A can be

defined via E, say in a Kripkean fashion as

A := {ϕ | ¬ϕ ∈ E},

so that ‘being not-true’ and ‘being false’ are coextensive properties.

Now let S and S′ be two theories formulated in the logics L and L′, respectively.

Suppose further that both S and S′ are N-categorical axiomatizations ofM, i.e., suppose

(N, E)
L
S iff (N, E) ∈M,

(N, E)
L′
S′ iff (N, E) ∈M.

This is compatible with two further assumptions

S ` ¬Tr(ϕ) iff S ` Tr(¬ϕ) for all ϕ ∈ LTr,

S′ ` ¬Tr(ϕ) but S′ 6` Tr(¬ϕ) for some ϕ ∈ LTr.

S and S′ can hardly be taken to embody the same conception of truth, let alone to capture

S equally well: in S ‘being not-true’ and ‘being false’ are coextensive properties, in S′ they

are not. Indeed, one could argue that S′ does not embody the conception of truth conveyed

by S, as they don’t agree on whether untruth and falsity are coextensive. It seems thus

uncontroversial that Criterion 4.2.2 is too coarse-grained to establish whether two theories

can be said to capture a certain semantics equally well. �

Our idea behind the refinement of the N-categoricity criterion is now as simple as the

idea behind the refinement of the notion of inner theory. We will not only require that the

class of the extensions of Tr in N-models of S be ‘sound’ and ‘complete’ relative to the class

of the extensions of Tr in N-models in S. We will additionally require that the class of

the anti-extension of Tr in N-models of S be ‘sound’ and ‘complete’ relative to the class of

the anti-extensions of Tr in N-models in S. To put it intuitively: whereas Criterion 4.2.2

only requires that ϕ is true in a standard model of S iff ϕ is true in a standard model in
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S, the finer-grained criterion introduced below additionally requires that ϕ is not-true in a

standard model of S iff ϕ is not-true in a standard model in S.

To give this idea formal expression, let us introduce some notation. Recall first that the

semantic theories we are concerned with are classes of structures 〈N , (E,A)〉, such that the

anti-extension A can be defined via the extension E. And recall that for simplicity’s sake we

have so far denoted these semantic theories as classes of structures (N , E), without explicit

mention of the definable anti-extension A. It goes without saying that these semantic

theories can equivalently be presented from the opposite perspective. That is, the semantic

theories we are dealing with can be defined as classes of structures 〈N , (E,A)〉, such that

E is definable via A. For example, in classical logic E can be defined as Ac, i.e., as the

complement of A, and in fixed-point models we can define E as E := {ϕ ∈ StTr | ¬ϕ ∈ A}.

So we can equivalently define semantic theories as classes of structures (N , A), without

explicit mention of the definable extension E. For the purposes of this chapter, it is indeed

sometimes convenient to conceive of models for LTr as structures (N , A) instead of (N , E).

Hoping that our notation will not cause any confusion, we occasionally write

(N, A)
L
ϕ

instead of

(N, E)
L
ϕ.

It is important to emphasize that there is no difference in the definition of the satisfaction

relation
L

. That is to say, (N, E)
L
ϕ and (N, A)

L
ϕ are just two notational variants

expressing the same relation between structures 〈N, (E,A)〉 and sentences ϕ. For example,

in the case of a classical model (N, E) where E and A are disjoint and complementary, we

do not define (N, A) |= Tr(ϕ) iff ϕ ∈ A, but we understand it simply as a notational variant

of the standard definition of the classical satisfaction relation, i.e., we have

(N, A) |= Tr(ϕ) iff ϕ ∈ Ac = E.
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The reason for introducing this notational variant, as it will become clear in the following

definition, is that it allows to express neatly the intuitive idea exposed above, according to

which not only the class of the extensions of Tr, but also the class of its anti-extensions has

to be sound and complete relative to N-models of the semantic theory.

Criterion 4.3.4 (N-categoricity+). Let S be an axiomatic LTr-theory formulated in

the logic L. Let X denote either E or A. Let MN := {(N, X) | (N, X)
L

S} be the class

of standard models of S, and let SN := {(N, X) | (N, X) ∈ S} be the class of standard

models of a semantic theory S. S is an adequate axiomatization of S if and only if,

(N, X) ∈MN if and only if (N, X) ∈ SN.

Intuitively, Criterion 4.3.4 imposes two requirements. First, it requires that a sentence

ϕ is true in a N-model of S precisely when this sentence is true in some N-model in S

(just as Criterion 4.2.2). Second, it requires that a sentence ϕ is untrue in a N-model of S

precisely when this sentence is untrue in some N-model in S.100

4.3.3. Implementing the new criteria. We conclude the first part of this chapter

with two observations showing that the connection between the variants of KF and PKF

studied by [HN18] and [Nic18] is fairly strong. To begin with, although it is not difficult

to see that PKF (PKFS) is an N-categorical+ axiomatization of the class of four-valued

(symmetric) fixed-points of Φ, the same can be observed for the KF-variants as well, which

is somewhat surprising.

Theorem 4.3.5. (i) KF and PKF are N-categorical+ axiomatizations of the class of

four-valued fixed-points of Φ. (ii) KFS and PKFS are N-categorical+ axiomatizations of the

class of symmetric fixed-points.

100Let us emphasize, straight away, that Criterion 4.3.4 is meant to be only an improvement of Crite-
rion 4.2.2. In general terms, it is still an approximation and it can be seen only as a necessary condition to
impose on axiomatic systems. Just to mention a issue similar to one pointed at in footnote 91: replacing
the initial sequents of PKF with the initial sequents ϕ⇔ Tr(ϕ) and ¬ϕ⇔ ¬Tr(ϕ) yields an N-categorical+
axiomatization of the FDE-fixed points. For a more in depth study of the implications of reflecting on the
truth theory with truth initial sequents ϕ⇔ Tr(ϕ) and ¬ϕ⇔ ¬Tr(ϕ), see [FNH17].
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Second, having established that these variants of KF and PKF can be said to capture

the Kripkean conception of truth equally well, we can compare them qua formal systems.

It turns out that these theories not only agree on what is true, but they agree on what it

untrue, too.

Lemma 4.3.6. Let (PKF?,KF?) range over the following theory-pairs

(PKF�,KF�), (PKFS�,KF−S ); (PKF,KFint), (PKFS,KFint
S ); (PKF+,KF), (PKF+

S ,KFS).

Then

PKFttc
? = KFttc

? .

Detailed proofs of the last two observations are provided in the Appendix. Here we just

sketch the proof idea.

Proof idea of Theorem 4.3.5. Theorem 4.3.5 implies two different claims. The

first, already known, is that E is the extension of Tr in a N-model of KF iff E is the

extension of a fixed-point of Φ. The second claim is that A is the anti-extension of Tr in

N-model of KF iff A is the anti-extension of a fixed-point of Φ. The second claim, in other

words, means that

(N, A) |= KF if, and only if, ({ϕ ∈ StTr | ¬ϕ ∈ A}, A) = Φ({ϕ ∈ StTr | ¬ϕ ∈ A}, A).

The left-to-right direction of this second claim can be shown by induction on the complexity

of formulae: given a model (N, A) |= KF, one shows that, for E = {ϕ ∈ StTr | ¬ϕ ∈ A},

〈N , (E,A)〉
fde

ϕ iff 〈N , (E,A)〉
fde

Tr(ϕ), and

〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
¬ϕ iff 〈N , (E,A)〉

fde
¬Tr(ϕ),

which amounts to showing that Φ(E,A) = (E,A). As for the right-to-left direction, one

checks that, given a fixed point (E,A) of Φ, the structure (N, A) classically satisfies the

axioms of KF. Q.E.D.
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Proof idea of Lemma 4.3.6. The key to the proof is the fact that for any theory

S ∈ {KF?,PKF?}, we have

S ` ¬Tr(ϕ) iff S ` Tr(¬ϕ),

which in other words means KFA? = KFF? and PKFA? = PKFF? . The equivalence stated in

the Lemma now easily follows. We already know that KF? and PKF? agree on what is true,

i.e., KFE? = PKFE? . Since being false is understood as having a true negation, it follows

that KFF? = PKFF? . But since KFF? = KFA? and PKFF? = PKFA? , we get KFA? = PKFA? ,

and hence the desired conclusion PKFttc
? = KFttc

? . Q.E.D.

Let us conclude the first part of this chapter with a brief digression, mentioning a

possible further refinement of the criteria just introduced. Criterion 4.3.4 requires that a

sentence ϕ is true (untrue) in a standard model of S precisely when this sentence is true

(untrue) in a standard model in S. Definition 4.3.2 singles out the set of sentences which

are provably (un)true in S. In both cases, the focus is on truth-theoretic sentences. A

referee for the journal Erkenntnis, though, correctly pointed out that there is no reason

why we should consider only truth-theoretic sentences and not truth-theoretic inferences

as well. Indeed, a natural extension of both criteria, that would make them more broadly

applicable, could be based on the inclusion of truth-theoretic inferences. Of course, there

might be disagreement on what should count as a truth-theoretic inference, but the following

seems to be a plausible option: whereas a logical inference is a reasoning from a (possibly

empty) set of premises ϕ,ψ, ξ . . . to a conclusion σ, a truth-theoretic inference could be

understood as a reasoning from a (possibly empty) set of premises Tr(ϕ),Tr(ψ),Tr(ξ) . . .

to a conclusion Tr(σ).101

One way of extending Criterion 4.3.4, then, could consist in requiring that the in-

ternal logic (understood as provable truth-theoretic inferences) of a theory S be closed

101I have opted for the simpler definitions focusing only on sentences, since we have seen in Chapter 2 that
all pairs of KF- and PKF-like theories studied here are such that they contain theories proving the same
truth-theoretic inferences.
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under the logic of the intended semantics. For example, suppose the intended seman-

tics S is formulated over the logic L. Assume further that the inference from ϕ,ψ, ξ . . .

to σ is an L-valid inference. Then one could argue that S captures S only if (in addi-

tion to being N-categorical+) S has enough resources to infer Tr(σ) from the premises

Tr(ϕ),Tr(ψ),Tr(ξ) . . . .102 Such an extension would overcome some inadequacies of Cri-

teria 4.2.2 and 4.3.4.103 Similarly, a more in depth comparison of two axiomatic systems

(qua formal systems) could consist in investigating not only their respective truth-theoretic

content (understood as provable truth-theoretic facts), but also their truth-theoretic logic

(understood as their internal logic).104 This would improve the analysis of the systems, as

there are theories that prove the same truth-theoretic facts, but do not perform the same

truth-theoretic reasoning.105

4.4. Consistency and completeness

The results presented in the previous section feed the philosophical doubts raised by

Halbach and Nicolai vis-à-vis the use of nonclassical logic in this context, as we have seen

that there is a stronger sense in which classical and nonclassical systems can be taken to

be truth-theoretically equivalent.106 So why should we axiomatize the fixed-point semantics

using nonclassical logic, if we can obtain an equally good axiomatization using classical

logic? Why should we give up on sustained ordinary reasoning, and severely impede our

102Formally, this amounts to requiring that a set of complete rules for L are ‘internally derivable’ in S.
More precisely, let S be a (say, sequent) calculus which is sound and complete relative to L. Then the
requirement would be that for any rule Γ1⇒∆1 ... Γn⇒∆n

Γ⇒∆
of S, the rule Tr(Γ1)⇒Tr(∆1) ... Tr(Γn)⇒Tr(∆n)

Tr(Γ)⇒Tr(∆)
is

derivable in S, where for a set of sentences Θ, Tr(Θ) := {Tr(θ) | θ ∈ Θ}.
103In particular, the internal logic of the theory mentioned above with initial sequents Tr(ϕ) ⇔ ϕ and
¬ϕ⇔ ¬Tr(ϕ) is not closed under FDE. For instance, the sequent Tr(∀xϕ(x))⇒ Tr(ϕ(y)), where ϕ(y) is a
formula with y free is not derivable for all ϕ(y).
104Formally, the truth-theoretic logic of a theory S could be defined as the set of pairs 〈Γ,∆〉 of sets of
sentences, such that S ` Tr(Γ)⇒ Tr(∆).
105For example, KF and KFS (although they do not capture the same semantics) prove the same sentences
to be true and the same sentences to be untrue, yet they are different reasoning apparati about truth. In
particular, the reasoning “if ϕ is both true and false, then any sentence ψ is either true or false” is licensed
in KFS, but not in KF.
106Let us reiterate on a point already emphasized at the end of §2. The claim that these variants of KF and
PKF can be taken to embody the same conception of truth is a consequence of their being N-categorical+
axiomatizations of the relevant class of fixed-point models. The claim that, qua formal systems, they are
truth-theoretically equivalent is a consequence of their having the same truth-theoretic content.
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inductive reasoning, if we can obtain the same truth-theoretic content working within a

classical and powerful system?

It is indeed difficult to find a convincing answer to these questions. However, so far

we have only considered some of the KF- and PKF-variants. Indeed, in the concluding

remarks, Halbach and Nicolai point out that

[of] course, our results here are only a case study. The base theory can be

varied, the assumptions on truth, and the way classical logic is restricted

can be varied. In other base theories different schemata may be employed.

We don’t intend to embark on the enterprise of browsing through all

possible combinations. We think the burden of proof is with those who

advocate a restriction of classical logic. [HN18, p. 251]

We now take the burden of proof, and we analyse two other variants of KF and PKF,

namely variants restricting the class of models to consistent fixed-points, and variants

restricting the class of models to complete fixed-points. In other words, we analyse variants

with subscripts cs and cp, respectively. It will turn out that for these variants different

philosophical considerations are in order.107

It is known that these variants are all N-categorical axiomatizations of the intended class

of fixed-points. Hence, relative to the N-categoricity criterion, KFcs and PKFcs embody

the consistent declination of the Kripkean conception of truth equally well. And similarly,

KFcp and PKFcp capture the class of complete fixed-points equally well. Moreover, it has

been shown that these pairs of theories prove the same sentence to be true:

Proposition 4.4.1. Let (PKF?,KF?) range over the pairs

(PKFcs�,KFcs�), (PKFcs,KFint
cs ), (PKF+

cs,KFcs), (PKFcp�,KFcp�), (PKFcp,KFint
cp ), (PKF+

cp,KFcp).

107It goes without saying that also the present results are only a case study. In particular, we are analysing
variants of KF and PKF only over PA, and it is not known whether the same considerations hold if we
modify the base theory. What is known, is that proof-theoretic results about systems formulated over PA
are not preserved if we move to a set-theoretic framework: [Fuj18] has shown that KF and Cantini’s VF
(see [Can90]) are proof-theoretically equivalent over set theory ZF, that is, they have the same set-theoretic
consequences. Over PA, however, VF is significantly stronger than KF.
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Then

KFE? = PKFE? .

Proof. This is a corollary of the main Theorem of Chapter 2, i.e., Theorem 2.4.16.108

Q.E.D.

If we were now to employ the criteria presented in §4.2, we would have to say that, e.g.,

KFcs and PKFcs embody the consistent declination of the Kripkean conception of truth

equally well, and we would have to say that they have the same truth-theoretic content.

However, even though it is easily observed that PKFcs and PKFcp are N-categorical+

axiomatizations of the class of consistent, respectively complete, fixed-points, the same

cannot be said for the consistent and complete versions of KF:

Observation 4.4.2. (i) KFcs is not an N-categorical+ axiomatization of the class of

consistent fixed-point models. (ii) KFcp is not an N-categorical+ axiomatization of the class

of complete fixed-point models.

Proof. (i) Let τ be a Truth-teller. There are consistent fixed-points (Ecs, Acs) of

Φ, e.g. the least, such that τ ∧ ¬τ /∈ Acs, hence (N, Acs) 6|= ¬Tr(τ ∧ ¬τ). However,

KFcs ` ¬Tr(τ∧¬τ), hence (N, Acs) 6|= KFcs. (ii) For KFcp, dual considerations hold. Q.E.D.

Moreover, it is easy to see that neither KFcs-and-PKFcs nor KFcp-and-PKFcp agree on

what is not-true.

Observation 4.4.3. For (PKF?,KF?) as in Proposition 4.4.1,

PKFttc
? 6= KFttc

? .

Proof. There are many sentences that KFcs deem not-true and that are independent

from PKFcs. Dually, there are many sentences that PKFcp deem not-true that are not so

in KFcp. Again, the sentence τ ∧ ¬τ , for τ a Truth-teller, is an example. Q.E.D.

108It should be noted that the proofs of Propositions 2 and 3 of [Nic18], showing that IKFint and IKF
are contained in PKF and PKF+, respectively, de facto also show that IKFint

cs and IKFcs are contained,
respectively, in PKFcs and PKF+

cs.
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The asymmetry of KFcs and KFcp is stronger than the asymmetry of KF and KFS.

One can say that KF and KFS are weakly asymmetric, as they do not prove some of

their theorems to be true. KFcs and KFcp, however, are strongly asymmetric: the former,

in fact, proves some of its theorems to be not-true, while the latter proves some of its

theorems to be false. The example chosen more frequently involves a liar sentence λ, and

it is often pointed out that KFcs ` λ ∧ ¬Tr(λ).109 This strong asymmetry has been the

target of a forceful criticism by several authors, such as Leon Horsten or Hartry Field.

[Hor11, p. 127], for example, emphasizes that KFcs “proves sentences that by its own lights

are untrue” (emphasis in the original), and he takes this as a “sure mark of philosophical

unsoundness.” [Fie08, p. 132] additionally observes that KFcs not only proves ϕ ∧ ¬Tr(ϕ)

for certain degenerate sentences like Liars, but KFcs proves instances of its own axioms to

be untrue.110 It seems undeniable that declaring some of its own theorems untrue, or false,

is an odd feature of a truth system. And it seems—to use [Fie08, p.132]’s words—“highly

peculiar” to postulate an axiom schema, if one is then going to declare some of its instances

untrue. In other words, being strongly asymmetric can be considered to be a problem per

se.111

That being said, however, this is not the claim defended in this chapter. It will not

be argued that declaring some of its own theorems and axioms untrue or false implies

philosophical unsoundness. Let us reiterate on the fact that we are not comparing KF and

PKF qua theories of truth simpliciter, in their own light. We are comparing them qua

axiomatizations of the fixed-point semantics. In the next and last section we would thus

like to focus on an additional and different problem of KFcs and KFcp, which in a sense

is a consequence of their strong asymmetry, and which is philosophically relevant for the

present line of investigation on KF and PKF.

109Dually, KFcp ` ¬λ ∧ Tr(λ).
110[Fie08] formulates KFcs as KF with the additional axiom often called Tr-Out, i.e. Tr(ϕ) → ϕ. It can
be shown that, e.g., KFcs ` ¬Tr(Tr(λ)→ λ), for λ a liar sentence.
111For a defence of KFcs against the charge of proving some its theorems to be untrue, see in particular
[Mau04].
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4.5. The costs of classical logic

Have we shown that the class of consistent, respectively complete, fixed-points is cap-

tured more adequately by PKFcs and PKFcp rather than by KFcs and KFcp? What we

have shown, so far, is that KFcs and KFcp are not N-categorical+ axiomatizations of the

consistent, respectively complete, fixed-point models. But this, it may be argued, is not

enough to claim that, say, KFcs does not embody the Kripkean conception of true in its

consistent declination.112 Establishing that the class of anti-extensions of Tr in standard

models of KFcs is neither sound nor complete relative to the class of anti-extensions of Tr

in consistent fixed-point models is—one could argue—not necessarily a problem. In fact—

the argument might continue—if a sentence ϕ is never in the extension of Tr in consistent

fixed-points, then there is a precise sense in which ϕ is not true. For example, classical con-

tradictions, including those involving ungrounded sentences like Truth-tellers τ , are never

in the extension of Tr, hence they might be taken to be not true. And so the fact that

KFcs ` ¬Tr(τ ∧ ¬τ) but PKFcs 6` ¬Tr(τ ∧ ¬τ) only shows that KFcs is, but PKFcs is not,

able to capture this aspect of the consistent fixed-points semantics.

Let us suppose, for the sake of argument, that this line of reasoning justifying the

provability of sentences such as ¬Tr(τ ∧ ¬τ), on the ground that τ ∧ ¬τ is never the

extension on Tr, is indeed sound.113 But even if one concedes that KFcs captures the

aspect of the consistent fixed-points semantics according to which, say, contradictions are

not true, we do not believe that the same cannot be said for PKFcs. Indeed, we believe

that PKFcs does considerably better in this respect. It is in fact not difficult to see that we

can distinguish between (in particular) two ways of being not true. The first is the one we

have just introduced: there are sentences, like τ ∧ ¬τ , that are never true but not always

112In these concluding remarks, we concentrate on the pair (KFcs, PKFcs), but dual considerations hold
for the pair (KFcp, PKFcp).
113Whether this argument is tenable, though, is not obvious. If one follows this line of reasoning, then one
should say that, if a sentence ϕ is never in the anti-extension of Tr in consistent fixed-point models, then ϕ
is not untrue. For example, one should say that sentences like τ ∨¬τ or λ, since they are never in the anti-
extension of Tr in consistent fixed-points, they are not untrue. However, not only e.g. KFcs 6` ¬¬Tr(τ ∨¬τ),
but we even have KFcs ` ¬Tr(λ). So it is not clear whether one can justify the provability of ¬Tr(τ ∧ ¬τ)
by noting that τ ∧ ¬τ is never in the extension of Tr.
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untrue, i.e., sentences that are always outside the extension of Tr, however they are not

always in its anti-extension. But there are also sentences, like 0+0 6= 0, that are never true

and always untrue, i.e., sentences that are always in the anti-extension of Tr. Now, KFcs

does not see the difference between these two ways of being something other than true, in

the sense that ¬Tr(τ ∧ ¬τ) and ¬Tr(0 + 0 6= 0) are both theorems of KFcs:

KFcs ` ∅⇒ ¬Tr(τ ∧ ¬τ) and KFcs ` ∅⇒ ¬Tr(0 + 0 6= 0).

By contrast, PKFcs nicely captures this difference, as while ¬Tr(0 + 0 6= 0) is a theorem of

PKFcs, Tr(τ ∧ ¬τ) is only an antitheorem:

PKFcs ` Tr(τ ∧ ¬τ)⇒ ∅ and PKFcs ` ∅⇒ ¬Tr(0 + 0 6= 0) but

PKFcs 6` ∅⇒ ¬Tr(τ ∧ ¬τ).

In other words, PKFcs knows the difference between τ ∧ ¬τ and 0 + 0 6= 0: the former is

never true, the latter is always untrue.114

We would like to provide a final and crucial argument supporting the claim that KFcs and

PKFcs cannot be taken to embody the Kripkean conception of truth equally well. Recall

that in fixed-point models the anti-extension can be defined via the extension as follows:115

A := {ϕ | ¬ϕ ∈ E}.

The fact that A can be defined as the set of sentences whose negations are element of

E, it should be observed, is not just a technical detail. As noted by [Soa99, p.181], “a

guiding intuition behind Kripke’s formal construction is the idea that the status of the

claim that a sentence S is true or that S is not true is dependent on the prior status of S

114Borrowing [Fie08]’s terminology, one could say that sentences like 0 + 0 6= 0 are determinately untrue,
whereas sentences like τ ∧ ¬τ are not determinately true. [Fie08, §3.6] also argues that a weakness of a
system akin to PKF (that he calls KFS) is that it has no way of expressing that sentences like τ ∧ ¬τ (or
Liar sentences) are not determinately true, because no weak negation can be introduced within the system.
Pace Field, it seems to us that anti-theorems are a very neat way of expressing the non determinate truth
of such sentences.
115We drop NStTr for readability.
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or ¬S.” This means that the status of ¬Tr(ϕ) depends on the status of ¬ϕ, upon which in

turn depends the status of Tr(¬ϕ). In other words, one of the distinctive features of the

partial conception of truth presented by [Kri75] is that being not-true and being false are

coextensive properties.

Crucially, Lemma 4.3.6 shows that this philosophical insight can be elegantly captured

within a classical proof system. In fact, by inspecting the proof of Lemma 4.3.6, we realise

that there exists a remarkable symmetry between semantics and proof theory: extension

and anti-extension induced by KF and KFS, and by PKF and PKFS, are related to each

other in the exact same way as extension and anti-extension are related to each other in

fixed-point models, that is

KFA = {ϕ | ¬ϕ ∈ KFE} PKFA = {ϕ | ¬ϕ ∈ PKFE}

KFAS = {ϕ | ¬ϕ ∈ KFES } PKFAS = {ϕ | ¬ϕ ∈ PKFES }

This is good news for the classical logician: the pleasing symmetry between semantics and

proof theory can be preserved within classical systems. Yet, at the same time the costs of

classical logic emerge precisely in the realisation that this symmetry is lost when we try

to axiomatize consistent (or complete) fixed-point models within a classical system. It is

here that we can see the impact of classical logic on what could be called ‘truth-theoretic

reasoning’. In KFcs, the reasoning that leads us from ¬Tr(ϕ) to Tr(¬ϕ) is no longer valid:

if we know that a sentence is not-true, we cannot conclude that it is false. There is a precise

sense, then, in which one can say that PKFcs does, and KFcs does not (at least, not as

adequately as PKFcs) capture the fixed-point semantics: being not-true and being false are

coextensive properties only in PKFcs, but not in KFcs, i.e.,

KFAcs 6= {ϕ | ¬ϕ ∈ KFEcs},

PKFAcs = {ϕ | ¬ϕ ∈ PKFEcs}.

In sum, not only nonclassical logic, but also classical logic has its own costs: we cannot

axiomatize the class of consistent (or complete) fixed-points in classical logic as adequately
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as we can do within a nonclassical system. Having established that both frameworks have

their own virtues and their own costs, a natural further step in this investigation would

consist in assessing which option is best. The nonclassical logician should reflect on whether

the cost of losing proof-theoretic strength surpass the virtue of having a transparent truth

predicate. The classical logician should reflect on whether the possibility of using ordinary

reasoning is enough to justify the loss of some insight of the intended semantics. These

questions will not be discussed here.

Let us conclude by providing a response to Halbach and Nicolai’s warning, according to

which “the incision [of nonclassical logic] doesn’t hit our truth-theoretic reasoning; it hits

mathematical reasoning at its heart” ([HN18, p. 229]). Whereas the mathematical costs of

nonclassical logic can be quantified as the transfinite distance between ωω and ε0, the truth-

theoretic costs of classical logic can be identified with the impossibility of reasoning about

truth in the intended way. In response, or better: in addition, to Halbach and Nicolai’s

warning, it may then be held that the incision of classical logic doesn’t hit our mathematical

reasoning; it hits our truth-theoretic reasoning at its heart.

Appendix

4.A. Proofs

Definition 4.A.1. A four-valued model for LTr is a structure 〈N , (E,A)〉 such that N

is a model for LPA and (E,A) ∈ ℘(|N |)2 is a pair of subsets of |N | (the support of N ). A

four valued model is

• consistent, if E ∩A = ∅,

• complete, if E ∪A = |N |,

• symmetric, if it is either consistent or complete,

• mixed, if it not symmetric.

Definition 4.A.2. LetM := 〈N , (E,A)〉 be a four-valued model, and let σ : LTr −→

|N | be a variable assignment. The assignment σ[vi : a] is just like σ except that it maps vi

to a ∈ |N |. A variable assignment σ can be recursively extended to all terms in the usual
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way. For any term t (including variables), the expression tMσ denotes the value of t inM

under σ. Then

M
fde
σ
t = s iff tMσ = sMσ

M
fde
σ ¬(t = s) iff tMσ 6= sMσ

M
fde
σ

Tr(t) iff tMσ ∈ E

M
fde
σ ¬Tr(t) iff tMσ ∈ A

M
fde
σ ¬¬ϕ iff M

fde
σ
ϕ

M
fde
σ
ϕ ∧ ψ iff M

fde
σ
ϕ and M

fde
σ
ψ

M
fde
σ ¬(ϕ ∧ ψ) iff M

fde
¬ϕ or M

fde
σ ¬ψ

M
fde
σ ∀vϕ iff for all a ∈ |N |, M

fde

σ[v:a]
ϕ

M
fde
σ ¬∀vϕ iff for some a ∈ |N |, M

fde

σ[v:a]
¬ϕ

Definition 4.A.3. The classical satisfaction relation
σ

and the relation
fde
σ

are ex-

tended to sequents as follows: 〈N , (E,A)〉
(fde)

σ
Γ⇒ ∆ iff

If 〈N , (E,A)〉
(fde)

σ
γ, for all γ ∈ Γ, then 〈N , (E,A)〉

(fde)

σ
δ for some δ ∈ ∆.

We now prove the two main result of this chapter, Theorem 4.3.5 and Lemma 4.3.6,

being sloppy about notation. In particular, we don’t distinguish between a sentence ϕ and

its code #ϕ when there is no danger of confusion. Moreover, since we work in N (and

every natural number is the denotation of some closed term), we often omit mentioning the

variable assignment σ. We begin with Theorem 4.3.5, breaking down the proof into several

lemmata. In what follows, we let

ΦE(E,A) := {ϕ ∈ StTr | 〈N, (E,A)〉
fde

ϕ}

ΦA(E,A) := {ϕ ∈ StTr | 〈N, (E,A)〉
fde
¬ϕ} ∪NStTr

Φ(E,A) := (ΦE(E,A),ΦA(E,A))
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We want to show that

(i) (N, E) |= KF iff Φ(E,A) = (E,A), for A := {ϕ ∈ StTr | ¬ϕ ∈ E} ∪NStTr;

(ii) (N, A) |= KF iff Φ(E,A) = (E,A), for E := {ϕ ∈ StTr | ¬ϕ ∈ A}.

Condition (i) is already known to be satisfied, hence we prove (ii). We first show that if

(N, A) |= KF, then Φ(E,A) = (E,A). We then prove the converse direction.

Lemma 4.A.4. If (N, A) |= KF, then Φ(E,A) = (E,A).

Proof. Let (N, A) |= KF. We first show that, for E := {ϕ ∈ StTr | ¬ϕ ∈ A}, E =

ΦE(E,A). This amounts to showing that, for all sentences ϕ ∈ LTr,

〈N, (E,A)〉
fde

ϕ iff 〈N, (E,A)〉
fde

Trpϕq.

The proof is by induction on ϕ.

• ϕ ∈ LPA Being a model of KF, (N, A) |= Trpϕq↔ ϕ.

• ϕ ≡ Tr(t) Note that 〈N, (E,A)〉
fde

TrpTr(t)q iff Tr(t) ∈ E iff (by definition of E) Tr(t)

is a sentence such that ¬Tr(t) ∈ A, iff

(N, A) |= ¬Trp¬Tr(t)q

iff (since (N, A) |= KF) (N, A) |= StTr(t) ∧ ¬Tr(¬. t). Let t = pψq. Then (N, A) |= ¬Trp¬ψq

iff ¬ψ ∈ A iff ψ ∈ E iff 〈N, (E,A)〉
fde

Trpψq iff 〈N, (E,A)〉
fde

Tr(t).

• ϕ ≡ ¬Tr(t) We reason in a similar way: 〈N, (E,A)〉
fde

Trp¬Tr(t)q iff ¬Tr(t) ∈ E iff

(by definition of E) ¬Tr(t) is a sentence such that ¬¬Tr(t) ∈ A. Being a model of KF, this

is the case precisely if Tr(t) ∈ A iff

(N, A) |= ¬TrpTr(t)q

iff (since (N, A) |= KF) (N, A) |= ¬Tr(t) iff t ∈ A iff 〈N, (E,A)〉
fde
¬Tr(t).

The induction step is nearly immediate. We show one example.

• ϕ ≡ ¬∀vψ 〈N, (E,A)〉
fde
¬∀vψ iff for some n ∈ ω, 〈N, (E,A)〉

fde
¬ψ(n) iff, by i.h.,
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〈N, (E,A)〉
fde

Trp¬ψ(n)q . Since (N, A) is a model of Tr¬∀L-R, this is the case iff

(N, A) |= Trp¬∀vψq iff

¬∀vψ ∈ E iff

〈N, (E,A)〉
fde

Trp¬∀vψq.

We next show that A = ΦA(E,A). This amounts to showing that

〈N, (E,A)〉
fde
¬ϕ iff 〈N, (E,A)〉

fde
¬Trpϕq.

Suppose 〈N, (E,A)〉
fde
¬ϕ. We have just seen that this is the case iff 〈N, (E,A)〉

fde

Trp¬ϕq iff ¬ϕ ∈ E iff ¬¬ϕ ∈ A. Since (N, A) is a model of KF, this is the case iff ϕ ∈ A

iff 〈N, (E,A)〉
fde
¬Trpϕq. Q.E.D.

Lemma 4.A.5. If (E,A) = Φ(E,A), then (N, A) |= KF.

Proof. Let (E,A) = Φ(E,A). It suffices to show that the structure (N, A) classically

satisfies truth axioms and truth rules of KF, as (i) logical initial sequents are clearly satisfied,

and inference rules of classical logic preserve validity by definition of |=. We show two

examples.

•We begin with the initial sequent Tr=. Let N σ
Ct(t)∧Ct(s). Let tNσ = #r0 and sNσ = #r1

for two closed terms r0 and r1. Then N σ
val(t) = r0 ∧ val(s) = r1.116 Now we want to

show (N, A)
σ

Tr(t=. s) ↔ val(t) = val(s). We can reason as follows. N σ
Tr(t=. s)

iff (t=. s)N = #(r0 = r1) ∈ E = ΦE(E,A) iff 〈N, (E,A)〉
fde
σ

r0 = r1 iff 〈N, (E,A)〉
fde
σ

val(t) = val(s) iff (N, A)
σ

val(t) = val(s).

• We now consider the rules Tr¬TrL-R. For Tr¬TrL, assume by i.h. that the following

jointly hold

(N, A) |= Tr(¬. t) ∧
∧

Γ⇒ ∆,

116This is so because val(t)Nσ = VAL(tNσ) = VAL(#r0) = r0
N, and val(s)Nσ = VAL(sNσ) = VAL(#r1) = r1

N

(recall from § 2.2 that VAL(#t) = tN for closed terms t).
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(N, A) |= ¬StTr(t) ∧
∧

Γ⇒ ∆,

and suppose (N, A) |= Trp¬Tr(t)q ∧
∧

Γ,117 which implies ¬Tr(t) /∈ A = ΦA(E,A). We

want to show that some sentence in ∆ is satisfied in (N, A). Without loss of generality, let

(N, A) |= StTr(t) (otherwise we would be done by i.h.). So let tN = #ϕ. From ¬Tr(t) =

¬Trpϕq /∈ ΦA(E,A) we get 〈N, (E,A)〉 6
fde

Trpϕq iff ϕ /∈ E iff ¬ϕ /∈ A iff

(N, A) |= Trp¬ϕq,

i.e., (N, A) |= Tr(t). The conclusion follows by i.h.

For Tr¬TrR, suppose (N, A) |=
∧

Γ. By assumption on the premise, this entails

(N, A) |= Tr(¬. t) ∨ ¬StTr(t).

If (N, A) |= ¬StTr(t) then 〈N, (E,A)〉 6
fde

Tr(t) hence ¬Tr(t) /∈ ΦA(E,A) = A iff (N, A) |=

Trp¬Tr(t)q, which is what we wanted to show. If (N, A) |= Tr(¬. t) ∧ StTr(t), then let

tN = #ϕ. From (N, A) |= Trp¬ϕq we get ¬ϕ /∈ A = ΦA(E,A) iff ϕ /∈ ΦE(E,A) = E

iff 〈N, (E,A)〉 6
fde

Trpϕq iff 〈N, (E,A)〉 6
fde
¬¬Trpϕq hence ¬Trpϕq /∈ ΦA(E,A) = A iff

(N, A) |= Trp¬Tr(pϕq)q, i.e., (N, A) |= Trp¬Tr(t)q, which is our desired conclusion. Q.E.D.

The proof extends to KFS in a straightforward way. In particular, it suffices to show that

(i) given a symmetric fixed-point (E,A) = Φ(E,A), the additional axiom GoG of KFS is

satisfied in the classical structures (N, A), and (ii) conversely, given a model (N, A) |= KFS,

the pair (E,A) = Φ(E,A) is a symmetric fixed-point. For (i), one has to show that, for

arbitrary sentences ϕ,ψ

(N, A) |= (¬Trpϕq ∨ ¬Trp¬ϕq) ∨ Trpψq ∨ Trp¬ψq. (1)

If the fixed-point is consistent, then the left disjunct is satisfied. If fixed-point is complete,

then the right disjunct is satisfied. For (ii), one can use the fact the A is a fixed-point

(since (N, A) is a model of KF, too); the fact that it is either consistent or complete follows

immediately by the fact that it is a model of the axiom GoG, hence it satisfies (1).

117We write Trp¬Tr(t)q instead of Tr(sb(pTr(v)q, num(t))).
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Remark 4.A.6. It may be worth noticing that

(i) there are consistent (complete) fixed-point (E,A) of Φ, such that the structure

(N, A) does not classically satisfy Cons (Comp), and

(ii) the above argument, although implying that every model (N, A) |= KFcs(KFcp) is

such that (E,A) is a fixed-point of the the Kripke-Jump, it does not imply (E,A)

is a is consistent (complete) fixed-point,

which is why KFcs (KFcp) is not N-categorical+ relative to the class of consistent (complete)

fixed-points.

We finish by proving Lemma 4.3.6. As mentioned, the key observation is the following

Lemma 4.A.7. For KF◦? ∈ {KF�,KFint,KF,KFS�,KFint
S ,KFS} it holds that

KF◦? ` ¬Trpϕq iff KF◦? ` Trp¬ϕq.

Proof. KF? ` ∅ ⇒ Trp¬ϕq iff, by Theorem 2.4.16, PKF? ` ∅ ⇒ ¬ϕ iff, since

contraposition is admissible in PKF?, PKF? ` ϕ ⇒ ∅ iff KF? ` Trpϕq ⇒ ∅ iff by logic

KF? ` ∅⇒ ¬Trpϕq. Q.E.D.

Remark 4.A.8. PKFcs and PKFcp do not admit contraposition, and that it why

Lemma 4.A.7 cannot be extended to these pairs, as without contraposition the argument

does not go through.

4.B. Notes on models of KF and PKF

As we have seen, KF- and PKF-systems are N-categorical axiomatizations of the rele-

vant class of standard fixed-point models. One consequence of this observation is that they

have the “same” standard models, in the sense that

(N, E) |= KF◦ iff 〈N, (E,A)〉
fde

PKF◦,

where A := {#¬ϕ | #ϕ ∈ E} ∪ NStLTr
. For theories with the induction schema restricted

to the arithmetical vocabulary something more is true: Halbach and Nicolai have shown
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that any model of PKF−, including those expanding nonstandard models of PA, is also

model of KF−. More precisely:

Lemma 4.B.1 ([HN18]). For N |= PA arbitrary model of PA,

If 〈N , (E,A)〉
fde

PKF−, then (N , E) |= KF−.

If 〈N , (E,A)〉
fde

PKF−S , then (N , E) |= KF−S .
118

This appendix extends this result further, showing that the connection between models

of KF-systems and PKF-systems is stronger. The extension will be threefold:

(1) It will be shown that the converse of Lemma 4.B.1 holds: every model of KF−

(KF−S ) is a model of PKF− (PKF−S ), modulo the definable anti-extension and the

satisfaction relation.

(2) It will be shown that the same result obtains for the pair KFint-PKF: for any

model N of PA, (N , E) is a model of KFint iff 〈N , (E,A)〉 is a model of PKF,

where A is defined as the set of sentences (in the sense of N ), whose negation is

in E, plus those elements which do not code a sentence (in the sense of N ).

(3) It will be shown that these results are stable under the addition of truth-theoretic

axioms. That is, the pairs (KF−? -PKF−? ) and (KFint
? -PKF?), for ? ∈ {cs, cp} have

the same models (in the sense explained above).

Lastly, it will also be shown that every model of KF is a model of PKF+. However, the

question whether every model of PKF+ is a model of KF will remain open.119

Notation 4.B.2. If ϕ is a formula with at most x free, we writeM
(fde)

ϕ[a] instead

ofM
(fde)

σ[x:a]
ϕ. In other words,M

(fde)
ϕ[a] means that a is (fde) ϕ inM. Recall that the

expression tMσ denotes the value of t inM under σ (Df. 4.A.2). When it is clear from the

context which variable assignment is the relevant one, we just write tM. For N |= PA, put

StN := {a ∈ |N | : N |= StTr([a])} and NStN = |N | − StN . Since the dependence upon N
118[HN18]’s Lemma 6 only considers PKF− and KF−, but their proof can be easily extended to the case
PKF−S -KF−S .
119Thanks to Carlo Nicolai for some very useful conversations on the content of this Appendix.
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is uniform and tacit from the context, we will often avoid the superscript and we write St

and NSt instead of StN and NStN .

We begin with an auxiliary lemma, showing that Trpϕ(ẋ)q is classically satisfied in a

model (N , E) of a KF-system iff ϕ(x) is fde satisfied the structure 〈N , (E,A)〉, where A is

defined as usual.120

Lemma 4.B.3. Let: KF◦ be an arbitrary KF-like theory, (N , E) be an arbitrary model

of KF◦, A := NSt ∪ {a ∈ St | (N , E) |= Tr(¬. [a])}, and ϕ(x) an LTr-formula with at most

x free.121 Then

(N , E)
σ

Trpϕ(ẋ)q iff 〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ
ϕ(x)

Proof. The proof is by induction on ϕ. We show the crucial cases of truth-ascription.

For ϕ ≡ Tr(t(x)), we can apply Quotation-Disquotation Lemma, 3.3.7:

(N , E)
σ

Tr(pTr t(ẋ)q), iff, by Lemma 3.3.7

(N , E)
σ

Tr t(x), iff

〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ

Tr t(x).

For ϕ(x) ≡ ¬Tr(t(x)), we reason as follows:

(N , E)
σ

Tr(p¬Tr(t(ẋ))q) iff, since (N , E)
σ

KF−,

(N , E)
σ

Tr(¬. t(x))) ∨ ¬StTr(t(x)), iff, by definition of NSt

(N , E)
σ

Tr(¬. t(x))) or t(x)N ∈ NSt, iff, by definition of A

t(x)N ∈ A, iff

〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ ¬Tr(t(x)).

Q.E.D.

120A similar result is proven by [Cie17, Lemma 6.0.24].
121We concentrate on formulae with at most one free variable for simplicity. The extension to the multi-
variable case is unproblematic.
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We can now show the first of the extensions mentioned above, i.e., that models of KF−

and KF−S are also models of PKF− and PKF−S , respectively, modulo the addition of the

definable anti-extension.

Lemma 4.B.4. If (N , E)
σ

KF−, then 〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ

PKF−, where A := NSt∪{a ∈

St | (N , E) |= Tr(¬. [a])}.

Proof. Let (N , E)
σ

KF− be an arbitrary model of KF−. We want to show 〈N , (E,A)〉

is a model of PKF−, that is to say, we want to show that

if PKF− ` Γ⇒ ∆, then 〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ

Γ⇒ ∆.

We first show that each initial sequent of PKF− is satisfied in 〈N , (E,A)〉, and then we

show that every rule of inference is sound. PKF−’s initial sequents are either of the form

ϕ,Γ ⇒ ∆, ϕ, for ϕ literal, or they are truth-theoretic initial sequents. The former kind

of sequent are satisfied simply by definition of the relation
fde
σ
. As for the truth-theoretic

initial sequents, we consider two examples.

• Tr=. We want to show (omitting contexts for readability)

〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ

Ct(t),Ct(s), val(t) = val(s)⇒ Tr(t=. s),

〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ

Ct(t),Ct(s),Tr(t=. s)⇒ val(t) = val(s).

That is, for N σ
Ct(t) ∧ Ct(s), we want to show

〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ

val(t) = val(s) iff 〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ

Tr(t=. s).

Clearly, 〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ

val(t) = val(s) iff (N , E)
σ

val(t) = val(s). Since (N , E)
σ

KF−,

this is the case precisely if (N , E)
σ

Tr(t=. s), iff (t=. s)N ∈ E iff 〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ

Tr(t=. s).

• ¬Tr¬. For tN ∈ St, we want to show

〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ ¬Tr(t) iff 〈N , (E,A)〉

fde
σ

Tr(¬. t)
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By definition, 〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ ¬Tr(t) iff tN ∈ A. By definition of A, since tN ∈ St, this is

the case precisely if (N , E)
σ

Tr(¬. t) iff 〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ

Tr(¬. t).

We now show that inference rules of PKF− preserve validity in 〈N , (E,A)〉. The sound-

ness of logical rules follows by definition of
fde
σ
. As an example for truth-rules, we consider

Tr∀R. Suppose that 〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ ∧

Γ. By assumption on the premises, we obtain that

〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ

Tr(t(u̇)),

which implies

(N , E)
σ

Tr(t(u̇)).

By property of (N , E), we get

(N , E)
σ

Tr(∀.v.t), and hence

〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ

Tr(∀.v.t).

The rule of restricted internal induction INDint
LPA

is unproblematic. Q.E.D.

We now move on to our second extension. That is to say, we show that the same result

holds for the pair (KFint, PKF). We first show that every model of KFint is a model of

PKF, and then we show that, conversely, every model of PKF is a model of KFint.

Lemma 4.B.5. Suppose (N , E)
σ

KFint and put A := NSt ∪ {a ∈ St | (N , E) |=

Tr(¬. [a])}. Then 〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ

PKF.

Proof. Let (N , E) be an arbitrary model of KFint. We have to show the fde-soundness

of PKF’s induction schema in 〈N , (E,A)〉. This amounts to showing that, for all ϕ ∈ LTr,

if the following two conditions hold

〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ
ϕ(u)⇒ ϕ(u′),

〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ
ϕ(0),
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then

〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ
ϕ(t),

for all terms t. From 〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ
ϕ(u)⇒ ϕ(u′), by Lemma 4.B.3, we get

(N , E)
σ

Trpϕ(u̇)q⇒ Trpϕ(u̇′)q.

Since (N , E)
σ

KFint, we get

(N , E)
σ

Tr
(
sb(pϕ(v)q,num(0))

)
⇒ Tr

(
sb(pϕ(v)q,num(t))

)
for t arbitrary. Again by Lemma 4.B.3, we finally get

〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ
ϕ(0)⇒ ϕ(t),

which implies the desired conclusion together with 〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ
ϕ(0). Q.E.D.

As for the converse direction, we have to show

Lemma 4.B.6. If 〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ

PKF, then (N , E)
σ

KFint.

Proof. We check that the soundness of INDint in (N , E). For (N , E)
σ

Fml1LTr
(s),

suppose the following jointly hold

(N , E)
σ

Tr(s(u̇))⇒ Tr(s(u̇′)),

(N , E)
σ

Tr(sb(s, num(0))).

We want to show

(N , E)
σ

Tr(s(ż)), (∗)

for z arbitrary. From (N , E)
σ

Tr(sb(s, num(0))), we get

〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ

Tr(sb(s, num(0))),
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and from (N , E)
σ

Tr(s(u̇))⇒ Tr(s(u̇′)), we derive

either (N , E) 6 σ Tr(s(u̇)), or (N , E)
σ

Tr(s(u̇′)).

Either option implies

〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ

Tr(s(u̇))⇒ Tr(s(u̇′)).

From this and 〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ

Tr(sb(s, num(0))), since 〈N , (E,A)〉 fde-satisfies IND, we

obtain

〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ

Tr(s(ż))

for z arbitrary, which immediately yields (∗). Q.E.D.

From Lemmata 4.B.1, 4.B.4, 4.B.5, and 4.B.6 we obtain the following

Theorem 4.B.7. For (KF◦,PKF◦) one of the pairs (KF−,PKF−) or (KFint,PKF),

for N an arbitrary model of PA:

(N , E)
σ

KF◦ iff 〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ

PKF◦,

where A := NStN ∪ {a ∈ StN | (N , E) |= Tr(¬. [a])}.

We are left with showing the third and final extension. That is to say, we have to show

that the last theorem can be extended to pairs of theories with additional truth-theoretic

principles. This is shown in the next

Corollary 4.B.8. Let (KF◦,PKF◦) be one of the following pairs

(KF−cs,PKF−cs), (KFint
cs ,PKFcs), (KF−cp,PKF−cp), (KFint

cp ,PKFcp).

Then

(N , E)
σ

KF◦ iff 〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ

PKF◦,

for A as in Theorem 4.B.7.
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Proof. We consider (KFcs,PKFcs).122 In order to show that models of KFcs expanded

by a suitable anti-extension A are models of PKFcs, we need to show the additional rule

¬L of PKFcs is fde-sound in these models. Recall that ¬L is the rule

Γ⇒ ∆, ϕ
¬L

ϕ,Γ⇒ ∆

Assuming the fde-validity of premise, suppose

〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ ¬ϕ ∧

∧
Γ.

By Lemma 4.B.3, we get (N , E)
σ

Trp¬ϕq.123 Since (N , E) is a model of Cons, this entails

(N , E)
σ ¬Trpϕq.

Now, since every sentence in Γ is fde-satisfied in 〈N , (E,A)〉, by assumption on the premise

of ¬L, we get 〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ
ϕ ∨

∨
∆. But if 〈N , (E,A)〉

fde
ϕ, then (N , E)

σ
Trpϕq by

Lemma 4.B.3, which is impossible, since (N , E)
σ ¬Trpϕq. Hence we conclude that some

sentence in ∆ is fde-satisfied in 〈N , (E,A)〉.

Conversely, in order to show that the truth-theoretic initial sequent Cons of KFcs, which

recall is

StTr(t),Tr(¬. t),Γ⇒ ∆,¬Tr(t), (Cons)

is classically satisfied in (N , E), we first notice that

〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ

StTr(t),Tr(¬. t),Tr(t)⇒ ∅.

Hence assuming

(N , E)
σ

StTr(t) ∧ Tr(¬. t), which is the case iff

〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ

StTr(t) ∧ Tr(¬. t),

122We avoid mentioning the induction schema employed in the theories, tacitly assuming that the pairing
is as stated in the Corollary.
123We omit free variables for readability.
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it follows that

〈N , (E,A)〉 6
fde
σ

Tr(t), which is the case iff

(N , E) 6 σ Tr(t), iff

(N , E)
σ ¬Tr(t).

The argument for the pair (KFcp,PKFcp) is analogous. Q.E.D.

In order to complete the above picture, one would need to show that KF-systems with

full induction and PKF-systems with additional transfinite induction up to < ε0 have the

same models. In the next Lemma, it is shown that every model of KF is indeed a model

of PKF+. Unfortunately, though, the question whether every model of PKF+ classically

satisfies the induction schema IND will remain open.

Lemma 4.B.9. Suppose (N , E)
σ

KF and put A := NStN ∪ {a ∈ StN | (N , E) |=

Tr(¬. [a])}. Then 〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ

PKF+.

Proof. We check that 〈N , (E,A)〉 is an fde-model for TI<ε0 . Suppose ϕ is fde-

progressive in 〈N , (E,A)〉, i.e., suppose

〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ ∀α ≺ β ϕ(α)⇒ ϕ(β).

By Lemma 4.B.3 and commutation of ∀ with Tr (which we have since (N , E)
σ

KF), we

get

(N , E) |= ∀α ≺ β Trpϕ(α)q⇒ Trpϕ(β)q.

Since (N , E)
σ
TI<ε0 we have, for γ < ε0,

〈N , (E,A)〉 σ
Trpϕ(γ)q,

and therefore

〈N , (E,A)〉
fde
σ
ϕ(γ),
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which is what we wanted to show. Q.E.D.

Open Question 4.B.10. Does the converse of Lemma 4.B.9 hold? That is, given a

model 〈N , (E,A)〉 of PKF+, is the structure (N , E) a model of KF?
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A theory of truth and paradox





CHAPTER 5

Fixed-point models for paradoxical predicates

Abstract. This chapter discusses paradoxes of properties and classes, such as
the Liar paradox, Russell’s paradox, Grelling-Nelson paradox. The main goals
are (i) to spell out a common principle underlying these paradoxes and (ii) to
provide a semantic construction which is general enough to treat them uniformly,
and which has explanatory power as to why certain sentences are paradoxical.
The models presented below are fixed-point models à la [Kri75]. However, unlike
Kripke models, they have enough resources for distinguishing between different
kinds of sentences (e.g., liar-like and truth-teller-like sentences). Moreover, unlike
other fixed-point models that can account for different paradoxical phenomena, the
ones suggested here capture every insight about truth captured by Kripke models,
particularly the idea that truth is consistent and grounded in nonsemantic facts.

5.1. Introduction

Studying the paradoxes of self-reference, Graham Priest pointed out that “when one

meets [them] for the first time, one is struck by the fact that they all appear to be members

of a single family, generated by a common underlying principle” [Pri94, p.25]. Whether

or not there is a single common principle underlying all paradoxes of self-reference is not

an easy question. However, it seems undeniable that some common principle(s) underlie

some of them. For example, well-known paradoxes of self-reference such as the Liar, the

Grelling-Nelson, and Russell’s have arguably several common underlying principles, along

with the fact that they all involve some kind of self-reference. In particular, each antinomy

involves a predicate (truth predicate, heterologicality predicate, and membership relation,

respectively) exhibiting a similar paradoxical behaviour. The main goal of this chapter

consists in spelling out a common principle underlying these paradoxes and in providing a

semantic construction which is general enough to treat them uniformly. The underlying idea

is that we need a theory of paradox, which explains why some statements are paradoxical.
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The existing literature on this kind of paradoxes is overwhelming, and it would be

impossible to compare one’s proposal with all (or even a significant portion of) the oth-

ers. This chapter will focus on approaches involving the very powerful and very popular

tool known as fixed-point semantics, and our starting point will be Kripke’s seminal paper

Outline of a theory of truth (see Chapter 1 for an outline).124 The procedure described by

Kripke for obtaining fixed-point models is versatile, and it can be used to provide a solution

for a number paradoxes of properties and classes. 125

Among the worries raised against [Kri75], one has been mention in Chapter 1, and it

concerns a form of expressive weakness his theory is confronted with. Let us recall that the

problem here, by considering the following list of sentences:

(1) The number 1 is bigger than the number 0.

(2) The number 1 is smaller than the number 0.

(3) Sentence (3) is false.

(4) Sentence (4) is true.

In a nutshell (for details we refer the reader to 1.3.2), although these are different kinds of

sentences, none of the models of [Kri75], on its own, is sharp enough to distinguish between

them. We have also mentioned that a solution to this problem can be found in [Vis84],

where the use of FDE delivers models which are sharp enough to differentiate different

124The literature inspired by [Kri75] is extremely vast. In particular, there is a branch of the literature
related to a Kripkean fixed-point semantics that will not be discussed here. It is the branch that investigates
the addition of a well-behaved (or arguably so) material conditional → to the base language. Extensive
research on this has been carried out by Hartry Field. Combining ingredients of a Kripkean semantics with
some revision theoretic techniques [GB93], his main goal consisted in defining a “nice” conditional satisfying
all instances of the T-Schema, while avoiding revenge phenomena (see in particular [Fie04, Fie08, Fie14]).
For a critical evaluation see, e.g., [RW07, Wel11, Wel14], and for similar investigations see e.g. [Bac13,
Ros16]. An alternative proposal has been recently suggested and defended by [Lei19], where the added
conditional, although not delivering every instance of the T-Schema, improves the behaviour of the Fieldian
conditional.
125The seminal papers for the consistent fixed-point semantics in philosophical logic are [Kri75] and
[MW75], both concentrating on the Liar paradox and on models for the truth-predicate (the latter applied
Zorn’s lemma to obtain maximal fixed points). This method was then adapted e.g. by [Mad83] to the case
of classes by allowing gaps in the membership relation. As reported by [Fef84], this kind of construction
for type-free theories of predication and classes, where the inductive method of building fixed-point models
is used, were introduced much earlier by Fitch and Gilmore, e.g. [Fit48], [Gil74], [Fit80]. For an excellent
overview on the historical and technical development of the fixed-point semantics, see [Can09, §§4-5].
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kinds of sentences. However, the question whether the use of FDE, whilst delivering more

expressive models, lets us preserve virtues of and insights captured by Kripkean models,

has been neglected in the literature.

In this chapter, we fill this gap, and we show that there is a strong sense in which FDE

models do not preserve important properties of the SK-fixed-points described by [Kri75]:

besides giving up on the consistency of truth (which could already be considered to be a

major departure from SK-models), any FDE-model which is sharp enough for distinguishing

between Liars and Truth-tellers loses a crucial insight captured by the minimal SK-fixed-

point, namely that truth is grounded in nonsemantic facts. That truth is grounded in

nonsemantic facts essentially means that what is true ultimately rests on whether certain

sentences not containing the truth predicate are true.126 As we shall see, in sharp FDE-

models there are ungrounded sentences which are (strictly) true, or (strictly) false. This

creates an important gap within a fixed-point semantics approach, and it gives rise to what

has been labeled Question 4. in Chapter 1, that is

Question. Can we construct fixed-point models which (i) have enough resources for

distinguishing between different kinds of sentences and (ii) can retain the insights about

truth captured by SK-models, particularly the idea that truth is consistent and grounded in

nonsemantic facts?

This chapter will provide a positive answer: using a four-valued but consistent semantics,

it will introduce fixed-point models satisfying both (i) and (ii).

There are two further aspects concerning the semantic construction to be introduced

which are important to emphasize. The first is that it not only differentiates paradoxical

from unparadoxical sentences, but it also has explanatory power as to why certain sentences

are paradoxical. More precisely, it provides an inductive characterization of paradoxical

instance of a predicate, according to which whether a sentence is paradoxical will depend

on a set of base paradoxical sentences. The second aspect is that the new semantics will spell

out a common principle underlying a number of paradoxes involving paradoxical predicates.

126For more on groundedness, see [Yab82], [Lei05], [Hal14, §17].
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In particular, the analysis undertaken below supports the idea that the reason why, e.g.,

liar sentences are paradoxical instances of the truth predicate is the same as the reason

why, e.g., the Russell class is a paradoxical instance of the membership relation. Via

a suitable formalisation of this common underlying principle, it will be possible to treat

various paradoxes uniformly.

Plan of the Chapter. The chapter is structured as follows: §5.2 introduces the kind

of paradoxes we will be dealing with, informally explaining how they are related to each

other. §5.3, presents the consistent and the paraconsistent fixed-point semantics, explaining

in more details the problems mentioned above. §5.4 outlines informally the alternative

semantics, and §5.5 gives it formal expression. This alternative fixed-point semantics will

be compared with the other two companions in §5.6. §5.7 briefly discusses the issues of

expressive weakness and revenge phenomena. The main theorems to come are then proved

in a technical Appendix.

5.2. The paradoxes, an informal sketch

In order to obtain a more general description of the family of paradoxical predicates

considered in this chapter, I consider three representative examples, beginning with the

Liar paradox. It is assumed that the designated objects of the truth predicate Tr, i.e., the

objects to which Tr applies, are sentences. Paradoxical instances of Tr are liar sentences,

that it, sentences of the form

(L) L is not-true.

These sentences cannot be consistently declared true or not-true. Yet why, it may be asked,

Liars cannot be consistently declared true or not-true? Suppose—one can continue—we do

declare L true. If we additionally assumed that a sentence is true iff what the sentence

says is the case, that is if we assumed that

T-Schema: For any sentence ϕ, Trpϕq and ϕ are equivalent,127

127The expression pϕq is a name for the sentence ϕ. On the notion of equivalence more will be said in due
course.
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then we would have to say that L is also not-true, because that is what L says. But if we

do not assume T-Schema, then we could consistently declare L true, or not-true. More

precisely, then, we have that:

Fact 1: Liars, assuming T-Schema, cannot be consistently declared true, or not-true.

Isomorphic considerations hold for what will be called here the membership paradox.128

It is assumed that designated objects of the binary membership relation ∈ are pairs of

objects 〈a, b〉, where b is a collection of objects. I also assume that collections are themselves

objects. Now let {x | ϕ} denote the collection of objects that satisfy ϕ, and assume that

the relation ∈ is such that,

M-Schema: For any property ϕ, there exists a collection {x | ϕ} such that, for any object

a, “a ∈ {x | ϕ}” and ϕ(a) are equivalent.

Now consider the collection r := {x | x /∈ x}. Assuming M-Schema, the following are

equivalent:

{x | x /∈ x} ∈ {x | x /∈ x} and {x | x /∈ x} /∈ {x | x /∈ x}.

It follows that r cannot consistently be declared member or not-member of itself. In other

words, the pair 〈r, r〉 is a paradoxical instance of ∈. However, if we do not assume M-

Schema, nothing prevents us from saying that r ∈ r or that r /∈ r.129 Hence, more

precisely:

128I avoid using the label ‘Russell’s paradox’, as the latter has a different flavour, namely the paradox shows
that naïve comprehension is false: it is not the case that for any property ϕ there exists the set {x | ϕ},
otherwise we could construct the set r := {x | x /∈ x} and r ∈ r iff r 6∈ r. In other words, Russell’s paradox
(primarily) shows that r is not an object of set theory. In this regard, it is also interesting to observe that
according to Fitch, Russell’s paradox and the Liar paradox are intimately connected (see also [Chu76]):
“the Russell paradox is the Epimenides paradox in its purest form, since we are provided with a statement
which, on purely logical grounds, is equivalent to its own denial” [Fit80, p.32].
129Needless to say, it would be odd to claim that r ∈ r or that r /∈ r, just as it would be odd to claim that
a liar sentence is true, or that it is not-true. In the first case, it would not be clear what we would mean
by ‘a is a (non-)member of the collection b’, and in the latter it would not be clear what we would mean
by ‘ϕ is true’.
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Fact 2: The collection r := {x | x /∈ x}, assuming M-Schema, cannot be consistently

declared member of itself, or non-member of itself.

A slightly different analysis underlies the Grelling-Nelson paradox [GN07]: the reason

why we cannot consistently declare the heterologicality predicate heterological or not-

heterological is that, by definition, a predicate ϕ(x) is heterological iff ϕ(x) is not ϕ.130

Hence:

Fact 3: ‘Heterological’, by definition of ‘x is heterological’, cannot be consistently de-

clared heterological, or not-heterological.

To generalize then, this chapter deals with those paradoxes involving a predicate P which

has paradoxical instances among its designated objects. These instances are paradoxical

in the sense that they cannot consistently be declared P or not-P . Or more precisely,

assuming some basic principle(s) about P , there are objects a for which the claims “a is

P ” and “a is not-P ” are equivalent.

5.3. Fixed-point semantics, and its philosophical issues

This section discusses the two influential solutions to the kind of paradox mentioned

above, i.e., the consistent and the paraconsistent fixed-point semantics. We assume the

reader being familiar with these solutions. For simplicity of exposition, we keep using LPA
as base language, though no result, nor any philosophical consideration, depends upon using

LPA as base language. We let LP := LPA ∪ {P}. Unless otherwise specified: ‘pathological’

means ‘pathological-but-unparadoxical’; λ and τ are a Liar and a Truth-teller, that is fixed

points of the formulae ¬Tr(x) and Tr(x).131

130For instance, ‘monosyllabic’ is heterological as it is polysyllabic while ‘polysyllabic’ is autological, as it
is polysyllabic. In a formal setting, we understand properties as formulae with one free variable x. To be
more precise (but in this chapter that is unnecessary), properties are expressed by a formula ϕ(x, ~p) with
a distinguished free variable x, and ~p a (possibly empty) set of other free variables (“parameters”).
131The syntactic shape of Liars and Truth-tellers depends on the chosen framework. For example, if
working with an arithmetic base theory such as Robinson’s or Peano arithmetic, they can be obtained via
weak diagonalization: given a formula ϕ, its weak diagonalization is ∃x(x = pϕq ∧ ϕ). To obtain a fixed
point of ¬Tr(x) it suffices to weakly diagonalize ∃y(Diag(x, y)∧¬Tr(y)), where Diag represents, in PA, the
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5.3.1. Consistent fixed-points. Let 〈N, (E,A)〉 be a partial structure expanding N

by an interpretation (E,A) for Tr. Call E (A) the (anti-)extension of Tr. Let VSK
〈N,(E,A)〉 :

LTr −→ {1, 0, u} be the SK valuation function assigning a value to LTr-sentences in 〈N, (E,A)〉.

Let St ⊆ ω be the set of codes of LTr-sentences, and set NSt := ω − St. Then

Definition 5.3.1 (SK-Kripke Jump). The SK-Kripke Jump is a function ΦSK : ℘(ω)2 −→

℘(ω)2 on disjoint pairs (E,A) of subsets of ω defined by:

ΦSK
E (E,A) := {#ϕ | VSK

〈N,(E,A)〉(ϕ) = 1},

ΦSK
A (E,A) := {#ϕ | VSK

〈N,(E,A)〉(ϕ) = 0} ∪NSt,

ΦSK(E,A) := (ΦSK
E (E,A),ΦSK

A (E,A)).

The operator ΦSK can be shown to have fixed-points, i.e., pairs (E,A) such that (E,A) =

ΦSK(E,A).132 In particular, there exists a least (or minimal)133 fixed-point (Eµ, Aµ) which

is contained in every other fixed-point (Eκ, Aκ), in the sense that Eµ ⊆ Eκ and Aµ ⊆ Aκ.

Structures 〈N, (E,A)〉 such that (E,A) = ΦSK(E,A) will be called consistent (or SK) fixed-

point models (or just fixed-points) for LTr, as no sentence in this structures is both true

and false. That is to say, fixed-points of ΦSK satisfy the condition

E ∩A = ∅.

Using the class of fixed-points of ΦSK, one can differentiate between paradoxical and patho-

logical instances of Tr as follows. Paradoxical instances are undefined everywhere, that

is, they are outside the interpretation of Tr in every fixed-point (cf. [Kri75, p. 708]).

Pathological-but-unparadoxical instances, on the contrary, are true or false somewhere,

p.r. function diag mapping the code of each formula to the code of its diagonalization. We shall come back
to this in Chapter 8.
132Indeed, given a sound interpretation of Tr, that is an interpretation (E,A) such that both E ⊆ ΦSK

E and
A ⊆ ΦSK

A , we can obtain a fixed-point by iterating ΦSK on this pair transfinitely many times (see e.g. [Fit86]
for details).
133I will often use ‘minimal’ instead of the more precise, but in the present context less common, ‘least’
fixed-point.
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that is, they are inside the interpretation of Tr in some fixed-point, but they are undefined

in the minimal fixed-point.134

The apparent problem with this characterization is that we need a “metamodel” of the

various fixed-point models to differentiate different kinds of sentences. There is no single

model that can see the difference between paradoxical instances, pathological instances, and

simple truths and falsities. For instance, if we take the minimal fixed-point of ΦSK, then it

can be observed that this model does not see the difference between Liars and Truth-tellers,

as they are all simply undefined and they are all simply outside the interpretation of Tr.

And if we take a fixed-point of ΦSK such that (some) Truth-tellers are, say, in the extension

of Tr, then this model would not know the difference between such pathological sentences

and other sentences which are simply true.135

The minimal fixed-point is usually taken to be particularly interesting. For example,

Kripke described the minimal fixed-point of ΦSK as “probably the most natural model for

the intuitive concept of truth” [Kri75, p. 708]. Yet, a natural requirement for a natural

model of the intuitive concept of truth seems to be that it be able, as we are, to know the

difference between paradoxical sentences (culprit of giving rise to the Liar paradox) and

pathological ones (more innocuous sentences, not implying any inconsistency).136 Albert

134It is possible to make finer-grained distinctions between sentences. For example, there are sentences
which have an intrinsic truth-value, or ungrounded sentences which have always the same value in all
fixed-points where they have one, but which do not have an intrinsic truth-value. See [Kri75, pp. 708-709]
for details.
135Incidentally, let me remark that a similar problem can be ascribed to revision theories of truth [GB93,
Her82a, Her82b]. Several models have to be taken into account in order to differentiate Liars, Truth-
tellers, and simple truths and falsities. For a comparison between fixed-point semantics and revision theory,
see e.g. [Bur86, Kre09, Wel01].
136A very similar point is made by [Ros19]. Indeed, Rossi’s article appears to have the same motivation
as the present one, even though he restricts the analysis to languages containing a truth predicate. His
goal is to obtain a single semantic evaluation that can differentiate different kinds of pathological sentences.
His framework, however, is very different from the one introduced below. Rossi provides a graph-theoretic
analysis of the paradoxes and, based on an isomorphism about and between semantic graphs, he defines a
canonical evaluation which constitutes the core of his theory. On this evaluation, the value of a sentence is
either a numerical value or a set of equations. The framework introduce below, on the other hand, is a more
familiar Kripkean-style fixed-point semantics, where models are set-theoretic structures built inductively
using a monotone operator on the powerset of ω. In any case, considering the similarity of the motivations
for this project and that of [Ros19]’s, I will refer to Rossi’s paper elsewhere in this chapter in order to
point out some similarities and differences.
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Visser endorsed four valued logics exactly on the basis of such considerations, emphasizing

that “[o]ne attractive feature of four valued logic for the study of the Liar Paradox is

the possibility of making certain intuitive distinctions within one single model ” [Vis84,

pp. 181-182]. Visser is referring precisely to the distinction between Liars and Truth-tellers

(Samesayers, in his terminology). So let us have a closer look at how these four-valued

models overcome the inadequacy of the three-valued ones.

5.3.2. Paraconsistent fixed-points. The consistent fixed-point semantics presented

in the previous section can be generalized to a paraconsistent one.137 Paraconsistent (or

FDE) fixed-point models for LTr are the same kind of structure as consistent fixed-points,

i.e., they are (possibly) partial structures 〈N, (E,A)〉 expanding N with a pair (E,A) inter-

preting Tr. The difference between SK and FDE fixed-points lies in the interaction between

E and A: in FDE models, the intersection between E and A is allowed to be non empty.

More precisely, letting VFDE
〈N,(E,A)〉 : LTr −→ {1, 0, b, u} be the FDE valuation function

assigning a truth-value to LTr-sentences in the structure 〈N, (E,A)〉, we have

Definition 5.3.2 (FDE Kripke Jump). The FDE-Kripke Jump is a function ΦFDE :

℘(ω)2 −→ ℘(ω)2 on pairs (E,A) of subsets of ω defined by:

ΦFDE
E (E,A) := {#ϕ | VFDE

〈N,(E,A)〉(ϕ) ∈ {1, b}},

ΦFDE
A (E,A) := {#ϕ | VFDE

〈N,(E,A)〉(ϕ) ∈ {0, b}} ∪NSt,

ΦFDE(E,A) := (ΦFDE
E (E,A),ΦFDE

A (E,A)).

Also the operator ΦFDE can be shown to have fixed-points (E,A) = ΦFDE(E,A),138 and

it also has a least fixed-point contained in every other fixed-point.139 The class of fixed-

points of ΦFDE, though, is more diverse than the class of fixed-points of ΦSK. In particular,

fixed-points of ΦFDE may but need not be such that E ∩ A 6= ∅, and they may but need

137For an overview on paraconsistent logics, see e.g. [Pri02, Rip15].
138They can be obtained in the same way as one obtains consistent fixed-points, i.e., it suffices to iterate
ΦFDE transfinitely many times on sound interpretations of Tr. Cf. footnote 132.
139Actually, the minimal fixed-points of the SK- and of the FDE-Kripke Jump are identical.
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not be such that E ∪ A = ω.140 For simplicity, however, I restrict my attention to those

models differentiating between paradoxical and pathological sentences, i.e., those having

paradoxical instances in E ∩ A and pathological sentences outside E ∪ A. Hence, when I

talk about FDE fixed-point models, I mean structures 〈N, (E,A)〉 satisfying the conditions

E ∪A 6= ω and E ∩A 6= ∅.

In particular, paradoxical sentences such as liar sentences will be in E ∩A, whereas patho-

logical ones such as truth-teller sentences will be simply outside E ∪A. Consequently, the

differentiation between paradoxical and pathological sentences can be provided within sin-

gle models. FDE fixed-points, in other words, are able to detect paradoxical instances, and

to differentiate them from pathological ones.

However, the price we have to pay for the gained sharpness might be too high. One

problem this approach has to face has been mentioned in the introduction and it will be

discussed in section 5.6—in the comments following Observation 5.6.2 and Proposition 5.6.3.

But another evident problem can be mentioned straight away: we would have to accept

contradictions. We would have to say that something (at the same time, in the same

respect, etc.) is both true and not-true.141 The dialetheic idea, according to which some

contradictions can be true, is not always met with enthusiasm. Saying that something is

both true and false, and more generally saying that something is both P and not-P , is a

claim that not everyone is willing to accept. Be that as it may, as a decorous discussion of

140For instance, the least fixed-point is such that E ∪A 6= ω and E ∩A = ∅.
141A caveat is in order: The authors who first introduced and studied paraconsistent fixed-point models,
[Woo84] and [Vis84] (see also [Fef84, Can96, Lei99]), have not endorsed dialetheism, as they were
primarily interested in the mathematical properties of such constructions (in particular: (i) working with
FDE produces a complete lattice of fixed-points, whereas using SK only gives a semilattice and (ii) it can
be shown that models satisfying gluts are isomorphic to models having gaps). I mention contradictions and
dialetheism because of the way I am treating the pair (E,A) interpreting Tr, i.e., E is taken to contain
everything which is Tr and A everything which is not-Tr. Under this reading (which of course is not the
only possibility), a model where E ∩ A 6= ∅ is ipso facto a model saying that something is both Tr and
not-Tr.
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dialetheism would deserve a separate article, it will not to be discussed here. It will just be

dogmatically assumed that contradictions cannot be true.142

5.4. A new fixed-point semantics, an informal outline

This section outlines informally the new fixed-point semantics, which overcomes the

inadequacies of the semantics presented in the previous section. As already mentioned,

one goal consists in developing a semantic construction to deal uniformly with paradoxes

involving a paradoxical predicate P . Specifically, the aim is to obtain models which know

the difference between paradoxical and pathological instances of P , and which know why

some instances are paradoxical. This section, then, also discusses what qualifies as para-

doxical. In particular, I shall spell out a common underlying principle making, e.g., liar

sentences paradoxical instances of the truth predicate, the pair 〈r, r〉 a paradoxical instance

of the membership relation, the predicate ‘x is heterological’ a paradoxical instance of the

heterologicality predicate, and so forth.

5.4.1. A new structure. In classical first-order logic, the interpretation of a predicate

P is just a single set, E. E is the extension of P , and it contains everything which is P ,

anything else being in the complement of E. Accordingly, we have two truth-values, true

and false, and every sentence has exactly one value: P (t)—assuming for simplicity that P

is a unary predicate—is true (false), precisely if the value of the term t is (not) in E. As

we have seen, this simple picture changes with the fixed-point semantics: an interpretation

for LP is a more complex structure, where the interpretation of P is a pair of sets (E,A).

We still have two truth-values,143 but a different interaction between E and A is then what

distinguishes the consistent and the paraconsistent semantics. In the consistent semantics,

some sentences may lack a truth-value. In the paraconsistent semantics, not only some

sentences may lack a truth-value, but some other may have both truth-values.

142[PBAG06] contains several articles defending the possibility of true contradictions. See also e.g. [Pri06,
Bea09].
143I am interpreting the values u and b as representations of underdetermination and overdetermination,
respectively. Sentences with value u are neither true, nor false, they are underdetermined. Sentences with
value b are both true and false, they are overdetermined. Cf. [Kri75] and [Bel19].
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The fixed-point structure presented below does not just modify the interaction between

extension and anti-extension of P , but it is a new kind of structure altogether: the interpre-

tation of P is not a single set, it is not a pair, but it is a triple; a triple of pairwise disjoint

sets (E,A,X), where E and A are the usual extension and anti-extension of P , and X is a

paradox-set. In other words, an interpretation for LP is a structure 〈N , (E,A,X)〉, where

N interprets LPA, and (E,A,X) is an interpretation of P . This new kind of interpretation

of paradoxical predicates has several virtues, both philosophical and technical. The salient

features of these structures will be presented in some details below, after having provided

a more formal definition. But let me here first concentrate on the philosophical rationale

behind the addition of this third set, and let me mention one important consequence this

has on the set of truth-values.

Looking at the set of designated objects of P , we see that it can be partitioned (infor-

mally) into four subsets:

(i) the set of objects which are uncontroversially P ;

(ii) the set of objects which are uncontroversially not-P ;144

(iii) the set of objects a which are neither uncontroversially P , nor uncontroversially

not-P , and for which the claims “a is P ” and “a is not-P ” are equivalent;

(iv) the set of objects which are neither uncontroversially P , nor uncontroversially

not-P , and which can consistently be declared P or not-P .

This taxonomy should not be surprising, as it is implicitly contained in the fixed-point

semantics analysed above. However, there is an aspect of this taxonomy I would like to

emphasize, namely that there is a sense in which elements of the first three sets (i)-(iii) are

on a par with each other, while elements of the fourth set are not.

Call an interpretation I of P acceptable only if it decides correctly uncontroversial

cases—that is, it declares P elements of (i) and non-P elements of (ii). Since we are

144Arguably, many paradoxical predicates have this property. For example, 0 = 0 can be taken to be
uncontroversially true, my red shirt can be taken to be uncontroversially outside the set of only blue objects,
and so on. If there exist predicates P for which it is always controversial to decide whether something is or
is not P , then these predicates are left out from the present analysis.
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rejecting dialetheism, it can be observed that in any acceptable interpretation of P , objects

which are uncontroversially (not-)P are in the (anti-)extension of P , and objects which

cannot be consistently declared P or not-P are outside E ∪A. However, objects which can

consistently be declared P or not-P are in E in some acceptable interpretations, they are in

A in some other, and they are outside E∪A in some other still. In this sense, one could say

that elements of (i)-(iii) are exactly related to extension and anti-extension of P , whereas

elements of (iv) are loosely related to (E,A). And in this sense, elements of (i)-(iii) are on

a par with each other, while elements of (iv) are not. This justifies the addition of a third

set into the interpretation of P : objects that are related in the same way to P have the

same status in the formal interpretation of P , and each category is contained in one set of

the triple (E,A,X).145

5.4.2. A new truth-value. Having extended the fixed-point style interpretation of a

predicate in this way, what about the semantic values that sentences can take within these

structures? For example, consider a sentence of the from P (t). Clearly, if the value of the

term t is an object which is in the extension of P , then we would expect P (t) to be true.

And similarly, if the value of t is an object which is in the anti-extension of P , then we

would expect P (t) to be false. The questions here are: if the value of t is an object which is

in the paradox-set of P , should the sentence P (t) have a truth-value, and if so, what value

should it have? The present suggestion is that this kind of sentences do not simply lack a

truth-value, nor do they posses a combination of the True and the False. These sentences

have a different truth-value: they are paradoxical.

Paradoxical, in other words, is taken to be a truth-value, and it is not like the value

both-true-and-false of the Belnap-Dunn semantics, which was thought of as a formal repre-

sentation of the presence of inconsistent data.146 Recall, in fact, that according to Belnap,

“[a sentence] is ontologically either True or False, and such ontological truth-values will

145I should mention that the idea of adding a third set for paradoxical sentences is not new. As an
anonymous referee correctly pointed out to me, in the context of semantic theories of truth it was suggested
by Rossi [Ros16], although for different purposes and with a different formal development.
146Similarly, the value u (undefined) only formally represents the lack of truth-values. Compare also [Kri75,
footnote 18].
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receive their due” [Bel19, p. 46] (emphasis in the original). To the contrary, here the value

Paradoxical is taken to be on a par with the values True and False, just as the set X is

on a par with E and A. Following Belnap’s terminology, the present suggestion is that a

sentence is ontologically True, False, or Paradoxical, and such ontological truth-values will

receive their due. It should be stressed that the suggestion of treating Paradoxical as a

truth-value is a consequence of having a triple interpreting a paradoxical predicate, and not

the starting point: since elements of E, elements of A, and elements of X are (in a sense)

on a par, it seems natural to let the truth-value of sentences involving them to be (in a

sense) on a par.

In Metaphysics 1011b25, Aristotle famously stated that

to say of what is that it is not, or of what is not that it is, is false, while

to say of what is that it is, and of what is not that it is not, is true.

Some things are, and some things are not. Investigating paradoxes, we realize that some

things cannot consistently be and cannot consistently not-be. So one could say: To say of

what cannot be and cannot not-be that it is, or that it is not, is paradoxical.

5.4.3. Paradoxical instances. But how should we define ‘paradoxical instance of

P ’? This is a difficult question, as it seems that intuitions about what qualifies as para-

doxical are debatable. Every account of paradoxicality, arguably, will necessarily involve

a degree of arbitrariness. Hence no claim about the optimality of what follows will be

made. Nonetheless, the inductive characterization of paradoxical instances of P presented

below has several virtues, among which that of avoiding some important objections that

Anil Gupta raised against Kripke’s characterization of paradoxical sentences (see [Gup82,

pp. 33-34]).

5.4.3.1. Base paradoxical instances. As mentioned, paradoxical instances of P will be

defined inductively. We thus need a starting point. In other words: we need a set of

base paradoxical instances of P , upon which the paradox-set X can then be inductively

constructed. The definition of base paradoxical instances will be the formal expression

of the informal characterization of paradoxical instances of P given in §5.2. Recall that
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these were described as those elements that, assuming a basic principle about P , cannot be

consistently declared P , or not-P . This principle is of the form

‘a is P ’ and π[a] are equivalent,

where π[a] expresses the condition(s) a has to satisfy in order to be P . Looking more closely

at the sentences giving raise to the paradoxes, it becomes evident that the reason why they

cannot be consistently declared P or not-P is that they are equivalent to the negation of π.

Too see this semi-formally, let e.g. Ht be the heterologicality predicate,147 λ a liar sentence,

and ε̇ the membership relation. By definition,

‘ϕ(x)’ is heterological iff ¬ϕ(pϕ(x)q).

This means that here the principle π states that the formula ϕ(x), in order to be Ht, has

to satisfy the condition ¬ϕ(x). Yet, we have that

Ht(pHt(x)q) is equivalent to Ht(pHt(x)q),

that is, Ht(x) satisfies the negation of π. Similarly, whereas according to T-Schema

for any sentence ϕ,Trpϕq and ϕ are equivalent,

we have that

Trpλq is equivalent to ¬λ.

Similarly again, whereas according to M-Schema

for any property ϕ, there exists a collection {x | ϕ} such that, for any object a,

“a ∈ {x | ϕ}” and ϕ(a) are equivalent.

147It may be worth mentioning that the predicate “x is heterological” is mathematically definable, in
Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory as well as in PA (see [Cie02] for details on the definition (and for a remarkable
semantic proof of Gödel’s second incompleteness theorem via this heterologicality predicate)). The reason
why I use a primitive Ht is to make a parallel between paradoxes involving an arbitrary paradoxical predicate
P , which may be not arithmetically definable—the truth predicate being an example.
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we have that, for ϕ ≡ ¬(x ε̇ x) and a := {x | ¬(x ε̇ x)},

a ε̇ {x | ϕ}︸ ︷︷ ︸
{x|¬(x ε̇ x)} ε̇ {x|¬(x ε̇ x)}

is equivalent to ¬ϕ(a)︸ ︷︷ ︸
{x|¬(x ε̇ x)} ε̇ {x|¬(x ε̇ x)}

In conformity with this pattern, then, base paradoxical instances of P will be defined

as those instances a such that ‘a is P ’ and ¬π[a] are equivalent. The notion of equivalence

between paradoxical instances and the negation of π will be made precise in the next section.

It is important to emphasize that, albeit not encompassing, the informal characteri-

zation of section 5.2 certainly singles out an important class of paradoxical instances of

P . Hence, even though this definition of base paradoxical instances will be incomplete, it

may be seen as a valid starting point that could then be improved. Additionally, the just

mentioned informal characterization provides a general template for arbitrary predicates P ,

and it can be used for defining fixed-point models for arbitrary languages LP. Hence, even

if for each particular paradoxical predicate one could provide more accurate definitions of

base paradoxical instances, the one just suggested here is general enough to be implemented

for an arbitrary paradoxical predicate P .148

5.5. Fixed-point models for paradoxical predicates

This section gives formal expression to the ideas presented in the previous. I begin

by defining a new semantics, and I then define a class of fixed-point models for the truth-

predicate Tr and for the membership relation ε̇. After that, it will be shown how to

generalize the construction for an arbitrary paradoxical predicate P , thereby emphasizing

one important aspect of the construction below: its generality. It will be shown, in fact, that

a structurally identical construction can carried out for an arbitrary paradoxical predicate

P .

5.5.1. SP, the Semantics of Paradox .

148Relatedly, the present construction is compatible with different definitions of the set of base paradoxical
instances, it just needs a definition be given. Hence, even though one might find one specific definition of
base paradoxical instances of P implausible, this does not speak against the construction as a whole, but
just against a particular implementation thereof.
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Definition 5.5.1 (SP matrix). The SP matrixMSP is a triple 〈M,D,O〉, where

• M = {1, 0, p, u} is the set of truth values: true, false, paradoxical, undefined;149

• D = {1} is the set of the single designated value;

• O = {¬̇, ∧̇, ∨̇} is the set of primitive operations defined on M , whose behaviour is

represented in Table 5.5.1.150

Table 5.5.1. Primitive operations

¬̇
1 0
0 1
p p
u u

∨̇ 1 0 p u
1 1 1 1 1
0 1 0 p u
p 1 p p u
u 1 u u u

∧̇ 1 0 p u
1 1 0 p u
0 0 0 0 0
p p 0 p u
u u 0 u u

The truth-tables share two properties with those of FDE.151 First, they are an extension

of SK’s truth tables, in the sense that whenever no component is p, they are exactly as SK’s

truth tables. Second, it can be observed that the interaction between p and a classical value

is the same as the interaction between b and a classical value, in the following sense. Given

a binary operation ◦̇, we have that 1 ◦̇ p = 1 iff 1 ◦̇ b = 1 and 1 ◦̇ p = p iff 1 ◦̇ b = b. Similarly

for the interaction between p and b with the value 0.152 The difference between SP and FDE

lies in the interaction between nonclassical values. In fact, in FDE the functions ∧̇ and ∨̇

on different nonclassical values yield a classical value, namely u∧. b = 0 and u∨. b = 1. Not

so in SP, where both ∧̇ and ∨̇ output u if they are given two different nonclassical values as

input, that is, u∧. p = u∨. p = u. This choice turns out to be convenient (as we shall later

149I am using u as a truth value only for technical simplicity. Philosophically, it only represents the lack of
truth values.
150The operations →̇ and ↔̇ are defined as usual.
151Although they are well known, let us recall that FDE’s truth tables are as follows:

¬̇
1 0
0 1
b b
u u

∨̇ 1 0 b u

1 1 1 1 1
0 1 0 b u
b 1 b b 1
u 1 u 1 u

∧̇ 1 0 b u

1 1 0 b u
0 0 0 0 0
b b 0 b 0
u u 0 0 u

152Observe that u interacts (in the above sense) with classical values just like b and p.
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see in Proposition 5.6.3), but it can be justified independently. Following Kleene, one can

take u to be a value that might change,153 for example, the undefined component of u ∨̇ p

might become 1, 0, or p, and depending on which value u would turn into, the value of u ∨̇ p

would be different. This means that we do not yet have enough information to assign a

value to the sentence u ∨̇ p, and that is why its value is u. Note that, for instance, u ∨̇ 1 = 1

because independently of what value u would turn into, the value of u ∨̇ 1 will always be 1.

To put it differently: we assign a truth-value to a sentences if, and only if, we have enough

information to do so; otherwise its value remains u (which formally represents the lack of

truth-values).

Definition 5.5.2. An SP-interpretation of a first-order language LP containing a k-ary

predicate P is a structure 〈N , (E,A,X)〉 satisfying the following conditions

(1) N is an interpretation of LPA;

(2) E ∪A ∪X ⊆ |N |k;

(3) E ∩A = ∅, E ∩X = ∅, A ∩X = ∅.154

An SP-interpretation is

standard, if N = N;

partial, if E ∪A ∪X ( |N |k;

total, if E ∪A ∪X = |N |k;

Kripkean, if it is partial and X = ∅;155

classical, if it is total and X = ∅.

153[Kle71, p. 334-35] writes that “t, f and u must be susceptible of another meaning besides (i) ‘true’, ‘false’,
‘undefined’, namely (ii) ‘true’, ‘false’, ‘unknown (or value immaterial)’. Here ‘unknown’ is a category, whose
value we either do not know or choose for the moment to disregard; and it does not then exclude the other
two possibilities ‘true’ or ‘false’ ”.
154The definition of SP-interpretation for a language LP based on language L different from LPA and/or
with more than one predicate P is done in the obvious way, that is: an SP-interpretation is a structure
〈N , (E1, A1, X1), . . . , (En, An, Xn), . . .〉 constituted from a total structure N := (|N |, . . . ) for L, together
with n (possibly partial) predicates Pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
155An SP-interpretation is in fact a generalization of the three-valued models defined by [Kri75].
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Let: I abbreviate (E,A,X); N be a model for LPA; LP(N ) be LP expanded by distinct

constants a,b, c . . . for elements a, b, c . . . of |N |;156 tN be the value of the closed term

t ∈ LP(N ) in 〈N , I〉.

Definition 5.5.3. A valuation function VSP
〈N ,I〉 : StLP(N ) −→ {1, 0, p, u}, assigning to

each sentence ϕ ∈ LP(N ) a truth-value in the structure 〈N , I〉, is defined as follows (we

write VSP
I instead of VSP

〈N ,I〉):

(a)

VSP
I (t = s) =

1 if tN = sN

0 if tN 6= sN

(b)

VSP
I (P (t1, . . . , tk)) =



1 if 〈tN1 , . . . , tNk 〉 ∈ E

0 if 〈tN1 , . . . , tNk 〉 ∈ A

p if 〈tN1 , . . . , tNk 〉 ∈ X

u if 〈tN1 , . . . , tNk 〉 /∈ E ∪A ∪X

(c)

VSP
I (¬ϕ) = ¬̇ VSP

I (ϕ)

(d) For ◦ = ∨,∧,

VSP
I (ϕ ◦ ψ) = VSP

I (ϕ) ◦̇ VSP
I (ψ)

156We expand the language to avoid dealing with variable assignments.
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(e)

VSP
I (∃viϕ) =



1 if for some a ∈ N ,VSP
I
(
ϕ(a)

)
= 1

0 if for all a ∈ N ,VSP
I
(
ϕ(a)

)
= 0

p if for some a ∈ N ,VSP
I
(
ϕ(a)

)
= p and

for all b ∈ N ,VSP
I (ϕ(b)) ∈ {p, 0}

u if for some a ∈ N ,VSP
I
(
ϕ(a)

)
= u and

for no b ∈ N ,VSP
I
(
ϕ(b)

)
= 1

Remark 5.5.4.

(i) The interpretation of the quantifier ∃ is disjunctive, in the following sense. Just

as a disjunction ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ∨ · · · ∨ ϕn has value 1 iff some disjunct has value 1, the

sentence ∃vϕ has value 1 iff ϕ(a) has value 1 for some element a. Similarly, just as

ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ∨ · · · ∨ ϕn has value p iff some disjunct has value p an any other disjunct

has value either p or 0, the sentence ∃vϕ has value p iff ϕ(a) has value p for some

element a and value p or 0 for any other element b. Similarly for the values 0 and

u.

(ii) As a consequence of Df. 5.5.3(a) and of the rules governing the connectives rep-

resented in Table 5.5.1, the valuation function behaves classically on the P -free

fragment of LP.

The SP-consequence relation is defined as preservation of designated values:

Definition 5.5.5. Let Γ,∆ be finite sets of LP-sentences. Then ∆ is a consequence

of Γ, symbolically Γ
SP

∆, iff for all valuation VI holds: if VI(γ) = 1 for all γ ∈ Γ, then

VI(δ) = 1 for some δ ∈ ∆.

Due to connection mentioned between the truth-tables for SK and those for SP, the

following observation should come as no surprise:
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Observation 5.5.6. Let 〈N, (E,A,X)〉 be an arbitrary SP-interpretation. Then, for

all ϕ ∈ LTr

VSK
〈N,(E,A)〉(ϕ) = 1 iff VSP

〈N,(E,A,X)〉(ϕ) = 1

VSK
〈N,(E,A)〉(ϕ) = 0 iff VSP

〈N,(E,A,X)〉(ϕ) = 0

Proof. Letting ~t := t1, . . . , tk, it suffices to notice that VSK
〈N,(E,A)〉(P (~t)) = 1 (0) iff

〈tN1 , . . . , tNk 〉 ∈ E (A) iff VSP
〈N,(E,A,X)〉(P (~t)) = 1 (0), and then continue by a straightforward

induction on ϕ. Q.E.D.

SP-models, then, are closely related to SK-models. They agree on what is true and

on what is false. The difference between them is that sentences which are undefined in

a SK-model can be paradoxical in a SP-model. This simple observation turns out to be

important for a number of reasons. The first is that it implies that the logic of SP is simply

SK, which is why I am talking about semantics of paradox instead of logic of paradox. This

is the content of the following

Lemma 5.5.7. Γ
SK

∆ iff Γ
SP

∆.

Proof. Suppose Γ
SK

∆. We want to show that if every sentence in Γ has SP-value

1, then some sentence in ∆ has SP-value 1. So assume every sentence in Γ has SP-value 1.

Then, by Observation 5.5.6, it follows that every sentence in Γ has SK-value 1, and hence

(since we are assuming Γ
SK

∆) some sentences in ∆ has SK-value 1. The conclusion, i.e.,

that some sentences in ∆ has SP-value 1, follows by Observation 5.5.6. The right-to-left

direction is shown in a similar way. Q.E.D.

If by logic we understand a notion of consequence relation between sets of sentences, then

the logic underlying SP is SK. This means that SP can be seen as a nonstandard definition of

Strong Kleene logic, which is more appropriate for dealing with certain semantic paradoxes.

5.5.2. LTr, and truth-related paradoxes. In this section, we define fixed-point

models for the language LTr. As mentioned, the interpretation of Tr will be inductively
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constructed in stages. The extension E and the anti-extension A of Tr will be grounded

in arithmetical statements, according to the intuition that the status of the claim that a

sentence ϕ is true or false depends on the prior status of ϕ or ¬ϕ.157 The paradox-set

X, following the considerations of §5.4.3, will depend on base paradoxical instances of Tr.

These are defined as those sentences ϕ such that Trpϕq and ¬ϕ are equivalent. Or, to

put it in a more familiar and equivalent fashion, ϕ is a base paradoxical instance of Tr

iff ϕ and ¬Trpϕq are equivalent. Equivalent where, though? What are the scenarios we

are interested in? This question contains de facto two subquestions, the first of which is

whether we take all models for LPA into account or only the standard interpretation. Since

this does not have any philosophical implication in this context, we restrict our attention

to the standard model for the sake of simplicity. The second subquestion is whether we

want to consider all possible interpretations of Tr, or only a subclass of those.

One might e.g. argue that in order for a sentence λ to be a Liar-like sentence, it has to be

always equivalent to ¬Trpλq, no matter the interpretation of Tr. Another intuition might

be that a sentence λ is Liar-like if it is equivalent to ¬Trpλq, while assuming T-Schema.

Indeed, we have seen that without T-Schema in the background, one could not show that

declaring λ true, or untrue, yields an inconsistency. Similarly, one might be interested only

in those interpretations of Tr such that being untrue and being false (i.e., having a true

negation) are coextensive properties,158 or in those making Tr a compositional predicate,

and so forth. Such intuitions seem to be equally plausible, and it goes without saying that

there are several others one can think of. In other words, we can restrict the class of relevant

interpretations of Tr in various ways, and the stricter the restriction, the larger the class of

base paradoxical instances of Tr will get.

One virtue of the framework below is that it is compatible with different characteriza-

tions of base paradoxical instances, hence it will be left open which definition is the most

appropriate. For simplicity, I present only two possible definitions, i.e., I consider only two

157Compare [Soa99, p. 181].
158Observe that if we do not assume that being untrue and being false are coextensive properties, we cannot
argue that a falsehood-teller, that is, a sentence φ equivalent to Trp¬φq cannot be consistently declared
true or untrue. We could only conclude that, assuming T-Schema, that both φ and ¬φ are true.
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classes of interpretations of Tr, leaving other candidates for future research. The major dif-

ference between the two options suggested below concerns the status of some paradigmatic

sentences, such as: the McGee sentence µ saying that there is an n such that n iterations

of Tr on µ yields a not-true sentence; a Curry sentence κ, saying that either κ is not-true

or some absurdity (like 0 6= 0) holds; Liar cycles λ1, λ2, . . . , λn where each Liar λi says of

the next Liar λi+1 that it is not-true, and the last Liar λn says that the first Liar λ1 is not-

true.159 As it will turn out, Df. 5.5.10 implies that both µ and Liar-cycles are paradoxical,

whereas Df. 5.5.11 implies that they are undefined.

Let me begin by introducing a notion of equivalence over N, which holds between two

sentences precisely if they have the same value in every expansion of the standard model:

Definition 5.5.8 (Equivalence over N). Two sentences ϕ and ψ of LTr are equivalent

over N, symbolically ϕ ≡N
eq ψ, iff VSP

〈N,I〉(ϕ) = VSP
〈N,I〉(ψ), for all SP-expansions I = (E,A,X)

of N.

Let now an interpretation of Tr be adequate iff, for all sentences ϕ ∈ LTr, #ϕ ∈ Y iff

#Trpϕq ∈ Y , for Y = E,A,X,160 and let A := {I | I is an adequate interpretation of Tr}.

Then

Definition 5.5.9 (Equivalence over adequate expansions of N). Two sentences ϕ and

ψ of LTr are equivalent over adequate expansions of N, symbolically ϕ ≡Aeq ψ, iff VSP
〈N,I〉(ϕ) =

VSP
〈N,I〉(ψ), for all I ∈ A.

These two notions of equivalence yield two different definitions of base paradoxical

instances of Tr, namely:

Definition 5.5.10 (Base Liars). The class Λ of base paradoxical instances of Tr contains

all sentences λ, such that:

λ ≡Aeq ¬Trpλq.

159For a formal definition of these sentences, see Appendix, Proposition 5.5.16.
160Note that this is not equivalent to saying that the interpretation is such that, for all ϕ,ϕ and Trpϕq have
the same value. For instance, the interpretation I defined by E := {#Trip0 = 1q | i ∈ ω}, A := ∅ =: X is
such that #ϕ ∈ Y iff #Trpϕq ∈ Y , for Y = E,A,X, but VSP

〈N,I〉(0 = 1) = 0 and VSP
〈N,I〉(Trp0 = 1q) = 1. An

adequate interpretation can be seen as one which “internalizes” the principle expressed by T-Schema.
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Definition 5.5.11 (Base Liars, alternative definition). The class Λ? of alternative base

paradoxical instances of Tr contains all sentences λ, such that:

λ ≡N
eq ¬Trpλq.

Base Truth-tellers are defined similarly, i.e.:

Definition 5.5.12 (Base Truth-tellers). The class Θ of base pathological instances of

Tr contains all sentences τ , such that

τ ≡Aeq Trpτq.

The class Θ? of alternative base pathological instances of Tr contains all sentences τ , such

that

τ ≡N
eq Trpτq.

Note that Λ? ⊆ Λ and Θ? ⊆ Θ. For simplicity, then, in what follows I often refer only

to Λ and Θ. Having defined the necessary atomic blocks, we can now move on to defining

a monotone SP-Kripke Jump, whose fixed-points will serve as interpretations of Tr.

Definition 5.5.13 (SP Kripke Jump). The SP-Kripke Jump is a function ΦSP : ℘(ω)3 −→

℘(ω)3 on pairwise disjoint triples (E,A,X) = I of subsets of ω defined by:

ΦSP
E (I) := {#ϕ | VSP

〈N,I〉(ϕ) = 1},

ΦSP
A (I) := {#ϕ | VSP

〈N,I〉(ϕ) = 0} ∪NSt,

ΦSP
X (I) := {#ϕ | VSP

〈N,I〉(ϕ) = p} ∪ Λ,

ΦSP(I) := (ΦSP
E (I),ΦSP

A (I),ΦSP
X (I)).

Like ΦSK and ΦFDE, the operator ΦSP can be shown to be monotone and to have fixed-

points. To express this more precisely, given two SP interpretations I and I ′ of Tr, let

I ≤ I ′ be defined as E ⊆ E′, A ⊆ A′, and X ⊆ X ′. Then
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Lemma 5.5.14 (Monotonicity). ΦSP is monotone, i.e., ΦSP(I) ≤ ΦSP(I ′) whenever

I ≤ I ′.

Proof. By induction on ϕ show that, whenever I ≤ I ′, for all ϕ ∈ LTr holds that

if VSP
I (ϕ) ∈ {1, 0, p}, then VSP

I (ϕ) = VSP
I′ (ϕ).

ΦSP’s monotonicity then easily follows. Q.E.D.

As usual, ΦSP’s monotonicity can be exploited to show the existence of fixed-points,

and in particular the existence of a least fixed-point contained in every other fixed-point:

Theorem 5.5.15.

(a) ΦSP has a least fixed-point Iµ which is contained in every other fixed-point. More-

over, VSP
Iµ (λ) = p for all λ ∈ Λ and VSP

Iµ (τ) = u for all τ ∈ Θ.

(b) Any fixed-point Iκ of ΦSP is such that VSP
Iκ (λ) = p for all λ ∈ Λ.

(c) Any fixed-point Iκ of ΦSP is such that VSP
Iκ (ϕ) = VSP

Iκ (Trpϕq), for all ϕ ∈ LTr.

Proof. See Appendix for a detailed proof, where it is shown how to approach fixed-

points from below. Here I only observe that, since the Jump is defined only for pairwise

disjoint triples, it is important to verify that the set Λ does not intersect the extension or the

anti-extension of Tr at any stage in the transfinite sequence leading to a fixed-point. Q.E.D.

We postpone the analysis of the minimal fixed-point of ΦSP to the next section, where

it will be compared with the minimal fixed-points of the consistent and paraconsistent se-

mantics. Let me conclude this section by stating more precisely that, as already mentioned,

the main difference between Λ and Λ? concerns the status of some paradigmatic sentences

such as the McGee sentence, Curry sentences and Liar cycles. So let ΦSP? be defined just

as ΦSP but with Λ? instead of Λ, and let ISP
µ? be the minimal fixed-point of ΦSP? . Then

Proposition 5.5.16. (i) A Curry sentence κ is paradoxical in both ISP
µ and ISP

µ? ; (ii)

the McGee sentence µ is paradoxical in ISP
µ and undefined in ISP

µ? ; (iii) liar cycles are

paradoxical in ISP
µ and undefined in ISP

µ? .
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Proof. See Appendix. Q.E.D.

5.5.3. Lε̇, and the membership paradox. Let me begin by emphasising that the

goal here is not to provide a model for a theory of sets, classes, or collections. The goal

only consists in showing how to define SP-interpretations for a binary membership relation

ε̇ with the same method used to construct SP-interpretations for Tr. That is, the aim is

to define fixed-point models that (i) know that the pair 〈r, r〉 is a paradoxical instance of ε̇

and (ii) are such that the value of t ε̇ {x | ϕ} is the same as ϕ[t/x] for all ϕ ∈ Lε̇.161

For the purposes of this section, assume we have a single device for both naming and

abstraction for Lε̇.162 In particular, for any formula ϕ ∈ Lε̇ with free variables among ~x, ~y,

(pϕq, ~y) serves as an operation in L which abstracts ~x treating ~y as parameters. Define:

ϕ[x̂1, . . . , x̂k, y1, . . . , yn] = (pϕq, y1, . . . , yn)

In particular, for k = 1, I write (possibly n = 0)

{x | ϕ(x, y1, . . . , yn)} = ϕ[x̂, y1, . . . , yn]

The xi’s are considered bound and may be renamed by other bound variables. Let V be the

standard interpretation of L, and let its domain contains codes for {x | ϕ} for any formula

ϕ of Lε̇.163

As above, base paradoxical instances of ε̇ are defined as those pairs 〈t, s〉 such that the

claim t ε̇ s is equivalent to the negation of the principle about ε̇, that is theM-Schema. We

just consider the definition taking all interpretations of ε̇ into account, omitting parameters

for readability:

161For a similar construction, see e.g. [Bra71], [Fef84], [Res17]. In [Bra71], so called class terms are
part of the language.
162[Fef84] defines a precise methodology for such a device. For details, which are not important here, the
reader is referred to Feferman’s article.
163See [Fef84] for details.
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Definition 5.5.17 (Paradoxical and pathological instances). The class R of paradoxical

instances of ε̇ contains all pairs 〈t, {x | ϕ}〉 such that:

t ε̇ {x | ϕ} ≡V
eq ¬ϕ[t/x].

The class S of pathological but unparadoxical instances of ε̇ contains all pairs 〈t, {x | ϕ}〉

such that:

t ε̇ {x | ϕ} ≡V
eq ϕ[t/x].

Observe that 〈r, r〉 ∈ R. In fact, r ε̇ {x | ¬(x ε̇ x)} is equivalent to ¬¬(x ε̇ x)[r/x],

that is to say, r ε̇ {x | ¬(x ε̇ x)} is equivalent to the formula obtained from the negation of

¬(x ε̇ x) by replacing the free variable x by r. More perspicuously, note that

VSP
〈V,I〉( {x | ¬(x ε̇ x)} ε̇ {x | ¬(x ε̇ x) }︸ ︷︷ ︸

r ε̇ {x | ¬(x ε̇ x)}

) = VSP
〈V,I〉( {x | ¬(x ε̇ x)} ε̇ {x | ¬(x ε̇ x)}︸ ︷︷ ︸

(x ε̇ x)[r/x]

)

and since every sentence ϕ is equivalent to ¬¬ϕ, we get

VSP
〈V,I〉( {x | ¬(x ε̇ x)} ε̇ {x | ¬(x ε̇ x) }︸ ︷︷ ︸

r ε̇ {x | ¬(x ε̇ x)}

) = VSP
〈V,I〉( {x | ¬(x ε̇ x)} ε̇ {x | ¬(x ε̇ x)}︸ ︷︷ ︸

¬¬(x ε̇ x)[r/x]

)

In other words, the pair 〈r, r〉 is equivalent to the negation of M-Schema, which in turn

implies that 〈r, r〉 is a paradoxical instance of ε̇.

Let Fml ⊆ |V| consist of all (codes of) {x | ϕ} for any formula ϕ(x) with at most x

free,164 and let NFml be the set of pairs 〈tV, l〉 for l /∈ Fml.

Definition 5.5.18 (Epsilon Jump). The epsilon Jump, ΓSP, is a function on pairwise

disjoint triples (E,A,X) = I defined by:

ΓSP
E (I) :=

{
〈tV, {x | ϕ}〉 | VSP

〈V,I〉(ϕ[t/x]) = 1
}

ΓSP
A (I) :=

{
〈tV, {x | ϕ}〉 | VSP

〈V,I〉(ϕ[t/x]) = 0
}
∪NFml

ΓSP
X (I) :=

{
〈tV, {x | ϕ}〉 | VSP

〈V,I〉(ϕ[t/x]) = p
}
∪ R

164Again, we omit parameters for simplicity.
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ΓSP(I) := (ΓSP
E (I),ΓSP

A (I),ΓSP
X (I))

Lemma 5.5.19 (Monotonicity). ΓSP is monotone.

Exploiting the monotonicity of the Jump ΓSP, we can find fixed-points which yield nice

interpretations for Lε̇. In particular, in these models every sentence t ε̇ {x | ϕ} will have

the same value as ϕ[t/x]. Moreover, these models know that 〈r, r〉 is a paradoxical instance

of ε̇. That is to say, in these models r ε̇ r has value p:

Theorem 5.5.20. Define an interpretation I ε̇ to be sound if I ε̇ ≤ ΦSP(I ε̇). Then

(a) ΓSP has a least fixed-point Iµ such that (i) VSP
Iµ (t ε̇ {x | ϕ}) = p for all 〈t, {x | ϕ}〉 ∈

R, and (ii) VSP
Iµ (t ε̇ {x | ϕ}) = u for all 〈t, {x | ϕ}〉 ∈ S.

(b) Any fixed-point I ε̇κ of ΓSP is such that VSP
Iµ (t ε̇ {x | ϕ}) = VSP

Iµ (ϕ[t/x]), for all

ϕ ∈ Lε̇.

(c) Any fixed-point I ε̇κ of ΓSP is such that VSP
Iµ (t ε̇ {x | ϕ}) = p for all 〈t, {x | ϕ}〉 ∈ R.

Proof. See Appendix. Q.E.D.

5.5.4. Generalizing to LP. Generalizing from the above examples, one can extract

a general method for obtaining a class of SP-fixed-point models for a language LP, for

an arbitrary paradoxical predicate. So let P be a k-ary predicate; let S be the standard

interpretation for LP\{P} containing codes for syntactic expressions of LP; let D be the

set of codes of designated objects of P ; let ND := |S|\D; let π be the principle we associate

with P . Then, as a first step we can define as above the paradoxical and pathological

instances of P :

Definition 5.5.21 (Paradoxical and pathological instances). The class P of paradoxical

instances of P contains all designated objects t1, . . . , tk of P such that

P (t1, . . . , tk) ≡S
eq ¬π[tS1, . . . , t

S
k]
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The class U of pathological but unparadoxical instances of P contains all designated objects

t1, . . . , tk of P such that

P (t1, . . . , tk) ≡S
eq π[tS1, . . . , t

S
k]

Definition 5.5.22 (P -Jump). The P-Jump, ΠSP, is a function on pairwise disjoint

triples (E,A,X) = I defined by:

ΠSP
E (I) := {〈tS1, . . . , tSk〉 ∈ D | V〈S,I〉(π[tS1, . . . , t

S
k]) = 1}

ΠSP
A (I) := {〈tS1, . . . , tSk〉 ∈ D | V〈S,I〉(π[tS1, . . . , t

S
k]) = 0} ∪ND

ΠSP
X (I) := {〈tS1, . . . , tSk〉 ∈ D | V〈S,I〉(π[tS1, . . . , t

S
k]) = p} ∪ P

ΠSP(I) := (ΠSP
E (I),ΠSP

A (I),ΠSP
X (I))

It is not difficult to verify that ΠSP is monotone, and that it has fixed-points, among

which a least fixed-point differentiating between paradoxical and pathological instances of

P . Also, applying this definition, one can define fixed-point models for LHt
165 within which:

(i) the value of Ht(pϕ(x)q) is the same as ¬ϕ(pϕ(x)q) for all ϕ(x); (ii) #Ht(x) is element

of the paradox set interpreting Ht.

5.6. Analysis and comparison of models for truth

This section focuses on the truth predicate, and it compares the minimal fixed-points

of the three semantics introduced above. The reason for concentrating on the minimal

fixed-points is that, as suggested by [Kri75, p. 708], the minimal fixed-point is probably

the most natural model for the intuitive concept of truth. The reason for concentrating on

the truth predicate is that the majority of the investigations mentioned above also focuses

on languages containing Tr. Nonetheless, even though the analysis will focus on models for

LTr, similar remarks hold for an arbitrary LP.

As mentioned, the minimal fixed-point of ΦFDE is not a dialetheic model, as E∩A = ∅.

But, as mentioned, here we are interested in those FDE models having Liars in E ∩A and

165Recall that Ht is the heterologicality predicate.
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Truth-tellers outside E ∪A. In other words, we are interested in those fixed-points of ΦFDE

that are obtained by iterating the Jump on interpretations declaring Liars both true and

false. Formally, this can be obtained by modifying Definition 5.3.2 of the FDE-Kripke Jump

as follows. As in Definition 5.5.10, define ΛFDE to be the set of sentences λ such that λ and

¬Trpλq are equivalent in every standard FDE model 〈N, (E,A)〉, such that #ϕ ∈ E (A)

iff #Trpϕq ∈ E (A). Then, hoping that keeping the same notation for this Jump will not

cause any confusion, define ΦFDE as follows:

ΦFDE
E (E,A) := {#ϕ | VFDE

〈N ,(E,A)〉(ϕ) ∈ {1, b}} ∪ ΛFDE,

ΦFDE
A (E,A) := {#ϕ | VFDE

〈N ,(E,A)〉(ϕ) ∈ {0, b}} ∪ ΛFDE ∪NSt,

ΦFDE(E,A) := (ΦFDE
E (E,A),ΦFDE

A (E,A)).

Notation 5.6.1. The minimal fixed-points of ΦSP, ΦSK, and ΦFDE will be denoted by

ISP
µ , ISK

µ , and IFDE
µ , respectively, or sometimes (ESP

µ , ASP
µ , XSP

µ ), (ESK
µ , ASK

µ ), and (EFDE
µ , AFDE

µ ).

Additionally, for L = SP, SK,FDE and ILκ a fixed point, I write VLµ (ϕ) instead of VLILµ (ϕ).

The first question I am going to consider is what is the relationship between the minimal

SK-fixed-point and the minimal FDE-fixed-point. The latter is sharper, in the sense that it

can detect the difference between paradoxical and pathological sentences. But the disparity

between them is deeper, as these models do not agree on what is strictly true and strictly

false:

Observation 5.6.2. (i) ESK
µ 6= EFDE

µ −AFDE
µ . (ii) ASK

µ 6= AFDE
µ − EFDE

µ .

Proof. I provide two examples. Since Liars and Truth-tellers have value b and u,

respectively, in the minimal FDE fixed-point, it follows that the disjunction λ ∨ τ has

value 1 in the minimal FDE fixed-point. That is to say: VFDE
µ (λ ∨ τ) = 1, and hence

#λ ∨ τ ∈ EFDE
µ − AFDE

µ . However, λ ∨ τ has value u in the minimal SK fixed-point, and

hence #λ∨τ /∈ ESK
µ . Dually, VFDE

µ (λ∧τ) = 0 6= VSK
µ (λ∧τ) = u hence #λ∧τ ∈ AFDE

µ −EFDE
µ

but #λ ∧ τ /∈ ASK
µ . Q.E.D.
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This observation shows that, pace Fitting, FDE-models do not preserve every insight

about truth and falsity captured by SK-models.166 As is well known, one attractive feature

of the Kripkean minimal fixed-point is that what is true and what is false is grounded in

non-semantic facts. What this means is that the truth and the falsity of any statement

ultimately rests on whether certain sentences not involving Tr are true or false.167 This is

an important intuition about the intuitive concept of truth that the Kripkean model is able

to capture. In §5.3.2 it was asked what is the price we would have to pay for the sharpness

obtained with FDE models and it was pointed out that accepting contradictions could have

been already a high price to pay. But Observation 5.6.2 shows that there is a different,

and possibly higher, cost: there are sentences which are strictly true (false) in IFDE
µ , whose

truth (falsity) is not grounded in non-semantic facts. Whether this is a high cost to pay or

not, of course depends on one’s view on groundedness. What is certain, though, is that if

one accepts the paraconsistent semantics, then in order to obtain a sharper minimal fixed-

point model, one has to give up not only consistency, but also the groundedness of truth.

In other words, one can no longer claim that the truth and the falsity of any statement

are grounded in non-semantic facts, and (more generally) one cannot preserve every insight

about truth captured by SK-models. Also, it seems important to emphasize that advocates

of FDE-models are faced with the following additional question: How can we philosophically

justify that sentences like λ ∨ τ are strictly true, or that sentences like λ ∧ τ are strictly

false? Providing a plausible answer does not seem to be an easy task.

But what about the minimal fixed-points of the SK- and of the SP-Jump? Do they

disagree on simple truths and simple falsities? As already hinted at when discussing Ob-

servation 5.5.6, it turns out that relationship between SK-models and SP-models is very

different from that between SK-models and FDE-models. Specifically, the minimal fixed-

points of the SK- and of the SP-Jump fully agree on what is true and what is false, that is,

the extension and the anti-extension of the two fixed-points coincide:168

166Recall (see Introduction) that according to Fitting, FDE “loses none of the original insights” of SK-models.
167For more details on groundedness, see [Yab82], [Lei05], [Hal14, §17].
168As [Ros19, Proposition 4.29] noticed, this result does not hold for his canonical evaluation, which
properly extends ISK

µ .
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Proposition 5.6.3. (ESK
µ , ASK

µ ) = (ESP
µ , ASP

µ ).

Proof. Consider the two transfinite sequences leading to ISK
µ and ISP

µ , i.e.:

ΦSK-sequence ΦSP-sequence

(E0, A0) := (∅,∅) (E′0, A
′
0, X

′
0, ) := (∅,∅,∅)

(Eα+1, Aα+1) := ΦSK(Eα, Aα) (E′α+1, A
′
α+1, X

′
α+1) := ΦSP(E′α, A

′
α, X

′
α)

(Eλ, Aλ) := (
⋃
α<λ

Eα,
⋃
α<λ

Aα) (E′λ, A
′
λ, X

′
λ) := (

⋃
α<λ

E′α,
⋃
α<λ

A′α,
⋃
α<λ

X ′α)

Due to Observation 5.5.6, (ESK
α , ASK

α ) = (E′SP
α , A′SP

α ), for all α, hence in particular (ESK
µ , ASK

µ ) =

(E′SP
µ , A′SP

µ ). Q.E.D.

The groundedness property is preserved in the SP minimal fixed-point: only statements

grounded in arithmetical facts are deemed true or false. More generally, Proposition 5.6.3

shows that every insight and every intuition about truth and falsity captured by ISK
µ is

preserved in ISP
µ . It shows that there is a very precise sense in which accepting ISP

µ does

not cause any loss. The minimal fixed-point ISP
µ , it may be said, is essentially a Kripkean

model. But one can also show that, while the new model does not lose any insight about

truth and falsity captured by ISK
µ , it also has some advantages. In particular, unlike ISK

µ ,

ISP
µ is now able to detect (at least some) paradoxical instances of Tr, and to know the

difference between them and pathological but unparadoxical ones.

But what are the paradoxical instances of Tr detected by ISP
µ ? Do these coincide with

sentences which are paradoxical in the sense of [Kri75]? The answer to the last question

turns out to be negative. More precisely, every sentence which is paradoxical in ISP
µ is also

paradoxical sensu [Kri75], but the converse does not hold. To begin with, let me show

that sentences which are paradoxical in ISP
µ are undefined in every SK-fixed-point:

Lemma 5.6.4. Let K be the set of sentences which are paradoxical in the sense of

[Kri75], that is, put K := {ϕ | ϕ /∈
⋃
{E ∪A | (E,A) = ΦSK(E,A)}}. Then XSP

µ ⊆ K.
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Proof Sketch. Consider the transfinite sequence leading to ISP
µ , i.e.

(E0, A0, X0, ) := (∅,∅,∅)

(Eα+1, Aα+1, Xα+1) := ΦSP(Eα, Aα, Xα)

(Eλ, Aλ, Xλ) := (
⋃
α<λ

Eα,
⋃
α<λ

Aα,
⋃
α<λ

Xα)

First one observes that, if ϕ ∈ Λ, then ϕ is undefined in every SK-fixed-point. Second,

by primary induction on α and subinduction on ϕ, show that if ϕ ∈ Xα − Λ, then ϕ is

undefined in all fixed-points of ΦSK. Q.E.D.

Interestingly, though, the Kripkean paradoxical sentences do not coincide with the SP-

paradoxical sentences:

Observation 5.6.5. K 6⊆ XSP
µ .

Proof. I provide an example. Let τ be a Truth-teller and λ a Liar. Then (τ∧¬τ)∨λ ∈

K but (τ ∧ ¬τ) ∨ λ /∈ XSP
µ , as VSP

µ ((τ ∧ ¬τ) ∨ λ) = u. Q.E.D.

Remark 5.6.6. There is an intuitive way to generalize the previous observation: for

any disjunction (conjunction) ϕ∨ψ (ϕ∧ψ) such that ϕ ∈ K∩XSP
µ and ψ is an ungrounded

sentence such that the only classical value it can receive is 0 (1), it holds that ϕ∨ψ (ϕ∧ψ)

is element of K but not element of XSP
µ . A more effective way of putting this is to say

that, just as what is true or false is grounded in nonsemantic facts, what is paradoxical

in ISP
µ depends on Λ. This demarcates the present account of paradoxicality from that of

[Kri75], where what is paradoxical also depends on logic. In fact, note that one reason

why (τ ∧ ¬τ) ∨ λ ∈ K is that τ ∧ ¬τ cannot obtain value 1. And this is a consequence of

using the logic SK.169

The last observation may be seen as an inadequacy of the present construction, as it

may be argued that every sentence in K is intuitively paradoxical, and one might suggest to

169The idea of describing the set of paradoxical sentences as grounded in (or dependent on) Λ was suggested
to me by Johannes Stern, whom I thank. For any inaccuracy in the Remark, I take full responsibility.
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substitute ‘interestingly’ with ‘unfortunately’ in the sentence introducing Observation 5.6.5.

It has already been mentioned that intuitions about what it means for a sentence to be

paradoxical are not as clear as intuitions about what it means for a sentence to be true

or false. But it seems rather unplausible to claim that every sentence in K is intuitively

paradoxical. To mention but a well-known example suggested by Gupta [Gup82], it can

be observed that

∀x¬(Tr(x) ∧ ¬Tr(x)) ∈ K.

Intuitively, though, (or better: according to someone’s intuitions) this law of classical logic

is not paradoxical. So one might want a model within which this sentence is not paradoxical,

but undefined. And indeed, the value of ∀x¬(Tr(x)∧¬Tr(x)) in the minimal fixed-point of

the SP-Jump is actually u. Be that as it may, the claim here is neither that some sentences

contained in K are not paradoxical, nor that every sentence in K is paradoxical. The only

claim advocated here is that XSP
µ singles out an interesting subclass of K—namely, the

subclass given by (i) base paradoxical sentences and (ii) compositional sentences containing

those as components.

Despite these important considerations about pre-theoretical intuitions on paradoxical-

ity, it would certainly be desirable to have a natural fixed-point construction of K. Hence

we leave the following question open for future research

Open Question 5.6.7. Is there a way to obtain a natural fixed-point construction of

the triple (E,A,X), where (E,A) is identical to the minimal fixed-point of ΦSK and X = K?

The present conjecture is that a supervaluational version of SP can serve as a basis for

a positive answer.170

170By ‘supervaluational version of SP’, I mean the following. Let SP− be the three valued semantics
obtained from SP by dropping the value u (note that SP− is nothing but SK with p instead of u). Then
a SP-supervaluation function VSvSP

I : StLTr −→ {1, 0, p, u} can be defined as follow: for v ∈ {1, 0, p},
VSvSP
I (ϕ) = v iff, for all total SP-interpretation I′ ≥ I (see Df. 5.5.2) holds VSP−

I′ (ϕ) = v; otherwise
VSvSP
I (ϕ) = u.
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5.7. Concluding Remarks

The starting point of this chapter has been the question whether we can construct

fixed-point models which have enough resources for distinguishing between different kinds of

sentences and which can retain the insights about truth captured by SK-models, particularly

the idea that truth is consistent and grounded in nonsemantic facts. We have seen that a

positive answer to this question is possible. Specifically,

(i) like SK-models, but unlike FDE-models, SP-models do not satisfy any contradic-

tion,

(ii) the minimal fixed point ISP
µ , like ISK

µ but unlike IFDE
µ , is such that the only

statements it deems true or false are those grounded in arithmetical facts;

(iii) like FDE-models, but unlike SK-models, SP-models are sharp enough to differen-

tiate between paradoxical and pathological instances of P .

Before briefly commenting on revenge paradoxes, a methodological clarification is in

order: the starting point of the above construction has not been the addition of the new

truth-value Paradoxical. The starting point has been the addition of a third set into the

interpretation of P -like predicates (see §5.4.1). The addition of a fourth truth-value, and

the successive development of the semantics SP, has been a consequence of this new kind of

semantic interpretation of a predicate. Of course, while I hope to have provided convincing

philosophical reasons for the introduction of the truth-value p and of the semantics SP,

different semantic schemata could be defined to assign a value to LP-sentences into an

SP-structure 〈N , (E,A,X)〉.

5.7.1. Expressive weakness and revenge. A problem often associated with the

account developed in [Kri75] is its expressive weakness and its non-immunity to revenge

paradoxes.171 The expressive weakness is due to the impossibility of expressing, in the

object language, the semantic fact that undefined sentences are not true,172 or, to use

171See for instance [Bur79].
172Note the difference between ‘not true’, without hyphen, and ‘not-true’, with hyphen. Undefined sen-
tences, even though they are not ‘not-true’, they are ‘not true’. Equivalently, one can say that the object
language does not have a strong negation, but only a weak one. Cf. [Sch10].
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[Sch10]’s way of putting it, something other than true. The revenge paradox then follows:

if one extends the language with a predicate for the new semantic value u, one can construct

so called strengthened Liars or revenge sentences, namely sentences saying of themselves

that they are something other than true (i.e., not-true or undefined). Considerations of

this kind have lead for instance Schlenker to claim that “Kripke’s theory is only successful

for a very small fragment of English”. [Sch10, p. 376]

Let me emphasize that the above objection towards [Kri75] is not related to the ex-

pressive weakness of the object language, nor to revenge issues. The present account suffers

from the same inadequacies: within our object language, we cannot express the semantic

fact that a sentence has value paradoxical or undefined, and if we augmented the lan-

guage with two predicates for the values ‘paradoxical’ and ‘undefined’, we could construct

(via a suitable diagonal construction) revenge sentences saying of themselves that they are

something other than true.173

The revenge of the Liar is a difficult issue, and the literature on it is possibly as vast

as the literature on Liar paradox itself.174 The fact that the construction above is prone

to revenge might be considered a weakness. And that may well be so. However, it should

also be emphasized that, when studying Liar-like paradoxes, there are different projects one

can pursue. One of this consists in developing a sort of universal language with a type-free

truth predicate, in which we can express every relevant notion that is expressible in natural

languages.175 But this is only one goal, certainly not the only one. Kripke, for example,

doubts “that such a goal can be achieved” [Kri75, p. 714], and one might argue that the

ghost of Tarski hierarchy will always be with us, no matter how we try to get rid of it. Yet,

this does not mean that there is nothing more to say about Liar-like paradoxes. To name

a recent example, [Lei19]’s goal “is not any kind of ‘universal language’ with a type-free

truth-predicate, but merely to develop a model-theoretic theory of truth that does a bit

173Let me mention that in [Ros19]’s canonical evaluation, revenge sentences are assigned a set of equations
with no solution in the value space.
174See [Bea07, Sha11, Sch13, MR20] for an overview.
175This hope is what underlies e.g. the view called Embracing Revenge [Coo07, Sch10, TTC16].
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better than Kripke’s and some others’ did” (p. 385). And that was the goal of this chapter,

too.

Appendix

5.A. Proofs

This appendix contains proofs of Theorem 5.5.15, Theorem 5.5.20, and Proposition 5.5.16.

I begin with two auxiliary propositions.

Proposition 5.A.1. For all ϕ ∈ LTr,Trpϕq /∈ Λ.

Proof. Let ϕ be arbitrary. To show that ϕ /∈ Λ, it suffices to define an adequate

interpretation 〈N, I〉 where Trpϕq and ¬Tr(pTr(pϕq)q) have a different value. This can be

defined thus:

E := {#Tripϕq | i ∈ ω}, A := ∅ =: X,

where

Tri(t) := Tr . . .Tr.︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times

(t),

for Tr. representing the primitive recursive function #t 7→ #Tr(t). Q.E.D.

Recall that, given a fixed-point ISP
κ , I often adopt the abbreviation VSP

κ (ϕ) := VSP
ISP
κ

(ϕ).

Proposition 5.A.2. Every fixed-point of ΦSP is an adequate interpretation.

Proof. Given a fixed-point ISP
κ of ΦSP, one has to show that #ϕ ∈ Yκ iff #Trpϕq ∈ Yκ,

for Y = E,A,X. Suppose first #ϕ ∈ Xκ. It follows that VSP
κ (Trpϕq) = p, hence #Trpϕq ∈

ΦSP
X (Iκ) = Xκ. Now suppose #Trpϕq ∈ Xκ, which implies that either VSP

κ (Trpϕq) = p, or

that Trpϕq ∈ Λ. Since by Proposition 5.A.1 Trpϕq /∈ Λ, it follows that VSP
κ (Trpϕq) = p.

Hence, since VSP
κ (Trpϕq) = p, we get #ϕ ∈ Iκ. With a similar argument, one shows that

#ϕ ∈ Yκ iff #Trpϕq ∈ Yκ, for Y = E,A. Q.E.D.
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Theorem 5.5.15.

(a) ΦSP has a least fixed-point Iµ which is such that VSP
Iµ (λ) = p for all λ ∈ Λ and

VSP
Iµ (τ) = u for all τ ∈ Θ.

(b) Any fixed-point Iκ of ΦSP is such that VSP
Iκ (λ) = p for all λ ∈ Λ.

(c) Any fixed-point Iκ of ΦSP is such that VSP
Iκ (ϕ) = VSP

Iκ (Trpϕq), for all ϕ ∈ LTr.

Proof. I begin by showing that ΦSP has a minimal fixed-point. Consider the sequences

ΦSK-sequence ΦSP-sequence

(E0, A0) := (∅,∅) (E′0, A
′
0, X

′
0, ) := (∅,∅,∅)

(Eα+1, Aα+1) := ΦSK(Eα, Aα) (E′α+1, A
′
α+1, X

′
α+1) := ΦSP(E′α, A

′
α, X

′
α)

(Eλ, Aλ) := (
⋃
α<λ

Eα,
⋃
α<λ

Aα) (E′λ, A
′
λ, X

′
λ) := (

⋃
α<λ

E′α,
⋃
α<λ

A′α,
⋃
α<λ

X ′α)

As remarked in the proof of Proposition 5.6.3, due to Observation 5.5.6, (ESK
α , ASK

α ) =

(E′SP
α , A′SP

α ), for all α, hence in particular (ESK
µ , ASK

µ ) = (E′SP
µ , A′SP

µ ). What I have to show

is that, at each α, I ′α is an SP-interpretation, i.e., X ′α ∩ (E′α ∪ A′α) = ∅. Suppose by

i.h. that I ′β is an SP-interpretation. Consider an arbitrary ϕ ∈ X ′β+1 − Λ. It follows that

VSP
Iβ (ϕ) = p, hence VSP

Iβ (ϕ) /∈ {1, 0}, which is equivalent to #ϕ /∈ E′β+1 ∪ A′β+1. So let

ϕ ∈ X ′β+1 ∩ Λ. Since ϕ ∈ Λ, by Lemma 5.6.4 we derive that ϕ /∈ Eµ ∪ Aµ. It follows that

ϕ /∈ Eβ+1 ∪ Aβ+1 hence ϕ /∈ E′β+1 ∪ A′β+1. Since we have shown that the ΦSP-sequence is

an increasing sequence of SP-interpretations, by cardinality considerations it will reach a

fixed-point, that can be shown to be contained in any other fixed-point of ΦSP.176

I now show that VSP
κ (λ) = p for all λ ∈ Λ and for all fixed-points Iκ. So let ϕ ∈ Λ, which

means that ϕ and ¬Trpϕq have the same value in every adequate interpretation. Since ϕ ∈

Λ, we have #ϕ ∈ ΦSP
X (Iκ) = Xκ, which is equivalent to VSP

κ (Trpϕq) = p = VSP
κ (¬Trpϕq).

Since Iκ is adequate by Proposition 5.A.2, we get VSP
κ (¬Trpϕq) = VSP

κ (ϕ) = p.

176Recall that a sequence (xα)α∈On is strongly increasing if for all α, xα < xα+1. The above sequence is
only weakly increasing as for some β we have ISP

β = ISP
β+1 and the sequence remains constant from that

point on.
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I next show that VSP
µ (τ) = u for all τ ∈ Θ. Let τ ∈ Θ be arbitrary, and define

ISK := 〈{#Tripτq | i ∈ ω},∅〉 ISP := 〈{#Tripτq | i ∈ ω},∅,∅〉

ISP is adequate in the sense of Df. 5.5.9. Then consider the sequences

ISK
0 := ISK ISP

0 := ISP

ISK
α+1 := ΦSK(ISK

α ) ISP
α+1 := ΦSP(ISP

α )

ISK
λ :=

⋃
α<λ

ISK
α ISP

λ :=
⋃
α<λ

ISP
α

By soundness of ISK
0 and ISP

0 , we obtain fixed-points, say ISK
ξ and ISP

ξ , identical modulo

XSP
ξ . Since VSK

ISK
ξ

(τ) = 1 = VSP
ISP
ξ

(τ) = 1, we obtain that τ /∈ XSP
µ by contraposition on

Lemma 5.6.4.

The argument for (c) is standard, except that it uses that VSP
Iκ (λ) = p for all λ ∈

Λ. Q.E.D.

Theorem 5.5.20.

(a) ΓSP has a least fixed-point Iµ which is contained in every other. Moreover, (i)

for all 〈t, {x | ϕ}〉 ∈ R, VSP
Iµ (t ε̇ {x | ϕ}) = p, and (ii) for all 〈t, {x | ϕ}〉 ∈ S

VSP
Iµ (t ε̇ {x | ϕ}) = u.

(b) Any fixed-point I ε̇κ of ΓSP is such that VSP
Iκ (t ε̇ {x | ϕ}) = VSP

Iκ (ϕ[t/x]), for all

ϕ ∈ Lε̇.

(c) Any fixed-point I ε̇κ of ΓSP is such that VSP
Iκ (t ε̇ {x | ϕ}) = p for all 〈t, {x | ϕ}〉 ∈ R.

Proof. For (a), we show that every sound interpretation can be extended to a fixed-

point containing it. Intuitively, the claim is that if we start the iteration of ΓSP on a sound

interpretation I ε̇, we end up with an SP-interpretation. To show this formally, consider the

sequence:

I ε̇0 := I ε̇, I ε̇α+1 := ΓSP(I ε̇α), I ε̇λ :=
⋃
α<λ

I ε̇α.
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By transfinite induction on α, we show that any Iα is an SP-interpretation. The crucial

observations is that, for all α,

R ∩ (Eα ∪Aα) = ∅, (5.1)

To show (5.1), one can reason by transfinite induction. For α = 0, suppose by reduc-

tio 〈t, {x | ϕ}〉 ∈ R ∩ (E0 ∪ A0), for some 〈t, {x | ϕ}〉. Assume 〈t, {x | ϕ}〉 ∈ E0. Then

VSP
0 (t ε̇ {x | ϕ}) = 1. By Df. 5.5.17 of R, we obtain VSP

0 (¬ϕ[t/x]) = 1, which is the case

iff VSP
0 (ϕ[t/x]) = 0. But then 〈t, {x | ϕ}〉 ∈ A1 and not in E1, contradicting the soundness

of I0. Symmetrically, it can be shown that 〈t, {x | ϕ}〉 /∈ A0. For α = β + 1, assume by

i.h. that R ∩ (Eβ ∪Aβ) = ∅. Then, if 〈t, {x | ϕ}〉 ∈ R, then Vβ(t ε̇ {x | ϕ}) /∈ {1, 0}, hence

〈t, {x | ϕ}〉 /∈ (Eβ+1 ∪Aβ+1). Since limits are just unions, (5.1) has been established.

The fact that for all α, Iα is an SP interpretation then follows rather immediately. In

fact, suppose that Iβ is a disjoint triple, which implies that every sentence has a unique

value. This immediately yields that Eβ+1 ∩ Aβ+1 = ∅. Now suppose that 〈t, {x | ϕ}〉 ∈

Xβ+1. Then either 〈t, {x | ϕ}〉 ∈ R, which by (5.1) implies 〈t, {x | ϕ}〉 /∈ Eβ+1 ∪ Aβ+1, or

VSP
Iβ (ϕ[t/x]) = p, and hence VSP

Iβ (ϕ[t/x]) /∈ {1, 0}, and hence 〈t, {x | ϕ}〉 /∈ Eβ+1 ∪Aβ+1.

By cardinality considerations, the weakly increasing sequence reaches a fixed-point.

The arguments for the remaining claims are similar to those of Theorem 5.5.15. I

just show (c) and a-(ii), beginning with (c). Suppose 〈t, {x | ϕ}〉 ∈ R. Then, for Iκ an

arbitrary fixed-point of ΓSP, we have 〈t, {x | ϕ}〉 ∈ ΓSP
X (Iκ) = Xκ, which is equivalent to

VSP
κ (t ε̇ {x | ϕ}) = p iff VSP

κ (¬ϕ[t/x]) = p = VSP
κ (ϕ[t/x]).

As for (a)-(ii), we have to show that VSP
Iµ (t ε̇ {x | ϕ}) = u for all 〈t, {x | ϕ}〉 ∈ S. First

notice that S ∩ R = ∅. Then consider the sequence leading to the minimal fixed-point

of ΓSP, i.e., the one starting the iteration of ΓSP on I0 := 〈∅,∅,∅〉. Clearly, for any

〈t, {x | ϕ}〉 ∈ S,VSP
0 (t ε̇ {x | ϕ}) = u = VSP

I0 (ϕ[t/v]). Supposing by i.h. that VSP
Iβ (t ε̇ {x |

ϕ}) = u = VSP
Iβ (ϕ[t/v]), we immediately get 〈t, {x | ϕ}〉 /∈ I ε̇β+1. Q.E.D.

Let ΦSP? be defined just as ΦSP but with Λ? instead of Λ, and let ISP
µ? be the minimal

fixed-point of ΦSP? . Then
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Proposition 5.5.16. (i) A Curry sentence κ is paradoxical in both ISP
µ and ISP

µ? ; (ii)

the McGee sentence µ is paradoxical in ISP
µ and undefined in ISP

µ? ; (iii) liar cycles are

paradoxical in ISP
µ and undefined in ISP

µ? .

Proof. (i) A Curry sentence (with a false consequent) is a sentence κ equivalent over

N with Trpκq → 0 = 1, which in our framework is equivalent to ¬Trpκq ∨ 0 = 1.177 Since

¬Trpκq ∨ 0 = 1 is equivalent over N to ¬Trpκq, it follows that κ ∈ Λ? ⊆ Λ, which in turn

implies VSP
µ(?)(¬Trpκq) = VSP

µ(?)(κ) = p.

(ii) For the McGee sentence,178 let me begin by showing that µ is undefined in the

minimal fixed-point constructed using Λ?. To begin with, µ is equivalent over N to

∃x¬Trf. (x, pµq)),

where f. (x, y) is a function symbol representing the primitive recursive operation

n,#ϕ 7→ #Trnpϕq.

First one shows that µ 6≡N
eq ¬Trpµq by considering an interpretation like

I = (E,A,X) := ({µ}, {Trpµq}, ∅),

and second one notices that by Proposition 5.A.1, for n > 0,#Trnpµq /∈ Λ?. So for any

n,Trnpµq /∈ Λ?. Now if µ has value p in ISP
µ? , then, by Df. 5.5.3(e), for some nk ∈ ω,

VSP
µ? (¬Trf. (nk, pµq)) = p, which is the case iff #Trnkpµq ∈ Xµ? . Since we have just seen

that Trnkpµq /∈ Λ?, it follows that VSP
α (Trnkpµq) = p for some level α in the construction of

the minimal fixed-point. By transfinite induction on α, and subinduction on n, show that

for α and for all n,VSP
α (Trnpµq) 6= p.

To show, to the contrary, that µ is paradoxical in ISP
µ , one shows that µ ∈ Λ as follows:

suppose, for some adequate SP-interpretation I, that VSP
I (µ) = 1. Then VSP

I (∃x¬Trf. (x, pµq))) =

177Note that, since LPA does not have a conditional, the analysis of Curry sentences amounts to an analysis
of Liars with Boolean compounds. See [BGR20] for details.
178It may be worth mentioning that in [Ros19], the McGee sentence has the same status as Liars and
Curry sentences.
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1 iff, by Df. 5.5.3(e), for some n ∈ ω,VSP
I (¬Trf. (n, pµq))) = 1 iff #Trnpµq ∈ A. By ade-

quacy, we have #Tripµq ∈ A for all i ∈ ω hence in particular i = 0, hence µ ∈ A which

is the case precisely if VSP
I (¬Trpµq) = 1. The same argument, mutatis mutandis, works

for the other values 0, p, u. Since #µ ∈ Λ ⊆ Xµ, we have by adequacy of the minimal

fixed-point that #Tripµq ∈ Xµ for all i ∈ ω. Hence VSP
µ (¬Tr(n, pµq)) = p for all n ∈ ω,

hence VSP
µ (∃x¬Trf. (x, pµq)) = p = VSP

µ (µ).

(iii) We show the argument for a 2-Liar cycle, for n Liar cycles the argument being

similar, beginning by showing that they are undefined in ISP
µ? . By diagonalization, find λ1

and λ2 such that

λ1 ≡N
eq ¬Trpλ2q

λ2 ≡N
eq Trpλ1q

To see that λi 6≡N
eq ¬Trpλiq, for i = 1, 2 just consider the following interpretations

〈{λ1}, {λ2}, ∅〉 〈∅, {λ2, λ1}, ∅〉

Hence {λ1, λ2} ∩ Λ? = ∅. It is then easy to verify that {λ1, λ2} ∩ Iα = ∅ for all α leading

to the minimal fixed-point of ΦSP? .

In order to show that λ1 and λ2 are paradoxical in ISP
µ , one first shows that λ1 ∈ Λ. It

then follows that they both have value p in ISP
µ . Q.E.D.

Remark 5.A.3. Observe that λ2 is not element of Λ. Its value is contingent on the

value of λ1.
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CHAPTER 6

Labelled calculus for propositional SP

Abstract. The present and the following chapters are technical preliminaries for
Chapter 8: they develop a labelled calculus for SP that will later be exploited
for defining a labelled theory of truth and paradox. This chapter introduces a
labelled calculus for the propositional fragment of SP, which will then be extended
to first-order setting in the next chapter.

The current chapter introduces a calculus for the propositional fragment of the semantics

SP (see previous chapter), which will then be extended to first-order setting in the next

chapter. A technique often used for providing a proof-theoretic characterization of a n-

valued semantics is the use of n-sided sequent calculi. The intuition behind this strategy

has been nicely summarized in a slogan by Francesco Paoli: “if two-sided sequents are good

for two-valued logic, multiple-valued logics need multiple-sided sequents” [Pao13, pp. 116-

117]. More precisely, while a classical sequent Γ ⇒ ∆ holds (informally) precisely if at

least one sentence in Γ takes value 0 or at least one sentence in ∆ takes value 1, a n-

sequent Γ0| . . . |Γn−1 holds iff there is at least one j < n such that at least one formula in

Γj takes value j. This technique was introduced by Rousseau in the 1960s [Rou67], and

further developed by, e.g., [Car91, BFZ94, BFSZ98, AK05, ABNK07]. In particular,

in [BFSZ98] labelled calculi are introduced: instead of having n-sided sequents, one uses

n-signed (or labelled) formulae. This type of formalism is clearly equivalent to n-sided

sequent calculi [ABNK07]. In what follows, we are going to introduce an axiomatization

of SP in the form of a labelled calculus, as it seems to allow a more intuitive axiomatization

of a given many-valued semantics.179

179This is only a matter of preference. For a 3-sided calculus axiomatizing the SK matrix based on a
different notion of consequence (so called strict-to-tolerant), see e.g. [Rip12, BRT15].
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The idea behind the calculus is fairly simple. We expand a propositional language L

by a set L := {t, f, p, u} of labels representing the truth-values 1, 0, p, u of the SP matrix.

Labelled formulae will have the form ϕθ, where ϕ ∈ L and θ ∈ L. The rules defining the

calculus, then, will essentially describe the compositional nature of SP. The expressiveness

added by truth-value labels is what will allow us to differentiate between paradoxical and

unparadoxical statements, as shown in Chapter 8.

Plan of the Chapter. For the present purposes, it is convenient to work with a

Tait-language, hence the chapter begins by redefining the semantics SP for such a language

in §6.1. Let us emphasize that this does not involve any substantial difference in the presen-

tation of the semantics SP. In other words, skipping §6.1 does not prevent understanding of

the rest of the chapter. §6.2 introduces the labelled language, a semantic evaluation thereof,

and the labelled calculus PCP. Some basic properties of the calculus are then presented in

§6.3.

6.1. SP for Tait-languages

We redefine the semantics SP for a Tait-style language, in which negation is allowed

only in front of atomic sentences, and it is then inductively defined for complex formulae

[Bus98, TS00, Bus15]. So let LT—T for Tait-style—be a propositional language whose

formulae are generated from propositional variables {p1, p1, p2, p2, . . . , q1, q2, . . . } by closing

off under ∧ and ∨. We often omit the subscript from propositional variables, and we

partition them in positive atoms p and negative atoms p. An atom is simply a positive or

a negative atom. We occasionally denote negative atoms by ¬p. The negation operator is

extended to all formulae by defining p to be p, and inductively defining ϕ ∧ ψ and ϕ ∨ ψ

by De Morgan duality:

(i) ϕ ∧ ψ := ϕ ∨ ψ,

(ii) ϕ ∨ ψ := ϕ ∧ ψ.

A valuation function for LT based on the matrixMSP of Df. 5.5.1 is then defined as follows:
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Definition 6.1.1 (SPT Valuation). Let ¬̇, ∧̇, ∨̇ be the operations on {1, 0, p, u} defined

in Definition 5.5.1. An SPT valuation overMSP, or simply an SPT valuation, is a function

VSPT : L −→ {1, 0, p, u} that assign a truth-value to each formula of L, and is such that:

- VSPT(p) ∈ {1, 0, p, u}, for p positive atom;

- VSPT(p) = ¬̇VSPT(p);

- VSPT(ϕ ◦ ψ) = VSPT(ϕ) ◦̇ VSPT(ψ), ◦ = ∧,∨.

Definition 6.1.2. Given two sets of LT-formulae Γ,∆, we say that ∆ is an SPT-

consequence of Γ, in symbols Γ
SPT ∆ iff for all valuations VSPT over MSP holds: if

VSPT(γ) = 1 for all γ ∈ Γ, then VSPT(δ) = 1 for some δ ∈ ∆.

SPT and SP insofar equivalent, as ∆ is a SP-consequence of Γ iff the Tait-translation of

∆ is a SPT-consequence of the Tait-translation of Γ. Let us show this in some details.

Definition 6.1.3 (Tait-translation). Given a propositional language L, we recursively

define a unary function ·T : L −→ LT, called Tait-translation, such that, for any formula

ϕ ∈ L,

ϕT :=



ϕ if ϕ is atom,

ψT if ϕ ≡ ¬¬ψ,

ψT ∨ χT
(
ψT ∧ χT

)
if ϕ ≡ ψ ∨ χ

(
ϕ ≡ ψ ∧ χ

)
,

(¬ψ)T ∧ (¬χ)T
(

(¬ψ)T ∨ (¬χ)T
)

if ϕ ≡ ¬(ψ ∨ χ)
(
ϕ ≡ ¬(ψ ∧ χ)

)
It is then easily observed that

Observation 6.1.4 (SP-SPT equivalence). For ΞT := {ξT | ξ ∈ Ξ},

Γ
SP

∆ iff ΓT
SPT ∆T.

Proof. It suffices to observe that, for any formula ϕ, VSP(ϕ) = VSP(ϕT). Hence

Γ
SP

∆ iff ΓT
SP

∆T. The fact that ΓT
SP

∆T iff ΓT
SPT ∆T is a direct consequence of

the definitions of
SP

and
SPT . Q.E.D.
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Due to this equivalence, in what follows we drop the superscript T for readability, and

we refer to SPT simply as SP.

6.2. The labelled calculus PCP

We now introduce the labelled calculus PCP, propositional calculus of paradox, axiom-

atizing the semantics just introduced.

6.2.1. Labelled language and labelled semantics.

Definition 6.2.1 (Labelled language, propositional). Let L := {t, f, p, u} be the set of

truth-value labels. Let LL be L ∪ L. Labelled formulae, or LL-formulae, are of the form ϕθ,

where ϕ ∈ L and θ ∈ {t, f, p, u}.

The intended meaning of labelled formulae is the following:

ϕt ; ϕ has value 1 ϕf ; ϕ has value 0

ϕp ; ϕ has value p ϕu ; ϕ has value u

Notation 6.2.2. From now on, we letA,B,C, . . . denote LL-formulae, while ϕ,ψ, χ, . . .

denote L-formulae. The Greek theta θ is used as a variable for truth-value labels {t, f, p, u}

and the Greek theta ϑ as a variable for SP-values {1, 0, p, u}; moreover, we adopt the

convention that if θ = t (f) then ϑ = 1 (0), and if θ = p (u) then ϑ = p (u).

Note that any labelled formula is semantically either true or false: ϕθ is true if the value

of ϕ is ϑ and it is false otherwise. Consequently, the semantics for this language will be a

two valued semantics:

Definition 6.2.3 (Labelled valuation function). Let V be a valuation over MSP. A

labelled valuation function (or just valuation) VV : LL −→ {1, 0} is defined as follows:

• VV(A) = 1 iff A ≡ ϕθ and V(ϕ) = ϑ;

• VV(A) = 0 otherwise.
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Definition 6.2.4 (Validity). For a set of sentences Γ, we say that Γ is an LSP-valid, in

symbols
LSP

Γ, iff for each V overMSP holds that VV(C) = 1 for some C ∈ Γ.

Intuitively, LSP simply “describes” SP. For example, consider a conjunction ϕ∧ψ such

that ϕ has SP-value u and ψ has SP-value 1, so that the conjunction will have value u.

Let ϕ6=θi be short for ϕθj , ϕθk , ϕθl (i.e., ϕ6=θi expresses that ϕ does not have SP-value θi).

Then LSP describes this in the sense that we have
LSP

ϕ6=u, ψ 6=t, (ϕ∧ ψ)u. In other words,

LSP has enough resources to express that if a sentence ϕ has SP-value u and a sentence

ψ has value SP-value 1, then the conjunction ϕ ∧ ψ has SP-value u. More generally, LSP

has enough resources to describe the notion of semantic consequence in SP. This means

that ∆ := {δ1, . . . , δm} is a SP-consequence of Γ := {γ1, . . . , γn} in SP if, and only if,

{γ 6=t
1 , . . . , γ 6=t

n , δt1, . . . , δ
t
m} is LSP-valid.

6.2.2. The calculus PCP.

Notation 6.2.5. Recall that we use θi, with or without index, as a variable for truth-

value labels, and recall that the expression ϕ6=θi abbreviates ϕθj , ϕθk , ϕθl . Let us introduce

a further convention that will greatly simplify both the presentation of the calculus and the

arguments for its proof-theoretic properties. Recall that the operation ¬̇ of Definition 5.5.1

has nonclassical values as fixed-points and it swaps classical values. Consequently, the

following pairs of LL-formulae have the same intended meaning:

pt and pf ; p is true pf and pt ; p is false

pp and pp ; p is paradoxical pu and pu ; p is undefined

So if we want to express, in LL, that p has SP-value 1, we can equivalently use pt and pf .

And similarly for the other truth-values. We hence adopt the convention that labels θ act

as a function yielding the SP-value of ϕ. For example, ϕt can denote both ϕt and ϕf .

Definition 6.2.6. The calculus PCP, Propositional Calculus of Paradox, is defined via

the following initial sequents and rules.
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Initial sequents and Cut

Ax Γ, pt, pf , pp, pu
Γ, ϕθi Γ′, ϕ6=θi

Cut
Γ,Γ′

Propositional Rules for classical values

Γ, ϕt, ψt

∨t

Γ, (ϕ ∨ ψ)t
Γ, ϕt Γ, ψt

∧t

Γ, (ϕ ∧ ψ)t

Γ, ϕf Γ, ψf

∨f

Γ, (ϕ ∨ ψ)f
Γ, ϕf , ψf

∧f

Γ, (ϕ ∧ ψ)f

Propositional Rules for nonclassical values

Γ, ϕp, ψp Γ, ϕp, ϕf Γ, ψp, ψf

∨p

Γ, (ϕ ∨ ψ)p
Γ, ϕp, ψp Γ, ϕp, ϕt Γ, ψp, ψt

∧p

Γ, (ϕ ∧ ψ)p

Γ, ϕu, ψu Γ, ϕ6=1 Γ, ψ 6=1

∨u

Γ, (ϕ ∨ ψ)u
Γ, ϕu, ψu Γ, ϕ6=0 Γ, ψ 6=0

∧u

Γ, (ϕ ∧ ψ)u

A derivation in PCP is a locally correct tree with nodes labelled by cedent. A cedent

consists of a set of formulae, and local correctness refers to the rules of Df. 6.2.6. The

intended meaning of a cedent is the disjunction of its members.

Remark 6.2.7.

(i) Note that, by the convention stipulated above, e.g. the cedent Γ, pt, pt, pp, pu is an

instance of Ax.

(ii) The restrictions imposed on Ax is to facilitate proofs of metatheoretic results.

However, in the next section it will be shown that unrestricted version of Ax is

derivable.

(iii) (The extended version of) Ax tells us that every formula has at least one truth-

value, while the rule Cut tells us that every formula has at most one truth-value.
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6.3. Soundness and cut-free completeness

This section shows that the calculus LCP is sound and complete (also without the rule

Cut) relative to the semantics LSP.

Definition 6.3.1. In a rule of inference, formulae in Γ are called side formulae, or con-

text ; formulae in the conclusion which are not in the context are called principal formulae;

formulae in the premise(s) which are not in the context are called active formulae. The size

of a derivation D, |D|, is defined to equal the number of inferences in it. The height of a

derivation D, h(D), is the maximum number of inferences that one can find on any branch

in D.

Definition 6.3.2 (Surface complexity of a formula). The surface complexity of a for-

mula A ≡ ϕθ, denoted by c(A), is defined to be equal to the surface complexity of ϕ,

denoted by c(ϕ). The latter is inductively defined as follows:

(a) c(ϕθ) = 0 if ϕ is an atom;

(b) c((ϕ ◦ ψ)θ) = max{c(ϕθ) + c(ψθ)}+ 1, for ◦ = ∧,∨.

Proposition 6.3.3 (Admissibility of weakening). If PCP n
Γ, then, for A arbitrary

LL-formula, PCP n
Γ, A.

Proof. It follows from the fact that context is allowed in Ax. Q.E.D.

Notation 6.3.4.

- A double line between two cedents, as in

Γ

Γ,Λ

indicates that the lower cedent is derivable from the upper cedent via weakening.

- The notation

Γ I
Γ,Λ
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indicates that the lower cedent is derivable from the upper cedent via a single

application of the rule of inference I plus weakening.

- The notation

Γ ≡
Γ′

indicates that Γ and Γ′ are two notational variants of the same cedent, as for

example are the cedent ∆, ϕ6=t and ∆, ϕf , ϕp, ϕu.

Proposition 6.3.5 (Admissibility of Ax). The cedents Γ, ϕt, ϕf , ϕp, ϕu are cut-free

derivable for all ϕ ∈ L.

Proof. By induction on c(ϕ). As an example, we consider the case ϕ ≡ ψ ∨ χ. We

first form

Γ, ψt, ψf , ψp, ψu

∨t

Γ, (ψ ∨ χ)t, ψu, ψf , ψp

Γ, χt, χf , χp, χu

∨t

Γ, (ψ ∨ χ)t, χu, χf , χp

Γ, ψt, ψf , ψp, ψu

∨t

Γ, (ψ ∨ χ)t, ψf , ψu, ψp, χp

∨p

Γ, (ψ ∨ χ)t, (ψ ∨ χ)p, ψu, χu, ψf

D0

By using i.h. twice on χ and only once on ψ we can form

Γ, (ψ ∨ χ)t, (ψ ∨ χ)p, ψu, χu, χf

}
D′0

Next we form

D1


D0

Γ, (ψ ∨ χ)t, (ψ ∨ χ)p, ψf , ψu, χu

Γ, ψt, ψf , ψp, ψu

∨t

Γ, (ψ ∨ χ)t, ψu, ψf , ψp

≡
Γ, (ψ ∨ χ)t, ψ 6=t

Γ, χt, χf , χp, χu

∨t

Γ, (ψ ∨ χ)t, χu, χf , χp

≡
Γ, (ψ ∨ χ)t, χ6=t

∨u

Γ, (ψ ∨ χ)t, (ψ ∨ χ)p, (ψ ∨ χ)u, ψf

Using D′0 instead of D0, we can form

Γ, (ψ ∨ χ)t, (ψ ∨ χ)p, (ψ ∨ χ)u, χf

}
D′1
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And we finally obtain the desired conclusion as follows:

D1

Γ, (ψ ∨ χ)t, (ψ ∨ χ)p, (ψ ∨ χ)u, ψf

D′1

Γ, (ψ ∨ χ)t, (ψ ∨ χ)p, (ψ ∨ χ)u, χf

∨f

Γ, (ψ ∨ χ)t, (ψ ∨ χ)f , (ψ ∨ χ)p, (ψ ∨ χ)u

Q.E.D.

Lemma 6.3.6 (Soundness). LSP is sound, i.e. whenever Γ := {C1, . . . , Cn} is deriv-

able, then
LSP

C1, . . . , Cn.

Proof. We just consider the rule ∧p as an example. Assume the premises of the rule

are valid, and let V be an arbitrary valuation over MSP. Assume that VV(C) = 0 for all

C ∈ Γ. Then the following jointly hold:

VV(ϕp) = 1 or VV(ϕt) = 1,

VV(ψp) = 1 or VV(ψt) = 1,

VV(ϕp) = 1 or VV(ψp) = 1.

It follows that VV((ϕ ∧ ψ)p) = 1. Q.E.D.

In order to prove the completeness theorem, we first observe that the inversion theorem

holds for LCP:

Theorem 6.3.7 (Inversion Theorem). Let I be a propositional inference of PCP. If

the lower cedent of I is valid, then so are its upper cedent(s).

The inversion theorem can be proved by checking the 8 propositional rules. We now

want to show that that the calculus is complete, in the sense that if
LSP

Γ, then LCP Γ.

The following lemma proves a stronger claim: it will be shown that the calculus is complete

even if we remove the rule Cut.

Lemma 6.3.8 (Cut-free Completeness). Let Γ be a LSP-valid set of sentences in which

there are m occurrences of logical connectives. Then there is a cut-free LCP-derivation D

of Γ containing less than < 3m inferences.
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Proof. By induction on the number m of connectives in Γ. If m = 0, then every

formula in Γ is an atom. Since the cedent is valid, Γ must be an instance of Ax. So suppose

m > 0. If there is a formula of the form (ϕ ∨ ψ)θ ∈ Γ, we reason by cases depending on

the truth-value label denoted by θ. For instance, suppose (ϕ ∨ ψ)p ∈ Γ, and let Γ′ be Γ

without (ϕ∨ψ)p. Since the cedent Γ′, (ϕ∨ψ)p is valid, by inversion theorem it follows that

the cedents Γ′,Ξ are valid, too, where Ξ is a variable denoting the active formulae of the

inference ∨p. Moreover, since the number of connective in Γ′ ∪Ξ is ≤ m− 1, these cedents

are derivable by induction. We can thus derive Γ as follows:

i.h.
Γ′, ϕp, ψp

i.h.

Γ′, ϕp, ϕf

i.h.

Γ′, ψp, ψf

∨p

Γ′, (ϕ ∨ ψ)p

By induction, each upper cedent is derivable with a derivation containing less than 3m−1

inferences, hence we have derived Γ with less than 3m inferences. A similar argument works

for other truth-value labels. This yields a cut-free derivation of Γ with < 3m inferences.

Q.E.D.

Theorem 6.3.9.
LSP

Γ if, and only if, PCP Γ.

An immediate consequence of the theorems of soundness and cut-free completeness is

that Cut is eliminable. In fact, by the soundness theorem any PCP provable cedent must

be valid, and hence it has a cut-free derivation by the cut-free completeness theorem.

Corollary 6.3.10 (Cut Elimination). Cut is eliminable from PCP.

Since the present goal is to axiomatize SP, let us explain how LSP and SP are related

to each other. As mentioned, LSP has enough resources to describe the notion of semantic

consequence in SP, which means

Fact 6.3.11. For Γ := {γ1, . . . , γn} and ∆ := {δ1, . . . , δm} sets of L-formulae,

Γ
SP

∆ iff
LSP

γ 6=t
1 , . . . , γ 6=t

n , δt1, . . . , δ
t
m
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Proof. Immediate consequence of definitions. We have Γ
SP

∆ iff, for all V overMSP,

if V(γi) = 1 for all γi ∈ Γ, then V(δj) = 1 for some δj ∈ ∆, iff for all V overMSP, if VV(γti ) =

1 for all γi ∈ Γ, then V(δtj) = 1 for some δj ∈ ∆, iff
LSP

γ 6=t
1 , . . . , γ 6=t

n , δt1, . . . , δ
t
m. Q.E.D.

In light of this equivalence between LSP and SP, it follows that PCP is sound and

complete relative to SP as well, in the following sense. Let Σt := {σt | σ ∈ Σ}. Then

Γ
SP

∆ iff PCP Γ6=t,∆t.
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CHAPTER 7

Labelled calculus for first-order SP

Abstract. The calculus PCP is extended to a first-order calculus LCP. This will
serve as base logic of the labelled theory of truth and paradox developed in the
next chapter.

Plan of the Chapter. Just as the previous chapter, the present one begin with some

preliminary definitions in §7.1, in particular by redefining SP for a Tait-style language. And

again (except a standard definition of variable assignment and a recursive extension thereof

to all terms), this first section is only a re-presentation of the SP quantified semantics of

Chapter 5. After that, in §7.2 the first-order labelled language is introduced, along with

a semantic evaluation thereof, and the labelled calculus LCP is defined. Soundness and

cut-free completeness are then proved in §7.3.

7.1. Preliminary definitions: Tait-language and semantics

We use a first-order Tait-language. For readability, we keep using the notation L for

denoting the first-order language. L-atoms, or L-literals, comprise positive atoms R(~s), and

negative atoms R(~s). Formulae are generated by closing off under ∧,∨, ∀, ∃. The negation

operator is extended to all formulae by defining: R(~s) to be R(~s); ϕ ∧ ψ and ϕ ∨ ψ as set

in the previous chapter; and

(i) ∀xϕ := ∃xϕ,

(ii) ∃xϕ := ∀xϕ.

Syntactic notions such as ‘free occurrence of a variable’, ‘a term t is free for a variable x

in a formula ϕ’, etc. are standard. We denote by e[t/x] the expression obtained by replacing
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each free occurrence of x by the term t in the expression e. We often adopt the abbreviation

ϕ(t) := ϕ[t/x] when it is clear from the context which variable is being replaced by t.

We next introduce the notion of SPT-structure, which generalizes the one introduced in

Chapter 5 (Df. ??).

Definition 7.1.1. An SPT-structure for L is an ordered pairM : 〈M, ·M〉 such that

(1) M is a non-empty universe of objects (the range of quantification);

(2) ·M is a function interpreting L, defined as follows:

• for a k-ary function symbol f of L, fM : Mk 7→M ;

• for a k-ary relation symbol R of L, RM = 〈RE , RA, RX〉 ⊆ M3 is a triple of

pairwise disjoint subsets of M , i.e. E ∩A = ∅, E ∩X = ∅, A ∩X = ∅;

• for a constant symbol c of L, cM ∈M .

Letting VarL be the set of variables {v0, v1, . . . } of L, and lettingM be an SPT-structure,

a variable assignment overM is a mapping σ : VarL −→M . Given a variable assignment σ

overM, we let σ[vi : a] be the same assignment as σ, except that it maps vi to a. We write

σ[v1 : a1; . . . ; vn : an] to denote the assignment which is just like σ except that it maps vi

to ai for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Definition 7.1.2 (Value of terms). Let: M be an SPT-structure; σ be a variable

assignment over M; TermL the set of L-terms; ConstL the set of L-constants. We extend

σ to σ : TermL −→M recursively on the complexity of terms as follows:

σ(vi) := σ(vi) for vi ∈ VarL

σ(c) := cM for c ∈ ConstL

σ(f(t1, . . . , tn)) := fM(σ(t1), . . . , σ(tn)) for compound s = f(t1, . . . , tn)

Definition 7.1.3 (SPT-valuation function). Let: M be an SPT-structure; σ an as-

signment over M; ¬. , ∧. ,∨. the operations on {1, 0, p, u} of Df. 5.5.1 (SP matrix). An
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SPT-valuation function VMσ : L −→ {1, 0, p, u} assigns to each formula ϕ ∈ L a truth-value

as follows:

(a)

VMσ (R(s1, . . . , sn)) =



1 if 〈σ(s1), . . . , σ(sn)〉 ∈ RE

0 if 〈σ(s1), . . . , σ(sn)〉 ∈ RA

p if 〈σ(s1), . . . , σ(sn)〉 ∈ RX

u if 〈σ(s1), . . . , σ(sn)〉 /∈ RE ∪RA ∪RX

(b) VMσ (R(~s)) = ¬̇VMσ (R(~s));

(c) For ◦ = ∨,∧,VMσ (ϕ ◦ ψ) = VMσ (ϕ) ◦̇ VMσ (ψ);

(d)

VMσ (∀xϕ) =



1 if for all a ∈M,VMσ[x:a](ϕ) = 1

0 if for some a ∈M,VMσ[x:a](ϕ) = 0

p if for some a ∈M,VMσ[x:a](ϕ) = p and

for all b ∈M,VMσ[x:b](ϕ) ∈ {p, 1}

u if for some a ∈M,VMσ[x:a](ϕ) = u and

for no b ∈M,VMσ[x:b](ϕ) = 0

(e)

VMσ (∃xϕ) =



1 if for some a ∈M,VMσ[x:a](ϕ) = 1

0 if for all a ∈M,VMσ[x:a](ϕ) = 0

p if for some a ∈M,VMσ[x:a](ϕ) = p and

for all b ∈M,VMσ[x:b](ϕ) ∈ {p, 0}

u if for some a ∈M,VMσ[x:a](ϕ) = u and

for no b ∈M,VMσ[x:b](ϕ) = 1
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Definition 7.1.4 (Consequence relation). Γ
SPT ∆ iff, for all SPT-structuresM, and

for every assignments overM, it holds that if VMσ (γ) = 1 for every γ ∈ Γ, then VMσ (δ) = 1

for some δ ∈ ∆.

Observation 6.1.4 (SP-SPT equivalence), saying that propositional SPT and proposi-

tional SP are equivalent modulo Tait-translation, can of course be extended to the first-order

setting by extending the Tait-translation function of Df. 6.1.3 as follows

ϕT :=

∃x(¬ψ)T if ϕ ≡ ¬∀xψ,

∀x(¬ψ)T if ϕ ≡ ¬∃xψ.

Due to the equivalence between SP and SPT, in what follows we drop T for readability.

7.2. The calculus LCP

7.2.1. Labelled language and labelled semantics. The labelled language LL, for

L the first order Tait-language, extends Df. 6.2.1 of the propositional labelled language in

the obvious way, i.e. LL formulae have the form ϕθ, where θ is a truth-value label and

ϕ ∈ L. Incidentally, note that every LL-expression is a formula; there is no LL-term. We

keep using the same conventions of the previous chapter (Notation 6.2.2). In particular,

we let A,B,C, . . . denote LL-formulae, and ϕ,ψ, χ, . . . denote L-formulae. Moreover, if

θ = t (f) then ϑ = 1 (0); if θ = p (u) then ϑ = p (u).

Definition 7.2.1 (Labelled valuation function). Given an SP-structure M, and an

assignment σ overM, a labelled valuation function (or just valuation) VMσ : LL −→ {1, 0}

is defined as follows:

• VMσ (A) = 1 iff A ≡ ϕθ and VMσ (ϕ) = ϑ;

• VMσ (A) = 0 otherwise.

Definition 7.2.2 (Validity). A set of sentences LL-sentence Γ is valid, symbolically

written as
LSP

Γ, iff, for all VMσ , VMσ (C) = 1 for some C ∈ Γ.
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7.2.2. The calculus.

Definition 7.2.3 (LCP). The first-order labelled calculus LCP, Labelled Calculus of

Paradox, extends the propositional calculus PCP (in the new language) by the following

additional rules for quantifiers:

Quantifier Rules for classical values

Γ, ϕ(u)t
∀t

Γ, (∀xϕ)t
Γ, ϕ(s)f

∀f
Γ, (∀xϕ)f

Γ, ϕ(s)t
∃t

Γ, (∃xϕ)t
Γ, ϕ(u)f

∃f
Γ, (∃xϕ)f

where u is an eigenvariable, and s an arbitrary term.

Quantifier Rules for nonclassical values

Γ, ϕ(s)p Γ, ϕ(u)p, ϕ(u)t
∀p

Γ, (∀xϕ)p
Γ, ϕ(s)u Γ, ϕ(u)t, ϕ(u)p, ϕ(u)u

∀u
Γ, (∀xϕ)u

Γ, ϕ(s)p Γ, ϕ(u)p, ϕ(u)f
∃p

Γ, (∃xϕ)p
Γ, ϕ(s)u Γ, ϕ(u)f , ϕ(u)p, ϕ(u)u

∃u
Γ, (∃xϕ)u

where u is an eigenvariable and s an arbitrary term.

The notion of ‘LCP-derivation’ extends that of PCP-derivation in the obvious way.

Quantifier rules for nonclassical values mirror the fact that the semantic evaluation

for nonclassical quantifiers (i.e., quantifiers with nonclassical values) combines existential

and universal requirements. For example, the sentence ∀xϕ has value p in M under σ

iff two conditions obtain: for some element a, VMσ[x:a](ϕ) = p, and for all elements b,

VMσ[x:a](ϕ) ∈ {1, p}. Similarly, the sentence ∃xϕ has value p inM under σ iff two conditions

obtain: for some element a, VMσ[x:a](ϕ) = p, and for all elements b, VMσ[x:a](ϕ) ∈ {0, p}. Then,

the left premise of the quantifiers rules says that some element has the required value, and

the rightmost premise says that any other element has the value in the required range.
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Proposition 7.2.4 (Admissibility of Ax, extended). For Q = ∀,∃, the cedents

Γ, (Qxϕ)t, (Qxϕ)f , (Qxϕ)n, (Qxϕ)p

are cut-free derivable.

Proof. We show how to derive Γ, (∀xϕ)6=t, ϕ(s)t for s arbitrary, and then apply ∀t by

choosing s := v /∈ Γ, (∀xϕ)6=t. We first form (u /∈ ∀xϕ, ϕ(s))

D0


i.h.

Γ, ϕ(s)t, ϕ(s)f , ϕ(s)p, ϕ(s)u
∀f

Γ, (∀xϕ)f , ϕ(s)t, ϕ(s)p, ϕ(s)u

i.h.

Γ, ϕ(u)t, ϕ(u)f , ϕ(u)p, ϕ(u)u
∀f

Γ, (∀xϕ)f , ϕ(u)t, ϕ(u)p, ϕ(u)u
∀u

Γ, (∀xϕ)f , (∀xϕ)u, ϕ(s)t, ϕ(s)p

Similarly, we form (u 6≡ y /∈ ∀xϕ, ϕ(s);u /∈ ϕ(y))

D1


i.h.

Γ, ϕ(y)t, ϕ(y)f , ϕ(y)p, ϕ(y)u
∀f

Γ, (∀xϕ)f , ϕ(y)t, ϕ(y)p, ϕ(y)u

i.h.

Γ, ϕ(u)t, ϕ(u)f , ϕ(u)p, ϕ(u)u
∀f

Γ, (∀xϕ)f , ϕ(u)t, ϕ(u)p, ϕ(u)u
∀u

Γ, (∀xϕ)f , (∀xϕ)u, ϕ(y)t, ϕ(y)p

We then continue as follows

D0

Γ, (∀xϕ)f , (∀xϕ)u, ϕ(s)t, ϕ(s)p

D1

Γ, (∀xϕ)f , (∀xϕ)u, ϕ(y)t, ϕ(y)p
∀p

Γ, (∀xϕ)f , (∀xϕ)p, (∀xϕ)u, ϕ(s)t

Now let s be a variable not in Γ, (∀xϕ)f , (∀xϕ)p, (∀xϕ)u. The conclusion follows by ∀. The

argument for ∃ is similar. Q.E.D.

7.3. Soundness and cut-free completeness

7.3.1. Soundness. Let us recall two well-known results that will be used for proving

the soundness of the quantifier rules. First, when evaluating a formula ϕ in a structureM

under some assignment σ, the value that σ assigns to variables which are not free in ϕ is
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irrelevant for the value of ϕ. In other words, the variable assignment only matters for the

free variables of ϕ. That is stated precisely in the following

Lemma 7.3.1 (Coincidence Lemma). Let σ and σ′ be identical except possibly on vari-

ables not free in Γ. Then, for all γ ∈ Γ, for allM, VMσ (γ) = VMσ′ (γ).

Second, consider a term r[t/x] or a formula ϕ[t/x], and consider their value under some

assignment σ such that σ(t) = a ∈ |M|. If we now consider an assignment σ′ := σ[x : a],

then we would expect that the value of r and ϕ under σ′ is the same as the value of r[t/x]

and ϕ[t/x], respectively, under σ. Nothing but that is the content of the following

Lemma 7.3.2 (Substitution Lemma). Let M be an SP-structure, x a variable, r and

t arbitrary terms, ϕ an arbitrary formula, and σ an assignment overM. Then

(1) σ(r[t/x]) = σ[x : σ(t)](r).

(2) If t is free for x in ϕ, VMσ (ϕ[t/x]) = VMσ[x:σ(t)](ϕ).

Lemma 7.3.3 (Soundness). If LSP ` Γ, then
LSP

Γ.

Proof. We consider a few examples, beginning with ∀t. Suppose VMσ (C) = 0 for all

C ∈ Γ. Then VMσ (ϕ(u)t) = 1 for some variable u not occurring in Γ,∀xϕ. By Coincidence

Lemma,

for all C ∈ Γ, for all a ∈M,VMσ[u:a](C) = 0.

By assumption on the premise,

for all a ∈M,VMσ[u:a](ϕ[u/x]t) = 1.

Call σ′ the assignment σ[u : a]. Since u is free for x in ϕ, by Substitution Lemma the value

of ϕ[u/x] under σ′ is the same as the value of ϕ under σ′[x : a] (recall that σ(v) = σ(v) for

variables v). Hence,

for all a ∈M,VMσ′[x:a](ϕ
t) = 1 iff

VMσ′ (∀xϕt) = 1.
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Since u /∈ FV (∀xϕ), it follows by Coincidence Lemma that VMσ (∀xϕ) = 1.

We now consider ∃u. Let M and σ be such that VMσ (C) = 0 for all C ∈ Γ. For u

eigenvariable, we then have, for all C ∈ Γ,

for all b ∈M,VMσ[u:b](C) = 0.

By assumption on the upper cedent,

for all b ∈M,VMσ[u:b](ϕ[u/x]) ∈ {0, p, u}.

Exploiting the Substitution Lemma as above, we derive

for all b ∈M,VMσ[x:b](ϕ) ∈ {0, p, u}.

To conclude the argument, we need to show that

for some a ∈M,VMσ[x:a](ϕ) = u. (∗)

Since we are assuming VMσ (C) = 0 for all C ∈ Γ, by soundness of the upper cedent we get

VMσ (ϕ(s)) = u, for some term s. We obtain (∗) just by setting a = σ(s). Q.E.D.

7.3.2. Cut-free Completeness. In order to prove that LCP is complete, we employ

a proof-search method by constructing so called reduction trees (see e.g. [Sch65, Tak87,

Bus98, NVPR08]). Intuitively, given a set of LL-formulae Γ, we try to build a derivation of

Γ bottom up starting from Γ and working backwards. Essentially, this amounts to closing Γ

under the rules of the calculus. For example, suppose that Γ contains a disjunction (ϕ∨ψ)t.

Since such a disjunction can be derived from the premise Γ′, ϕt, ψt—where Γ′ is Γ without

(ϕ∨ψ)t—we will write Γ′, ϕt, ψt on top of Γ. We then repeat the same process for formulae

in Γ′, ϕt, ψt, that is, given an enumeration of L-formulae, we take the next formula A in

Γ′, ϕt, ψt, and if A can be derived from a rule R, we write the upper cedent(s) of R on top

of Γ′, ϕt, ψt. The same construction is then repeated for every cedent we encounter. If all

goes well, i.e., if the construction halts, we will have a cut-free derivation of Γ. Otherwise,

i.e., if the proof-search fails, then there will be an infinite branch, from which we can read
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off a countermodel for Γ, i.e., an SP-structureM and an assignment σ overM such that

VMσ (C) = 0 for all C ∈ Γ. The next definition defines a precise method for searching a

derivation of a given set of formulae Γ.

Definition 7.3.4 (Reduction Tree of a set of formulae Γ). Enumerate L-formulae

ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3, . . . and L terms s1, s2, s3, . . . . Moreover, enumerate pairs 〈ϕi, si〉 by diagonal

enumeration; each stage in the following construction considers one such pair. Define a

cedent Θ in a derivation to be active if it is a leaf and there is no formula ϕ such that

{ϕt, ϕf , ϕp, ϕu} ⊆ Θ. The derivation tree T of a set of sentences Γ is a tree with nodes

labelled by cedents, such that its root is Γ, and each node is given by executing the following

loop at each stage (we keep using the label T without changing it at every stage):

Loop let 〈ϕi, sj〉 be the next pair in the enumeration, and let A ≡ ϕθi .

Step (1) Modify T at every active cedent containing A by doing one of the following:

Case 1 (a) If A ≡ ψθ, for ψ literal, do nothing and proceed to the next step.

Case 1 (b) If A ≡ (ψ ∧χ)t, every active cedent of the form Γ′, (ψ ∧χ)t is replaced by the

derivation

Γ′, ψt Γ′, χt

Γ′, (ψ ∧ χ)t

Case 1 (c) If A ≡ (ψ∧χ)f , every active cedent of the form Γ′, (ψ∧χ)f is replaced by the

derivation

Γ′, ψf , χf

Γ′, (ψ ∧ χ)t

Case 1 (d) If A ≡ (ψ ∧ χ)p, every active cedent of the form Γ′, (ψ ∧ χ)p is replaced by

the derivation

Γ′, ψp, χp Γ′, ψp, ψt Γ′, χp, χt

Γ′, ψ ∧ χp
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Case 1 (e) If A ≡ (ψ ∧ χ)u, every active cedent of the form Γ′, (ψ ∧ χ)u is replaced by

the derivation

Γ′, ψu, χu Γ′, ψ 6=0 Γ′, χ6=0

Γ′, ψ ∧ χu

Case 1 (f) The cases where A ≡ (ψ ∨ χ)θ are dual to the cases where A ≡ (ψ ∧ χ)θ.

Case 1 (g) If A ≡ (∀xψ)t, then every active cedent of the form Γ′, (∀xψ)t is replaced by

the derivation

Γ′, ψ(u)t

Γ′, (∀xψ)t

where u is a new free variable not yet used in T .

Case 1 (h) If A ≡ (∀xψ)f , then every active cedent of the form Γ′, (∀xψ)f is replaced by

the derivation

Γ′, (∀xψ)f , ψ(sj)
f

Γ′, (∀xψ)f

Case 1 (i) If A ≡ (∀xψ)p, then every active cedent of the form Γ, (∀xψ)p is replaced by

the derivation

Γ′, (∀xψ)p, ψ(sj)
p Γ′, (∀xψ)p, ψ(u)p, ψ(u)t

Γ′, (∀xψ)p

where u is a new free variable, not used in T yet.

Case 1 (j) If A ≡ (∀xψ)u, then every active cedent of the form Γ, (∀xψ)u is replaced by

the derivation

Γ′, (∀xψ)u, ψ(sj)
u Γ′, (∀xψ)u, ψ(u)t, ψ(u)p, ψ(u)u

Γ′, (∀xψ)u

where u is a new free variable, not used in T yet.

Case 1 (k) If A ≡ (∃xψ)θ, the steps are dual to the cases where A ≡ (∀xψ)θ.

Step (2) If there are no active cedent in T , exit from the loop; otherwise continue with the

next loop iteration.

End loop.
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Remark 7.3.5. Keeping the active formula in quantifier rules throughout the reduction

tree is necessary, as we need all possible terms that could let us derive quantified formulae.

The idea behind the proof for completeness has already been mentioned. Let us briefly

recall the standard strategy used in classical logic (see e.g. [Bus98]), since the one presented

below is a suitable modification thereof. Given a cedent Γ, we construct its reduction tree.

If the construction does not end, then there will (by König’s Lemma) an infinite branch

starting with Γ and going up through the tree. The countermodel for Γ is defined from

this infinite branch. The domain of quantification will consist of L-terms, and then one

forces every sentence in Γ to be false. To this end, one let a tuple 〈s1, . . . , sn〉 be in the

interpretation of a relation R only if the sentence R(s1, . . . , sn) /∈ Γ. This way, every atomic

sentence in Γ will be false. A straightforward induction on the complexity of formulae then

yields the desired conclusion.

Due to the finer-grained nature of our semantics, we need to adapt this approach to

our setting. For example, suppose R(s)t ∈ Γ. When defining the interpretation for R, we

certainly want to impose that σ(s) /∈ RE . But then the question arises whether we want

σ(s) ∈ RA ∪RX , or whether we want σ(s) /∈ RM. The answer to this question depends on

whether R(s)f and/or R(s)p are in Γ. Consequently, we have to define RM by a nested if-

else statement, checking whose instances of R(s)θ occurs in some antecedents of the infinite

branch.

Theorem 7.3.6 (Cut-free Completeness). If Γ is valid, then there is an LCP-derivation

D of Γ. Moreover, D contains no application of the rule Cut.

Proof. Let T be the derivation tree of Γ. If the algorithm described in Df. 7.3.4 ever

halts, then T is a cut-free derivation of Γ. In this case we let D = T . What we have to

show is that, by contraposition, if the construction of T never halts, then Γ is not valid.

To this end, we show how to construct a countermodel from the failed proof-search. Since

T is finitely branching, by König’s Lemma it contains an infinite branch B, starting from Γ

and going up through the tree. The countermodel we are after will be constructed using B.
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We let M be the pair 〈M, ·M〉 such that the universe M of M consists L-terms, and

the interpretation ·M is such that for every constant c, cM = c, and for every function

f, fM(s1, . . . , sn) = f(s1, . . . , sn). As for the interpretation of relations, we first divide

them into those that occur B, i.e. relations R(~s) such that R(~s)θ ∈ Γi for some θ and

some Γi of B; and those that do not occur in B. The interpretation for the latter kind of

relations is arbitrary. As for relations R(~s) occurring in B, RM is defined as follows. Let

Γ :=
⋃
i∈ω Γi. Then, for R(~s)θ ∈ Γ, we define RM by cases:

Case (1) If R(~s)t ∈ Γ, then

if R(~s)f /∈ Γ, then 〈s1, . . . , sn〉 ∈ RA; else: if R(~s)p /∈ Γ, then

〈s1, . . . , sn〉 ∈ RX ; else: 〈s1, . . . , sn〉 /∈ RM.

Case (2) If R(~s)t /∈ Γ, then 〈s1, . . . , sn〉 ∈ RE .

Note that, by construction, (RE , RA, RX) is a pairwise disjoint triple.

Finally, we define an assignment σ : vi 7→ vi mapping every variable vi to itself. As a

consequence, since cM = c for any constant, and since σ(vi) = vi for any variable, note

that σ(t) = t for all terms t.

To finish the prove we have to show that M is indeed a countermodel of Γ. This

amounts to proving that VMσ (A) = 0 for all A ∈ Γ. This claim can be proved by induction

on c(A). For atomic sentences, it holds by definition. As an example for complex sentences,

we consider the case where A is a quantified sentence. First, suppose A ≡ (∀xϕ)t. By Case

1 (g), ϕ(u)t ∈ Γ for some variable u. It follows that there is an element in M , namely the

variable u ∈M itself, such that VMσ[x:u](ϕ) 6= 1, hence VMσ (∀xϕ) 6= 1, hence VMσ ((∀xϕ)t) =

0. As for A ≡ (∀xϕ)f , by construction of the reduction tree, for any term s, ϕ(s)f will

eventually be in Γ. By induction, VMσ (ϕ(s)f) = 0, for all s, which is the case iff VMσ (ϕ(s)) 6=

0. Since σ(s) = s for any term s, it follows that for all a ∈ M,VMσ[x:a](ϕ) 6= 0, hence

VMσ (∀xϕ) 6= 0, which is equivalent to VMσ ((∀xϕ)f) = 0. To conclude with an example

involving a nonclassical value, suppose that A ≡ (∀xϕ)u. By the branching generated

by Case 1 (j) we distinguish two options: (i) either ϕ(s)u ∈ Γ for every term s, or (ii)

{ϕ(u)u, ϕ(u)t, ϕ(u)p} ⊆ Γ for some variable u. If (i), then by induction VMσ (ϕ(s)u) = 0 for
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all s, hence VMσ ((∀xϕ)u) = 0. If (ii) then for some a ∈M , namely u, VMσ[x:a](ϕ) = 0, hence

VMσ (∀xϕ) 6= u, which is what we wanted to show. Q.E.D.
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CHAPTER 8

A labelled theory of truth and paradox

Abstract. In Chapter 5, we introduced a nonstandard definition of Strong Kleene
Logic, in order to improve the Kripkean fixed-point semantics. This gave rise,
in particular, to a class of fixed-point models for the language LTr containing a
unary truth-predicate Tr. This chapter presents an axiomatization of these fixed-
point-models, in the form of a labelled calculus. The theory below is also an
axiomatization of the consistent fixed-points of [Kri75], on a par with the theory
PKFcs defined in Chapter 2. Unlike PKFcs, however, the theory below (i) is es-
sentially disquotational and (ii) is able to prove that Liars are paradoxical while
Truth-tellers only pathological.

8.1. Introduction

In Chapter 5, we have discussed the two most popular fixed-point semantics for dealing

with paradoxical predicates, namely the consistent and the paraconsistent fixed-point se-

mantics. To try and overcome their inadequacies, while at the same time combining their

virtues, we have introduced a new class of fixed-point models for “paradoxical predicates”.180

In particular, we have used the Semantics of paradox (SP) in order to construct fixed-point

models for LTr, thereby obtaining a semantic theory of truth and paradox. This theory, we

have seen, has several attractive properties, and it fills a gap within approaches to truth and

paradox based on fixed-point models: using SP, one can obtain a minimal fixed-point which

(i) preserves every insight about truth captured by the SK-minimal fixed-point of [Kri75],

and (ii) is sharp enough to distinguish paradoxical from merely pathological sentences.

As emphasized in the Introduction (see §1.3.3), a desirable property of a semantic theory

is for it to be axiomatizable in a straightforward way. We also mentioned that (unlike some

alternatives) the semantic theory developed in Chapter 5 can indeed be axiomatized (in the

180See 5.2 for a definition of ‘paradoxical predicate’.
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sense of Chapter 4).181 In this chapter, we make good of our promise, and we characterize

the class of standard SP-fixed-points axiomatically, in the form of a labelled calculus. The

theory will be called LTTP, for Labelled Theory of Truth and Paradox.

8.1.1. Informal Outline. Let us here outline the main ideas behind the definition of

the theory LTTP and some of its key properties. The theory LTTP consists of a base theory

of truth LTT, which is then extended to a theory of truth and paradox. The intended models

of LTTP are fixed-points of the SP-Jump ΦSP (Df. 5.5.13), which coincide (modulo the

paradox sets) with the fixed-points of the SK-Jump ΦSK (Df. ??), i.e., with the fixed-points

of [Kri75]. We would like our theory to be a transparent and compositional truth theory,

that is, we would like to obtain a theory such that every sentence ϕ is intersubstitutable

with Trpϕq, and moreover we would like our theory to prove compositional principles for

the truth predicate, such as

a conjunction is true iff both of its conjuncts are true. (8.1)

As we have seen in Chapter 2, PKF-like systems satisfy both desiderata.182 The calculus

presented below, however, differs from PKF in one important respect: whereas PKF is

defined by postulating compositionality principles as axioms and rules, in LTT these will

be derived essentially via quotation and disquotation. More precisely, principles of the form

Tr(x∧. y)t iff
(
Tr(x) ∧ Tr(y)

)t
will not be axioms, but they will be derived using unrestricted rules of quotation (from ϕ

infer Trpϕq) and disquotation (from Trpϕq infer ϕ). Let us see intuitively how this will be

achieved.

181Recall that in §4.3 we have suggested a way to refine the N-categoricity criterion proposed in [FHKS15].
The finer-grained criterion has been called N-categoricity+.
182Other calculi with these properties are, e.g., Horsten’s calculus of natural deduction [Hor09], Kremer’s
Gentzen style calculus [Kre88], Meadows’ tableaux system [Mea15] (Meadows’ work can be understood—
in his own words—“as an an effort to provide a proof-theoretic counterpart to Welch’s game-theoretic
[Wel09]” [Mea15, p. 207].)
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In the two previous chapters, we have developed a framework within which the intended

meaning of an LL-formula ϕθ is that ϕ has (SP-)value ϑ. Moreover, we have seen that

there is an easy way to evaluate these LL-formulae in a two-valued semantics, namely:

ϕθ is evaluated to true if the value of ϕ is ϑ, and it is evaluated to false otherwise. A

disquotational theory over this setting would not be enough for the present purposes (i.e.,

deriving compositional principles from disquotational ones). In fact, by adding schematic

initial cedents (or, equivalently, schematic rules) of the form

Γ, ϕ6=θ, (Trpϕq)θ,

Γ, (Trpϕq) 6=θ, ϕθ,

expressing that every sentence ϕ has the same value as Trpϕq, we would not obtain the

desired generality. Specifically, we could only derive, for instance,

Γ, (Trpϕ ∨ ψq) 6=t,Trpϕqt,Trpψqt.

Bu we could not derive general compositional principles for truth, such as

Γ, (StTr(s∨. r))6=t, (Tr(s∨. r))6=t,Tr(s)t,Tr(r)t.

The issue is that from Γ, (Tr(s∨. r))t we cannot disquote to Γ, st, rt to then quote again and

obtain Γ,Tr(s)t,Tr(r)t, because the expressions st and rt are not LL-formulae—since s and

r are LTr-terms, and not LTr-formulae.

To deal with this problem, however, it would suffice to extend the framework of the

previous chapter and to suitably modify the definition of LL-formula. Thus, the question

is whether we can make sense of expressions such as

sθ

for s an arbitrary term of LTr. Being an LPA-term, s does not have a truth-value in the

model under consideration, hence Df. Labelled valuation function, 7.2.1 cannot be used for

the evaluation of sθ. However, s does have a value in the model under consideration, and
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this value might indeed be the code of an LTr-sentence with a truth-value. This simple

observation can indeed be exploited to extend the semantic evaluation of Df. 7.2.1 in order

to evaluate sθ. Informally, this can be done as follows:

The expression sθ is evaluated to true if s codes a formula ϕ such that ϕ

has value ϑ, and it is evaluated to false otherwise.

With this additional semantic evaluation, the intended meaning of

(StTr(s))
f , s6=θ, (Tr s)θ and

(StTr(s))
f , (Tr s)6=θ, sθ

taken together becomes: if s is a sentence, s and Tr(s) have the same value. This is precisely

what we needed, as we can now reason as follows. From Γ, (Tr(s∨. r))t, we disquote to

Γ, st, rt, and we then quote again in order to obtain Γ,Tr(s)t,Tr(r)t.183

But why introducing this new framework instead of simply adding compositional ax-

ioms? There are two reasons for that. The first is a cosmetic consideration: the number

of axioms would be quite large. In fact, only to axiomatize the compositionality of dis-

junction for the value p, we would already need 6 axioms.184 The second reason is more

substantial, and it connects to a point that we shall discuss more extensively in the con-

cluding remarks: disquotational theories that have been suggested so far in the literature

are too weak to derive compositional principles for the truth predicate, such as (8.1). For

183There is an omission in this sketch on which we shall come back later: from Γ, (Tr(s∨. r))t we can
disquote to Γ, (s∨. r)t. We then need an additional step for getting Γ, st, rt.
184Namely:

Γ, (StTr(x))f , (StTr(y))f ,Tr(x∨. y) 6=p,Tr(x)p,Tr(y)p

Γ, (StTr(x))f , (StTr(y))f ,Tr(x∨. y) 6=p,Tr(x) 6=f ,Tr(y)p

Γ, (StTr(x))f , (StTr(y))f ,Tr(x∨. y) 6=p,Tr(y)6=f ,Tr(x)p

Γ, (StTr(x))f , (StTr(y))f ,Tr(x) 6=p,Tr(y) 6=p,Tr(x∨. y)p

Γ, (StTr(x))f , (StTr(y))f ,Tr(x) 6=p,Tr(y) 6=f ,Tr(x∨. y)p

Γ, (StTr(x))f , (StTr(y))f ,Tr(x) 6=f ,Tr(y) 6=p,Tr(x∨. y)p
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this reason, disquotational theories are often considered unsatisfactory.185 It seems thus

important to investigate alternative frameworks that allow one to derive compositionality

via quotation and disquotation. As it will be discussed more extensively below, since LTTP

is essentially disquotational, it might play an important role for disquotationalism.186

Another important aspect of the “truth-theoretic fragment of LTTP”, that is, the theory

LTT not involving the theory of paradox, is that it is an axiomatization of the fixed-points

of [Kri75]. More precisely, it will be shown (Fixed-point models theorem, 8.3.12) that

(i) whenever 〈N, (E,A,X)〉 is a model of LTT, then (E,A) is a fixed-point of the

Kripke Jump ΦSK, and

(ii) conversely, whenever (E,A) is a fixed-point of the Kripke Jump ΦSK, then the

structure 〈N, (E,A,X)〉 is a model of LTT (for X an arbitrary set disjoint from

(E ∪A).

This result is essentially due to the connection between SP-fixed-points and SK-fixed-points

established in Proposition 5.6.3, according to which the minimal fixed-point of the SK-Jump

and the minimal fixed-point of the SP-Jump agree of what is true and on what is false. In

other words the SP-minimal fixed-point—which is the intended model of LTTP—is just like

the minimal fixed-point of [Kri75], but with the additional paradox-set in the interpretation

for Tr.

Lastly, the theory LTT will be extended to a theory of paradox that distinguishes

between paradoxical and merely pathological sentences. Recall that in §5.5.2 we have seen

two alternative definitions of what has been called ‘atomic paradoxical sentences’. One

of these alternatives defines a sentence λ to be paradoxical iff λ is always (i.e., in every

SP-expansion of N) equivalent to ¬Trpλq. The idea behind the definition of LTTP consists

in turning this notion of semantic equivalence across models into a suitable notion of proof-

theoretic equivalence. That is to say, λ will be defined to be paradoxical if it is provably

185Unless one combines disquotation with some additional principles. For example, uniform reflection can
be used to derive compositional principles from disquotational ones ([HL17], [FNH17]).
186‘Essentially’, because the theory below is not purely disquotational (it postulates that Tr distributes
over quantifiers). See Remark 8.3.10.
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equivalent to ¬Trpλq in some minimal theory whose models coincide with the entire class

of SP-expansion of N.

Plan of the Chapter. We begin in §8.2 by (i) redefining the notion of labelled

formula in order to obtain a language expressive enough for our purposes, (ii) extending

the semantic evaluation (Df. 7.2.1) in order to handle the new kind of of labelled-formulae,

(iii) developing a theory of syntax. In §8.3 we define a theory of truth LTT and show that

extension and anti-extension of its models coincide with the fixed-point of ΦSK and hence

with those of ΦSP. In §8.4 we extend LTT to a theory of paradox, and we show that in

particular “self-referential” (in a sense to be specified) Liars (Truth-Tellers) are paradoxical

(undefined) in LTTP. We finish in §8.5 by discussing some open questions.

8.2. Labelled language, semantic evaluation, syntax theory

We redefine the notion of labelled formula, as we now want that eθ is a labelled formula

for any expression e of LTr, and not just for sentences ϕ ∈ LTr. Hence we work with

LTr as base language, however in its Tait-version. LTr-atoms have the form s = t, s 6=

t,Tr(s),¬Tr(s). In what follows, we let LL denote the language LTr ∪ L, where L :=

{t, f, p, u} is the set of truth-value labels.

Definition 8.2.1 (Labelled formulae). Labelled formulae have the form eθ, where θ is

a truth-value label and e in an LTr-expression.

Moreover, in the interest of a neat comparison with the PKF-systems defined in the first

part of this thesis, we let the theory below behave classically on the arithmetical fragment of

the language. Hence, let us extend the SPT-valuation of Df. 7.1.3 so that identity statements

are evaluated classically:

Definition 8.2.2 (SPT valuation extension). We extend the SPT-valuation of Df. 7.1.3

with the following clause:

VMσ (s = t) =

1 if σ(s) = σ(t),

0 otherwise.
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As mentioned above, the intended meaning of LL-formulae sθ, where s is a LTr-term,

is as follows

sθ ; s is the code of a formula ϕ and ϕ has value ϑ.

This gives rise to the following

Definition 8.2.3 (Semantics). Given an SP structure M and an assignment σ, we

define a valuation function VMσ : LL −→ {1, 0} as follows, where ϕ,ψ are LTr-formulae,

and s an LPA-term.

VMσ (eθ) =


1 if either e ≡ ϕ & VMσ (ϕ) = ϑ,

or e ≡ s & σ(s) = #ψ ∈ LTr & VMσ (ψ) = ϑ,

0 otherwise.

For Γ a set of LL-formulae,

VMσ (Γ) = 1 iff, if VMσ (C) = 1 for some C ∈ Γ.

8.2.1. Syntax via arithmetic. Before defining our theory of truth and paradox, we

need to develop a theory of syntax. To this end, we will use PA. Informally, our theory

will contain initial sequents of a Tait-style formulation of PA, so that if PA ` Γ, then our

theory will prove γt for some γ ∈ Γ. In particular, our theory will prove cedents such as

Γ, (¬. pϕq = p¬ϕq)t, Γ,StTr(s)
f , StTr(r)

f ,StTr(s∧. r)t,

etc. However, we need to handle syntactic notions at a deeper level, too. Due to the

expressivity our labelled language provides us with, expressions of the form (¬. pϕq)θ, or

(s=. r)θ, or (Tr. s)θ, etc., are well formed formulae of LL. Consequently we need to handle

cedents such as

Γ, (¬. pϕq)6=θ, (¬ϕ)θ; Γ,Ct(s)f ,Ct(r)f , (s◦ = r◦) 6=t, (s=. r)t; (8.2)
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etc. Since the sentence coded by ¬. pϕq is ¬ϕ (under the assumption of a standard Gödel

numbering, which is in place in this work), and since the sentence stating the identity

between two closed terms s and r is true (false) iff s and r (don’t) have the same value,187

in particular we would like to have a system proving cedents such as those displayed in

(8.2). Similarly, we want to derive cedents such as

Γ, (StTr(s∨. r))f , (s∨. r)6=t, st, rt.

To this end, in the next definition we are going to introduce syntactical axioms and rules, so

to be able to handle syntax as required. Note the following rules for dotted connectives and

quantifiers correspond to rules for logical connectives and quantifiers. For example, just as

we have a rule saying that from Γ, ϕt, ψt we can infer Γ, (ϕ ∨ ψ)t, we add a corresponding

rule saying that from Γ, st, rt we can infer Γ, (s∨. r)t.

Definition 8.2.4 (Syntactical axioms and rules for dotted connectives and quantifiers).

Syntactical axioms

p·qθ Γ, (s = pϕq)f , ϕ6=θ, sθ;

Γ, (s = pϕq)f , ϕ6=θ, sθ;

=c Γ,Ct(s)f ,Ct(r)f , (s=. r)
6=c, (s◦ = r◦)c, for c = t, f;

Γ,Ct(s)f ,Ct(r)f , (s◦ = r◦)6=c, (s=. r)c, for c = t, f.

Rules for dotted connectives

Γ, st, rt
∨. t

Γ, (s∨. r)t
Γ, st Γ, rt

∧. t
Γ, (s∧. r)t

Γ, sf Γ, rf
∨. f

Γ, (s∨. r)f
Γ, sf , rf

∧. f
Γ, (s∧. r)f

187Recall that we are requiring that the following be provable in (a fragment of) PA:

PA ` Ct(s) ∧ Ct(r)→
(
Ver(s=. r)↔ s◦ = r◦

)
,

where Ver(x) represents the sets of (codes of) true closed equalities. See Chapter 2, sec. 2.2 for details.
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Γ, sp, rp Γ, sp, sf Γ, rp, rf
∨. p

Γ, (s∨. r)p
Γ, sp, rp Γ, sp, st Γ, rp, rt

∧. p
Γ, (s∧. r)p

Γ, su, ru Γ, s6=t Γ, r 6=t
∨. u

Γ, (s∨. r)u
Γ, su, ru Γ, s6=f Γ, r 6=f

∧. u
Γ, (s∧. r)u

Rules for dotted quantifiers

Γ, s(u̇)t
∀. t

Γ,∀.v.st
Γ, s(ż)f

∀. f
Γ, (∀.v.s)f

Γ, s(ż)t
∃. t

Γ, (∃.v.s)t
Γ, s(u̇)f

∃. f
Γ, (∃.v.s)f

Γ, s(ż)p Γ, s(u̇)p, s(u̇)t
∀. p

Γ, (∀.v.s)p
Γ, s(ż)u Γ, s(u̇)t, s(u̇)p, s(u̇)u

∀. u
Γ, (∀.v.s)u

Γ, s(ż)p Γ, s(u̇)p, s(u̇)f
∃. p

Γ, (∃.v.s)p
Γ, s(ż)u Γ, s(u̇)f , s(u̇)p, s(u̇)u

∃. u
Γ, (∃.v.s)u

where u is an eigenvariable and z an arbitrary term.

Remark 8.2.5. Recall that the expression s(ẏ)θ is short for
(
sb(s, num(y)))

)θ.
8.3. The theory LTT

We begin by defining the theory LTT (for Labelled theory of truth) and by investigating

some of its basic properties. In particular, in this section we show that LTT satisfies the

two desiderata set out in the introduction (namely: transparency and compsitionality), and

moreover we show that it has a nice semantics, namely fixed-point models of [Kri75]. After

that, in sec. 8.4, LTT will be extended to a theory of truth and paradox, LTTP.

Notation 8.3.1. We extend the convention introduced in the previous chapters about

truth-values to the present setting. That is to say: we use, e.g., st to denote equivalently

st or ¬. sf . Similarly for all other truth-value labels.
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Definition 8.3.2 (Labelled theory of truth). The theory LTT is given by LCP (Df. 7.2.3)

plus

(i) Arithmetical axioms:

A.1 Γ, ϕt, ϕf , for ϕ ∈ LPA;

A.2 the successor axioms Γ, (t′ = 0)f and Γ, (t′ = r′)f , (t = r)t.

A.3 cedents of the form Γ, Et where E is a defining equation for a function

symbol of LTr.

(ii) Identity axioms:

I.1 Γ, (s = t)f , ϕ[s/v]6=θ, ϕ[t/v]θ;

I.2 Γ, (s = s)t; Γ, (s = t)f , t = st; Γ, (s = t)f , (t = r)f , (s = r)t.

(iii) Syntactical axioms and rules of Df. 8.2.4.

(iv) Induction schemata:

Γ, ϕ(0)θ Γ, ϕ(u) 6=θ, ϕ(u′)θ
INDθ

Γ, ϕ(t)θ

for u eigenvariable and t arbitrary term.

(v) Distribution axioms for quantifiers:

TrQθ Tr(Q. v.s)
6=θ, (QxTr s(ẋ))θ, for Q = ∀, ∃;

(QxTr s(ẋ))6=θ,Tr(Q. v.s)
θ, for Q = ∀, ∃.

(vi) The following truth-rules:

Γ, sθ
TrθNec

Γ, (Fml1LTr
(s, v))f , (Tr sb(s, num(v)))θ

Γ, (Tr sb(s, num(v)))θ
TrθConec

Γ, (Fml1LTr
(s, v))f , sθ

The first arithmetical axiom corresponds to what in a classical setting is taken to be the

logical axiom Γ, ϕ,¬ϕ, while the remaining A.2 and A.3 simply adapt standard arithmetical

axioms to the present setting (compare e.g. [Can89, §9]). Identity axioms are also an

adaptation of standard identity laws to the present setting (I.1 is the replacement schema;

I.2 axiomatizes reflexivity, symmetry, and transitivity of =). Syntactical axioms and rules

are for dealing with syntax, as explained informally in the previous section. The schema
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INDθ is the familiar induction schema, but in this case we have one schema for each truth-

value. The truth rules of (vi) are the naive quotation and disquotation rules (note that

they are rules, not schemata for formulae). Finally, the distribution axioms for quantifiers

are the reason why in the introduction we described LTT as an ‘essentially’ disquotational

theory, instead of simply disquotational. As it will be explained below in more details, rules

of quotation and disquotation will not be enough to prove the distribution of Tr over the

quantifiers.

Notation 8.3.3. Since we have Γ, ϕt, ϕf for ϕ ∈ LPA, we often write ϕf instead of ϕ6=t

when ϕ ∈ LPA.

We begin by observing that LTT satisfies the first desideratum set out in the introduc-

tion, i.e., it has a transparent truth-predicate. This follows immediately by an application

of TrθNec and TrθConec. In fact, since we have

Γ, s6=θ, sθ,

by TrθNec we can derive

Fml1LTr
(s, v)f , s6=θ, (Tr s(v̇))θ.

And similarly, since we have

Γ, (Tr s(v̇))6=θ, (Tr s(v̇))θ,

by TrθConec we can derive

Fml1LTr
(s, v)f , (Tr s(v̇))6=θ, sθ.

Hence

Proposition 8.3.4 (Transparency). For any term s, the following cedents are derivable:

Γ,Fml1LTr
(s, v)f , s6=θ, (Tr s(v̇))θ Γ,Fml1LTr

(s, v)f , (Tr s(v̇))6=θ, sθ.
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Note that, since the following two sequents are derivable (the second says that substi-

tution is vacuous for sentences):

Γ,StTr(s)
f ,Fml1LTr

(s),

Γ,StTr(s)
f , (sb(s, r) = s)t,

we obtain the following

Corollary 8.3.5. For any term s, the following cedents are derivable:

Γ, StTr(s)
f , s6=θ, (Tr s)θ Γ,StTr(s)

f , (Tr s) 6=θ, sθ.

Remark 8.3.6.

(i) Note that repeated applications of the rules of quotation and disquotation make

the following rules derivable:

Γ, s6=θ

Γ, (Fml1LTr
(s, v))f , (Tr sb(s, num(v)))6=θ

Γ, (Tr sb(s, num(v)))6=θ

Γ, (Fml1LTr
(s, v))f , s6=θ

are derivable in LTT via TrθNec and TrθConec.

(ii) Moreover, let us observe that also cedents such as

Γ, (StTrs)
f ,¬Tr(s) 6=θ, (¬. s)θ Γ, (StTrs)

f , (¬. s)6=θ,¬Tr(s)θ

are derivable (same for those in the uniform version with Fml1LTr
(s, v) instead

of StTr(s)). The reason is that, e.g., by convention Tr(s)t can denote either

Tr(s)t or ¬Tr(s)f . We then have that ¬Tr(s)6=t can denote Tr(s)6=f . Hence, from

Γ,Tr(s)6=f , sf , we get Γ,¬Tr(s) 6=t, sf and hence Γ,¬Tr(s)6=t, (¬. s)t.

Having shown the basic property of LTT, i.e., the fact that is has a transparent truth

predicate, we next show that it is externally compositional, in the sense that, for instance, a

disjunction is true iff one of its disjunct is true. This will prove important for deriving com-

positional principles for Tr. In fact, we can show that LTT is internally compositional (in
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the sense that it derives compositional principles for truth) by quotation and disquotation,

exploting the fact that it is externally compositional.

Lemma 8.3.7 (Compositionality Lemma). The following cedents are derivable in LTT:

(i) Γ, (ϕ ◦ ψ) 6=θ,Ξ, where ◦ = ∧,∨ and Ξ a set of active formulae of the rule ◦θ.

(ii) Γ, (ϕ ◦. ψ) 6=θ,Ξ, where ◦. = ∧. ,∨. and Ξ a set of active formulae of the rule ◦. θ.

(iii) Γ, (∀xϕ) 6=t, ϕ(s)t, and Γ, (∃xϕ)6=f , ϕ(s)f , for s arbitrary term.

(iv) Γ, (∀.v.s) 6=t, s(ż)t, and Γ, (∃.v.s)6=f , s(ż)f , for z arbitrary term.

Proof. For (i) and (ii), one can use the style of argument used in the proof of Propo-

sition 6.3.5. We show one example for (iii), the argument for the other cases being similar.

In order to obtain (∀xϕ) 6=t, ϕ(s)t, we first form (for u eigenvariable and s arbitrary term)

D0


Γ, ϕ(s)t, ϕ(s)f , ϕ(s)p, ϕ(s)u

∀f
Γ, (∀xϕ)f , ϕ(s)t, ϕ(s)p, ϕ(s)u

Γ, ϕ(u)t, ϕ(u)f , ϕ(u)p, ϕ(u)u
∀f

Γ, (∀xϕ)f , ϕ(u)t, ϕ(u)p, ϕ(u)u
∀u

Γ, (∀xϕ)f , (∀xϕ)u, ϕ(s)t, ϕ(s)p

Similarly, we form (for u and y two distinct eigenvariables)

D1


Γ, ϕ(y)t, ϕ(y)f , ϕ(y)p, ϕ(y)u

∀f
Γ, (∀xϕ)f , ϕ(y)t, ϕ(y)p, ϕ(y)u

Γ, ϕ(u)t, ϕ(u)f , ϕ(u)p, ϕ(u)u
∀f

Γ, (∀xϕ)f , ϕ(u)t, ϕ(u)p, ϕ(u)u
∀u

Γ, (∀xϕ)f , (∀xϕ)u, ϕ(y)t, ϕ(y)p

The conclusion can then be obtained as follows

D0

Γ, (∀xϕ)f , (∀xϕ)u, ϕ(s)t, ϕ(s)p

D1

Γ, (∀xϕ)f , (∀xϕ)u, ϕ(y)t, ϕ(y)p
∀p

Γ, (∀xϕ)f , (∀xϕ)p, (∀xϕ)u, ϕ(s)t

Q.E.D.

Having shown that LTT is externally compositional, we can now show that it is in-

ternally compositional, in the sense that (as already explained) it derives compositional

principles for truth, thereby satisfying the second desideratum set out in the introduction.

To begin with, we show the commutativity of Tr with negation.
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Proposition 8.3.8 (Commutativity of Tr and ¬). For all s, the following jointly hold

LTT ` Γ,StTr(s)
f , (Tr¬. s)6=θ, (¬Trs)θ,

LTT ` Γ,StTr(s)
f , (¬Trs)6=θ, (Tr¬. s)θ.

Proof. We reason within LTT, tacitly using that LTT ` Γ,StTr(s)
f ,StTr(¬. s)t,188

Proposition 8.3.4
Γ, StTr(s)

f , (Tr¬. s) 6=θ, (¬. s)θ
Proposition 8.3.4

Γ,StTr(s)
f , (¬. s) 6=θ, (¬Tr s)θ

Cut
Γ, StTr(s)

f , (Tr¬. s) 6=θ, (¬Trs)θ

Proposition 8.3.4
Γ, StTr(s)

f , (¬Trs) 6=θ, (¬. s)θ
Proposition 8.3.4

Γ,StTr(s)
f , (¬. s) 6=θ, (Tr¬. s)θ Cut

Γ, StTr(s)
f , (¬Trs) 6=θ, (Tr¬. s)θ

Q.E.D.

The derivability of the other compositional principles (as already hinted at) is a con-

sequence of the fact the base theory of LTT is compositional (Compositionality Lemma,

8.3.7), and by the fact that using TrθNec and TrθConec we can quote and disquote, thus

obtaining compositionality within Tr. For example, in order to show that, say, (Tr(x∧. y))t

implies both Tr(x)t and Tr(y)t, we can reason as follows: assuming (Tr(x∧. y))t, we can

disquote and obtain (x∧. y)t, which by compositionality in turn implies both xt and yt; the

desired conclusion then follows by quoting again. We omit the details of the proof, and

simply state the following

Corollary 8.3.9 (Compositionality). LTT is a fully compositional theory of truth.

Remark 8.3.10. An important observation that will lead to Open Question 8.5.2 is

that one can derive that Tr distributes with ∀t and ∃f—even though we have for simplicity

188Also, recall that, by convention, e.g. Tr(s)t denotes either Tr(s)t or ¬Tr(s)f . Similarly for other formulae.
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added distribution axioms for all quantifiers. As an example, let us consider ∀t:

Compositionality Lemma

Γ,
(
∀x(Tr s(ẋ))

) 6=t
,Tr(s(u̇))t

TrtConec
Γ, (StTr(∀.v.s))f ,

(
∀x(Tr s(ẋ))

) 6=t
, s(u̇)t

∀. t
Γ, (StTr(∀.v.s))f ,

(
∀x(Tr s(ẋ))

) 6=t
, (∀.v.s)t

Γ, (StTr(∀.v.s))f ,
(
∀x(Tr s(ẋ))

) 6=t
, (Tr(∀.v.s))t

Note that the reason why a similar argument does not work for other quantifiers, e.g. ∃t,

is that if we assume, say,
(
∃xTr s(ẋ)

)t, we are not given a witness w such that
(
Tr s(ẇ)

)t.
More precisely, we cannot derive Γ,

(
∃xTr s(ẋ)

) 6=t
,
(
Tr s(ẇ)

)t.
We next show that LTT has a nice semantics, namely: it can be seen as an axioma-

tization of the fixed-points of [Kri75], in the sense that 〈N, (E,A,X)〉 is a model of LTT

if, and only if, (E,A) = ΦSK(E,A). In order to obtain this result, though, we need to

expand LTT with two axioms saying that only sentences can be true, and that every other

expression is false.189 So let LTT+ be the theory given by LTT plus the following initial

cedents

Γ, (Tr s)6=t, StTr(s)
t; Γ, (Tr s)6=p, StTr(s)

t; Γ, (Tr s) 6=u,StTr(s)
t; Γ, StTr(s)

t, (Tr s)f .

Then

Definition 8.3.11 (Model of LTT+). An SP-structureM := 〈N, (E,A,X)〉 paired with

an assignment σ is said to be a model of LTT+, symbolically written as 〈N, (E,A,X)〉
LSP
σ

LTT+, precisely if the following holds:

if LTT+ ` Γ, then VMσ (C) = 1, for some C ∈ Γ.

189Recall that fixed-point models are defined so that only sentences can be true (or paradoxical in the
SP-case). Any element not coding a sentence is in the anti-extension of Tr. Also, recall that the reason
why elements not coding a sentence are in the anti-extension of Tr is purely technical convenience (see
Remark ??).
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Theorem 8.3.12 (Fixed-point models theorem). For any pairwise disjoint triple (E,A,X)

of subset of ω, for any assignment σ, the following obtain:

if 〈N, (E,A,X)〉
LSP
σ

LTT+, then (E,A) = ΦSK(E,A);

if (E,A) = ΦSK(E,A) then 〈N, (E,A,X)〉
LSP
σ

LTT+.

This theorem, due to the fact that every fixed-point (E,A,X) of ΦSP is such that the

pair (E,A) is identical to a fixed-point of ΦSK, immediately yields

Corollary 8.3.13. For any pairwise disjoint triple (E,A,X) of subset of ω, for any

assignment σ, the following obtain: 〈N, (E,A,X)〉
LSP
σ

LTT+ if, and only if, E (A) is the

(anti-)extension of a fixed-point of ΦSP.

Proof of Theorem 8.3.12. We begin by showing that the structure

M∞ := 〈N, (E∞, A∞, X)〉,

where (E∞, A∞) = ΦSK(E∞, A∞) is the least fixed-point of ΦSK and X ∩ (E∞, A∞) = ∅,

is a model of LTT+.

Due to the classical evaluation of identity (Df. 8.2.2), the soundness of logical and arith-

metical axioms is evident. The soundness of syntactical axioms follows rather immediately

by definitions of the evaluation functions VM∞σ and VM∞σ . As an example, we consider the

initial cedents

Γ,Ct(s)f ,Ct(r)f , (s=. r) 6=c, (s◦ = r◦)c,

Γ,Ct(s)f ,Ct(r)f , (s◦ = r◦) 6=c, (s=. r)c.

Suppose VM∞σ (Ct(s)t) = VM∞σ (Ct(r)t) = 1. Let sN = #t0 and rN = #t1 for two closed

terms t0, t1, and hence (s=. r)N = #(t0 = t1). We have to show

VM∞σ (t0 = t1) = 1 (0) iff VM∞σ (s◦ = r◦) = 1 (0),
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which follows from the fact that VM∞σ (s◦ = t0) = 1 and VM∞σ (r◦ = t1) = 1. A similar

argument works for the other syntactical axioms.

As for inference rules, we begin by considering the truth-rule TrθConec

Γ, (Tr s(v̇))θ
TrθConec

Γ, (Fml1LTr
(s, v))f , sθ

Let s code a formula with at most v free, say sN = #ϕ(v), and assume VM∞σ ((Tr s(v̇))θ) = 1.

This is the case precisely if VM∞σ (Tr s(v̇)) = ϑ. Let ϑ be 1, so that by assumption

VM∞σ (Tr s(v̇)) = 1. This is the case iff σ(s(v̇)) ∈ E∞. Letting σ(v) = n, we have that

σ(s(v̇)) = #ϕ(n). By fixed-point property, VM∞σ (Trpϕ(n)q) = 1 (which holds by assump-

tion) iff VM∞σ (ϕ(n)) = 1 iff VM∞σ (ϕ(v)) = 1 (this is so because σ(v) = n) iff VM∞σ (st) = 1,

which is what we wanted to show. The argument for when ϑ is a value different from 1 is

similar.

The argument for TrθNec is, mutatis mutandis, the same. The rule INDθ is evident.

As for logical rules of LCP, they have shown to be sound relative to any SP-structure,

hence in particular they are validity preserving in fixed-points of ΦSP. The argument for

the soundness of dotted connectives and quantifiers to check that rules for are sound is an

adaptation of the one for logical connectives and quantifiers.

For the other direction, i.e., to show that whenever 〈N, (E,A,X)〉
LSP
σ

LTT+, then

(E,A) = ΦSK(E,A), it suffices to show, using appropriate initial cedents and rules of

LTT+, that E is a Kripke-truth set in the sense of [Hal14, Df. 15.5]. Q.E.D.

Corollary 8.3.14 (Consistency). LTT is consistent.

8.4. The theory LTTP

In this section, we extend LTT to a theory LTTP, a labelled theory of truth and paradox.

In light of the considerations made in Chapter 5, it would be desirable to have a calculus

which (i) proves ϕp whenever ϕ is a paradoxical sentence, and (ii) proves ϕu whenever ϕ is

a pathological-but-unparadoxical sentence.190

190For a discussion on the issue of defining the notions of ‘paradoxical instance of a predicate P ’ and
‘pathological instance of a predicate P ’, see Chapter 5.
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Let us begin by recalling that in §5.5.2 we have seen two alternative definitions of

what has been called ‘atomic paradoxical sentences’, and we have seen that a number of

alternatives can be suggested. We investigated a class of sentences Λ, defined as

Λ := {λ | λ ≡Aeq ¬Trpλq},

where the relation ϕ ≡Aeq ψ holds between ϕ and ψ precisely if ϕ and ψ have the same value

in all SP-expansions of N which are adequate in the sense of Df. 5.5.9.191 In addition, we

investigated a class of sentences Λ?, defined as

Λ? := {λ | λ ≡N
eq ¬Trpλq},

where the relation ϕ ≡N
eq ψ holds between ϕ and ψ precisely if ϕ and ψ have the same

value in all SP-expansions of N. In what follows, we are going to introduce a method to

approximate Λ?. The possibility of characterizing different classes of atomic Liars will then

be discussed in the concluding remarks (Open Question 8.5.1).

In order to axiomatize Λ?, one can exploit the base theory of LTT. More precisely, let

LTT− be the theory LTT without distribution axioms for nonclassical quantifiers (Df. 8.3.2-

(v)), without truth-rules (Df. 8.3.2-(vi)), and with induction IND (Df. 8.3.2-(iv)) restricted

to the arithmetical vocabulary. Clearly, since LTT− is a theory with no axiom or rule

involving Tr, every expansion of N will be a model of LTT−. The crucial observation is

now that if a sentence λθ is LTT−-provably equivalent to (¬Trpλq)θ, then λ and ¬Trpλq

are equivalent in every SP-expansion of N,192 hence λ ∈ Λ?. We can then approximate

the class Λ? by declaring paradoxical all sentences ϕθ which are LTT−-provably equivalent

to (¬Trpϕq)θ. Similarly, we can approximate the class Θ of Truth-tellers (Df. 5.5.12) by

declaring undefined all sentences ψθ which are LTT−-provably equivalent to (Trpψq)θ. This

idea will be carried out formally in the next subsection.

191Recall that an interpretation of Tr is adequate iff, for all sentences ϕ ∈ LTr, #ϕ ∈ Y iff #Trpϕq ∈ Y ,
for Y = E,A,X.
192This follows by the soundness of LTT− shown in the proof of the Fixed-point model Theorem, 8.3.12.
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8.4.1. λ-rule and τ-rule. By providing a (standard) Gödel numbering for LL,193 the

relation LTT− ` Γ of derivability of a set of sentences Γ within LTT− can be canonically

represented in arithmetic via a recursively enumerable predicate, say BewLTT−(x). Hence,

whenever LTT− ` Γ, then PA ` BewLTT−(pΓq), and therefore LTT `
(
BewLTT−(pΓq)

)t.
Definition 8.4.1 (Labelled theory of truth and paradox). The theory LTTP expands

LTT with the following additional rules:

Γ,
(
BewLTT−

(
pϕ6=θ, (¬Trpϕq)θq

))t
Γ,
(
BewLTT−

(
p(¬Trpϕq)6=θ, ϕθq

))t

λ
Γ, ϕp

Γ,
(
BewLTT−

(
pϕ6=θ, (Trpϕq)θq

))t
Γ,
(
BewLTT−

(
p(Trpϕq)6=θ, ϕθq

))t

τ
Γ, ϕu

Observe that, if both ϕ6=θ, (¬Trpϕq)θ and (¬Trpϕq)6=θ, ϕθ are derivable in LTT−, then

ϕ an ¬Trpϕq have the same value in every expansion of N, hence ϕ ∈ Λ?. Similarly, if

the premises of the τ -rule hold, then ϕ ∈ Θ.194 This very simple observation implies that

LTTP, like LTT, has a nice semantics, namely fixed-points of the SP-Jump:

Theorem 8.4.2 (Fixed-point model theorem for LTTP). Let M∞ be the minimal

fixed point of the SP-Jump of Df. 5.5.13. Then, if LTTP ` Γ, then VM∞σ (C) = 1, for some

C ∈ Γ.

Proof. It suffices to extend the proof of the Fixed-point models theorem (8.3.12) and

to show that the rules λ and τ are sound relative to the minimal fixed-point of ΦSP. Q.E.D.

8.4.2. Paradigmatic sentences. Let us now consider the status of some paradig-

matic paradoxical and pathological sentences within LTTP. Even though there is no unique

definition of what a (formal) liar sentence is, the following characterization certainly singles

out a sufficient condition:

ϕ ∈ {x | x is a liar sentence} whenever ϕ says of itself that it is untrue.

193For example, an adaptation of the numbering provided in [BBJ07] will do.
194Incidentally, the reason for using LTT− instead of LTT is that in LTT every sentence ϕθ is equivalent
to (Trpϕq)θ, and not only Truth-tellers.
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ϕ ∈ {x | x is a truth-teller sentence} whenever ϕ says of itself that it is true.

In fact, whenever a sentence ϕ says of itself that is (not) true, then ϕ will be equivalent to

(¬)Trpϕq. However, what sentences should qualify as self-referential is unclear, and there

is no generally accepted definition of ‘self-referential sentence’. After the publication of

Stephen Yablo’s ‘Paradox without self-reference’ [Yab93], there has been an active discus-

sion on whether Yablo’s paradox really does not involve self-reference. However, Hannes

Leitgeb convincingly argued that “the whole discussion is substantially flawed because (i)

two different notions of self-referentiality and circularity have been used (and sometimes

mixed up) in the discussion, and, worse, (ii) both notions are unclear and inadequate as

explications of our pre-theoretical term ‘self-referential’ ” [Lei02, p. 3].195

Without going into details on what should count as genuinely self-referential, nor taking

position on this issue, below it will be shown that LTTP declares paradoxical (pathological)

Liars (Truth-tellers) obtained by two ways of achieving self-reference which are generally

accepted to be legitimate: there are sentences which refer to themselves “by name” and

sentences which refer to themselves “by description”.196 Formally, reference by name is

obtainable via strong diagonalization, while reference by description is obtainable via weak

diagonalization. Let PAT be PA formulated in LTr. Then

Lemma 8.4.3 (Strong Diagonalization). 197 For every LTr-formula ϕ(x), there exists

a term t such that

PAT ` t = pϕ(t)q.

195Self-reference in formal languages (especially arithmetical) has then been further investigated, and there
have been other attempts to provide a rigorous account, but there is still no unanimously accepted definition.
See in particular [HV14a, HV14b, Hec07, Pic18a, Pic19].
196But again, there is no general consensus on this either. To name but two examples, Richard Kimberly
Heck have argued that truly self-referential sentences refer to themselves “by name” and non-truly self-
referential sentences refer to themselves only “by description” [Hec07]. This view has been criticized by
Lavinia Picollo, who claimed that we do not have first and second class self-reference, and that both kinds
of self-reference are legitimate [Pic18a].
197It is not clear whom this result should be attributed to. Robert Jeroslow attributes the discovery to
a referee [Jer73, p. 361]. As pointed out by [Pic19], however, applications of this lemma can be found
already in [Hen52] and [Kre53].
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Proof. See e.g. [Jer73]. Q.E.D.

Lemma 8.4.4 (Weak Diagonalization, [Car34]). 198 For every LTr-formula ϕ(x), there

exists a sentence ψ such that

PAT ` ψ ↔ ϕ(pψq).

Proof. See e.g. [BBJ07]. Q.E.D.

In order to show that liar sentences obtained via weak diagonalization are paradoxical

in LTTP, it is important to sketch how they are obtained. In fact, the result below will

not be that LTTP ` λp, for every λ such that PAT ` λ ↔ ¬Trpλq. Rather, the result

will be that LTTP ` λp for every λ weakly diagonalizing the formula ¬Tr(x) (and suitable

variations thereof).

Given a formula ϕ, the diagonalization of ϕ is the formula ∃x(x = pϕq ∧ ϕ). Let diag

be the primitive recursive function such that

diag : #ϕ 7→ #∃x(x = pϕq ∧ ϕ).

Let Diag(x, y) be a formula representing diag in PA, so that

N |= ∀y
(
Diag(pϕq, y)↔ y = p∃x(x = pϕq ∧ ϕ)q

)
.

A liar sentence can then be obtained by weakly diagonalizing e.g. the following formula

with one free variable

∃y(Diag(x, y) ∧ ¬Tr(y)). (β(x))

Let λ be the diagonalization of β(x), i.e.

∃x(x = pβq ∧ β(x)). (λ)

198Weak diagonalization was famously used by Gödel to prove his first incompleteness theorem [Göd31].
As reported by [Smi13], Gödel then says that the general possibility for this construction for any ϕ was
first noted by [Car34]. See [Can09] for more historical details.
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This is SP-equivalent to β(pβq), that is

∃y(Diag(pβq, y) ∧ ¬Tr(y)).

Since N |= ∀y
(
Diag(pβq, y)↔ y = pλq

)
, if follows that β(pβq) is SP-equivalent to

∃y(y = pλq ∧ ¬Tr(y)),

which is in turn SP-equivalent to ¬Trpλq. In other words, λ is SP-equivalent to ¬Trpλq.

The idea behind this construction is simple: a liar sentence is equivalent to a sentence

saying “the sentence which is ϕ is not true”, where the formula ϕ uniquely describes the

Liar itself—whence “reference by description”. Of course, the role played by Diag(pβq, y)

in the above example can be played by infinitely many other formulae, as long as they

uniquely describe the liar sentence. Moreover, we can modify the construction in different

ways without altering the final result. Just to mention one example, if we diagonalize

¬Tr(x) ∨ 0 = 1, we will still obtain a sentence which is SP-equivalent to ¬Trpλq, since

0 = 1 takes always value 0. What is relevant to observe is that whether a modification

of this kind will yield a liar sentence or not depends on the base logic. For instance, in a

classical setting, weakly diagonalizing ¬Tr(x) ∨ (τ ∧ ¬τ), for τ a Truth-teller, will indeed

produce a liar sentence λ which is PA-provably equivalent with ¬Trpλq. However, it will

not yield a Liar if the base logic is, say, SK or FDE, as τ ∧¬τ need not take value 0. To put

it differently: since classical Liars and nonclassical Liars do not coincide, PAT-Liars and

PKF-Liars do not coincide either. Isomorphic considerations hold for Truth-tellers.

Having laid down the necessary preliminaries, let now a weak Liar (Truth-teller) be a

sentence λ (τ) weakly diagonalizing ¬Tr(x) (Tr(x)), or suitable variations thereof,199 and

let a strong Liar (Truth-teller) be a sentence ¬Tr(l) (Tr(t)) where PAT ` l = p¬Tr(l)q

(t = pTr(t)q). Then:

199The expression ‘suitable variations thereof’ refers to the kind of variations mentioned in the previous
paragraph. It is and it will remain a vague expression. Since it is inessential, in the following Observation
‘weak (strong) Liars’ can be taken to denote simply sentences weakly (strongly) diagonalizing ¬Tr(x). Same
for Truth-tellers.
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Proposition 8.4.5 (Liars and Truth-tellers differentiation). Weak Liars and strong

Liars are paradoxical in LTTP. Weak Truth-tellers and strong Truth-tellers are undefined

in LTTP.

Proof. Let LTTP ` ϕθ ≡ ψθ be short for LTTP ` ϕ6=θ, ψθ and LTTP ` ψ 6=θ, ϕθ (that

is to say, ϕθ ≡ ψθ means that ϕ and ψ are equivalent in LTTP). It suffices to observe

that the following cedents are derivable in LTT−, for λ and τ weak Liar and Truth-teller,

respectively, and ¬Tr(l) and Tr(t) strong Liar and Truth-teller, respectively:

λθ ≡ (¬Trpλq)θ, and ¬Tr(l)θ ≡ (¬Trp¬Tr(l)q)θ;

τ θ ≡ (Trpτq)θ, and Tr(t)θ ≡ (TrpTr(t)q)θ.

The conclusion then follows by application of the λ- and τ -rules. Q.E.D.

As we have seen in Chapter 5, there are other paradigmatic sentences which strike us as

paradoxical. Among those, we mentioned the McGee sentence, Curry sentences, and Liar

cycles. By adapting the proof of Proposition 5.5.16 to the present proof-theoretic setting,

it can be shown that Curry sentences are paradoxical in LTTP, but the same does not hold

for the McGee sentence and for Liar cycles. In order to obtain a theory within which also

these sentences are declared paradoxical, one needs to axiomatize the set Λ of Df. 5.5.10.

The possibility of doing so is briefly addressed in the concluding remarks.

8.5. Concluding remarks

Let us conclude with some open questions. The first is the following:

Open Question 8.5.1. Can we extend LTTP in order to (i) axiomatize different

classes of atomic paradoxical sentences and (thereby) (ii) verify the paradoxicality of more

paradigmatic sentences such as McGee’s, Falsehood-tellers, Liar cycles, etc.?

The present conjecture is that a positive answer to the Open Question 8.5.1 is possible.

Recall, from §5.5.2, that different classes of atomic paradoxical instances of Tr are given
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by restricting the class of models in which λ—in order to be taken to be a liar sentence—

has to be equivalent to ¬Trpλq. Such restrictions can be represented proof-theoretically by

suitably modifying the base theory LTT− with additional postulates about the behaviour of

Tr. More precisely, note that the theory LTT− does not have any Tr-initial cedents, nor any

Tr-rule. Any SP-expansion of N is thus a model of LTT−. However, if one extends LTT− to

a base theory LTT′− which is just like LTT− but with the additional postulate that Tr(x)θ ≡

(TrpTr(ẋ)q)θ, then not every N-expansion will be a model of LTT′−, but only adequate N-

expansions. This is then reflected in the system, which becomes able to see more paradoxical

sentences. For example, letting µ be the McGee sentence,200 while LTT− does not prove

that µθ ≡ (¬Trpµq)θ, the system LTT′−, via the equivalences µθ ≡ (∃x¬Trf. (x, pµq))
θ and

(∃x¬Trf. (x, pµq))
θ ≡ (¬Trpµq)θ, can indeed prove that µθ ≡ (¬Trpµq)θ. Similarly, to make

Falsehood-tellers paradoxical, one could extend LTT− by postulating ¬Tr(s)θ ≡ Tr(¬. s)θ.

As a consequence, in this system a Falsehood-teller φ, which by construction is equivalent

to Trp¬φq, would be in turn equivalent with ¬Trpφq.

In other words, by suitably modifying the base theory LTT−, one should be able to char-

acterize a whole variety of classes of atomic paradoxical sentences, thereby accommodating

different intuitions on what should (not) count as paradoxical.201

A second question worth investigating goes back to the introductory remarks on disquo-

tationalism. Disquotationalism, roughly, is the view that truth is a device for unrestricted

quotation and disquotation.202 Following this intuition, there have been various proposals

200Recall that µ is equivalent over N to ∃x¬Trf. (x, pµq)) where f. (x, y) is a function symbol representing
the primitive recursive operation f(n,#ϕ) 7→ # Tr . . .Tr.︸ ︷︷ ︸

n times

pϕq.

201Observe that a similar strategy can be used in, say, PKF-systems. The idea would be to declare
paradoxical (undefined) every sentence λ (τ) which is equivalent to ¬Trpλq (Trpτq) in the base theory (i.e.,
PA formulated in LTr over FDE and extensions), or extensions thereof (e.g., the base theory plus the initial
sequents Tr(x),Γ⇒ ∆,TrpTr(ẋ)q and TrpTr(ẋ)q,Γ⇒ ∆,Tr(x)).
202The label ‘disquotationalism’, as noted by [Hec21], comes from W.V.O. Quine: “the truth predicate is
a device of disquotation [...]” [Qui86, p. 12]. For a recent discussion and defence of disquotationlism, see
[HL17]. For a most recent critical discussion of the core tenents of classical deflationism (one of which is
disquotationalism), see [Nic21].
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to axiomatize truth using T-biconditionals, such as

Trpϕq↔ ϕ,

or the uniform version thereof

∀x(Trpϕ(ẋ)q↔ ϕ(x)), 203

or similar equivalence statements. As is well-known, though, a purely disquotational theory

of truth is unsatisfactory, for it is too weak. As Tarski would have it, it “would lack

the most important and most fruitful general theorems” [Tar36, p. 257]. For example, a

disquotational theory does not prove generalizations such as

∀x, y
(
StTr(x∧. y)→ (Tr(x) ∧ Tr(y)↔ Tr(x∧. y))

)
. (8.2)

Tarski is referring to typed disquotational theories, i.e., theories restricting the T-Schema

to arithmetical formulae. These theories not only cannot prove general principles like

(8.2); they are also proof-theoretically weak (they are conservative over PA and similar

theories [Hal01]). Stronger disquotational theories have been obtained by modifying the

type of restriction imposed on quotation and disquotation.204 For instance, one can assume

instances of the T-schema on positive formulae, obtaining the theory known as PUTB

[Hal09], or one can assume instance of the T-schema on well-founded formulae, obtaining

the theory known as WFUTB [Pic20b]. Both PUTB and WFUTB are much stronger than

a typed disquotational theory (the former is as strong as KF, the latter is even stronger

than KF). And yet, they still do not prove compositional truth-axioms.205

203Recall that we use the abbreviation pϕ(ẋ)q := sb(pϕ(v)q, num(x)). See §2.2.1.
204One of the first suggestions in this direction is the “maximality approach” suggested by [Hor90]—the
idea was to define a theory by relying on a maximally consistent set of Tr-biconditionals. This approach was
however shown to be untenable by [McG92], who has proved that there are uncountably many incompatible
and maximally consistent sets of instances of Tr-biconditionals (it has later been shown by Cezary Cieśliński
that there are continuum many theories obtained by sets of “maximally conservative” Tr-biconditionals, i.e.,
theories which are conservative and do not have extensions which would be conservative as well [Cie07]).
205A semantic theory inspired by the question of what kinds of sentences can be used as instances of the
T-schema has been suggested in [Lei05]. An axiomatic characterization of [Lei05] has been introduced by
[Sch14], which, however, postulate compositional principles.
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On the contrary, we have seen that LTT does prove compositional principles. And

except for the distribution axioms for quantifiers, LTT is a purely disquotational theory.

Thus, if we could formulate a theory equivalent to LTT without the need of distribution

axioms for quantifiers, then we would obtain a purely disquotational theory that is fully

compositional. The question thus becomes

Open Question 8.5.2. Is there a way to obtain a truth theory equivalent to LTT

without the need of postulating distribution axioms for quantifiers?

A positive answer to Open Question 8.5.2 could count as a vindication for disquota-

tionalism.
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Summary and open questions

This thesis has focused on the notion of truth and on the notion of paradox. In Part 1

we made some progress in the proof-theoretic analysis of the semantic conception of truth

developed by [Kri75]. In Part 2 we suggested a way to extend Kripke’s theory into a theory

of truth and paradox. There are several questions left open. Let us list them here.

The first two open questions come from Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 (the latter being a

sequel of the former), where we have analysed and compared axiomatizations of models of

[Kri75], focusing on the relationship between classical (or KF-like) and nonclassical (or

PKF-like) theories. The goal of these chapters was to show that classical logic can be

legitimately used in axiomatizing the partial conception of truth of [Kri75]. Specifically,

Chapter 2 shows that the use of classical logic can be justified instrumentally, thereby

reviving Reinhardt’s program. The findings of Chapter 3, additionally, show that a more

robust instrumentalism is possible. To substantiate the last claim, though, the following

question needs to be addressed:

Open Question 3.5.1. Can we extend Theorem 3.3.11 to KF? That is, can KF

prove that an inference is significant via a significant derivation? And can we extend Corol-

lary 3.4.1 to the pair KF-PKF+? That is, can KF prove that an inference is significant by

means of a derivation D, such that D is also a PKF+-derivation?

The second question is about quantifying the usefulness of classical logic. That is to say,

having established that classical logic is a useful but dispensable instrument, one can ask

how faster and how easier we can prove the same inference with the aid of nonsignificant

reasoning:
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Open Question 3.5.2. Given a significant KF◦-derivation D of TrpΓq ⇒ Trp∆q, is

there an algorithmic procedure for transforming D into a height-minimal KF◦-derivation

D′ of the same endsequent?

A third question was asked in Chapter 4. This chapter can be divided into two parts.

The first part strengthens the results of Chapters 2-3, showing that symmetric variants of

KF- and PKF-systems axiomatize the Kripkean semantics equally well, and that they fully

agree on what is true, on what is false, and on what is not-true. The second part, to the

contrary, shows that KF-variants with axioms of consistency or completeness are not as

adequate as their PKF-counterparts. Still, the connection between these systems is fairly

strong. In particular, in Appendix 4.B we have seen that the majority of them have the

same models. To obtain a complete result, the following question needs to be addressed:

Open Question 4.B.10. Does the converse of Lemma 4.B.9 hold? That is, given a

model 〈N , (E,A)〉 of PKF+, is the structure (N , E) a model of KF?

The remaining three questions come from Part 2, where we have suggested a way to

extend Kripke’s theory of truth to a theory of truth and paradox. Chapter 5 develops a

semantic theory of truth and paradox. This theory preserves every insight about truth that

was captured by models of [Kri75], and it suggests an inductive characterization of the

class of paradoxical sentences. This characterization avoids some objections raised by Gupta

[Gup82] against Kripke’s account of paradoxicality. In particular, our characterization is

a proper subset of the set of paradoxical sentences in the sense of [Kri75], and it does

not contain sentences such as ∀x(Tr(x) ∨ ¬Tr(x)). Nonetheless, we think it would be

interesting to address the following question (where K is the set of sentences paradoxical

sensu [Kri75]):

Open Question ??. Is there a way to obtain a natural fixed-point construction of the

triple (E,A,X), where (E,A) is identical to the minimal fixed-point of ΦSK and X = K?

Finally, Chapter 6-Chapter 8 develop the proof-theory for the semantic theory intro-

duced in Chapter 5. Chapters 6-7 introduce a purely logical labelled calculus, which is
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shown to be Cut-free complete. The final Chapter 8 then introduces the proof system

for truth and paradox LTTP (labelled theory of truth and paradox). By means of the

λ-rule and of the τ -rule, LTTP can distinguish between Liars and Truth-tellers, declar-

ing Liars paradoxical, and Truth-tellers undefined. We have seen that, besides Liars and

Truth-tellers, one might be interested in having a theory which deems paradoxical more

paradigmatic sentences, such as McGee’s, Falsehood-tellers, Liar cycles. We thus asked:

Open Question 8.5.1. Can we extend LTTP in order to (i) axiomatize different

classes of atomic paradoxical sentences and (thereby) (ii) verify the paradoxicality of more

paradigmatic sentences such as McGee’s, Falsehood-tellers, Liar cycles, etc.?

We have also analysed the purely truth-theoretic fragment LTT of LTTP, i.e., the

theory of truth without theory of paradox. We have shown that LTT axiomatizes models of

[Kri75], and that (except the distribution of Tr with quantifiers) it can derive compositional

principles for truth from disquotational ones. Indeed, a positive answer to the following

question would make LTTP a purely disquotational theory which would be strong enough

to prove the compositionality of truth:

Open Question8.5.2. Is there a way to obtain a truth theory equivalent to LTT

without the need of postulating distribution axioms for quantifiers?
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